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Abstrakt
Předložená dizertační práce je složena ze studií zaměřených na spektroskopický popis, kinetiku a 

dynamiku molekul, radikálů a iontů v plazmě výboje a laserové jiskry. Výzkum těchto fragmentů je 
rozšířen o vznik biomolekul z těchto jednoduchých specií včetně vlivu látek s katalytickým účinkem.

Dynamika  radikálů,  iontů  a  nestabilních  molekul byla  studována  pomocí  časově  rozlišené 
spektrometrie  s  Fourierovou transformací.  Byla  měřena časově rozlišená emisní  spektra  výbojů v 
CH4, HCONH2, BrCN, CH3CN, CF3Br, (CF3)2CHBr a dalších plynech. Následně byl výboj simulován 
pomocí modelu zahrnujícího molekulární dynamiku, kolizní, chemické a radiační procesy. Modely 
byly  porovnány s  experimentálními  výsledky  a  byla  vysvětlena  získaná  emisní  časově  rozlišená 
spektra. Fitem na komplexní mechanismus byla experimentálně zjištěna hodnota rychlostní konstanty 
konverze HCN na HNC kolizí s excitovaným atomem vodíku.

V  rámci  studia  prekurzorů  biomolekul bylo  pomocí  vysoce  rozlišené  infračervené  absorpční 
spektrometrie  s  Fourierovou  transformací  analyzováno  složení  plynných  látek  vznikajících  po 
expozici  par formamidu a plynné směsi oxidu uhelnatého s dusíkem a izotopově značenou vodou 
laserové jiskře generované vysoce výkonným pražským laserovým systémem Asterix (PALS). Pomocí 
chemického modelu byla studována dynamika rozkladu těchto látek. Dosud nepublikované výsledky 
naznačují, že v laserové jiskře ve formamidu vznikají nukleové báze a aminokyseliny. Vzhledem k 
použití vody značené kyslíkem  18O a katalyticky působícího Ti16O2 a Ti18O2 byla následně pomocí 
infračervené absorpční spektrometrie s Fourierovou transformací studována izotopová výměna mezi 
pevným  vzorkem  Ti18O2 a  oxidem  uhličitým,  kyselinou  mravenčí  a  katalytické  působení  tohoto 
materiálu. Izotopová výměna mezi C16O2 a Ti18O2 je spontánním procesem, avšak aktivní místa na 
povrchu Ti18O2 mohou být  blokována vodou či  HCOOH. Bylo  zjištěno,  že  při  ozařování  vzorků 
dochází  k  fotochemickému vzniku  methanu  a  acetylenu,  rozkladu  kyseliny mravenčí  a  opětovné 
výměně kyslíkových atomů mezi pevnou fází a oxidem uhličitým.  

Abstract
The presented thesis is focused on a spectroscopic study of unstable radicals, ions and molecules in a 

positive column glow discharge and laser plasma. The research of these fragments is supplemented by 
a study of biomolecules formation from these species and influence of catalysts.

Molecular dynamics of radicals, ions and unstable molecules has been studied using a time resolved 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Time resolved spectra of CH4,  HCONH2, BrCN, CH3CN, 
CF3Br,  (CF3)2CHBr positive column glow discharges  have been measured and simulated using a 
kinetic model including molecular dynamics, collisions and chemical and radiation transfer processes. 
The model has been compared with our experimental results and time resolved spectra were described 
in details. Fit to a complex reaction mechanism has been used to estimate a rate constant of a HCN 
conversion to HNC by a collision with H radical.

The study of precursors of biomolecules was focused on chemical consequences of a laser induced 
dielectric  breakdown in formamide vapor and gaseous carbon monooxide with  18O labeled water. 
Dissociation products have been detected using the Fourier transform absorption spectroscopy. The 
experimental  results  have  been  explained  by a  help  of  a  chemical  laser  spark  dynamics  model. 
Additionally, our the most recent unpublished results suggest formation of nucleic bases in samples of 
high power laser irradiated formamide ices. Since the isotopic labeled water and catalytic Ti16O2 and 
Ti18O2 were used,  an isotopic exchange between CO2 and Ti18O2 has been studied using the high 
resolution Fourier transform spectrometry. This metal oxide is an important catalyst and the isotopic 
exchange effect suggests that oxygen can be released from the crystal surface, however, these active 
centers can be blocked by water or HCOOH. Additionally, after an irradiation, formation of methane 
and acetylene from carbon monoxide and decomposition of HCOOH photocatalyzed by TiO2 has been 
observed.
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1. Úvod

Spektrometrie je v současné době jedinou analytickou technikou, pomocí které je možno dálkově 

studovat nejen chemické složení vybraných objektů, ale zároveň získat některé informace o jejich 

fyzikálních  vlastnostech.  Tato  výhoda  se  uplatňuje  zejména  v  astronomii,  kde  spektroskopické 

techniky  hrají  nenahraditelnou  roli  všude  tam,  kde  nelze  provádět  průzkum  přímo.  Laboratorní 

experimenty za kontrolovaných podmínek a následně v pozemských podmínkách poskytují důležité 

informace pro interpretaci na dálku pořízených spekter.

Spektrometrie  atomů  a  molekul  se  stala  významnou  součástí  astronomie  v  druhé  polovině 

19. století1. V té době  byly linie ve spektrech komet, mlhovin a hvězd srovnávány se spektry plamenů 

a přiřazovány převážně k jednotlivým prvkům2 (v kometách např. Mg, C, Mn, Pb, Fe, Na, N, H) a až s 

výjimkou ∙CN a (CN)2, oxidu uhelnatého (CO) nebo jednoduchých uhlovodíků (CxHy) nebyla podstata 

emitujících neatomárních částic přesně známa. Spektrum pořízené tehdejší technikou3,4 je zobrazeno 

na Obr.  1. Na přelomu 19. a 20. stol.  byla publikována série prací (např.5) srovnávajících spektra 

komet  nebo  hvězd  se  spektry  plynů  v  elektrických  výbojích,  což  spolu  s rozvojem  kvantové 

mechaniky vedlo po roce 1913 a zejména pak ve 20. a 30. letech k postupnému přesnému přiřazení a 

popisu spekter6,7 celé řady stabilních i nestabilních specií (∙CN, ∙C2, ∙C3, ∙CH; později ∙OH, :NH, ∙CH, 

∙CH2, CO+ a N2
+). 

Ve  vesmíru  byla  identifikována 

celá  řada  molekul,  iontů  a  radikálů 

jejichž  seznam  se  stále  rozrůstá8. 

Současný  výzkum je  zaměřen  např. 

na  doplňování  spektroskopických 

databází9 z  hlediska  spektrálního 

rozsahu,  obsahu  a  molekulárních 

parametrů.  Jsou  měřena  spektra 

molekul  za  extrémních  podmínek, 

např.  při  velmi  nízkých  nebo 

vysokých teplotách10. Experimentální 

data jsou použita např.  k  vytváření 

velmi  sofistikovaných  simulací 

spekter  atmosfér  planet  solárního 

systému,  exoplanet11,12 či  difúzních 

1

Obr.  1: Spektrum a) Siria a mlhoviny M42 v Orionu, b) tzv. Velké  
komety  z  roku  1881  pořízené  astronomem Hugginsem.  Originální  
použitá škála vlnové délky odpovídá 102 Å. Přiřazení bylo provedeno  
podle pozic Fraunhoferových čar v databázi NIST9. Obr.: autor za  
použití původního zdroje5,6.



interstelárních pásů13. Vědecký zájem se rovněž soustředí na problematiku vývoje atmosfér14,15, původ 

organických  sloučenin16 a  prekurzorů  biomolekul17,  původ homochirality18 a  vznik  makromolekul 

majících vlastnosti živé hmoty (schopných replikace, např. RNA19). 

Cílem této práce bylo právě laboratorní studium chemie nestabilních molekul, iontů a radikálů a 

vznik biomolekul z těchto sloučenin.  

2. Dynamika radikálů, iontů a nestabilních molekul

2.1 Nukleogeneze a vznik jednoduchých sloučenin ve vesmíru
Na  základě  dat  satelitu  WMAP  (Wilkinson  Microwave  Anisotropy  Probe)   je  stáří  vesmíru 

odhadnuto na 13,75 ± 0,13 miliard let20. Současná zbytková teplota záření21 po prvotní horké expanzi 

(> 1032 K)  byla  stanovena  na  základě  měření  satelitu  COBE  (Cosmic  Background  Explorer)  na 

2,725 ± 0,002 K.  Jak  je  znázorněno na  Obr.  2,  panel  A,  při  tzv.  velkém třesku22 vznikly nejprve 

subatomární částice (A1. a A2.), které se v prvních25 cca 100 s spojily pouze do jader lehkých prvků 
4He, 3He, 2H (dále značeno D), 7Li a 10Be (A3.). Vzhledem k odpudivým silám mezi jádry a stabilitě 

těchto lehkých prvků nedošlo k formování těžších jader. 

2

Obr.  2: Kosmochemie od prvků po makroskopické objekty.  A) Nukleosyntéza po velkém třesku.  B) Nukleosyntéza  
v nitru hvězd. C) Vznik sloučenin v molekulovém oblaku. Sloučeniny se postupně koncentrují do zrn, kde probíhají  
další  reakce.  Povrch zrn navíc  umožňuje vznik jednoduchých molekul  absorpcí  energie  kolizních partnerů.  Zrna  
následně agregují během procesu akrece oblaku do makroskopických objektů, planetesimálů a komet.



Chemie  vesmíru  se  omezovala  pouze  na  neutrální  atomární  vodík23 H∙ (≈ 75 %),  helium  4He 

(≈ 25 %), neutrální atomární deuterium ∙D (0.01 %) a na stopy molekulárních plynů (< 10−4 % LIH, 

HD, H2) a iontů 24,25 (např. HeH+, LiH+, H3
+, HD+). V raných stádiích vesmíru mohly být molekuly a 

molekulární  ionty  formovány  zejména  radiačními  procesy26 a  reakcemi  mezi  ionty.  Vznik 

molekulárního vodíku je předpokládán již několik desítek až stovek tisíc let po velkém třesku26, kdy 

byla teplota záření 104 K a teplota plynu 103 K, po stovkách milionů let se záření ochladilo na 10 K 

přičemž nejnižší  předpokládaná teplota plynných látek byla již pouze 10−3 K. V té době27 se také 

začaly kolapsem plynu tvořit první hvězdy. Syntéza dalších prvků až po železo probíhala a probíhá 

právě ve hvězdách, přičemž nejtěžší prvky jsou tvořeny během exploze supernovy. Schématicky jsou 

tyto  procesy  pro  hvězdu  hlavní  posloupnosti  naznačeny na  Obr.  2.,  panel  B  (volně  podle28). 

Rozprášením prvků z hvězd do vesmíru a následným shlukování vzniklé materie jsou pak tvořena 

nová mezihvězdná oblaka, která jsou již obohacena o těžší prvky a z nichž vznikají nové hvězdy,  

planety a další tělesa.

2.2 Chemie molekulových oblaků
V současné době je předpokládáno, že chemii ve vesmíru obecně dominují sloučeniny uhlíku, které 

tvoří asi tři čtvrtiny ve výčtu sloučenin identifikovaných v mezihvězdném prostorua i kolem hvězd29. 

Většina  elementů  pochází  z  pozůstatků  hvězd,  např.  ke  složení  typického  molekulového  oblaku 

významně přispívá materiál pocházející z rudých obrůb, kteří jsou posledním stádiem života Slunci 

podobných  hvězd  předchozích  generací.  V závislosti  na  typu prostředí  se  molekuly vyskytují  ve 

vesmírných objektech v různých formách (molekuly, ionty, radikály), takže i chemie těchto systémů je 

velice rozmanitá.

Mezihvězdný prostor je vyplněn z 90 % atomárním či ionizovaným vodíkem, 10 % He a stopovými 

koncentracemi iontů či atomů ostatních prvků. Hmota se v prostoru shlukuje za tvorby oblaků, jejichž 

chemické  složení33 se  liší  podle  jejich  hustoty,  teploty  a  stupně  vývoje.  Jedná  se  o  heterogenní 

systémy,  jak  ukazuje  Obr.  3 na  následující  straně,  kde  je  vyobrazen  molekulární  oblak  TMC 

v souhvězdí  Býka30 spolu  s  emisními  maximy některých  typických  látek  a  také  výčet  některých 

dalších  molekul v hlavní části TMC−131 ve srovnání s mezihvězdným oblakem OMC−1 v souhvězdí 

Orionu32 a kometou Hale−Bopp33 (C/1995 O1) v Tab. 1 uvedené samostatně na str.  5.  Materiál  v 

hustých  mezihvězdných  oblacích  tvoří  základní  stavební  kameny  pro  formování  hvězd  a 

protoplanetárních  disků,  ve  kterých  následným  shlukováním  vznikají  planety,  komety,  asteroidy, 

hvězdy a jiné makroskopické objekty.  

Chemismus  molekulárního  oblaku  je  naznačen  na   Obr. 2, panel C.  V  současné  době  je 

a) V anglosaské literatuře se vžila zkratka ISM, interstellar medium.
b) Evoluční větev AGB (Asymptotic Giant Branch) hvězd o hmotnosti 0,6 − 10 x Slunce.
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předpokládáno, že je řízen nejen reakcemi mezi ionty, ale velký význam mají také exotermické reakce 

mezi neutrálními speciemi34 (radikály, stabilní látky). Reakce neprobíhají pouze v plynné fázi. Zrnka 

prachu tvoří matrici, která absorpcí kinetické energie reakčních partnerů usnadňuje vznik molekul a 

agreguje chemické sloučeniny i atomy přítomné v mateřském oblaku. Zároveň však desorpcí zpětně 

uvolňuje řadu sloučenin do plynné fáze.

Aby mohla proběhnout chemická reakce, musí dojít i za nízkých teplot (≈10 K) k setkání reakčních 

partnerů.  Na zrnech prachu vykazují dostatečnou mobilitu35 pouze 

atomy H, D, C, O a N. V tomto ohledu nelze nezmínit fakt, že ve 

výčtu elementů s dostatečnou mobilitou figurují kromě D zároveň 

všechny čtyři základní prvky tvořící biomolekuly! Zmíněné prvky 

na povrchu prachu vytváří nejprve jednoduché sloučeniny ve formě 

ledu např. H2O, CO, O2, N2, NH3   či CH4, přičemž látky vzniklé na 

povrchu následně migrují  kvantovým tunelováním35 dovnitř  zrn  a 

vznikají  další  molekuly,  např.  oxid  uhličitý  (CO2),  formaldehyd 

(H2CO),  acetaldehyd  (CH3CHO),  v  oblacích  výrazně  zastoupený 

methanol  (CH3OH),  keteny  (R1,R2C=C=O),  propynal  (HC2CHO), 

kyselina isokyanatá (HNCO), formamid (HCONH2).  Materiál se na 

zrnu ukládá ve vrstvách, jak je vidět na Obr. 4. 

Ve studených (< 20 K) a  hustých oblacích  je  povrch  zrn tvořen 
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Obr.  4:  Stavba  prachového  zrna  
v mezihvědném oblaku: A) Jádro je  
tvořeno  křemičitanem  (typicky  
forsteritem) a pokryto  vrstvou B)  
organického  materiálu  různého  
složení  (cyklické  i  alifatické  
řetězce uhlíku, karbonyly, kyanidy,  
dusíkové heterocykly aj.). C) Obal  
je  tvořen  ledem  z  H2O,  CO,  N2,  
CO2, NH3 či CH4 (záleží na teplotě  
prostředí,  kde  se  prach  nalézá).  
Obr.: autor.

Mg2SiO4

A
B
C

Obr.  3:  Obrázek  molekulárního oblaku  TMC v  souhvězdí  Býka.  Naznačeny jsou  polohy emisních  
maxim  některých  sloučenin.  Emise  CO  je  rozprostřena  rovnoměrně  po  celém  oblaku,  distribuce  
ostatních specií (na obr. CS∙, SO∙, NH3 a kyanopolyynový peak) již není zcela homogenní. Teplota  
oblaku je odhadnuta na ≈10 K. Obr: autor, s použitím své původní fotografie pro tuto ilustraci laskavě  
svolil Jerry Lodriguss (http://www.astropix.com/).
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Tab  1:  Abundance  některých  molekul  v  molekulových  
oblacích TMC−1, OMC−1 a kometě Hale−Bopp vzhledem  
k zastoupení CO. Přepočteno podle31,32,33.

Molekula OMC−1 TMC−1 Hale−Bopp
CO 1 1 1
NH3 1,00 · 10−2 2,50 · 10−4 1,20 · 10−1 

CH3OH 2,33 · 10−3 3,75 · 10−5 1,33 · 10−1 
H2O  1,00 · 10−1 8,75 · 10−4 6,67
NO 1,00 · 10−3 3,75 · 10−4

CO2 1,00 · 10−2 2,00 · 10−1 
H2CO 3,33 · 10−4 6,25 · 10−4 6,67 · 10−2 

CH3COCH3 2,00 · 10−4

HCOOCH3 1,73 · 10−4 4,00 · 10−3 

C2H 1,07 · 10−4 2,50 · 10−4

HCN 1,00 · 10−4 2,50 · 10−4 1,67 · 10−2 
CH3C2H 6,67 · 10−5

SO2 6,67 · 10−5 1,25 · 10−5 3,33 · 10−2 
OCS 6,67 · 10−5 2,50 · 10−5 6,67 · 10−3 
CN 6,67 · 10−5 6,25 · 10−5

CS 5,00 · 10−5 5,00 · 10−5

HCO+ 4,67 · 10−5 1,00 · 10−4

HNCO 4,33 · 10−5 6,67 · 10−3 
H2CS 3,20 · 10−5 8,75 · 10−6 1,33 · 10−3 

CH3NH2 2,00 · 10−5

SO 1,87 · 10−5 2,50 · 10−5 5,33 · 10−2 
HNC 1,07 · 10−5 2,50 · 10−4 2,67 · 10−3 

HCOOH 1,00 · 10−5 2,50 · 10−6 4,00 · 10−3 
CH3CN 6,40 · 10−6 7,50 · 10−6 1,33 · 10−3 

CH3CHO 3,33 · 10−6 7,50 · 10−6

HC3N 2,67 · 10−6 2,50 · 10−4 1,33 · 10−3 
NH2CHO 2,00 · 10−6 6,67 · 10−4 
NH2CN 2,00 · 10−6

C3H2 1,73 · 10−6 1,25 · 10−4

HCS+ 1,07 · 10−6 5,00 · 10−6

HCO 6,67 · 10−7

HC5N 4,67 · 10−7 5,00 · 10−5

C3N 3,33 · 10−7 7,50 · 10−6

C4H 1,67 · 10−7 1,13 · 10−3



nepolárními  ledy složenými  z  vysoce  těkavých molekul  (CO,  O2,  N2),36 oproti  tomu v  teplejších 

oblacích (< 90 K), ve kterých vlivem vnějšího impulzu dochází k akreci vedoucí ke zrodu hvězdy, je 

ledový obal tvořen polární méně těkavou fází převážně z vodního ledu37. Zmíněné teplotně odlišné 

typy oblaků reprezentují např. TMC v souhvězdí Býka, kde  je podle měření teplota30 asi 10 K a oblast 

formování hvězd v oblaku OMC v Orionu, kde byla zjištěna teplota mezi38 300 − 500 K. V chladném 

oblaku, je materie vystavena pouze pronikavému kosmickému záření, avšak zrnka prachu u rodících 

se  hvězd  jsou  výrazně  exponována  také  tvrdému  UV  záření  nebo  i  vyšší  teplotě,  tedy  dalším 

iniciátorům následných chemických reakcí uvnitř zrn, při kterých vzniká široká paleta nových látek 

(např. CH3CH2CN, CH2CHCN, CH3CN, CH3NH2). 

Složení  různých  objektů  ve  vesmíru  shrnuje  Tab.  2.,  nicméně  představu  o  složení  původního 

materiálu, ze kterého se formovala sluneční soustava, nám mohou dát komety33. Typická kometa je 

složena  z  26  % silikátů,  kolem 30 % vodního ledu,  až  23 % tvoří  zmíněný druhotně  formovaný 

organický materiál a pouze 9 % prvotní malé organické molekuly (CO, CO2, CH3OH, HCN, H2CO, 

CH4, C2H2 a další). 
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Tab 2: Uhlík a ostatní materiál ve vybraných prostředích ve vesmíru.

Systém Specie Pevná fáze

Obálky hvězd, rudí obři 
AGB

CO, C2H2, CxHy, PAH, 
CHyCx−CN

vysoké koncentrace 
HNC, HCN, ·CN, CS

amorfní uhlík, SiC

Mezihvězdný prostor a 
difuzní mezihvězdná 

oblaka

C+, diatomické 
molekuly, radikály a 

ionty (·CH, ·CN, CH+), 
PAH, řetězce C, 
fulereny (C60)

grafit, ledy, 
uhlovodíky

Studená a hustá 
mezihvězdná oblaka 

(10 K)

C+, diatomické 
molekuly (N2, CO) a 
radikály (·CN, ·CH), 

ionty, uhlovodíky, 
CHyCx−CN,

ledy CO, N2, CO2, 
CH3OH, uhlíkatá 
zrnka a silikáty

Horká cirkumstelární 
oblaka (500 K)

>NH3, >H2O, C2H2, 
komplexní organické 

látky

ledy H2O, uhlíkatá 
zrnka, silikáty

Meteority kerogen, PAH karbidy, grafit, 
nanodiamanty

Komety H2O, CO, CO2, 
CH3OH, CH4, HCN

Silikáty podobné 
diskům kolem 

rudých obrů AGB, 
ledy



2.3. Vysoce rozlišená spektrometrie s Fourierovou transformací a její laboratorní.  
aplikace
(přiložena publikace Vysoce rozlišená spektrometrie s Fourierovou transformací a její 

laboratorní aplikace. Ferus M., Civiš S. Československý časopis pro fyziku 57, 127 (2008))

Spektrometrie umožňuje v laboratoři  studovat spektra a molekulární dynamiku řady nestabilních 

látek včetně těch, které se vyskytují v mezihvězdném prostoru, molekulových mračnech, obálkách 

hvězd či  kometách.  V naší  laboratoři  je  k  tomuto účelu upraven komerčně dostupný spektrometr 

Bruker  IFS  120  HR,  který  je  přídavnými  elektronickými  prvky  propojen  s  osobním  počítačem, 

pomocí  něhož  je  softwarem  Quartus  II  (Altera  Corp.,  USA)  programován  procesor 

programovatelných hradlových polí (FPGA). Tento procesor synchronizuje snímání dat z detektoru a 

spínání pulsu výboje nebo laseru.

Postup měření tímto přístrojem se však zásadně odlišuje od klasického přístupu, kdy jsou postupně 

snímána spektra v časově posunutých sekvencích. V případě spektrometrů využívajících detektor typu 

CCD  (Charge−Couple  Device)  se  tak  děje  otevřením  závěrky  vstupní  štěrbiny,  u  spektrometrů 

s Fourierovou  transformací  pak  velice  rychlým pohybem zrcadla  tak,  aby byl  ve  velice  krátkém 

časovém úseku získán interferogram (tzv.  fast scan). Akvizice dat naším systémem probíhá tak, že 

v pozicích  pohyblivého  zrcadla  definovaných  interferečními  maximy HeNe  laseru  je  procesorem 

FPGA sepnut výbojový nebo laserový puls a zároveň je snímána časová sekvence vzájemně časově 

posunutých  signálů  z  detektoru.  Během  pohybu  zrcadla  interferometru  se  tento  postup  opakuje 

v každém interferenčním maximu  a  následně  jsou  ze  získané  matice  dat,  která  obsahuje  signály 

z detektoru  ve  všech  zvolených  časech  a  dráhových  rozdílech,  rekonstruovány  interferogramy 

odpovídající  jednotlivým  časovým  úsekům.  Tato  metoda  logikou  sběru  dat  odpovídá  systému 

step−scan s tím rozdílem, že zrcadlo není nutné zastavovat. 

Technický vývoj shrnuli Kawaguchi a kol.39,40 v jedné z prvních prací popisujících aplikaci tohoto 

systému (zde pro měření Ar, ArH a ArH+). Další specie studované touto metodou mají velký význam 

pro mezihvězdnou chemii,  např.  iont41 H3
+,  radikál42 ·CN a  excitované atomy (články v příloze). 

Metoda  časově  rozlišené  spektrometrie  byla  též  využita  pro  studium dynamiky  vzniku  a  zániku 

jednoduchých uhlíkatých radikálů  ·CH,  ·C2,  ·CN, vysoce excitovaných molekul H2 a nestabilního 

izomeru kyanovodíku HNC. 
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2.3.2. Časově rozlišená emisní spektrometrie s Fourierovou transformací He/CH4 v pozitivním 

sloupci výboje

 (přiložena publikace Time−Resolved Fourier Transform Emission Spectroscopy of He/CH4 in a 

Positive Column Discharge. Civiš S., Kubelík P., Ferus M. Journal of Physical Chemistry A 116 

(12), 3137−3147 (2012)).

Chemické  děje  v  plazmatu  představují  velice  komplikovaný  systém vzájemných  reakcí  atomů, 

radikálů,  iontů  a  molekul.  K detailní  interpretaci  časově rozlišených  spekter  je  nezbytné  sestavit 

chemický model43, který popíše i proces akvizice dat, tzn. zohlední pulsní režim iniciace chemických 

reakcí (spínání výboje), kontinuální přísun prekurzoru spojený s kontinuálním odčerpáváním produktů 

a parametry výboje (elektronové teploty, elektronové hustoty). 

Naše studie byly zaměřeny na procesy, při kterých jsou fragmentovány jednoduché molekuly, jako je 

např.  methan, který je významnou složkou atmosféry Saturnova měsíce Titanu a plynných obrů44, 

mezihvězdných oblaků45 a redukčních atmosfér46 potencionálně vhodných pro syntézu biomolekul. 

Jako  modelové  prostředí  byl  použit  doutnavý  výboj,  ve  kterém  je  methan  disociován  srážkou 

s elektronem nebo atomem helia za vzniku jednoduchých radikálů  ·CH3,  ·CH2,  ·CH až atomárního 

uhlíku  ·C.  Radikál  ·CH3 se  nám  podařilo  detegovat  v  absorpčních  spektrech  výboje  za  použití 

Whiteovy  cely  o  optické  dráze  60  m,  avšak  v  časově  rozlišených  emisních  spektrech  byly 

identifikovány pouze pásy ·CH, ·C a také radikálu ·C2. Hlavním výsledkem této studie je exaktnější 

popis  podmínek,  za  jakých je  daný molekulární  fragment  pomocí  časově rozlišené  spektrometrie 

měřitelný: Přestože model predikuje vysoké koncentrace radikálu CH3, nelze tento radikál vzhledem k 

intenzitě jeho spektra jednoduchým způsobem detegovat vzhledem k jeho emisní intenzitě.

Fragmentaci jakékoliv specie v pulsním výboji vyžaduje komplexní model celé řady simultánních 

kolizních, radiačních i chemických dějů. Následně lze získat celistvý obraz o    jednotlivých krocích 

procesů v plazmatu s mikrosekundovým časovým rozlišením.

 

2.3.3.  Poměr HNC/HCN ve výboji v Acetonitrilu, Formamidu a BrCN

(přiložena publikace HNC/HCN ratio in Acetonitrile, Formamide and BrCN discharge. 

Ferus M., Kubelík P., Kawaguchi K., Dryahina K., Spaněl P., Civiš S. Journal of Physical Chemistry  

A 115 (10), 1885 (2011).

Izomery  HCN/HNC a  radikál  ·CN  jsou  speciemi  hrajícími  významnou  úlohu  v  chemii  komet, 

uhlíkatých  obálkách  hvězd,  mezihvězdných  oblacích,  planetárních  atmosférách47,48,49 a  jsou  také 

významnými prekurzory biomolekul (viz kapitola 3). Dobře pochopeno a vysvětleno je formování 

HNC termálními  procesy zahříváním kyanovodíku na teploty50  nad 1400 K (HNC/HCN < 0,01), 
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avšak  vzájemná  izomerace  HNC/HCN  v  molekulových  oblacích,  kometách  či  v  plazmatu  za 

laboratorních podmínek je  stále  předmětem diskuze.  Při  studiu  vzniku HNC jsme se zaměřili  na 

molekuly  generující  HNC/HCN:  formamid  (HCONH2),  který  je  významným  prekurzorem 

biomolekul, acetonitril (CH3CN), který reprezentuje organickou sloučeninu obsahující skupinu −CN a 

bromkyan (BrCN) reprezentující  anorganický prekurzor.  Emisní  intenzity pásů HNC a HCN byly 

korigovány  pomocí  známých  emisních  koeficientů  a  následně  byl  určen  poměr  mezi  izomery 

HNC/HCN ≈ 2,2 − 3%. Pomocí komplexního matematického modelu chemismu výboje bylo zjištěno, 

že za daných podmínek má pro vznik HNC největší význam reakce kyanovodíku s vodíkem

HCN + ·H → HNC + ·H (2.2.3.a)

a ostatní děje mají zanedbatelný příspěvek. Původně bylo předpokládáno, že HNC vzniká převážně 

rozpadem iontu HCNH+:

HCNH+ + e− → HNC (50 %) + HCN (50 %) (2.2.3.b)

Závěry studie nacházejí uplatnění např. pro modelování chemismu komet, ve kterém by měla hrát 

reakce (2.2.3.a) významnou úlohu51. 

2.3.4. Časově rozlišená FT spektroskopie  CF3Br a  CF3CFHCF3 v pulsním výboji

(přiložena publikace Time−resolved Fourier transform emission spectroscopy of CF3Br and 

CF3CFHCF3 in a pulsed electrical discharge. Ferus M., Civiš S., Kubelík P., Nevrlý V., Bitala P., 

Grigorová E., Střižík M., Kubát P., Zelinger Z. Plasma Chemistry and Plasma Processes 3 (31), 417 

(2011).

Z halogenovaných specií byl v mezihvězdném prostoru nalezen ion52 CF+, sloučeniny chloru53, HCl, 

NaCl, AlCl, KCl a fluoru54,53 HF a AlF. Molekulární dynamika rozkladu CF3Br a (CF3)2CHBr se však 

stala předmětem studie vzhledem k aplikaci těchto halogenovaných uhlovodíků k likvidaci požárů. 

Znalost  procesů fragmentace  těchto  látek,  které  mohou probíhat  za  vysokých teplot,  má  význam 

zejména z hlediska vzniku celé řady agresivních a toxických produktů.

V emisních spektrech obou výbojů byl detegován silný pás reaktivního radikálu ·CF a také několik 

slabých linií  radikálu  ·CF2.  Radikál  ·CF3 nebyl  detegován.  V naší  studii  je  poprvé  prezentováno 

vysoce rozlišené spektrum radikálu ·CF změřené metodou FT−IR s časovým rozlišením. Dosud byla 

pro detekci v infračervené oblasti používána pouze diodová spektrometrie (nejnověji např.55). Časově 

rozlišená  spektra  vzniku  a  zániku  jednoduchých  fragmentů   byla  opět  srovnána  s  výsledky 

matematického  modelu  popisujícího  disociaci  halogenovaných  látek  za  vzniku  řady  reaktivních 
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fragmentů,  jako jsou  radikály  ·CF3,·CF2 a  ·CF.  Na základě  analýzy emisních  spekter  lze  říci,  že 

v plazmě výboje jsou výrazně zastoupeny radikály  ·CF2 a  ·CF. Tato skutečnost se shoduje jednak 

s výsledky prezentovaného modelu a také se závěry studie Kim a kol.56 
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3. Vznik a zánik biomolekul v raných zemských podmínkách

3.1. Biomolekuly a jejich prekurzory na Zemi
Za prekurzory biomolekul lze označit celou řadu sloučenin, které lze rozdělit do skupin uvedených v 

Tab.  3,  a).  Nejvíce  diskutovanými  jsou  zejména  kyanidy  a  jejich  polymery,  sloučeniny 

s aminoskupinou  a  sloučeniny  s  karbonylovou  skupinou62,57.  Mezi  často  zmiňované  prekurzory 

biomolekul patří kyanovodík, který ve vodném roztoku reaguje za vzniku nukleových bází94 a také 

kyanidové  polymery,  které  hydrolyzují  za  vzniku  nukleových  bází  a  aminokyselin58.  Přehled 

některých dalších prekurzorů biomolekul spolu s jejich zastoupením59 poskytuje Tab. 3, b). Samotný 

původ biomolekul a jejich prekurzorů, které poskytly základní stavební kameny živé hmoty na naší 

planetě, je vysvětlován dvěma způsoby60,61: 

a)  Hypotézou exogenní syntézy: Prekurzory biomolekul nebo i  samotné biomolekuly vznikají  ve 

vesmíru  v  oblastech  horkých  jader  protosolárních  mlhovin  kolem  rodících  se  hvězd62 a  byly 

dopraveny na Zemi impakty ledových těles (komety)  či  planetesimálů a poskytly tak materiál  ke 

vzniku života. 
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Tab 3: a) Přehled skupin látek majících potencionální význam pro syntézu biomolekul62 a b) příklady konkrétních 
sloučenin prekurzorů a příslušných biomolekul spolu s abundancemi59 těchto látek v kometách.

a)

Typ molekuly Příklad, vzorec Skupina biomolekul
molekuly se skupinou CN HCN, H2NCN, CH3CN, C2N2, 

HC3N, C2H3CN
Aminokyseliny, nukleové báze

molekuly se skupinou NH CH2NH, HCONH2, (NH2)2CO Aminokyseliny, nukleové báze
molekuly se skupinou CO H2CO, HOCH2CHO, CH3CHO, 

(CH2OH)2

Cukry

b)

Název a vzorec molekuly Abundance (přepočet na HCN) Poznámka
HCN, kyanovodík 100,00% Ve směsi s NH3 polymerace za 

vzniku nukleových bází94

(−C=N−)n, HCN polymery < 10 % Hydrolýza vede ke vzniku 
aminokyselin, purinu, kyseliny 

orotové37

HCONH2, formamid < 40 % Zahříváním a ozařováním vznik 
nukleových bází a 
aminokyselin119,120

H2CO, formaldehyd max 20 x více Formózová reakce (polymerace) 
vede ke vzniku cukrů57.



b)  Hypotézou endogenní syntézy:  Biomolekuly byly syntetizovány na Zemi z jednoduchých látek 

(N2,  NH3,  H2O, H2,  CH4,  CO2 atd.)  např.  intenzivními blesky, UV zářením ze Slunce,  působením 

radioaktivity, vulkanickou činností či rázovými vlnami rozličného původu63,64. 

Tyto dva alternativní scénáře lze srovnat s některými současnými poznatky.  Se  složením prvotní 

materie a vznikem biomolekul bylo v dřívějších pracích spojováno zejména složení atmosféry naší 

planety v době jejího vzniku93,94. Stáří našeho solárního systému je v současné době stanoveno na 

4,5682 mld. let65  přičemž formování Země bylo podle Zhanga66 dokončeno přibližně před 4,45 mld. 

let. Stáří atmosféry je odhadováno v rozmezí 4,43 až 4,15 mld. let a ve stejné době kolem ≈4,5 mld. 

let je předpokládán i vznik hydrosféry67. Časovou souslednost  diskutovaných dějů shrnuje Obr. 5. 

Izotopové  složení  neradiogenních  vzácných  plynů  (Ne,  Ar,  Kr,  Xe)  přítomných  v  atmosféře 

naznačuje,68,69 že plynný obal Země o teplotě70 až 1000 K v raných stádiích částečně či zcela unikl 

pryč68 a  atmosféra 

vznikla  druhotně  z 

těkavých  látek 

přítomných  nejen  v 

horninách, ale zejména z 

materie  na  Zemi 

dopadajících 

planetesimálů či komet71, 

tedy z molekul původně 

se  formujících  v  pevné 

fázi  akrečního  disku 

(viz. Obr. 2, panel C). 

Nejnovější práce Traila a 

kol.72 naznačuje, že primární atmosféra před  ≈4,35 mld. let pravděpodobně nebyla redukční, takže 

postupná syntéza biomolekul z jednoduchých v atmosféře přítomných redukčních plynů (směs NH3, 

CH4, H2) podle Millerových a Ureyových experimentů93 by nepřipadala v úvahu, nebo by byla velmi 

obtížná73. Naopak primární atmosféra patrně nejprve obsahovala významné množství vodíku a vodní 

páry, která následně kondenzovala za vzniku oceánů a dominantními konstituenty se staly CO2, CO 

(≈10 atm)  a  N2  (1 atm)74. Pinto  a  kol.75 ukázal,  že  fotochemická  syntéza  formaldehydu,  který  je 

prekurzorem pro syntézu sacharidů  je v takové atmosféře možná, avšak vznik kyanovodíku, který je 

prekurzorem pro vznik nukleových bází a aminokyselin, je podle Chameidese a Walkera76 obtížná. 

První překážkou je fakt, že vznik HCN vyžaduje, vzhledem ke své energetické náročnosti, událost 
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Obr. 5: Časová souslednost dějů raného vývoje Země. Obr.: autor.



o vysoké  hustotě  energie  (blesk,  dopad  mimozemského  tělesa),  druhou  pak  samotné  složení 

atmosféry, neboť zmíněná událost o vysoké hustotě energie v prostředí bohatém na CO2 nezaručuje 

dostatečnou produkci HCN.

Jelikož atmosféra se z tohoto pohledu patrně nebyla zdrojem molekul pro vznik života, mohly být 

organické  látky  přítomny  nebo  syntetizovány  přímo  v  oceánu,  ve  kterém  pravděpodobně  život 

vznikl77. Cestou tvorby biomolekul a jejich prekurzorů či přímo života samého mohou být chemické 

reakce  poblíž  (nikoliv  uvnitř78)  hydrotermálních  průduchů  (sopouchů)a.  V  práci  LaRoweho  a 

Regniera78 bylo dokázáno, že z jednoduchých směsí jako N2, CO, CO2, H2 může v takovém prostředí 

vznikat nejen  HCN, ale i složité organické molekuly a byly také studovány podmínky, za jakých se 

tak děje. Bylo zjištěno, že syntéza vyžaduje vyšší koncentrace sopečných plynů, než jaké jsou známy 

z  hydrotermálních  průduchů.  Je  diskutováno,  že  pokud  se  složení  oceánů  či  sopečných  plynů 

v dřívějších dobách lišilo od dnešního ve smyslu vysoké koncentrace N2, CO, CO2, H2  (či dokonce 

přímo HCN) byla by taková syntéza možná a v místě vzniku výpočtem určené nejpříznivější teploty 

150 oC a nejpříznivějšího tlaku 500 bar by koncentrace biomolekul dokonce odpovídaly koncentracím 

v buňce78,79. V současné době je známo pouze to, že raný oceán byl kyselejší, než ten dnešní, anoxický 

a s vyššími koncentracemi solí84, ale procentuální obsah organických látek není přesně znám. Složení 

oceánů  (i  atmosféry80)  mohlo  být  významně  ovlivněno  materiálem  mimozemského  původu81 či 

dokonce mohla oceánská voda z tohoto materiálu přímo pocházet82,83 a výchozí podmínky mohly být z 

hlediska  koncentrací  jednoduchých  i  složitějších  organických  látek  příznivé,  byť  tyto  příznivé 

podmínky  mohly  mít  z  geologického  hlediska  krátkodobý  či  lokální  charakter.  O sekundárním 

příspěvku impaktů ke vzniku atmosféry a hydrosféry jsou stále vedeny rozsáhlé diskuze. Jedním z 

hlavních  argumentů  je,  že  teplota  v  místě  formování  Země  v  době  jejího  vzniku  nedovolovala 

inkorporaci těkavých sloučenin prvků, jako jsou N, C, O, H do hornin tak, aby se tyto komponenty 

později  uvolnily  vulkanickou  činností  a  následně  vytvořily  atmosféru  a  hydrosféru84.  Jako 

pravděpodobní  exogenní84 původci  vody  a  dalších  sloučenin  N,  C,  O  a  H  (biomolekuly)   jsou 

označovány uhlíkaté chodrity (obsahují až 22 % vody85) a komety přičemž četnost impaktů naznačuje 

poměr příspěvků82,83,84 chondritů 90 % a komet 10 %. Chondritické meteority obsahují stovky ppm 

různých  druhů  organických  látek  (aminokyseliny,  uhlovodíky,  kyslíkaté  deriváty  atd.86)  přičemž 

celkové zastoupení uhlíkatých látek je kolem87 8 %, komety obsahují kolem 22 % uhlíkatých látek 

(prach komety Halley88).

Význam impaktů podporují údaje o stáří kráterů na Měsíci.  Povrch Země i Měsíce byl vystaven 

četným impaktům až do doby před 3,8 mld. let89 a frekvence impaktů dokonce přechodně zesílila 

v době mezi 4,2 − 3,8 mld. let a v také v době kolem 3,24−3,227 mld. let90. Podle dat Chyba a kol.91 

a V anglosaské literatuře je používán termín „hydrothermal vent“.
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mohlo  být  v  té  době  na  Zemi  doneseno  až  1011 kg/rok  organického  materiálu81.  Pokud  je  tento 

optimistický odhad správný, pak každý rok bylo úhrnem k dispozici něco pod 1 % organických látek, 

než kolik je v současné době fixováno fytoplanktonem v oceánu92 (4,5 x 1013 kg/rok).  Vzhledem 

k objemu a stupni vývoje současné biosféry by toto číslo nemuselo být považováno za nízké.

Vzhledem k tomu, že impakty mimozemských těles ovlivnily složení atmosféry a  hydrosféry, je 

třeba porozumět transformačním procesům, kterým byl tento materiál vystaven a zodpovědět otázku, 

zda původní materie

1) obsahovala pouze jednoduché těkavé látky typu N2, NH3, CH4, HCN, CO, CO2 atd., které podle 

původních hypotéz Ureye a Millera93 či Oró94 poskytly materiál k syntéze biomolekul, nebo

2)  složitější  sloučeniny přítomné  v  protoplanetárním disku (viz.  Tab.  3)  přímo vedly k  syntéze 

biomolekul i na Zemi62 nebo

3) samotné biomolekuly přítomné ve vesmírné materii se staly materiálem pro vznik živé hmoty. 

3.2. Simulace dopadu mimozemského tělesa
Existence primitivních životních forem na Zemi je předpokládána na základě izotopického složení 

inkluzí v geologických nálezech již v době před 3,85 mld. let95. Zatím nejstarší potvrzené mikrofosilie 

baktérií  pochází z hornin nalezených v Austrálii a datovaných do doby před 3,465 mld. let96 (viz 

časová  osa  na  Obr.  5,  str.  12).  Složení  primární  materie  je  možno  odhadnout  na  základě  studia 

transformačních  procesů,  kterým  podléhaly  chemické  látky  v  době  vzniku  života.  Jak  již  bylo 

konstatováno v předchozí kapitole, tyto chemické látky pravděpodobně pocházely z těles dopadajících 

do atmosféry a na povrch Země. Prvotním transformačním procesem se bezpochyby stal  samotný 

dopad tělesa. Následovaly další chemické změny vzniklé materie v pozemských podmínkách. 

První simulace impaktu předpokládaly, že samotné těleso může být vystaveno teplotám až 40 000 K 

přičemž by mělo dojít k okamžité pyrolýze materiálu97. Pozdější modely ukázaly, že teploty nemusí 

být takto drastické, pakliže se uvažují různé geometrie dopadu98 a také tlaková i teplotní závislost 

rychlostních konstant pyrolýzy spolu s krátkodobou expozicí99. Bylo také dokázáno, že část ledového 

tělesa (kometa) může roztát a dopadnout, rozprášit se ve formě kapaliny99 nebo se rozptýlit explozí100.

Chemické  děje  spojené  s  impakty  jsou  stále  předmětem  výzkumu  (přednáška  A.−Ch. 

Levasseur−Regourd101,  Montpellier  2011).  Simulace  jsou  prováděny  např.  pomocí  projektilů 

vystřelených  vysokou  rychlostí  proti  zvolenému  terči102,  matematického  modelování,  laboratorní 

simulací plazmatu pomocí laserového záření,103 pyrolýzou104 či rázovou vlnou105. 

Prvotní výsledky kolizních experimentů Tingle et al.106, který použil přímo vzorek Murchinsonského 

meteoritu, ukázaly, že za vysokých tlaků až 36 GPa je degradováno cca 70 % organických látek (při 

dopadu tělesa však může tlak v závislosti na geometrii narůst až na 100 GPa99). Peterson et al.107 přidal 
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k materiálu meteoritu vzorek aminokyselin a studoval účinky nárazu za použití  původní uhlíkové 

matrice tak, aby se přiblížil skutečným podmínkám. Při tlaku 30 GPa byly zjištěny menší ztráty mezi 

40 − 50 %. Systematickými experimenty bylo potvrzeno, že při zachování stejných podmínek jsou 

ztráty přímo úměrné tlaku108,  nicméně okolní  hmota významně ovlivňuje účinky nárazu.  Nejlepší 

vlastnosti mají v tomto ohledu ledy a kapaliny, ve kterých ztráty organických látek dosahují asi109 

25 %. Jak již bylo zmíněno v úvodu, právě ledová tělesa jsou typická vysokým obsahem organických 

látek (≈23 %) pocházejících z mezihvězdného oblaku33.

Nejnovější práce zabývající se modelováním chemismu plazmy ukázala, že v závislosti na rychlosti 

dopadu jsou hlavními produkty destrukce organických látek v kometárním ledu H2 a CO přičemž 

zastoupení  organických  komponent  klesá  typicky  o  jeden  až  dva  řády  v  závislosti  na  rychlosti 

dopadu110 a největší stabilitu projevuje kyanovodík. 

Plazma  vznikající  při 

impaktu  mimozemského 

tělesa  je  v  naší  laboratoři 

simulováno  pomocí  vysoce 

výkonného laseru PALS111,112 

(Prague  Asterix  Laser 

System).  Při  dielektrickém 

průrazu  v  plynu  (LIDB) 

generovaným pomocí  laserového pulsu na vlnové délce 1315 nm, energii113 ≈150 J a  době trvání 

≈400 ps dochází ke všem projevům spojeným s událostí  o vysoké hustotě energie:  ke skokovému 

nárůstu teploty na několik tisíc K114, vzniku rázové vlny a generování sekundárního tvrdého záření 

(UV−VUV,  XUV,  RTG)115.  Plazma  LIDB  je  zobrazena  na  Obr. 6.  V  našich  experimentálních 

modelech plyn reprezentuje atmosféru, ve které vzniká relativně husté impaktní plazma, které působí 

na kapalný nebo pevný vzorek (led, hornina).

3.2.1. Výzkum chemie laserového plazmatu ve směsích CO−N2−H2O pomocí izotopově značené 
vody 18O

(předkládaná publikace Investigation of laser−plasma chemistry in CO−N2−H2O mixture using 
18O labeled water. Ferus M., Matulková I., Juha L., Civiš S. Chemical Physics Letters 472 (1−3), 14 

(2009).
Působení impaktního plazmatu bylo studováno v předkládané práci zabývající se rozkladem oxidu 

uhelnatého při simulaci impaktu mimozemského tělesa do planetární atmosféry. Transformace CO na 

CO2 je  z  hlediska  složení  rané  atmosféry  zajímavá  zejména  proto,  že  v  kometách  může  být  

koncentrace  CO  oproti  CO2 až  několikanásobně  vyšší116 a  CO  je  též  složkou  sopečných  plynů 
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Obr. 6: Plazma vznikající při impaktu mimozemského tělesa a) v představě malíře,  
b) laboratorní simulace pomocí laseru PALS. Obr.: internet; autorem fotografie b)  
je RNDr. Jiří Skála z Ústavu fyziky plazmatu AV ČR, schéma autor.



(na Jupiterově měsíci117 Io CO/CO2 ≈ 1:1). 

Kyslík  se  stal  významnou složkou atmosféry před   ≈2,4 mld.  let,  tj.  asi  300 mil.  let  po  vzniku 

fotosyntetizujících mikrobů, takže vznik CO2 z CO byl v plazmatu generované v praatmosféře možný 

buďto disproporcionační reakcí 

CO + CO → CO2 + C· (3.1.1.a)

nebo oxidací ·OH radikálem pocházejícím z rozkladu vodní páry

H2O  → ·OH + ·H (3.1.1.b)

CO + ·OH → CO2 + ·H (3.1.1.c)

Za  účelem  sledování  molekulární  dynamiky  těchto  dějů  byla  použita  směs  C16O:N2 1:1  za 

atmosférického tlaku a 2 ml izotopově značené vody H2
18O (tenze par 23,7 Torr). Tato směs byla 

ozařována deseti pulsy laseru PALS o energii 100 J a délce 400 ps. Po každém pulsu bylo izotopové 

složení vznikajícího CO2 měřeno pomocí vysoce rozlišené infračervené spektrometrie s Fourierovou 

transformací,  která  je  velmi  vhodným nástrojem k  detekci  izotopového  složení  plynných  směsí, 

protože  absorpční  čáry  téže  látky  odlišného  izotopového  složení  jsou  vzhledem  k  odlišným 

hmotnostem izotopů vzájemně posunuty.

Mezi  C16O  a  H2
18O  nedochází  ke  spontánní  izotopové  výměně  a  vzhledem  k  nadbytku  směsi 

N2+C16O nad CO2 (300 ppm na konci ozařování) lze zanedbat také případnou izotopovou výměnu 

mezi  C16O2 a  H2
18O.  Jednotlivé složky směsi  byly kvantifikovány na základě intenzit  vybraných 

absorpčních linií. Na základě nárůstu koncentrace C16O2 (produkt disproporcionace, rovnice (3.1.1.a)) 

a  nárůstu  koncentrace   C16,18O2 (produkt  oxidace,  rovnice  (3.1.1.c))  lze  konstatovat,  že  ačkoliv 

za daných podmínek hrají roli oba procesy, je disproporcionační reakce v plazmatu 1,56 x rychlejší, 

než oxidace.  Kromě této studie zaměřené čistě na molekulární dynamiku jednoduchých plynů starší 

experimenty  se  směsí  CO2/CO−N2−H2O  prokázaly  také  abiotickou  syntézu  nejjednodušší 

aminokyseliny   glycinu118.  Tento  experimentální  závěr  byl  později  potvrzen  chemickou  simulací 

Goldman a kol.119.

3.2.2. Rozklad formamidu v laserové jiskře studovaný pomocí FT−IR Spektrometrie
(předkládaná publikace Laser Spark Formamide Decomposition Studied by FT−IR Spectroscopy. 

Ferus M., Kubelík P., Civiš S. Journal of Physical Chemistry A 115, 12132 (2011).

Formamid je zajímavým prekurzorem biomolekul, protože jejich vznik iniciují podmínky, které by 

se daly očekávat  na Zemi v raných stádiích jejího vývoje,  tj.  zvýšená teplota  a hlavně silné UV 

záření120.  Podle teorií Saladina, Constanza a kol.121,122,123 je formamid důležitý pro vznik biomolekul, 

protože je produktem hydrolýzy zředěného roztoku kyanovodíku, který se pravděpodobně vyskytoval 

v praoceánu124 a protože jde o stabilní kapalinu s nízkou tenzí páry125. 
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Naše první studie byla zaměřena na stabilitu formamidu při události a vysoké hustotě energie. Směs 

kapalného a plynného formamidu v inertní Ar atmosféře byla ozařována laserovým systémem PALS, 

produkty rozkladu byly následně vymrazeny a složení plynné fáze bylo analyzováno spektrometrem 

s vysokým  rozlišením.  Mezi  produkty  rozkladu  byly  identifikovány  HCN,  CH3OH,  CO,  N2O, 

NH2OH, NH3 a CO2. Srovnání těchto spekter se spektry produktů zahřívání a výboje ukazuje Obr. 7. 

Molekulární  dynamika  plazmatu  byla  následně  simulována  kinetickým  modelem  jako  skoková 

termolýza formamidu (4500 K po dobu 1.86 μs). Složení směsi predikované modelem odpovídalo 

experimentálním výsledkům. Tato skutečnost poukazuje na to, že chemismus laserového plazmatu lze 

aproximovat  pomocí  modelu  vysokoteplotní  termolýzy.  Protože  se však jedná o chemický model 

laserové jiskry ve kterém byla studována poměrně složitá organická molekula, je nutné provést ještě 

řadu  dalších  experimentů.  V  rámci  zatím  nepublikovaných  studií  byly  účinky  laserové  jiskry 

srovnávány   s    doutnavým    výbojem   a     reakcemi za vysoké teploty (viz  Obr.  7 ).  Tyto  
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Obr. 7: Vysoce rozlišená spektra plynných produktů disociace formamidu a) při zahřívání na 180 oC a ozařování UV 
zářením (lampa 340 nm), b) po expozici deseti laserovým pulsům systému PALS, c) po rozkladu par v doutnavém  
výboji  a d) emisní spektrum stabilních a nestabilních molekul v doutnavém výboji v čase 10 μs po jeho iniciaci.  
Produkty byly při měřeních b) a d) koncentrovány v tekutém dusíku. Obr. a foto: autor; autorem fotografie b)  je  
RNDr. Jiří Skála z Ústavu fyziky plazmatu AV ČR.



experimenty potvrdily, že formamid je skutečně termálně rozkládán za vzniku HCN, CH3OH, NH3, 

HNCO,  CO,  CO2 a  N2O avšak  konečná  skladba  produktů  je  výrazně  ovlivněna  jejich  stabilitou 

za podmínek panujících v plazmatu (NH3 a HNCO jsou nestabilní a se dále rozkládají) a také teplotně 

závislým poměrem mezi disociačními kanály samotné molekuly formamidu. V dosud nepublikované 

studii se nám podařilo potvrdit, že poměry mezi teoreticky předpovězenými rychlostními konstantami 

disociace této molekuly v práci Nguyen126 a kol. odpovídají našim experimentálním výsledkům stejně 

jako aktivační energie studovaných disociačních kanálů.

Zaměřili jsme se také na vznik nukleových bází při ozařování ledů tvořených pevným formamidem. 

Ačkoliv panuje obecný předpoklad, že teplota se v průběhu prvních cca 1,5 mld. let vývoje Země 

držela mezi127 80 oC až 70±15 oC (před  ≈3,3 mld let), je možné, že docházelo také ke krátkodobým 

zaledněním128. Z tohoto pohledu je možné, že se byť lokálně akumulovaly organické látky z dopadů 

komet a následně po rozpuštění a ohřátí poskytly dostatečně koncentrovaný roztok. V ozařovaných 

ledech  se  podařilo  pomocí  metody  GC−MS  detegovat  nukleové  báze  jejichž  koncentrace  přímo 

závisely na použitém katalyzátoru (jíl, NiFe meteorit, kamenný meteorit, TiO2)129.

3.3. Studium fotochemických vlastností TiO2

Z hlediska vzniku organických látek či dokonce biomolekul může hrát významnou úlohu katalytický 

účinek některých látek (jíly, kovové minerály, oxidy kovů). Fotokatalytická aktivita oxidů kovů byla 

již u některých z nich studována (např.130,131,132  Fe2O3, CeO2, ZnO, TiO2, SrTiO3, In2O3, ZrO2, InTaO4) 

a zejména v případě TiO2 je výzkum zaměřen na průmyslové aplikace jako je čištění vody133, výroba 

samočistících a antibakteriální povrchů134 nebo čističek vzduchu135. Důležitou vlastností TiO2 z našeho 

pohledu  není  pouze  fotoindukovaná  destrukce  molekul,  ale   hlavně  schopnost  katalyzovat  vznik 

organických látek z jednoduchých atomárních plynů. Mřížka TiO2 má zajímavé vlastnosti umožňující 

vazbu  mnoha  molekul,  které  pak  podléhají  fotochemickým změnám přičemž  kyslíkové  atomy v 

mřížce vykazují mobilitu umožňující spontánní izotopovou výměnu mezi plynným C16O2 a pevným 

Ti18O2.

3.3.1. Izotopově značený oxid titaničitý: Ti18O2

(předkládaná publikace Oxygen−isotope labeled titania: Ti18O2. Kavan L., Zukalová M., Ferus M., 
Kürti J., Koltai J., Civiš S. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 13, 11583 (2011). 

Výzkum vlastností Ti18O2 se v prvé řadě soustředil na izotopovou výměnu mezi tímto materiálem a 

molekulami C16O2,  C16O a HC16O16OH. Ti18O2 byl  syntetizován hydrolýzou TiCl4 vodou H2
18O  a 

následně pomocí Ramanovy spektrometrie bylo zjištěno, že kalcinací za různých teplot lze získat tři 

typy krystalických forem TiO2: Anatas při teplotách 200 oC (vzorek A200) a 450 oC (vzorek A450), 

rutil při 1000 oC (vzorek R1000). Interakce těchto krystalových forem s plynnou fází byla následně 
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studována pomocí vysoce rozlišené spektrometrie s Fourierovou transformací. 

3.3.2. Izotopová výměna mezi CO2 a pevným Ti18O2

(předkládaná publikace Oxygen−isotope exchange between CO2 and solid Ti18O2. Civiš S., Ferus 

M., Kubát P., Zukalová M., Kavan L. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 115, 11156 (2011).

Mobilita kyslíkového atomu v krystalové mřížce TiO2 byla prokázána zcela spontánní izotopovou 

výměnou s CO2. Po kalcinaci byl vzorek A450 přesypán od kyvety, která byla následně napuštěna 2 

Torr CO2 přirozeného izotopového složení (0,39 % C16,18O2 a 0,0004 % C18,18O2)136.  Ukázalo se, že 

směs  se  velice  rychle  obohacuje  o  plynný  C18,18O2 (až 104 x)  již  během několika  desítek  minut  a 

rovnováha se ustálí během hodin (2,9 % C16,18O2 a 37,7 % C18,18O2). Mechanismus výměny lze popsat 

vstupem jednoho z kyslíků 16O molekuly C16,16O2 do vakance v krystalové mřížce Ti18O2. Tento atom 

ve vakanci zůstává a místo něj je na molekulu navázán sousední atom 18O patřící do struktury Ti18O2. 

Vzniká  tak  molekula  C16,18O2 odchází  a  podstupuje  stejný  proces  za  vzniku  finálního  produktu 

C18,18O2. Oproti tomu výměna mezi C16O a Ti18O2 neprobíhá vzhledem k tomu, že kyslík do vakance 

nevstupuje a CO se váže přímo na atom Ti. Při ozařování nevyžíhaného vzorku (A200) v přítomnosti 

CO2 byl kromě izotopové výměny zjištěn také vznik methanu a acetylenu. 

Studium fotokatalytického  vzniku  methanu  na  povrchu oxidů  kovů  (TiO2 a  dalších)  je  pro  nás 

zajímavé  z hlediska  dodnes  uspokojivě  nevysvětleného  původu  methanu  na  Saturnově  měsíci 

Titanu137 a zejména na Marsu138. Methan v případě Titanu mohl být během formování měsíce částečně 

generován  fotochemicky  a  v  případě  Marsu  se  tak  může  dít  do  dnes  působením  fotoaktivních 

minerálů139,140  na H2O a CO2. V případě Marsu tento argument podporuje zejména sezónní fluktuace 

obsahu methanu v atmosféře, jehož koncentrace rostou během Marsovského léta141.

3.3.3. Fotochemie a FTIR spektrometrie interakce kyseliny mravenčí s nanočásticemi anatasu 
Ti18O2

(předkládaná publikace Photochemistry and gas phase FTIR spectroscopy of formic acid 

interaction with anatase Ti18O2 nanoparticles. Civiš, S.; Ferus, M.; Zukalová, M.; Kubát, P.; Kavan, 

L. Journal of Physical Chemistry C, v tisku (DOI: 10.1021/jp303011a), (2012).

Mechanismus  izotopové  výměny  a  fotokatalytické  vlastnosti  TiO2 byly  následně  studovány  za 

použití  kyseliny  mravenčí.  Vzorek  kalcinovaného  anatasu  Ti18O2 (A450)  byl  opět  umístěn  do 

evakuované  kyvety,  která  byla  následně  naplněna  parami  kyseliny  mravenčí  HC16O16OH.  Měření 

izotopového složení plynné fáze pomocí vysoce rozlišené spektrometrie prokázalo, že nedochází k 

výměně kyslíku  18O mezi kyselinou mravenčí a oxidem titaničitým a navíc dochází k zablokování 
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aktivních míst povrchu, takže nedochází ani k výměně mezi C16O2 a Ti18O2. Pokud je však povrch 

Ti18O2 ozařován UV zářením (UV lampa a XeCl laser), dochází k rozkladu HC16O16OH za vzniku 

C16O  a  C16O2.  Uvolněná  aktivní  místa  pak  následně  umožní  vznik  C16,18O2 a  C18O2,  které  jsou 

rozkládány za vzniku stopových množství C18O.

4. Závěr
Předkládaná dizertační práce je tvořena souborem studií zaměřených na výzkum procesů, při kterých 

jsou generovány částice mající  omezenou dobu života.  Studium těchto specií  se  týká  dynamiky 

jednoduchých  molekulárních  fragmentů  (radikálů,  iontů)  a  nestabilních  molekul  v mračnech  v 

mezihvězdném prostoru, ve hvězdách a jejich atmosférách či kometách a reakcí těchto jednoduchých 

látek za vzniku organických molekul, biomolekul a jejich prekurzorů, diskutován je také vliv látek s 

katalytickým účinkem (TiO2). 

Byla  studována  dynamika  nestabilních  látek  v  doutnavém  výboji  v  methanu  a  vybraných 

prekurzorech HNC/HCN a radikálů CN, které jsou významnými speciemi v kosmickém chemismu a 

jsou považovány za prekurzory biomolekul. V laserové jiskře pak byl studován rozklad formamidu, 

který  je  předpokládaným prekurzorem nukleových bází  a  aminokyselin.  V souvislosti  s  použitím 

izotopově  značených  sloučenin  a  TiO2 jako  katalyzátoru  byly  studovány fotochemické  vlastnosti 

tohoto materiálu a izotopová výměna s plynnou fází.
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ABSTRACT: Time-resolved Fourier transform infrared emission spectrosco-
py was applied to the study of a pulsed discharge in a He/CH4 mixture. The
dynamics of the formation and decay of acetylene ν3 (3289 cm

−1), methane ν3
(3019 cm−1) and ν1 (2917 cm

−1), the CH radical electronic ground state X2Πr
(2309−2953 cm−1), C2 Bernath electronic transition B1Δg−A1Πu (3337−3606
cm−1), molecular hydrogen emission transitions 5g−4f and 2p−2s, atomic
hydrogen, and atomic helium were monitored in the 1800−4000 cm−1 region.
The time profile of the rotational and vibrational temperature of the CH
radical was obtained for a 30 μs time interval during and after the discharge pulse. A kinetic model was used for the study of the
chemical dynamics of the formation and decay of the individual fragments. The results from the model were compared to the
experimental emission spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for studying the behavior of methane in plasma,
which can be created using various methods, arises from various
fields of study. Among the most exciting motivations are the
following: the plasma-chemical processing of natural resources
(e.g., natural gas), the preparation of carbonaceous thin films and
coatings, and the laboratory simulation of the chemical con-
sequences of a high-velocity impact by an extraterrestrial body
(such as a comet or meteorite) and/or lightning in the Earth’s
early atmosphere or in the atmosphere of Titan (Saturn’s largest
moon).
It is assumed that the early, strongly reduced stages of the

Earth’s atmosphere contained a large amount of methane. We
conducted a detailed study on the dynamics of methane decay
using an electric pulse discharge and emission spectroscopy in
the infrared spectral range. At the same time, laser-induced
dielectric breakdown (LIDB) studies were performed using a
high-energy laser, PALS (Prague Asterix Laser System), and
optical spectroscopy.1

The electrical discharge in methane has been the subject of
many previous studies.2−4 These studies showed that a pulsed
discharge into CH4 can lead to the conversion of methane
into larger hydrocarbon molecules under the appropriate
conditions.5

From the infrared spectroscopic observations, the discharge
process caused a large concentration of simple radicals (CH (X2Π,
A2Δ, B2Σ−), C2 (B

1Δg−A1Πu), C (3P, 1D, 1S), and H (n > 1)) to
form. These radicals play a very important role in plasma chemical
reactions and have often been the subject of kinetic studies.6,7

Despite the large amount of kinetic data on the isolated reactions
of simple radicals with various species, a satisfactory, unequivocal
model that can predict the overall processes that occur in the

plasma of the methane discharge does not exist, particularly for
time-resolved measurements.
Among the various methods of plasma generation, the

discharge plasma approach is of particular importance because
the physical−chemical conditions can be far from equilibrium
during such a process. These conditions are due to the com-
plicated interplay of many macroscopic and microscopic
processes that occur in the plasma. Therefore, a complete
understanding of the potential properties of such a system
requires detailed knowledge of the behavior of the various
intermediates that form under certain conditions and at certain
time intervals.
Traditionally, mass spectrometry methods have been used by

several authors to characterize pure methane discharge
plasmas,8 and great effort has been devoted to modeling the
system.9 However, emission spectroscopy in combination with
actinometry10 represents an attractive method for nonintrusive,
in situ plasma diagnostics, which have been used relatively less
often than mass spectrometry for the characterization of C/H
deposition plasmas.11,12

The aim of this work was to observe the reaction dynamics of
unstable species with the use of time-resolved spectroscopy
(TRS-FT). The results of the measurements of the emission
spectra acquired over time and the abundance of reactive
fragments were used to follow the reaction scheme of a glow
discharge, which summarized the formation and decay of the
excited individual species during the TRS-FT measurements.
This method was first employed for the study of pulsed
discharge in less complicated systems (the formation of ArH
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and ArH+ and related atomic species13 and then for the study of
He2 and H3

+).14,15

The use of TRS-FT enabled processes inside of the methane
discharge plasma to be studied and permitted the dynamics of
the formation and decay of excited atoms, radicals, and ions to
be described. The individual processes were investigated using
atomic or molecular lines over a wide spectral range of high-
resolution FT technology, which extended into the time
dimension. The limitation of this method is the sensitivity of
the infrared FT emission technique and the considerable
number of scans (25 min per measurement) required to acquire
the data.
Methane Plasma Chemistry. Electrical discharge in

methane is a relatively complicated process. The system is
dynamic and is determined by a series of reactions, which have
been studied both theoretically and experimentally (e.g., numeric
simulation and mass spectrometry with the use of isotopic
markers). Although numerous reactions are mentioned in the
literature, the cleavage of hydrogen from methane10,16 is
proposed to be the main reaction pathway in methane plasma

+ → + +
σ = ×

− −

−
CH e CH H e

(25 eV) 1.50 10 m
4 3

20 2
(1)

+ → + +
σ = ×

− −

−
CH e CH 2H e

(20 eV) 0.75 10 m
4 2

20 2
(2)

These processes occur due to the collisions of the methane
molecules with a fast (high-energy) electron or excited He
atom. It should be noted that the dissociation cross sections (σ)
of these reactions are approximately the same for energies
under 20 eV.
The reaction pathway in the methane plasma can be altered

by adding various gases, varying the pressure, or changing the
energy input. If methane is mixed with buffer gases (i.e.,
hydrogen, oxygen, argon, and helium3,17), then the conversion
of methane into desired products is more efficient.
According to Kirikov,18 by adding hydrogen into the

methane discharge, the formation of carbon deposits is reduced,
and the production of acetylene is increased. If a higher amount
of atomic hydrogen is present, then the CH2 radical rapidly
transforms into a CH radical, which leads to the direct synthesis
of acetylene. At very high applied energies, methane transforms
directly into atomic carbon and hydrogen.
The presence of helium, argon, or nitrogen19 in the discharge

leads to a higher degree of methane conversion into the final
products (e.g., acetylene), while the abundance of hydrogen
increases and the abundance of hydrocarbons decreases. The
addition of these gases also leads to a lower consumption of
energy during the process of conversion. The authors19

attributed this observation to the existence of the metastable
states of helium and argon.
In the case of hydrocarbon mixtures with helium or other

gases with a high ionization potential, a significant role in the
discharge is played by Penning ionization, Penning dissociation,
and Penning excitation.17,20 The description of Penning
ionization is based on the collisions of metastable21,22 states
of helium (23S with an energy of 19.2 eV and 21S with an
energy of 20.61 eV) with the molecule (M), which leads to
ionization. The process is schematically described by the
equation

* + → + ++ −He M He M e (3)

The energy of excited He* is significantly higher compared
to the ionization potential of the M species. Highly energetic
Penning electrons are produced. Intermediates23 are assumed
to be preferentially formed during Penning ionization. In the
case of acetylene, a highly excited molecule in a triplet state is
formed; however, the methane molecule is presumed to be
directly ionized.
The Penning dissociation can be described by the following

scheme

* + → + +He AB He A B (4)

where A and B are the products of the reaction. The Penning
excitation can be assumed to follow a similar scheme

* + → + *He M He M (5)

In the case of nitrogen, a similar mechanism is assumed (i.e.,
a collision of the excited species with a methane molecule)
according to the following schemes

+ * → + +CH N CH H N4 2 3 2 (6)

+ * → + +CH N C 2H N4 2 2 2 (7)

The studies of K.V. Kozlov19 indicate that an increase in the
addition of helium into the methane leads to a higher transfer
of charge between the electrodes, and the methane has a lower
ignition voltage. The rate of elementary reactions (i.e., the
collision reactions of methane with fast electrons) is directly
proportional to the curve of the electron energy distribution.
The degree of methane conversion and the composition of

products are also influenced by the energy input. The pro-
duction of acetylene during an RF discharge is more efficient at
higher energy inputs; ethane24 is formed at lower energy inputs.
These facts are in agreement with thermodynamic calculations
because the formation of an ethane molecule requires 0.7 eV
while the formation of the acetylene molecule requires 4 eV.
The same results were determined by electrical discharge
studies, where the abundance of ethane decreased as the pres-
sure increased.5,25 The fact that a higher degree of conversion
of methane into acetylene in RF discharge is more efficient at
higher energies is explained by Kirikov.18

Tachibana et al.26 determined that the total rate constant of
methane dissociation increases as the discharge power
increases, and the growth rate increases as the pressure of
methane increases (in the range of several Torr).
Generally, the molecular dynamics of methane decay in

plasma are influenced by the energy input (the particle energy
levels of several eV to tens and/or hundreds of eV), pressure
(from tenths of Torr to atmospheric pressure), the added
impurities of other gases (e.g., nitrogen, helium, argon, and
hydrogen), the use of heterogeneous catalysts (e.g., γ-Al2O3),
and the type of discharge (e.g., spark, corona, glow, and arc).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Continuous Scanning Time-Resolved FT Spectros-

copy. TRS-FT is a wide-spectrum technique used for studying
the dynamics of chemical reactions or the dynamic properties
of molecules, radicals, and ions in the liquid, gas, and solid
states. The main advantage of TR-FTS is that spectra can be
obtained over a wide interval of wavenumbers. The speed of
data acquisition is limited by the duration of the acquisition
process and by the bandwidth of the detector. There are two
primary methods for acquiring FT time-resolved spectra, the
continuous scan and the noncontinuous step scan.27,28
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A special approach to the time-resolved spectra of
phenomena lasting from milliseconds to microseconds is the
synchronous scanning FT technique.29 This method requires
the possibility of initiating the reaction in a pulsed mode (e.g.,
using a laser, electric discharge, electron bombardment, or UV
discharge lamp).15 The apparatus performs a continuous scan
and reads the signal from the detector during the pulse, which
corresponds to the position of the moving mirror and the time
from the initial pulse reaction using the HeNe laser fringe
signals generated by the interferometer. This method is called
stroboscopic interferometry.27 After accumulating a sufficient
amount of data and scans, the time-shifted interferograms
(usually 10 ms to 1 μs) are composed.
The continuous scanning principle was the basis for data

acquisition by a modified (Bruker IFS 120, Bruker, Germany)
spectrometer in our laboratory at the J. Heyrovsky Institute of
Physical Chemistry, Prague, Czech Republic, and a similarly
modified spectrometer was used at Okayama University,
Okayama, Japan. The data acquisition system can be described
as follows: The position of the traversing mirror of the
Michelson interferometer is detected by reading the interfer-
ence maxima of the HeNe laser emission. The input signal,
which has a cosine function shape, is digitally processed into
rectangular pulses and becomes the internal standard of the
interferometer. The frequency of these rectangular pulses
depends on the mirror speed. In the classic measurement mode,
the frequency is usually 10 kHz with a discharge pulse duration
of 100 μs. An external processor monitors the beginning and
order of the HeNe laser digital pulse and the zero position of
the mirror. During a single discharge pulse, the signal from the
detector is read (30−64 readings), which is called the AD
trigger. These signals are shifted in time by Δt, where Δt = 1, 2,
3, ... μs. A matrix I(tk,δi) is acquired, where I is intensity, tk is the
time, and the optical path difference is δi (i is the index of the
selected optical path difference ranging from zero to the
maximum value). A discharge pulse of a variable duration can
be arbitrarily inserted into the data acquisition process (AD
trigger). This process results in 30−64 reciprocally time-shifted
interferograms.
B. Experimental Setup. The emission spectra of plasma

from a positive column discharge in He/CH4 mixtures were
observed with the time-resolved Fourier transform high-
resolution Bruker IFS 120 HR interferometer. The schematic
of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. High-purity CH4 and
He (99.999%) were used. The positive column discharge tube
(25 cm long with an inner diameter of 12 mm) was covered
with a glass outer jacket and had CaF2 windows. The pulsed
discharge was maintained by a high-voltage transistor switch
(HTS 81, Behlke electronic GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany)
applied between the stainless steel anode and the grounded
cathode. The He/CH4 plasma was cooled by water in the outer
jacket of the cell. The voltage drop across the discharge was
1200 V, and the current was 100 mA. The time durations of the
discharge were 10 and 40 μs. The scanner velocity of FTS was
set to produce a 10 kHz HeNe laser fringe frequency, which
was used to trigger the discharge pulse. The recorded spectral
range was 1800−4000 cm−1 using an optical filter and InSb
detector with an unapodized resolution of 0.035 cm−1. A
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio was obtained by averaging 64
scans. The initial pressure of CH4 was 0.05 Torr, and the
optimal pressure of the He carrier gas was determined to be 3
Torr. The pressure was measured with a Baratron gauge placed
near the cathode of the cell. The combustion products of the

discharge were continuously removed using an Edwards rotary
oil pump.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During two different discharge experiments (a short pulse of
10 μs and a long pulse of 40 μs), 30 spectra were acquired in
1 μs intervals, which were used to observe the time-resolved
sequence of the decay processes in the plasma and as the source
of the emission data for the chemical model. The general
emission spectrum of the ac discharge in the mixture of
methane, helium, and hydrogen is shown in Figure 2.

The following emission bands were identified: acetylene
(ν3 3289 cm−1 (σu

+) CH stretch); methane (ν3 stretch (f2),
3019 cm−1 and ν1 symmetric stretch (a1) 2917 cm−1); CH
radical (ground state X2Πr rotation−vibration transition30−32

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the measurement apparatus. The
carrier gas (He) with the precursor (CH4) enters the discharge cell.
The emission from the glow discharge in the cell with out-of-axis
electrodes is focused by a lens into an interferometer and onto a
detector. The time-shifted signals are interpreted by a computer, which
simultaneously switches the discharge pulse via a Behlke switch. The
system is driven by a Field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
processor, which allowed 30 time-shifted signals to be obtained.

Figure 2. Emission spectrum of the He/CH4 discharge (10 μs after the
termination of the 40 μs discharge pulse). The pressures for He and
CH4 were 10 and 0.05 Torr, respectively.
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from 2309 to 2953 cm−1) (for details of the spectrum, see
Figure 3); C2 (electronic Bernath transition

33 B1Δg−A1Πu from

3337 to 3606 cm−1); and emission transitions34−36 (5g−4f and37
2p−2s) of molecular hydrogen, atomic hydrogen (H I), and
helium38 (He I). There is no feature in the spectra that could
belong to any charged molecular species (C II, He II).
A. Estimation of the Plasma Temperature. Temperature

is one of the important characteristics of plasma. Generally,
temperature describes the energetic distribution of particles
in the system. For the determination of the temperature, the
system is assumed to be at thermodynamic equilibrium
(Boltzmann distribution). Plasma is characterized by a set of
various temperatures, the electron excitation temperature (Tel),
vibrational temperature (Tv), rotational temperature (Tr), and
kinetic temperature (Tσ). When the system reaches the
thermodynamic equilibrium, all temperatures are equal. In the
case of a nonisothermal plasma, the following relation controls
the system

> > ≡ σT T T Tel v r (8)

The rotation temperature is usually taken as being the closest
to the kinetic temperature, which is a key parameter for the
determination of reaction rate constants. The possibility of
obtaining information regarding the temperature experimen-
tally is a major advantage of the applied experimental method.
The vibrational temperature is obtained from a simple

rotation−vibration spectrum by plotting the relation

ν + = +I V KE Qln[ / ( 1)]3
v (9)

where K is the slope of the straight line, Q is a constant, ν is the
wavenumber, and V is the vibrational number of the upper
state. The temperature is obtained from the relation

− =K kT1/ v (10)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and Tv is the vibrational
temperature. The mean value of the vibrational temperature
was 5300 K. The temperature, estimated using lines of CH
radicals (experimental conditions: pressure of 3 Torr of He and
a pulse length of 40 μs), is depicted in Figure 4. In the case of
electronic transitions, the vibrational number V was replaced
by the Franck−Condon factor. Several transitions (1−0, 2−1,

and 3−2) were identified. Figure 5a shows the time profile of
the vibrational temperature determined from the CH R1f lines
(2576.07, 2704.8, and 2834.97 cm−1; J′′ = 3.5) for the 40 μs
pulse. The lines were selected because the emission intensities
were suitable. The energy terms published by Ghosh et al.32

were used. The most accurate determination of the vibrational
temperature occurred at the maximum of the CH radical
emission during the 40 μs discharge pulse.
In the case of pure rotational−vibrational transitions, the Tr

can be determined by the relation

= − +I S E kT Qln( / ) /r r (11)

where Er is the energy of the upper level. The factor S (Hönl−
London factor) must be calculated on the basis of the parameters
of the molecule and the transition under investigation. The
estimation of the temperature (pressure of 3 Torr of He and a
pulse length of 40 μs) is depicted in Figure 6.
According to the intensity factor, the following set of lines of

the R1e branch were chosen for determining the rotational
temperatures: vibrational transition 1−0 (2811.0, 2835.29,
2858.19, 2879.756, and 2900.03 cm−1 with the J′′ ranging from
2.5 to 6.5) and transition 2−1 (2681.83, 2705.051, 2726.93,
2747.54, and 2766.83 cm−1 with the J′′ ranging from 2.5 to 6.5).
The average rotational temperature was determined to be 523 K
for all vibration bands. Figure 5 shows the time profiles of temper-
atures (a) with the CH emission for the 40 μs discharge pulse (b).

B. Model of the Carbon Radicals' Molecular Dynamics.
In the case of the 10 μs discharge pulse, Figure 7 depicts the
time sequence (formation and decay process) of the individual
transient species that were detected in the He/CH4 plasma. He
emission in the short discharge pulse experiment was observed
4 μs after the initiation of the discharge pulse. This delay is
caused by the gradual growth of electron density after the dis-
charge is initiated. Corbell et al.39 reported the delays in elec-
tron concentration growth to be similar (several microseconds).
The maximum He emission intensity occurred after 13 μs, which
was 3 μs after the termination of the discharge. In the case of the
40 μs discharge pulse, a steady state was nearly achieved, and the
helium spectrum behaved almost as a constant progression of the
emissions, and 5−10 μs after the discharge ended, the species
became extinct due to reactions and collisions.

Figure 3. X2Πr lines of CH radicals in the spectral range of 2830−
2900 cm−1 (10 μs after the termination of the 40 μs discharge pulse).

Figure 4. Boltzmann plot for the CH radical. The estimated
vibrational temperature was 5334 K.
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The intensity and profile of the emission spectrum were
influenced by the chemical reactions in the discharge or
collision-radiation processes and by the experimental setup. In
our previous study dealing with the formation of HNC/HCN
in a glow discharge,40 we showed that during the time-resolved
spectra measurement process, the products from the reaction
collected in the cell. Therefore, the interpretation of the time-
resolved spectra requires the design of a kinetic model that
accounts for these processes. The reaction model was designed
for a discharge pulse with a length of 40 μs because the
quantitative ratios between individual species can be
determined sufficiently. The quantitative ratio determination
is due to the chemical equilibrium and related stable emission
profile of individual particles during the discharge.
Kinetic Model Design. A simplified description of the design

process for the kinetic model is the following: The kinetic
model of the methane discharge and afterglow was designed on
the basis of the reactions listed in Table 1, while none of the
rate constants were fitted. The model describes the chemistry
of the discharge on the basis of published data. Kinetic

equations have been adopted from several published works
dealing with selected kinetic models of methane plasma,7,26,47

the NIST database,41 and other works cited in Table 1. The
accuracy of the calculation with the experimental data was
subsequently verified on the basis of the concentration ratios of
individual identified species because an absolute quantification
of concentrations based on the emission spectra is extremely
difficult. The Einstein emission coefficients32,51,54,57,58 and
partition functions55,56,59 were determined for each species with
an available reference, and the integral intensities of the bands
during the 40 μs discharge period were determined from the
experimental data. A stationary state between excitation and de-
excitation during the period was assumed. Hardwick and
Whipple42 reported that the emission intensity is proportional
to the concentration of the emitting species according to the
equation

=
ν

c
I Q

A E kTexp( / )A
A A

A A A (12)

The ratio between the concentrations and intensities of
emission bands of two species, A and B, can be expressed as

= ·
ν
ν

c
c

I
I

Q A E kT
Q A E kT

exp( / )

exp( / )
A

B

A

B

A B B B

B A A A (13)

where cA and cB are the concentrations of species A and B, QA
and QBare the total partition functions of species A and B, AA
and AB are the Einstein emission coefficients of species A and
B, νA and νBare the vibrational frequencies of the transitions of
species A and B, EA and EB are the energy levels of the emission
transitions of species A and B, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
T is the thermodynamic temperature. The partition functions
were obtained from references when available,55,56,59 and the
population distribution of the levels investigated was estimated
using the experimentally obtained rotation (520 K) and vibra-
tion (5300 K) temperatures. The electron excitation temper-
ature was estimated on the basis of the results of the model at
1.5 eV (17400 K).
We suppose that vibration and rotation temperatures of

different species are close to each other. This assumption can

Figure 5. (a) Time profiles of the CH vibrational temperature (○ R1f branch) after the 40 μs discharge pulse together with the rotational
temperature time profile for the CH radical (■ R1e, ν = 1−0 and □ R1e, ν = 2−1). (b) The intensity profile of the CH radical (2645.48 cm−1,
P1f(3.5), ν = 1−0, X2Πr).

Figure 6. The Boltzmann plot for the CH radical. The estimated
rotational temperature was 520 K.
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be demonstrated for example if we consider our measurement
of the CN radical in the (CN)2 discharge. We have estimated
the rotation temperature to be Trot = 480 K and Tvib = 6680 ±
835 K for the A2Π and 6757 ± 534 K for the X2Σ+ transitions.
It means that temperatures Tvib are close together for different
transitions.86 In the case of CH3CN, BrCN, or HCONH2

discharges,40 we estimated the temperature for HCN to be
Trot = 550 K. We can state that the temperatures Trot and Tvib of
CN or HCN are close to the values estimated in this work for
CH, and we suppose that in the case of most species under
similar discharge conditions, the temperatures are close to the
values Trot ≈ 500 K and Trot ≈ 6000 K.
The other key features of the model have been summarized

in previous papers,40,79 and brief details are provided below:

• The numerical model was implemented in the Python
2.6.4 programming language using modules Numpy43

and Scipy.44

• The model was constructed as a zero-dimensional model,
which described only the time evolution of the
concentrations in the homogeneous region of the
positive column of a glow discharge.

• A set of ordinary differential equations constructed
according to the postulated reaction scheme (Table 1)
was numerically solved by the Scipy module using the
ODEPACK library.45 We would like to note that ion
reactions were not included in the model. The total
concentration of all ions in the discharge is equal to the
concentration of electrons (i.e., 6 × 1011 cm−3). This
concentration is lower than the estimated concentration
of active radicals (e.g., the estimated concentration of the
CH radical is about 3 × 1012 cm−3), and therefore, the
chemistry of the discharge is simulated by a radical−
radical reaction approach as well as in our previous
works.40,79,82 The model has involved the chemistry of
simple carbon chains C1 and C2. The spectrum of the C3
radical has not been observed under used conditions.

• The activity of the discharge was simulated by a
rectangular pulse of an electron number density of a
40 μs duration, in accordance with the experiment. The
typical values of electron densities in a glow discharge
are35,46 between 109 and 1011 particles per cm3. A value
of 6 × 1011 cm−3 was used, which was obtained by a
Langmuir probe measurement of the actual experimental
discharge. The theoretical electron temperature was
estimated to be 1.5 eV.

• The number densities of the precursor molecules (CH4)
were fixed at 8.74 × 1014 cm−3, which were calculated from
the partial pressures (6.67 Pa) and the temperature (T =
520 K). It is supposed that in the glow discharge, the kinetic
temperature is close to the rotation temperature (see, e.g.,
ref 85). Therefore, the value T = Trot = 520 K has been
adopted. The flow rate of the precursor into the cell and the
flow rate of the products out of the cell were assumed to be

Figure 7. Emission time profiles of all species identified in the He/
CH4 discharge spectrum after a 10 μs long discharge pulse: (a) carbon
atomic line 2222.57 cm−1 (1P°−1P), (b) C2 radical line 3605.42 cm−1

R(7), ν = 0−0, B1Δg−A1Πu, (c) CH radical line 2645.48 cm−1

P1f(3.5), ν = 0−1, X2Πr ground state, (d) acetylene line 3318.35
cm−1, ν3 band, Re(15), (e) atomic hydrogen line 2467.75 cm−1 (alpha
Brackett system), (f) H2 line 2489.38 cm−1 R1(4), 5g−4f, (g) H2 line
2830.92 cm−1 Q(1) 4−3 band, 2p−2s, and (h) He atomic
line 2469.74 cm−1.

Table 1. Results of the Chemical Model Compared with the Concentration Ratio among Selected Species Estimated Using the
Appropriate Partition Function and the Einstein Emission Coefficients (references or calculations are given for the values)a

molecule
band
assig.

band
position
(cm−1)

Einstein emission
coefficient (s−1)

integrated band
intensity (arb. u.)

partition function Tv =
5300 K, Tr = 520 K

experimentally
estimated ratio

(%)
model ratio Te = 17000 K,
Tv = 5300 K, Tr = 520 K ref

CH3 ν3 3160 8.3 28.4est. 1.55 × 104 n.d. 11.67% 51,52
CH2 X3B1 ν3 3190 1.0 1.1est. 1.88 × 104 n.d. 4.57%

a1A1 ν1 2806 66.5 82.6est. 53,54
a1A1 ν3 2864 36.1 44.1est.

CH X2Π ν1 2732 145.9 3047.0 2.87 × 102 1.16% 1.40% 55
C2 B1Δg−

A1Πu

3609 6430.0 4245.7 2.57 × 103 0.33% 0.37% 55−57

C2H2 ν3 3289 96.7 255.5 1.35 × 105 82.22% 82.22% 58,59
aValues marked est. are estimated using eq 12. Values marked n.d. were not estimated because the species was not detected.
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constant (4.78 s−1). This constant was estimated using the
pumping speed of the pump (5 m3h−1) and inner volume
of the cell (290 cm3).

• The accumulation of reaction products from the previous
discharge pulses was accounted for by modeling a
sequence of 3000 pulses.

• The rate constant of electron dissociation was calculated
according to a formula used by Morrison et al.,47,48 which
is described in our previous work.40

The ratios between the concentrations of the individual

species obtained from the emission spectra and from the

Table 2. Kinetic Equations Used in Our Chemical Modela

dissociation reaction activation energy (eV) ref

C2H6 + e− → C2H4 + H2 + e− 1.41 all47

C2H5 + e− → C2H4 + H + e− 1.59
C2H3 + e− → C2H2 + H + e− 1.72
C2H5 + e− → C2H3 + H2 + e− 1.75
C2H4 + e− → C2H2 + H2 + e− 1.81
C2H4 + e− → 2CH2 + e− 2.66
C2H3 + e− → C2H + H2 + e− 2.89
CH + e− → C + H + e− 2.9
C2H6 + e− → C2H2 + 2H2 + e− 3.22
C2H5 + e− → C2H2 + H + H2 + e− 3.39
CH2 + e− → CH + H + e− 3.89
C2H4 + e− → C2H3 + H + e− 4.19
C2H6 + e− → C2H5 + H + e− 4.43
H2 + e− → H + H + e− 4.53
CH4 + e− → CH3 + H + e− 4.55
C2H5 + e− → C2H + 2H2 + e− 4.64
C2H6 + e− → 2CH3 + e− 4.65
CH3 + e− → CH2 + H + e− 4.76
CH4 + e− → CH2 + H2 + e− 4.79
C2H2 + e− → C2H + H + e− 5.78
C2H6 + e− → C2H4 + 2H + e− 5.93
C2H6 + e− → C2H3 + H + H2 + e− 6.1
C2 + e− → 2C + e− 6.17
C2H2 + e− → 2CH + e− 6.17
C2H5 + e− → C2H3 + 2H + e− 6.27
C2H4 + e− → C2H2 + 2H + e− 6.32
C2H2 + e− → C2 + H2 + e− 6.33
C2H3 + e− → C2H + 2H + e− 7.41
C2H4 + e− → C2H + H + H2 + e− 7.57
C2H5 + e− → C2H2 + 3H + e− 7.91
CH2 + e− → C + 2H + e− 7.95
C2H4 + e− → C2 + 2H2 + e− 8.14
CH4 + e− → C + 2H2 + e− 8.2
C2H6 + e− → C2 + 3H2 + e− 8.3
C2H + e− → C2 + H + e− 8.59
C2H6 + e− → C2H + H + 2H2 + e− 8.98
CH4 + e− → CH + H2 + H + e− 9.19
CH4 + e− → CH2 + 2H + e− 9.31
C2H5 + e− → C2 + H + 2H2 + e− 9.72
CH3 + e− → CH + 2H + e− 9.73
C2H6 + e− → C2H3 + 3H + e− 10.61
C2H2 + e− → C2 + 2H + e− 10.85
C2H4 + e− → C2H + 2H + e− 12.09
C2H6 + e− → C2H2 + 4H + e− 12.26
C2H3 + e− → C2 + 2H + e− 12.49
C2H5 + e− → C2H + 3H + e− 13.7
CH4 + e− → CH + 3H + e− 13.71
CH3 + e− → C + 3H + e− 14.34
C2H4 + e− → C2 + 4H + e− 17.17
CH4 + e− → C + 4H + e− 17.24

C2H6 + e− → C2H + 5H + e− 18.02

dissociation reaction activation energy (eV) ref

C2H5 + e− → C2 + 5H + e− 18.77
H2 + e− → 2H + e− 4.52

recombination reaction
rate constant Tr = 520 K (cm3

molecule−1 sec−1) ref

2CH → C2H2 1.99 × 10−10 60
CH + H → C + H2 2.49 × 10−10 61
CH + H2 → CH3 2.19 × 10−10 62
CH + CH3 → C2H2 + H2 1.64 × 10−10 18
H2 + C → CH + H 1.50 × 10−10 63
CH2 + H2 → CH3 + H 1.20 × 10−10 47,64
CH + H → C + H2 1.15 × 10−10 61
C + CH3 → C2H2 + H 8.30 × 10−11 47,64
CH3 + CH2 → C2H4 + H 8.30 × 10−11 65
CH2 + H → CH + H2 6.64 × 10−11 66
C2H5 + H →2CH3 6.18 × 10−11 67
2CH2 → C2H2 + H2 5.25 × 10−11 26
C2H3 + H → C2H2 + H2 4.98 × 10−11 47,60
C2H5 + H → C2H4 + H2 4.98 × 10−11 47,60
CH2 + CH → H2 + C2H 4.98 × 10−11 47,60
CH2 + CH3 → C2H4 + H 2.99 × 10−11 47,60
2CH3 → C2H6 2.97 × 10−11 71
CH4 + CH2 → C2H6 1.66 × 10−11 29
H2 + C → CH2 1.47 × 10−11 67
CH + H2 → CH2 + H 9.68 × 10−12 68
C2H5 + H → C2H4 + H2 2.82 × 10−12 69
CH4 + CH → C2H4 + H 2.49 × 10−12 70
C2H + H2 → C2H2 + H 1.20 × 10−12 65,70
C2H2 + H → C2H3 3.42 × 10−13 65,70
C2H4 + H → C2H3 + H2 2.86 × 10−14 60,65
C2H6 + H → C2H5 + H2 2.61 × 10−14 60,65
CH4 + H → CH3 + H2 5.25 × 10−15 71
CH3 + CH3 → C2H5 + H 8.48 × 10−16 60,65
CH3 + H → CH2 + H2 1.69 × 10−16 72
CH3 + H2 → CH4 + H 8.82 × 10−17 60,65
C2H6 + CH3 → C2H5 + CH4 5.70 × 10−17 60,65
C2H4 + CH3 → C2H3 + CH4 2.67 × 10−17 60,65
CH3 + CH3 → C2H4 + H2 1.60 × 10−20 72
CH2 + C → CH + CH 2.23 × 10−29 73
C2 + H2 → C2H + H 1.39 × 10−13 74
CH4 + C2H → C2H2 + CH3 1.98 × 10−12 65
CH4 + CH2 → CH3 + CH3 7.34 × 10−16 75
CH4 + C2H3 → CH3 + C2H4 3.60 × 10−15 65
CH2 + C2H → CH + C2H2 3.01 × 10−11 65
CH3 + H → CH4 1.56 × 10−10 65
CH2 + H → CH3 2.61 × 10−10 65
CH + H → CH2 2.51 × 10−10 65
C2 + H → C2H 2.76 × 10−10 65
C2H + H → C2H2 2.89 × 10−10 76
C2H + H → C2 + H2 3.16 × 10−21 77
C2H3 + H → C2H4 2.32 × 10−10 76
C2H5 + H → C2H6 2.24 × 10−10 76
C2H6 + CH → C2H4 + CH3 1.30 × 10−10 78

aThe values of the rate constants are calculated for a temperature of 520 K. The values given by Morrison, William, and Milne47 were used for the
activation energies.
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discharge model are given in Table 2. The calculated ratios between
the individual identified species are in good accord with the
experimental values. Figure 8 shows the results of the chemical
model. Figure 8a indicates that although the system is designed to
allow the discharge products to be continuously removed using a
mechanical pump, the products collect in the discharge cell
throughout hundreds to thousands of discharge pulses, and a steady

state between the rate of product formation from chemical reactions
and the rate of product removal from the cell is established.
Figure 8b shows a comparison between the concentration profiles of
the species with the highest abundance and the profile of discharge
pulses (discharge trigger). The discharge pulses are synchronized
with the acquisition of the time-shifted signals from the detector
(AD trigger) using the digitalized signal of the HeNe laser.

Figure 8. The results of the chemical model compared with the experimental emission time profiles of selected species in the He/CH4 discharge
spectrum after a 40 μs long discharge pulse. (a) Development of the concentrations of the most abundant species in the discharge over time
according to the model. The maximized areas depicted in (b−f) are marked in red. (b) Digitalized signal of the HeNe interference, AD trigger for the
data acquisition, and discharge trigger together with the concentration profiles of the most abundant species. (c) (□) The emission profile of the CH
X2Πr ground-state transition (ν = 1−0, J′′ = 3.5) compared with the concentration profile predicted by the chemical model (red line) and the
emission profile obtained if collision processes are considered (blue line). (d) (□) The emission profile of the selected C2 Q branch lines of
the B1Δg−A1Πu transition compared with the concentration profile that was predicted from the chemical model (red line) and the emission profile if
the collision processes are considered (blue line). (e) The emission profile of the H2 line (□) at 2489.38 cm

−1, R1(4), 5 g−4f transition, and the line
(○) at 2830.92 cm−1 Q(1), 4−3 band, 2p−2s transition, compared with the concentration profile predicted by the chemical model (red line).
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Chemistry of the Discharge. The dehydrogenation of the
methane molecule is the main dissociation mechanism in the
discharge process. The first step of methane dissociation
requires a minimum energy47 of 4.55 eV (eq 1). This energy is
far less than that required for methane ionization, that is, 13 eV.
The increase in emission signals from hydrogen can be
attributed to the cleavage of hydrogen atoms from the methane
molecule because hydrogen gas was not added into the
discharge mixture. Emission lines from atomic hydrogen and
molecular hydrogen in highly excited states were observed
in the infrared spectral range that was measured (2500−
3000 cm−1). Emission signals attributed to H, H2, and He were
observed 4 μs after the discharge pulse was triggered. The
sequential observation of C, H, and H2 and unidentified
emissions immediately after atomic He indicate that these
species are the primary dissociation products of methane
fragmentation.
The first reaction step during the discharge was the excitation

of helium, which was followed by Penning ionization and
dissociation (eqs 3−7). High-energy Penning electrons are
produced via eq 3, which originated 4 μs after the discharge was
initiated, according to the following equation

+ → + +−
−

−CH e CH H en n 1 (14)

where n = 1−4.
The dissociation of methane due to collisions with electrons

requires47 4.55 and 9.31 eV according to reactions 1 and 2,
respectively. The direct dehydrogenation of methane, which
leads to the production of CH, requires 13.71 eV. The
ionization potential of helium is 24.59 eV; therefore, the energy
required for the fragmentation of methane is available from the
discharge. The dissociation is followed by the formation of
molecular hydrogen, which results from the collision of the H
atom with a hydrocarbon species:

+ → +−CH H CH Hn n 1 2 (15)

The dehydrogenation of methane leads to the formation of
CH3, CH2, and CH fragments. However, only a strong signal
was observed for the CH fragment in the emission spectrum.
Kado et al.49 used deuterium isotopes in various abundances
found in the products to show that the reaction pathways of
methane dissociation by electrons effectively lead to the
production of atomic carbon and subsequently to the formation
of CH, C2 radicals, and acetylene. The dehydrogenation of CH2
and CH3 is a very fast process. The results of our model show
(see Table 2) that the concentrations of the CH3 and CH2
radicals were approximately 8 and 3 times higher, respectively,
than the concentration of the CH radical. The reason that the
CH3 and CH2 fragments were difficult to detect compared to
CH was determined by calculating the integral intensities in the
emission spectrum and using relevant values of the Einstein
emission coefficient and estimated partition function. The
integral intensities of the CH3 and CH2 bands were predicted
to be 2 orders lower than the intensity of the CH bands, that is,
under the detection threshold of the technique.
Although the ratios of estimated emission intensities of

individual species were consistent with the results of the
chemical model (Table 2), the time developments of the
emission lines of the observed species (Figure 8c and d) do not
agree with the time development of concentrations predicted
by the model. In addition to the chemistry of the discharge, the
emission lines were assumed to be strongly influenced by
collision−radiation processes. The radical and atomic fragments

in the discharge are formed in excited states and subsequently
relax into the ground states via radiation and collision
processes.
For example, this process can be observed in the emission

spectrum of the CH radical (Figure 8c). After the termination
of the 40 μs discharge, the intensity of the emission line of the
ground state did not decay until as late as 50 μs (i.e., 10 μs after
the termination of the discharge). However, the model
predicted the decrease in concentration to occur immediately
following termination of the discharge. This discrepancy
indicates that the observed ground state is complemented by
the de-excitation of higher states, which is schematically shown
as follows

→ * +CH CH other fragments4 (16)

* + → + *

= ×
−
− −k

CH M CH M

7.0 10 cm s

(1 0)

(17)
13 3 1

(17)

+ → + *

= ×
−

− −k

CH M CH M

5 10 cm s

(1 0) (GS)

(18)
13 3 1

(18)

GS signifies the ground state of the CH radical. In our previ-
ous study40 of the HNC/HCN isomers, the implementation of
collision−radiation processes into the model allowed emission
line profiles to be simulated more precisely. The system for
methane is very complicated, and the chemical model was
supplemented by the processes described by eqs 17 and 18. For
simplification, we assumed that all states of the CH radical react
with the same rate constant to form other products. The
concentration of species M, which causes the de-excitation
upon collision, was assumed to be the concentration of He
(5.26 × 1016 cm−3) and the number of molecules in the ground
state and excited states that relaxed to the ground state, which
were determined using the Boltzmann distribution at the
temperature of the discharge (Tv = 5300 K, Te = 17 000 K).
The root-mean-square values of the rate constants (k(13) =
7.0 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 and k(14) = 5 × 10−13 cm3 s−1) were
obtained by fitting the data to the following equations, which
was the same method used to determine the relaxation
constants of the C2 radical

* + = Δ − Π + *

= × − −k

C M C (B A ) M

4.5 10 cm s

2 2
1

g
1

u

(13)
13 3 1

(19)

Δ − Π + = + *

= × − −k

C (B A ) M C M

1.0 10 cm s

2
1

g
1

u 2(GS)

(14)
13 3 1

(20)

Figure 8c−e shows the profiles of several emission lines of the
CH radicals (c), C2 radicals (d), and molecular H2 (e) with the
concentration profile predicted by the chemical model (red
line) and the emission profile predicted by the collision−
radiation model (blue line). The inclusion of the collision−
radiation processes caused the model to be consistent with
experimental data. In the case of H2 excited to high Rydberg
states, changes to the emission lines and concentration
overtime were in agreement (see Figure 8e). It was assumed
that the transfer of energy during a collision between the
individual states was not relevant and that the emission line is
influenced mainly by the concentration profile.
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In the previous model40 for the relaxation of excited HNC, a
relaxation constant of k2−1 = 1.15 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 was obtained
for the relaxation of the 2−1 vibration state, which was
analogous to eq 17. Similarly, for the reaction analogous to
eq 18, a relaxation constant of k1−GS = 2.2 × 10−12 cm3 s−1 was
obtained. Smith et al.50 determined the relaxation rates of
highly excited states of NCNO, which were on the order of
10−14 cm3 s−1 for collisions with He and Ar atoms but 10−10

cm3 s−1 for the molecular gas N2. The values obtained were
closer to the relaxation rates that are achieved with a rare gas
buffer, which corresponds to experimental conditions with an
abundance of the carrier gas (3 Torr of He) and an addition of
the precursor (0.05 Torr of CH4).
In the future, we plan to measure absorption in the MIR, vis,

and UV regions using a spectrometer, with the majority of the
excited states to be observed. Additionally, we plan to examine
the discharges and the consequences of chemicals in the
LIDB plasma80−82 in methane.1 A pilot study using deuterium
isotopes is now under preparation.
All of the measurements will be complemented with

experiments in the absorption setup. The measurements will
enable the collision−radiation processes of the series of excited
states to be included in the model with precision. These
measurements will also allow the preferred excited states
responsible for the production of the radicals that were studied
to be determined.

4. CONCLUSION
One of the reactions that led to the breakdown of methane was
collisions with electrons. These reactions led to the formation
of atomic carbon and hydrogen, which was followed by the
formation of CH3, CH2, CH, C2, and other radicals.83,84 The
emission spectra of the discharge in the short pulse mode
(10 μs duration) showed that the first emission spectra of
excited helium, atomic carbon, and hydrogen could be detected
4 μs after the initiation of the discharge. The emission
maximum occurred at 13 μs, followed by the maxima of C and
H at 18 μs. The CH and C2 bands were detected at 8 and 10 μs,
respectively, with the maxima at 23 and 21 μs, respectively.
A kinetic model was constructed for the emission spectra of

the discharge in the long pulse mode (40 μs duration), which
was expected to nearly be in a steady state. Using the kinetic
model complemented by the calculation of the emission
intensities of the CH3, CH2, CH, and C2 fragments, it was
determined that the CH3 and CH2 radicals were not observed
in the glow discharge emission spectra due to the low intensity
of the emission spectra, rather than low concentrations, which
was initially assumed (e.g., the study of pulsed discharge at
atmospheric pressure by Kado et al.49). The ratio of integral
intensities of the CH and C2 bands corresponded well with the
results of the kinetic model designed on the basis of current
knowledge of the values of rate constants. The decay processes
were, however, apart from the chemical reactions, significantly
influenced by collision−radiation processes. It should be noted
that the model was valid for the experimental setup and
conditions used in this study. However, if the experimental
conditions (precursor concentration, pumping speed, or
voltage) are changed, then the discharge chemistry will be
greatly influenced.
The estimated rotation and vibration temperatures of the

plasma were 520 ± 42 and 5300 ± 8 K, respectively. These
values indicate that nonequilibrium plasma was present during
the glow discharge.
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ABSTRACT: Time-resolved Fourier transform (FT) spectrometry was used
to study the dynamics of radical reactions forming the HCN andHNC isomers
in pulsed glow discharges through vapors of BrCN, acetonitrile (CH3CN), and
formamide (HCONH2). Stable gaseous products of discharge chemistry were
analyzed by selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS). Ratios of
concentrations of the HNC/HCN isomers obtained using known transition
dipole moments of rovibrational cold bands v1 were found to be in the range
2.2-3%. A kinetic model was used to assess the roles the radical chemistry and
ion chemistry play in the formation of these two isomers. Exclusion of the
radical reactions from the model resulted in a value of the HNC/HCN ratio 2
orders of magnitude lower than the experimental results, thus confirming their dominant role. The major process responsible for the
formation of the HNC isomer is the reaction of the HCN isomer with the H atoms. The rate constant determined using the kinetic
model from the present data for this reaction is 1.13 ((0.2) � 10-13 cm3 s-1.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. HNC/HCN Ratio in Astronomically Observed Environ-
ments. HNC is a metastable isomer of hydrogen cyanide. Its
origin and the mechanisms of its formation in interstellar space
are still not entirely understood. The HNC isomer was first
detected by radio-astronomical observations of the center of the
Milky Way in the constellation of Sagittarius (dense molecular
cloud Sgr B2) by Snyder and Buhl1 in 1971. Its existence has
since been proven in other environments, including cold, dense
molecular clouds,2 diffuse clouds,3 cool carbon stars,4 comets,
and planetary atmospheres.5

The abundance of HNC in these various environments varies
significantly. In cold molecular clouds (e.g., TMC-1, which has a
temperature around 10 K), theHNC/HCN ratio6 is around 1.55.
In warmer or hot regions (e.g., OMC-1, a region of highmass star
formation,7 and hot core regions with temperatures around 200
K; a circumstellar envelope of red giant stars8 with temperatures
of 2800 K), the values range from 10-3 to 0.2. All of these
observations reveal that temperature plays a key role in high
HNC/HCN ratios.
The HCNHþ ion, which has been observed by millimeter

wave spectroscopy,9 has been implicated in the formation of
HNC and HCN in interstellar clouds. HCNHþ ions are formed
in a sequence of reactions initiated by proton donors ionized by
cosmic rays, with a general formula XHþ (e.g., H3

þ, CHþ, NHþ,
H3O

þ, HCOþ) and with HCN according to the equation:10

XHþ þHCN f HCNHþ þ X ð1Þ

or in reactions of ions with certain molecules and radicals,
e.g.,

Cþ þNH3 f H2NC
þ or HCNHþ ð2Þ

Nþ þ CH3 f HCNHþ þH ð3Þ
The H2NC

þ isomer also can be transformed to HCNHþ by the
absorption of radiation:

H2NC
þ þ hv f HCNHþ ð4Þ

Finally, the dissociative recombination of the molecular
ion11-13 HCNHþ

HCNHþ þ e- f HNC=HCNþH ð5Þ
is considered to be the main process for the production of both
HNC and HCN, with a branching ratio14 close to 1:1, thus
forming both HNC and HCN in approximately equal amounts,
which explains the observational data in cold clouds.
Another possible source of HNC/HCN in interstellar clouds

apart from reactions 1-5 is the neutral-neutral radical
reactions.15 According to Talbi et al.,16 one example of such
reactions is

CþNH2 f HNCþH k300 ¼ 6:8� 10-11 cm3 s-1 ð6Þ
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The authors, however, state that any considerable contribution
from these reactions is disputable because of what is known of
rate constants at low temperatures and the possible isomerization
of HNC to HCN due to excitation by the energy released in
exothermic reaction.
HNC can also be produced by photochemical processes, for

example, in cometary comae, as illustrated by observations of
comet Hale-Bopp.17,18 During Hale-Bopp’s approach toward the
Sun, the observed HNC/HCN ratio grew from 0.02 to 0.2.
It is supposed that the exchange reaction of suprathermal

hydrogen atoms between HCN and HNC plays an important
role in the cometary comae. The suprathermal hydrogen atoms
originate from the photoinduced decay of H-containing species19

and both isomers are formed:

HCNþH f HNCþH ð7Þ

HNCþH f HCNþH ð8Þ
Sumathi and Nguyen et al.20 and Talbi et al.21 have given the

following values for the rate constants: k7 = 5.6� 10-15 cm3 s-1 for
the forward reaction 7 and k8 = 5 � 10-12 cm3 s-1 for the reverse
reaction 8. The activation barrier of reaction 7 was determined to be
17.8 kcal/mol (0.77 eV) for the forward reaction and 4.2 kcal/mol
(0.18 eV) for the reverse reaction.22 It was found that the HNC/
HCN equilibrium obtained via reaction 7 is an important factor
affecting the chemistry of cometary comae;23 however, it is not the
only mechanism of HNC production, and it does not always fully
explain the observed HNC/HCN ratios. For this reason, it is
assumed that HNC could also be directly the decay product of an
unknown parent compound.
B. Laboratory Detection of HNC. In the laboratory, HNC

was first observed in an argon matrix in the mid-infrared spectral
range (600-4000 cm-1) by Milligan and Jacox,24 and more
comprehensive measurements were obtained by Burkholder25 or
Mellau.26 As HNC cannot be distinguished by mass from its
isomer, HCN, spectroscopy is the only applicable method for the
detection of this molecule, apart from collision-induced disso-
ciative ionization measurements.27 Deuterated isotopologues
DNC and DCN have also been detected in space28 and studied
in the laboratory.27

In addition to the above-mentioned low-temperature mecha-
nisms, which are typical for interstellar clouds, the simple
heating29 of HCN can be used to measure the highly resolved
spectra of gaseous HNC while the spontaneous isomerization of
HCN into HNC occurs. The potential energy barrier separating
the two species is 50.5 kcal/mol (2.19 eV), while the energy of
HNC is higher than the energy of HCN30 by 11 kcal/mol (0.47
eV). According to the theoretical calculation of the partition
function, as presented by Tennyson,31 extremely high tempera-
tures are necessary to reach a higher HNC/HCN ratio. The
equilibrium constant of plain isomerization

HCtN h -CtH
þ
N ð9Þ

under 1400 K is less than 1%. It is assumed that it is actually this
thermal isomerization of HCN into HNC in reaction 9 that plays
the main role in cool carbon stars, which have inner atmosphere
temperatures of several thousand K.32

HNC/HCN can also be observed in discharges,33,34 e.g., in the
mixture of CH4/N2 or acetonitrile/Ar or by the reaction of
translationally excited H atoms with CN containing molecules
(e.g., BrCN, ClCN, ICN). These atoms have been generated by

the photolysis35 of CH3SH (248 nm) or directly by breaking
down the parent compounds with excimer laser radiation.36

Hydrogen reacts with the parent compound in the followingway:

Hþ BrCN f HNCþ Br σ ¼ 1:45� 10-16 cm2 ð10Þ

Hþ BrCN f HCNþ Br σ ¼ 2:21� 10-17 cm2 ð11Þ

Hþ BrCN f HBrþ CN σ ¼ 2:89� 10-18 cm2 ð12Þ
where σ is the total reaction cross section. These reaction profiles
were studied in a photolytic experiment by Macdonald,37,38 who
estimated the ratio of the total reaction cross section (0.85/0.13/
0.017) and the total cross section (1.7� 10-16 cm2). Brupbacher
et al.88 estimated the branching ratio between (11) and (12) to
be 1:1. The ratios of the reaction cross sections preferring the
formation of HNC were also found. However, these ratios
contradicted the thermodynamics data because, according to
the theoretical prediction made by Song et al.,39 the activation
barriers of reactions 10 and 11 are 24.4 kcal/mol (1.05 eV) and
4.6 kcal/mol (0.19 eV), respectively. Therefore, the formation of
HCN is favorable from an energetic point of view. Other studies
have indicated that the reaction channel 10 leading to the
formation of HNC is less important. For example, Arunan
et al.,40 using a flowing afterglow technique, found that the
branching ratio between reactions 10 and 11 is 1:3 in favor of
HCN. Arunan, however, in opposition to the theoretical
assumptions,39 determined the activation barrier of reaction 9

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the SIFT-MS spectrometer.
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to be 7.8 kcal/mol (0.34 eV). The activation barrier of reaction
12 was determined42 to be 14.1 kcal/mol (0.61 eV).
HNC has been identified as aminor product in reactions of the

CN radical with hydrocarbons. Copeland et al.41 found that the
rate constants of HCN formation from hydrocarbons have values
of approximately 10-11 cm3 s-1, but the overall emission
intensity of HNC in the observed region (3425-3825 cm-1)
reaches only 1% of the emission intensity of HCN.

HNC has also been observed in an Ar matrix during the
breakdown of formamide,42 diazomethane,43 and a mixture of
hydrogen azide HN3 with CO.
Precursors related to stellar and interstellar chemistry were

chosen in our work. Acetonitrile was first found in space44 in
1971 in a molecular cloud near Sgr A and Sgr B, and in 1974, it
was identified in the comet Kohoutek.45 As in the case of BrCN,
acetonitrile is a simple compound, and its decay produces the CN
radical. Formamide, which does not contain the CN group, was
also detected46 in Sgr A and Sgr B in 1971. In 2000, formamide
was identified in comet Hale-Bopp.47 The problematic origin of
biomolecules from simple compounds is widespread,48 and
formamide is regarded as one of the possible precursors of
nucleic bases.49 The chemistry of formamide’s decay is, therefore,
important for understanding the mechanism of the origin of
nucleic bases.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Experimental Setup. The experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. A 25-cm-long positive column discharge tube with an
inner diameter of 12 mm was placed in front of the interferom-
eter window in emission configuration. The radiation was
focused using a CaF2 lens. The ac glow discharge was maintained
by an HTS 81 high voltage transistor switch (Behlke electronic
GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany), which was applied between the
stainless steel anode and the grounded cathode. The voltage drop
across the discharge was 1200 V, with a pulse width of 15 μs
(BrCN) or 22 μs (CH3CN, HCONH2) and a peak-to-peak
current of 0.5 A. The pressure was measured using a Baratron
gauge.
An InSb detector was used at a spectral range of 1800-4000

cm-1 or 2000-6000 cm-1 with Ge interference optical filters at
an unapodized resolution of 0.05 cm-1. Fifty scans were averaged
to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Synchronization of
the data acquisition (AD trigger) and the discharge (discharge
trigger) was provided by a FPGA processor. The system was
driven by a HeNe laser interference signal (Bruker 120 IFS
spectrometer) with frequencies of 5 or 10 kHz.
The stable gas phase products were analyzed using a SIFT-MS

technique.
B. Continuous Scanning Time-Resolved FT Spectroscopy.

Time-resolved FT spectroscopy is a wide-spectrum technique
used for studying the dynamics of chemical reactions or the

Figure 3. Emission spectrum of the BrCN þ H2 discharge (10 μs after the discharge pulse).

Figure 4. Time dependence of intensity profiles of HCN (a) and HNC
(b) bands in the BrCN þ H2 discharge.
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dynamic properties of molecules, radicals, and ions in liquid, gas,
and solid states.50 The time-resolved continuous scanning prin-
ciple was the basis for the data acquisition, which was conducted
using a modified Bruker IFS 120 spectrometer in our laboratory
at the J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry, and a
similarly modified spectrometer was used in Okayama, Japan.
The principle of the used method has been described in detail in
previous papers.51,52

The data acquisition system can be described as follows: The
position of the traversing mirror of theMichelson interferometer
was detected by reading the interference maxima of the HeNe

laser emission. The input signal in a cosine function shape was
digitally processed into rectangular pulses, and it became the
internal standard of the interferometer. The frequency of these
rectangular pulses depends on the mirror speed. In the classic
measurement mode, the frequency is usually 10 kHz with a pulse
duration of 100 μs. An external processormonitors the beginning
of the HeNe laser digital pulse, its order, and the zero position of
the mirror. During one pulse, the signal from the detector is read
(30 or up to 64 readings), which is the so-called AD trigger. A
discharge pulse of variable length can be arbitrarily inserted into
the data acquisition process (AD trigger). This process results in
30-64 reciprocally time-shifted spectra.
C. Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry. Selected

ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS; see Figure 2) is a
technique that allows the quantification of trace amounts of gases
and vapors present in air. SIFT-MS is based on chemical ionization
using reagent ions H3O

þ, O2
þ, and NOþ. These ions do not react

with the major components of air, but they selectively ionize trace
amounts of other gases and vapors. Absolute quantification is
achieved on the basis of a well-defined reaction time, during which
chemical ionization takes place in the helium carrier gas flowing
through a flow tube into which the reagent ions are injected and the
sample is introduced at a known flow rate. In this study, we used
SIFT-MS to analyze stable compounds produced during the
decomposition of formamide and acetonitrile in a discharge pulse.
Only qualitative analysis is possible under glow discharge conditions
due to the highly complicated composition and possible ion

Table 1. List of All Compounds Detected in the Emission Spectra (Upper Part of the Table) Using FTIR and in the Mass Spectra
Using SIFT-MS (Bottom Part of the Table)a

system

compound acetonitrile formamide BrCN note

Spectral Data, 0.6 A Peak-to-Peak Current Discharges (1.2 kV)

HCN 2.5 � 107 1.1 � 108 1.4 � 108 max band intensity (arb units) - v1
HNC 3.0 � 106 1.7 � 107 2.0 � 107 max band intensity (arb units) - v1
HNC/HCN 2.80% 2.20% 3.00%

CO

not observed

s

not observed

v1 band

CO2 s v3 band

N2 s electronic transition, see ref 86

CH w 2Π- ground state

NH w X3Σ- ground state

CN s s s X2Σ band Δv = 1

CN s s s A2Π-X2Σ band Δv = 2

CN s s s A2Π-X2Σ band Δv = 3

C s s s atomic lines

H s s s atomic lines

N s s s atomic lines

H s s s atomic lines

SIFT Data, 0.6 A Peak-to-Peak Current Discharges (1.2 kV)

HNC/HCN 671 3562

not measured signal in arb units

C2H2 147

CH4 56 897

HCHO 21

NO 21

CH3OH 9

(CH3)2CO 7
aThe emission intensity of HNC/HCN is expressed in arbitrary units; in the case of other species, w means weak intensity and s means strong intensity.

Figure 5. Scheme of the BrCN decomposition.
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chemical reactions of the products in the flow tube. SIFT-MS has
been used to study trace gases in various biological systems53 and
gases produced in controlled combustion.54

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The BrCN/H2 Discharge. The emission spectrum of the
mixture of 0.5 mbar BrCN, 0.5 mbar H2, and 2 mbar He
discharge is shown in Figure 3. The HCN and HNC emission
profiles (integrated intensity of the band) detected in the
discharge are shown in Figure 4. The following species were
detected: HBr, HCN, HNC, and CN, atomic lines of Br, C, and
N, and the emission spectrum of CO (presented as an impurity).
A summary of the emission bands of the identified species is
given in Table 1. A summary of the other identified species,
which were characteristic for the individual types of discharge,
including the detection results from the SIFT-MSmethod for the
individual systems, is also given in Table 1.
The reaction pathways of BrCN decomposition proposed on the

basis of a search of the literature are shown in Figure 5. During the
15 μs discharge and 15 μs into the afterglow in the BrCN/HeþH2

mixture, collisions with electrons cause the excitation and dissocia-
tion of the hydrogen molecules into H atoms:

H2 þ e- f 2Hþ e- ð13Þ
as well as the direct dissociation of the BrCN precursor following
the equation

BrCNþ e- f CNþ Brþ e- ð14Þ
The process of Penning ionization55,56 occurring in discharges

in carrier gases with high ionization energies also produces
energetic electrons in reactions involving metastable atoms with
molecules M. The energy of such Penning electron is between
the ionization energy of the collision partner and the energy of
the excited rare gas atom (e.g., He ≈ 20 eV):

He� þM f HeþMþ þ e- ð15Þ
The energetic electrons contribute to the dissociation of the
precursor molecules. The dissociation energy of the Br-CN
bond is 3.69 eV. In the case of the collision with atomic hydrogen,
and analogous to the photolytic experiment, some contributions
from reactions 10-12 can be taken into account in addition to
the mechanism of direct dissociation via (13) and (14).
The emissions of the atomic species of H, Br, and He reach

their maxima at the time of the termination of the discharge (15

μs), and they are followed by the emission maximum of the
A2Π-X2Σ CN band.
The maximum emission of HNC ν1 - GS (GS = ground

state) is reached within 40-50 μs, but the excited 2ν1- ν1 band
reaches its maximum immediately after the discharge pulse. The
HCN maximum occurs around 25 μs.
The reverse decay of hydrogen cyanide into the CN radical57

and molecular hydrogen is a reaction with a low rate constant:

HþHCN f H2 þ CN k500 ¼ 1:07� 10-20 cm3 s-1

ð16Þ
The produced CN radical can react with the precursor

molecule according to the equation58

Figure 6. Emission spectrum of the acetonitrile discharge (10 μs after the discharge pulse).

Figure 7. Time dependence of intensity profiles of HCN (a) and HNC
(b) bands in the CH3CN discharge.
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CNþ BrCN f ðCNÞ2 þ Br k500 ¼ 2:1� 10-15 cm3 s-1

ð17Þ
However, (CN)2 was detected neither in the discharge nor in

its products. Due also to the low rate constant when compared to
the H þ CN reaction and the fast dissociation of BrCN, this
reaction can be neglected. We assume that the equilibrium is also
affected by reactions of HCN and HNC with the hydrogen
radical according to eqs 7 and 8.
B. The CH3CN Discharge. HCN and HNC as well as CN, H,

N, and C radicals were identified in the emission spectra of a
discharge in 0.5 mbar acetonitrile and 2.5 mbar He/Ar. In some

cases 0.5-1.5 mbar of H2 have been used. Using the SIFT-MS
method, HCN andmethane were found to be the most abundant
in the discharge products. The emission spectrum is shown in
Figure 6. The time progression of the HNC and HCN formation
is shown in Figure 7. The addition of 0.5 mbar hydrogen led to an
increase in the emission intensity of both HNC and HCN, while
a clearly visible HNC 2ν1 - ν1 band was also found. The time
progression in comparison to the other HNC and HCN transi-
tions is shown in Figure 8. A summary of the identified species
and their emission bands is given in Table 1.
The reaction diagram of acetonitrile decomposition, drawn on

the basis of a search of the literature, is shown in Figure 9. During 22
μs of the discharge and 15 μs into its afterglow, acetonitrile is
dissociated by a collision with a fast electron, and speciesH andC as
well as the CN radical are produced. The CN emission spectrum
was observed at 25 μs, i.e., 3 μs after the discharge termination, as it
was the case in the BrCN/He þ H2 discharge. The acetonitrile
dissociation process is described by the following equation:

CH3CNþ e- f CNþ other productsþ e-

σð8 eVÞ ¼ 1� 10-20 cm2 ð18Þ
The reaction cross section given with eq 18 is valid for acetonitrile
dissociation in an electron beam resulting in CN- and CH3, as
stated by M€ark et al.59 The dissociation of only a single hydrogen
from themolecule producingCH2CNhas a reaction cross section of
σ(3.5 eV) = 4 � 10-19 cm2. M€ark et al. found that the ratios of

Figure 8. Time dependence of intensity profiles of HNC (a) bands in the CH3CN þ H2 together with details of the 2v1 - v1 band 10 μs after the
discharge pulse (b).

Figure 9. Scheme of the CH3CN decomposition.
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reaction cross sections for the products are 2000:35:7:50 for
CH2CN

-, CHCN-, CCN-, and CN-, respectively. With regard
to these conclusions, it can be assumed that reaction 18 is composed
of the following partial dissociation reactions:

CHnCN f CHn- 1CNþH ð19Þ
while the last step is the split into atomic carbon and the CN radical

CCN f Cþ CN ð20Þ
The CH3, CH2, and CH radicals are, therefore, produced in
smaller concentrations than CN. Neither the CH3, CH2, and CH
nor the C-CN species were detected in the emission spectra.
This fact, explained in the conclusion of our paper, deals with the
decomposition of methane in a glow discharge.
The emission lines of CH, C2, and molecular hydrogen were

detected in the observed spectra. It was found that the CH radical is
produced by the dehydrogenation of the parent compound, that is,
in the same way as we expected in the case of the elimination of CN
from CH3CN. This process is generally described by the equation

CHn f CHn- 1 þH ð21Þ
We found that only the CH radical was present in a detectable

concentration. We therefore assume that the mechanism is the
same as in the case of CH3CN and the CN radical. The results of
the SIFT-MSmethod of measuring the product composition also

showed that the main reaction product is HCN (about 80 %) and
not hydrocarbons.
Analogous to the case of BrCN and reaction 12, we could

assume that CN is also produced in the reaction of hydrogen
radicals with the parent compound according to the equation60

CH3CNþH f CH4 þ CN k550 ¼ 1:09� 10-14 cm3 s-1

ð22Þ
Note that reactions similar to 10 and 11 leading to the

formation of HNC/HCN þ CH3 are possible, but no accurate
information regarding their rates is available.
C. The HCONH2 Discharge. The discharge in formamide is

chemically different from the discharges in compounds like
BrCN and CH3CN, which contain the CN group. In the case
of formamide dissociation, the CN radical is a product of
subsequent reactions. The study of formamide decomposition
is, therefore, important as a reference experiment. For this
reason, the formamide dissociation is mentioned in the presented
article, although its exact mechanism, and a comparison with the
dissociation by UV ArF laser, will be described in detail in a
separate work.61

The following species were identified in the emission spectra
of the discharge in formamide (Figure 10): molecular nitrogen,
CO, CO2; CN, CH, and NH radicals, HNC, HCN, and the
atomic lines of C, N, O, and H. The HNC and HCN emission
progression is shown in Figure 11. Among the species identified
in the discharge products by the SIFT-MS method were HCN,
acetylene, methane, formaldehyde, nitrous oxide, and methanol.
Some species, such as carbon monoxide or dinitrogen oxide,

Figure 10. Emission spectrum of the formamide discharge (10 μs after the discharge pulse).

Figure 11. Time dependence of intensity profiles of HCN and HNC
bands in the formamide discharge.

Figure 12. Scheme of the formamide decomposition.
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could not be detected due to their low reactivity with the ions
used in the SIFT-MS method. Spectral analysis is an important
counterpart of this type of mass detection.
The reaction mechanism of the formamide decomposition

composed on the basis of a search of the available literature is
summarized in Figure 12. The major primary dissociation
channel is known to be62

HCONH2 þ e- f HCOþNH2 þ e- ð23Þ
This reaction was studied at 193 nm in an Ar matrix by Fourier
transform IR spectroscopy,44 and HCO was identified as the
main product. In the discharge, the mentioned dissociation by
the collision with a fast electron takes place again during the 22 μs
discharge period and in the afterglow. The HCO radical is
dissociated (the dissociation energy is 0.68 eV), producing
CO, which is a stable product (dissociation energy 11.14 eV).
The species with general formula NHn (n = 1, 2, 3) are

dehydrogenated in the glow discharge

NHn þ e- f NHn - 1 þHþ e- ð24Þ
and subsequently, CN is formed in the reaction of CH with
atomic nitrogen:63

HCþN f CNþH k500 ¼ 1:58� 10-10 cm3 s-1

ð25Þ
The reaction of the reverse formation of NH has a significantly
lower rate constant than in the CN formation:64

CHþN f NHþ C k500 ¼ 1:58� 10-12 cm3 s-1

ð26Þ
Molecular nitrogen N2 was detected exclusively in the spectra of
formamide; it was not detected in the experiments with acetoni-
trile or BrCN. We assume that, in this system, N2 is produced in
the reaction of atomic nitrogen with NH and CN according to
the following equations:65,66

NHþN f N2 þH k500 ¼ 2:49� 10-11 cm3 s-1

ð27Þ

CNþN f N2 þC k500 ¼ 1:12� 10-11 cm3 s-1

ð28Þ
The absence of molecular nitrogen in the acetonitrile and BrCN
spectra can be explained by the large dissociation energy of the
CN radical (6.11 eV), so that CN, instead of dissociation, more
probably enters a reaction, producing stable HNC/HCN. In
contrast, the formamide molecule is dissociated into NH2 and
NH, i.e., species with lower dissociation energies (3.29 and 3.27
eV, respectively). NH2 and NH subsequently break down and
produce reactive atomic nitrogen. This atomic nitrogen reacts
with these radicals in reverse according to eqs 25, 27, and 28,
producing molecular nitrogen or CN.
The CN radical in the formamide/Ar discharge subsequently

reacts with molecules containing hydrogen (HCO, NHn), e.g.,

HCOþ CN f HCNþ CO ð29Þ

producing hydrogen cyanide as the product of this discharge.

D. Determining the Ratios of HNC/HCN and the Mecha-
nism of HNC Formation. Knowledge of the transition moment
or the band strength of a particular molecule provides informa-
tion on its quantitative abundance. The transition dipole mo-
ment of the HCN band v1 is 0.083 D, and the transition dipole
moment of the HNC band67 v1 is 0.156 D. According to
Tennyson et al.,68 the equation for the intensity of the band
using common SI units can be written as

Sji ¼
2π2NAνji
3hcε0

1- exp
-hcνji
kT

� �� �
3 jÆjjμjiæj2 ð30Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number, vji is the frequency of the
transition, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, ε0 is
the permittivity of the vacuum, |Æj|μ|iæ| is the transition dipole
moment, and T is the thermodynamic temperature. The factor
in square brackets in eq 30 is the population difference between
the two vibrational states i and j. This factor gives rise to
induced emission and is very close to unity for the temperature
typical for the glow discharge (approximately 500-600 K).
After substitution and conversion of the dipole moment to the
Debye units (1 D = 3.336� 10-30 Cm) and the wavenumber to
cm-1, this equation can be enumerated as follows:

Sji ¼ 2:5066379 3 10
5
3 νji 3 jÆjjμjiæj2 ð31Þ

The intensity of the HCN band v1 calculated from eq 31 is SHCN

= 5.78 � 106 cm/mol, which conforms to the data from the
literature. The intensity of SHNC = 2.27 � 107 cm/mol was

Figure 13. Time dependence of HNC/HCN ratios in formamide,
BrCN, and acetonitrile.

Figure 14. Proposed scheme of the HNC formation in the glow
discharge. M is related to the chemical equation in the model. The
precursor (general formula X-CN) is dissociated to the CN radical.
The second possibility is a reaction with the atomic hydrogen. The CN
radical reacts with hydrogen containing species (R-H) or hydrogen,
and HNC/HCN is formed. HCN reacts with H to HNC or it is
protonated to HCNHþ, which forms HNC by the dissociation recom-
bination with the electron.
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found69 for the same band of HNC. The HCN absorption band
v1 is, therefore, about 4 times weaker than the band of HNC.
Equation 30 can be expressed using a formalism based on the
Einstein coefficient Aji instead of the transition dipole moment

Aij ¼ 16π3ν03

3ε0h 3 jÆjjμjiæj2 ð32Þ

and we obtain the equation

Sji ¼
Aij 3NA

8πcνji2
1- exp

-hcν0
kT

� �� �
ð33Þ

For the observed HNC band v1, the Einstein coefficient of Aij =
370 s-1 can be calculated from the dipole moment. The obtained
value of the Einstein coeffcient of HCN was69 77.2 s-1. The

Table 2. Reactions Used in the Model of HNC/HCN Chemistry

reaction type no. reaction threshold energy (eV) remark

electron impact

dissociation

M0 BrCN þ e- f Br þ CN þ e- 3.30 predicted using eq 37

M1 CH3CN þ e- f CH3 þ CN þ e- 5.30

M2 CH3CN þ e- f H þ CH2CN þ e- 3.12

M3 CH2CN þ e- f CHCN þ H þ e- 3.12

M4 CHCN þ e- f CCN þ H þ e- 3.12

M5 CCN þ e- f C þ CN þ e- 6.29

M6 HCN þ e- f H þ CN þ e- 5.41

M7 HNC þ e- f H þ CN þ e- 4.92

M8 H2 þ e- f H þ H þ e- 4.17

M9 D2 þ e- f D þ D þ e- 4.55

reaction type no. reaction rate constant (cm3
3 s
-1) remark

HCN channels M10 H2 þ CN f HCN þ H 5.38� 10-13 ref 87

M11 BrCN þ H f Br þ HCN 1.02� 10-12 estimated using ref 88

M14 CH3CN þ H f HCN þ CH3 1.36� 10-14 ref 62

M16 CN þ CH3CN f HCN þ CH2CN 3.01� 10-12 estimated using ref 89

M17 CN þ CH2CN f HCN þ CHCN 1.00 � 10-13

M18 CN þ CHCN f HCN þ CCN 1.00� 10-13

M19 CN þ HBr f HCN þ Br 3.74� 10-12 ref 78

M20 HNC þ H f HCN þ H 5.00� 10-12 refs 21 and 22

M22 M þ CN þ H f HCN þ M 7.19� 10-31 ref 90

M48 CH4 þ CN f CH3 þ HCN 4.17� 10-12 ref 91

M49 CH3 þ CN f CH2 þ HCN 4.17� 10-12 estimated using ref 91

M50 CH2 þ CN f CH þ HCN 4.17� 10-12

M51 CH þ CN f C þ HCN 4.17� 10-12

M56 CCN þ H f CH þ HCN 1.36� 10-14 estimated using ref 87

HNC channels M12 BrCN þ H f Br þ HNC 3.33� 10-13 refs 42 and 88

M21 HCN þ H f HNC (v0 = 2) þ H 9.28� 10-14
fitted using refs 20-22

D1 HNC (v0 = 2) þ M = HNC (v0 0 = 1) þ M* 1.15� 10-11
fitted

D2 HNC (v0 = 1) þ M = HNC (GS) þ M* 2.2� 10-12
fitted

M15 CH3CN þ H f HNC þ CH3 4.53� 10-15 estimated using refs 42 and 88

M23 M þ CN þ H f HNC þ M 7.19� 10-32 ref 92

ionic chemistry M24 HCN þ MHþ f HCNHþ þ M 7.41� 10-09 ref 81

M25 HCNHþ þ e- f HNC þ H 1.18� 10-07

M26 HCNHþ þ e- f HCN þ H 1.18� 10-07

M27 HCNHþ þ e- f CN þ H þ H 1.13� 10-07

other reactions M53 CH3CN þ H f CH4 þ CN 1.36� 10-14 ref 62

M54 CH2CN þ H f CH3 þ CN 1. 09� 10-14 estimated using ref 62

M55 CHCN þ H f CH2 þ CN 1. 09� 10-14 estimated using ref 62

M57 CH2CN þ H f CH3CN 1.60� 10-10 estimated using ref 62

M58 CHCN þ H f CH2CN 1.60� 10-10 estimated using ref 62

M59 CCN þ H f CHCN 1.60� 10-10 estimated using ref 62

M61 Br þ H2 f HBr þ H 1.20� 10-18 ref 93

M52 M þ CH3 þ H f CH4 þ M 2.13� 10-29 ref 94

M13 BrCN þ H f HBr þ CN 1.02� 10-12 estimated using refs 39, 40, and 87
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emission spectrum of HNC is stronger in comparison with the
spectra ofHCN; therefore, it can be easily detected despite relatively
lower concentrations.
If we consider the reverse absorption of the emitted radiation

to be negligible, the calculated Einstein coefficients of the
spontaneous emission of the ν1 cold band transitions for
HNC and HCN can be used to correct the HNC emission
spectrum strength and calculate the HNC/HCN ratio in the
afterglow of the studied systems. The rotational temperature of
the discharge at 550 K determined by the Boltzmann plot
showed that, during the afterglow, the system was in thermal
equilibrium.
The intensity of spontaneous emission is directly propor-

tional to the population of the excited state of the particular
species. Therefore, with regard to the detector response to an
emission quantum with the energy of hv0, the quantitative
ratio in thermal equilibrium can be written in the following
way:

½HNC�
½HCN� �

IðHNCÞ
IðHCNÞ 3

AijðHCNÞ 3 ν0ðHCNÞ
AijðHNCÞ 3 ν0ðHNCÞ

� IðHNCÞ
IðHCNÞ 3

1
5:26

ð34Þ

where I is the emission intensity of the band, Aij is the Einstein
coefficient of spontaneous emission, and ν0 is the band origin
in wavenumber of the observed bands.
To obtain the band intensity, 56 lines in the HCN and HNC

spectra were assigned and integrated in a Cþþ program. The
intensity was subsequently corrected using the Einstein Aij

coefficient, and the HNC/HCN ratio was determined.
The time-resolved development of the HNC/HCN ratio in

the afterglow of the studied systems is shown in Figure 13. The
highest ratio, HNC/HCN≈ 3.0%, was found in the discharge in
the mixture of formamide and He. In the discharge in BrCN/He,
the ratio was found to be HNC/HCN ≈ 2.8%, and in the
acetonitrile/Ar system, the ratio was found to be HNC/HCN≈
2.2%. Although the individual systems had different precursors,
the HNC/HCN ratios were always close to 3%. We assume this
result indicates that the mechanisms of HNC/HCN production
are similar, regardless of the discharge type. This ratio is unlikely

to result from thermal chemical equilibrium via reaction, because
the HNC abundance calculated for the temperature of 550 K,
typical for a glow discharge, is only33 6 � 10-4 %.
Comparing the reaction mechanisms found on the basis of a

search of the literature, we found that numerous reactions take place
in all systems. The simplified pathway of HNC/HCN formation is
shown in Figure 14. It is a key objective of the kinetic model of the
processes occurring in the experimentally studied gas discharges that
will be discussed in the following section to identify the dominant
reaction channels with respect to the formation of HNC.
E. Kinetic Model of HNC/HCN Hydrogen Chemistry. A

kinetic model of the BrCN and acetonitrile HNC/HCN dis-
charge and afterglow was designed on the basis of the reactions
listed in Table 2 to provide a description of the radical and
hydrogen chemistry and to explain the observed emission time
profiles and HNC/HCN ratio. The model focuses on the radical
chemistry because no ions were directly observed.
The key features of the model are summarized in the following

points:
• The numerical model was implemented in the Python 2.6.4
programming language. The decrease of calculation speed
caused by the interpreted nature of Python was partially
compensated by using modules Numpy70 and Scipy71 for
the acceleration of numerical algorithms.

• The model was constructed without spatial dimensions as a
so-called zero-dimensional model describing only the time
evolution of the concentrations. This type of model is
appropriate for data originating from the homogeneous
region of the positive column of a glow discharge.

• A set of ordinary differential equations constructed accord-
ing to the postulated reaction scheme (Table 2) was
numerically solved by the Scipy module using the ODE-
PACK library.72 The time dependencies of the concentra-
tions of the individual species were obtained for the given
initial conditions.

• The activity of the discharge was simulated by a rectangular
pulse of electron number density of 22 and 15 μs duration in
accordance with the experiment. The typical values of
electron densities in a glow discharge are73,74 between 109

Figure 15. Concentration of HCN, HNC, and the precursor molecule estimated using the model (a). HNC/HCN ratio predicted by the model (b).
After 1000 pulses, an equilibrium concentration of about 2% HNC/HCN is reached.
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and 1011 particles/cm3. We used a value of 6 � 1011 cm-3

obtained by a Langmuir probe measurement in the actual
experimental discharge. The electron temperature not ob-
tained by measurement was estimated as 1 eV and was
treated as a free parameter for the fitting of the experimental
results by the model.

• The concentration of MHþ ions in reaction M24 was forced
to be proportional to the electron number density and was
thus represented by a rectangular pulse.

• The number densities of the precursor molecules and the
hydrogenmoleculeswerefixed at 6.58� 1015 cm-3, as calculated
from their partial pressures of 50 Pa and temperature 550 K.

• The electron temperature and the rate constant M21 were
treated as free parameters for fitting the model results to the

experimental values of the HNC/HCN ratios (2.2% for
CH3CN and 3% for BrCN þ H2) using the Nelder-Mead
simplex algorithm.75

• The accumulation of reaction products from the previous
discharge pulses (illustrated in Figure 7) was accounted for
by modeling a sequence of 3000 pulses in each run (2-4 h
of CPU time) while accounting for the loss of the products
by convection in a flow of the buffer gas into the pump.
The concentrations during the last pulse were used for the
fitting.

Rate Constants. The rate constants of reactions involved in
the hydrogen chemistry of HNC/HCN were adopted from the
NIST76 database and original literature (citations listed in
Table 2). The temperature dependence of the rate constants

Figure 16. Comparison of the HCN concentration profile predicted by the acetonitrile discharge model (solid line) with the emission profile (circles)
of the v1 - GS band (a). Comparison of the HNC concentration profile predicted by the acetonitrile discharge model (solid line) with the emission
profile (triangles) of the 2v1 - v1 band (b).

Figure 17. Comparison of the CN concentration profile in the acetonitrile discharge model (solid line) with the CN emission profile of the ground state
X2Σþ (triangles: 2 - 1, circles: 1 - GS bands).
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was estimated using the Arrhenius plot of the experimental data
according to the equation:

ln k ¼ Kð1000=TÞ þQ ð35Þ
where the slope is K =-EA/R (R is the universal gas constant,

and EA is the activation energy), and the constant term Q
represents the temperature-independent logarithm of preexpo-
nential factor A. From the Boltzmann plot of the HCN lines, the
rotational temperature of the discharge was estimated to be 550 K.
The values of the rate constants given in Table 2 for reactions
M10-M61 were calculated using eq 35 where possible.
The main mechanism of the dissociation of the molecules in

the glow discharge is the collisions with free electrons generated
by electron ionization and by Penning ionization (15). The
second-order dissociation reaction can be generally written as

X-CNþ e- f Xþ CNþ e- ð36Þ
The rate constant of electron dissociation was calculated

according to the formulation used by Morrison et al.77,78 as

kðTeÞ ¼ π
e

4πε0EA

� �2

3
8eTe

πme

� �1=2

3 1þ 2Te

EA

� �

expð- EA=TeÞ ð37Þ
Here, e and me are the electronic charge and mass, ε0 is the

permittivity of the vacuum (all in SI units), EA is the activation
energy for dissociation in eV, and Te is the electron temperature
expressed in eV (11600 K = 1 eV). Thus, the rate constants for
reactions M0-M9 were calculated from the Ea values given in
Table 2 using eq 37.
As the rate constants for the formation of HNC are not

accurately known, they were treated as free model parameters,
and they were fitted so that the resulting HNC/HCN ratios were
within a range of 2.2-3%. The following constraints were used
for the rate constants:
• The ratio of the rate constants M11/M12 and M14/M15
was fixed at 3:1 on the basis of work by Arunan.42

• The initial value of the rate constant for reaction M21 was
taken as kM21 = 5.6� 10-15 cm3 s-1 according to theory by
Sumathi et al.21 The final value resulting from the fitting in
the present model and the importance of reaction M21 will
be discussed below.

• The rate constant for the formation of HCNHþ by the
protonation of HCN (M24) was taken as the rate constant of
the reaction79 ofH3

þ, which has the quickest reaction among all
the potential proton donors. The concentration of proton
donorsMHþ was fixed as 1/10 of the electron number density.

• The dissociative recombination80 reactions M25-M27
were assumed to produceHNC andHCN in equal amounts.

Results of Modeling, Reaction Channels Important for HNC
Production. As discussed in the previous sections, collisions of
HCN molecules with molecules and atoms in the ground internal
energy states at the 550 K discharge temperature represent a
negligible contribution to the HCN f HNC isomerization. Also,
the energies of the lowest excited states ofAr (2P�3/2 = 11.55 eV) and
He (3S = 19.81 eV) do not overlap with the energy barrier for the
isomerization of 2.19 eV. Thus, the collisions of excited He or Ar
atoms with HCN are likely to lead to Penning ionization (the
ionization energy ofHCN is 13.61 eV) or to thedissociation ofHCN
to theHatom and theCN radical (dissociation energyEdis = 4.8 eV).

The numerical kinetic model confirmed that the reaction
products are accumulated in the discharge cell during a sequence
of pulses and that the molecules remaining from the previous
pulses significantly affect the experimentally obtained emission
spectra (see Figure 15). Especially important for the present
study is the accumulation of HCN after several thousands of
pulses (several tenths of a second after the beginning of the
experimental sequence). Due to the substantial initial concentra-
tion of HCN at the onset of the pulse, the equilibrium between
the HNC/HCN isomers is established by the conversions of
HCN to HNC and back in reactions with hydrogen atoms H
(eqs 7 and 8 in the Introduction, designated as M20 and M21 in
the model) or by the protonation of HCN producing HNCHþ,
followed by its dissociative recombination with electrons produ-
cing HNC/HCN (eq 5, designated as M25 - M27). The
experimental time profiles of HNC and HCN emissions are
compared with the modeled profiles in Figure 16. A similar
comparison for the CN radical is shown in Figure 17. Other
species mentioned in the model have significantly lower con-
centration than CN, HCN, and HNC except HBr and H.
However, their emission profiles are in agreement with the
model. The main question now is which mechanism is more
important for the formation of HNC molecules in the glow
discharges: is it the ion chemistry or the radical chemistry?
The simplest ions that can form in a discharge in mixtures

containing hydrogen are H2
þ and H3

þ. However, H2
þ reactions

with the CN radical81 and HCN molecules

CNþH2
þ f HNCþ þH ð39Þ

HCNþH2
þ f HCNþ þH2 ð40Þ

do not produce the HCNHþ ion or the HNC isomer. However,
the H3

þ ions that are so important in interstellar chemistry do
react with HCN by proton transfer to produce HCNHþ

according to eq 1, as mentioned in the Introduction
(designated M24 in the model).
The method of continuous scanning time-resolved Fourier

transform spectroscopy has been used in the 1800-4000 cm-1

spectral region to observe the formation of the H3
þ ion in a

hydrogen discharge.82 To generate high concentrations of this
ion, a high pressure of molecular hydrogen is required at several
tens of mbar, much greater than the pressure used in the present
study. It is noteworthy that, in the present experiments, molec-
ular hydrogen, a precursor of H3

þ that is easily detected in this
spectral region,83 was not detected. There was also no evidence
for the presence of the HCNHþ ions.
Ionmolecule reactions are generally rapid and can thus play an

important role even when the ion concentrations are below the
detection limit of the spectroscopy methods. Thus, it is necessary
to use the results of modeling to assess their contribution to the
formation of HNC. If the neutral radical reaction channels
leading to HNC formation (reactions M12, M15, M21, and
M23) are excluded from the model, the resulting HNC/HCN
ratio is only 0.07% and, notably, it does not depend on the MHþ

concentration, because the reverse conversion of HNC back to
HCN (reaction M20) involves the H atoms produced both by
the dissociative recombination of HCNHþ and the dissociation
of H2. Reaction M20 thus significantly controls the HNC/HCN
ratio. When the neutral reactions M12, M15, M21, and M23 are
enabled, the modeled ratio of HNC/HCN rises to 2.2-3%,
indicating that these reactions represent the main route to the
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formation of HNC in the positive column of the glow discharge.
The value of the HNC/HCN ratio is in accordance with the
model result of equilibrium in reactions M20 and M21.
Recently, Amano et al.84 studied the negative column of a glow

discharge in a mixture of CH4/N2 at liquid nitrogen temperature,
and they observed a 33% HNC/HCN ratio. This result, which is
much higher than our observations in the positive columns, was
attributed to dissociative recombination (eq5, M25 and M26).
Extended negative glow discharge is a good source of positive
ions, including the HCNHþ that was actually observed. At liquid
nitrogen temperature and at low pressures of 10-3 mbar, the
neutral radical processes (including reactions M20 andM21) are
insignificant due to the low collisional frequencies and lower
reaction rate constants, and the ion chemistry dominates. How-
ever, in the positive column at 550 K and 1mbar in this study, the
neutral radical chemistry played the major role, and this is also
supported by our model.
The fitting of the chemistry models in the BrCN and CH3CN

discharges to the experimental data provided rate constants for
reaction M21 of 1.33 � 10-13 and 9.3 � 10-14 cm3 s-1,
respectively. This difference demonstrates the accuracy of our
results. The previous values reported in the literature ranged
from 5.6� 10-15 cm3 s-1, obtained by theoretical calculation,21

to 7 � 10-11 cm3 s-1, obtained by the modeling of cometary
chemistry,20 and no direct experimental data are available in the
current literature. Our results are thus closer to the lower
theoretical value by Sumathi.21 However, it must be kept in
mind that the conditions of our experiments are given by the
plasma environment of the glow discharge at a temperature of
550 K, an electron temperature of 1 eV, and a number density of
electrons of 6 � 1010 cm-3.
Emission and Concentration Profiles. The model results for

the time profiles of the species concentrations in the discharge
correspond to the observed experimental data qualitatively, but not
quantitatively (as shown in Figures 16 and 17). Themodeled change

of concentration during one pulse was relatively small, while the
change of the emission intensity recorded by the detector was
comparatively large. This mismatch can be explained by the excita-
tion of the radiating species in the active discharge and by their
subsequent collisional relaxation (quenching). The details of these
processes can be illustrated by theHNCandHCNemission profiles:
The ground state of HCN in collisions with excited hydrogen

atoms H* produces HNC (v0 = 2, observed band 2v1 - v1):

HCNþH� f HNC ðv0 ¼ 2Þ þH kM21 ¼ 9:28� 10-14 cm3 s-1 ð41Þ
Then, HNC (v0 = 2) is quenched in collisions with a molecule

M to v00 = 1 (observed band v1-GS) and is further quenched to
the ground vibrational state (GS).

Figure 18. Comparisonof the acetonitrile dischargemodel ofHNCexcited
v0 = 2 formation (dashed line) followed by the collisional deexcitation to the
v0 0 = 1 state (solid line) and to theGSwith the experimental profiles of these
bands (circles, v1 - GS band; triangles, 2v1 - v1 band).

Figure 19. Emission profiles of the CN X2Σþ 2- 1 (a) and 1-GS (b) bands in the case of CH3CNþH2 discharge compared with the profiles of the
same bands in the case of CH3CN discharge without extra added molecular hydrogen (c, d).
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HNCðv0 ¼ 2Þ þM f HNC ðv00 ¼ 1Þ þM�

k2 - 1 ¼ 1:15� 10-11 cm3 s-1 ð42Þ

HNCðv0 ¼ 1Þ þM f HNC ðGSÞ þM�

k1 - GS ¼ 2:2� 10-12 cm3 s-1 ð43Þ

The results of the kinetic model of this sequence involving the
same number of collision partners and molecules HCN and
HNC (4.85 � 1015 cm-3) are shown in Figure 18. The
agreement of the presented emission profiles with the experi-
mental results indicates that quenching significantly influences
the time profiles of the emission intensities. The actual rate of
quenching is strongly influenced by the nature of the colliding
species and by the differences in the excitation levels of the
exciting species and the energy acceptor. The rate constants for
quenching by rare gas atoms are known to be slow. For example,
the relaxation rates of highly excited states85 of NCNO are in the
order of 10-14 cm3 s-1 for collisions with He and Ar atoms, but
for collisions with molecular gas N2, the quenching rate constant
is 10-10 cm3 s-1. This value is close to a typical collisional rate
constant. Spontaneous emission lifetimes are comparatively long
and do not strongly influence the observed time profiles. For
HNC, the spontaneous emission lifetime is 2702.7 μs, while the
observed exponential time constant of decay in the discharge is
only 115.2 μs. The effect of collisions on the experimental
lifetime τexp of the CN emission lines is also demonstrated
experimentally with the addition of H2. In the acetonitrile/Ar
discharge without the added hydrogen, the lifetime of the
emission line R(8) in the ground state X2Σþ, 2 - 1, was τexp =
22.45 μs (not truly exponential, see Figure 19); in the case of the
R(8) line in the ground state X2Σþ, 1-GS, it was τexp = 32.43 μs.
After the addition of 0.5 mbar of hydrogen to the discharge, these
lifetimes shortened to τexp = 5.69 μs and τexp = 11.98 μs,
respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Time-resolved Fourier transform emission spectroscopy was
used to study the formation of HNC and HCN. On the basis of
the strength of theHCN andHNCbands, theHNC/HCN ratios
were studied in the glow discharge in three different mixtures:
acetonitrile/Ar, BrCN/H2/He, and formamide/He. The aim of
the work was to determine whether the HNC/HCN ratio
depends on the type of precursor used. In all three mixtures,
HNC/HCN experimental ratios between 2 and 3% were found.
The final products of the discharges in the acetonitrile/He and
the formamide were detected using the SIFT-MS method. The
main decay products in both acetonitrile and formamide were
HCN, methane, and acetylene.

Kinetic modeling was conducted to identify the reaction
channels responsible for the formation of HNC in the given
concentration ratio to the HCN present in the gas mixture. A
numerical kinetic model was constructed that contained 61
reactions covering both ion chemistry and neutral radical chem-
istry. The results of fitting the model predictions to the experi-
mental data revealed the following:
• The products of the discharge chemistry are accumulated in
the cell in a sequence of pulses.

• The ratio of HNC/HCN was 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the experimental results when the radical chemistry was

excluded and only the ion chemistry was enabled. The full
model, including the radical chemistry, reproduced the
experimental results.

• HNC is formed primarily by the reaction of HCN with the
H atoms (equations M21 and M20), and the rate constant
for reaction M21 was determined to be in the range 9.3 �
10-14 to 1.33 � 10-13 cm3 s-1.

• The time profiles of emission intensities are influenced by
the collisional quenching of the vibrationally excited states
in addition to the concentration profiles of the chemical
compounds produced by the discharge chemistry. The value
of HNC/HCN ratio can therefore be influenced by colli-
sions, and rate constant M21 must be accepted like an
effective value.
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Abstract The environmentally important decomposition of halogenated species CF3Br

and CF3CHFCF3 in helium discharge plasma was investigated by time-resolved high-res-

olution Fourier transform infrared emission spectroscopy. Contrary to classical pyrolysis, a

deeper fragmentation of precursors up to atoms and lower molecular species was observed.

Excited molecular products CF, CF2 and CF4 achieved the maximal concentration in the

afterglow. The high concentration of all these species is in agreement with a kinetic model

based on radical chemistry. The non-detectable concentration of CF3 can be connected to its

high reactivity and the formation of more stable products, CF4 and CF2, by addition or

release of a fluorine atom, respectively. Other products included HF, HBr, CO and cyano

compounds that were produced by secondary reactions with traces of water vapor, atmo-

spheric oxygen and nitrogen present in original industrial samples as impurities.

Keywords Helium discharge plasma � CF3Br � CF3CHFCF3 � Fluorocarbon radicals �
Time-resolved FTIR

Introduction

Halogenated fire extinguishing agents have been traditionally utilized in many applications

to protect fixed enclosures or in applications requiring rapid extinguishing. The most

commonly used halogenated hydrocarbon extinguishing agents were bromine-containing
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compounds, e.g., CF3Br (HalonTM 1301). The Montreal Protocol and its attendant

amendments have mandated that their production be discontinued [1] because these

compounds have been linked to the ozone depletion [2, 3] and to the formation of toxic

products [4, 5]. Nonbrominated fluorohydrocarbons [6], e.g., CF3CHFCF3 are suitable

alternatives of growing importance for both fixed and portable fire extinguishing systems.

The behavior of these agents in thermal and non-thermal plasma as well as related envi-

ronmental aspects and their decomposition products are still challenging tasks in the

context of fire safety science.

In previous papers, high resolution spectroscopic studies of halogenated radicals were

performed [7–10], and time-resolved high-resolution Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy was used to study plasma processes in an electrical discharge [11, 12] and/or

in a plasma plume formed by laser ablation of various materials [13, 14]. Although the

time-resolved spectroscopy can significantly contribute to the better understanding of the

processes, so far, no study has been published on the measurement of time resolved spectra

of the decomposition products of CF3Br or CF3CHFCF3. Because of the high stability of

fluorohydrocarbons, pulsed helium discharge plasma was used, which allows the genera-

tion of the high concentration of unstable species that is expected to occur at moderate

temperatures with low yields but at conditions far from the thermal equilibrium with

excitation temperature of about 3,500 K [15]. Non-thermal fluorocarbon plasma serves as

an effective source of high-energy electrons and chemically active particles with appli-

cations in material science, where it is widely used for etching semiconductors [16, 17].

The time-resolved data provide more detailed information about the kinetics of unstable

species than the classical steady-state FTIR of fluorocarbons [18]. The high resolution

(typically 0.05 cm-1) can resolve lines of individual species in a wide spectral range, and

the individual formation and decay processes can be studied simultaneously. The limitation

of this method is the sensitivity of the FTIR emission technique (commonly at least about

109–1012 particles per cm3) and the considerable time required to obtain the data because

signal accumulation is necessary.

Experimental

The emission spectra were measured using a time-resolved Fourier transform high-reso-

lution Bruker IFS 120 HR interferometer. The basic principle of this method, described in

previous papers [11, 19] is the acquisition of signals from the detector during discharge

pulses for different optical path differences. These signals are shifted in time by Dt (where
Dt = 1, 2 or 3 ls). In this way, a matrix I(tk, di) of intensity I at times tk is acquired for the

given optical path difference di (i is the index of the selected optical path difference, from

its zero to maximum values). This process results in 30 to 64 reciprocally time-shifted

interferograms computed as a spectrum using the Fourier transformation.

The scheme of experimental set-up is depicted in Fig. 1. The positive column discharge

tube, covered with a glass outer jacket, was 25 cm long with an inner diameter of 12 mm.

KBr windows were used. The pulsed discharge was maintained by a high voltage transistor

switch HTS 81 (Behlke electronic GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany) and applied between the

stainless steel anode and the grounded cathode.

The He/precursor plasma was cooled by water in the outer jacket of the cell. The

voltage drop across the discharge was 1,200 V, with a pulse width of 20 ls and 0.6 A

peak-to-peak current. The scanner velocity of FTS was set to produce a 5 or 10 kHz HeNe

laser fringe frequency, which was used to trigger the discharge pulse. The recorded spectral
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range was 600–2,000 cm-1 and 2,000–6,000 cm-1 using a ZnSe lens and a series of Ge

optical filters at an unapodized resolution of 0.05 cm-1. This spectral range is very wide,

commonly only one of these spectral regions is measured. Fifty scans were averaged to

obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. The signal was detected by MCT and InSb

detectors. Samples from the industry reservoir that contain air impurities (oxygen, mois-

ture) were taken to the small lecture bottle at a pressure of 8 atm. The initial pressure of the

extinguish agent, 0.5 mbar, was sampled from the lecture bottle, and the He buffer gas

(99.999% purity) at a pressure in the range 2–4 mbar was co-added to obtain a stable glow

discharge. Discharge products were pumped-out from the cell by the rotational pump

(Edwards) after each pulse, and the He/precursor system was continually refreshed.

Results and Discussion

FTIR Emission Spectra

The FTIR spectra of He/C3F7H and He/CF3Br mixtures in pulsed discharge are shown in

Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Among the many atomic transitions of excited He* in the IR region, the strongest lines

were assigned to the He I (e.g. 3S-3Po line 918.92 cm-1 * 23.7 eV), system of transitions

at 2,469.75 cm-1, He I 3Po-3D (line 2,700.09 cm-1 * 24.0 eV) or very strong He I 1S-1Po

(line 4,857.46 cm-1 * 21.2 eV). Energies in brackets corresponding to the upper level of

given transitions show that electrons with energies close to the first ionization energy of He

(24.58 eV) are available due to Penning ionization. However, He II was not detected,

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up
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which is in agreement with the observed electron energy distribution in helium discharge

[20], where the energy continuously decreases into area of the first ionization potentials

with an energy maximum of several electron volts.

The lines of atomic hydrogen H I (a-Brackett series at 2,467.73 cm-1 * 13.0 eV) for

CF3CHFCF3 and atomic bromine Br I (e.g., transitions at 4,372.07 cm-1) for CF3Br were

observed as well. Surprisingly, a low intensity was observed at the atomic lines of carbon,

and the strongest line at 2,963.984 cm-1 was assigned to the 3D-3Fo transition. The atomic

spectrum of fluorine F I in the IR region has not been studied before. The data were

calculated on the basis of the extrapolation of results in the visible spectral region; [21]

however, the lines of F I in the FTIR spectra of both compounds cannot be assigned due to

their low intensity and/or overlapping with other lines.

The molecular species formed in the helium discharge plasma include predominantly

the decomposition products of CF3Br and CF3CHFCF3, namely HBr (v1 band at

2,558 cm-1, Fig. 2), HF (v1 band at 3,962 cm-1, Figs. 2 and 3), CF (P branch of 2P1/2

Fig. 2 FTIR spectrum (600–5,500 cm-1) observed for He/CF3Br mixture in a pulsed discharge

Fig. 3 FTIR spectrum (600 –5,500 cm-1) observed for He/CF3CHFCF3 mixture in a pulsed discharge
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band at 1,286 cm-1, Fig. 4a) [22], CF2 (P branch of v3 band, Fig. 4c) [23, 24], and CF4 (m3
band at 1,281 cm-1, Fig. 4e). Although the CF3Br molecule does not contain hydrogen,

HF was identified in the spectra of both CF3Br and CF3CHFCF3 decomposition products,

probably due to presence of water traces in industrial samples.

The lines of CF3 radical [25] that can be expected in plasma discharge were not

explicitly assigned due to congested spectra and possible overlap with lines of similar

species, e.g., C2F6. The non-detectable concentration of CF3 can be connected to its

reactivity and the formation of more stable products, CF4 and CF2, by the addition or

release of fluorine, respectively. No direct evidence of CF3 formation is in agreement with

results of the pyrolysis of CF3CHFCF3, where the most favored reaction is the elimination

of HF at lower temperatures and the formation of CF2 radicals at higher temperatures [26].

Lines of carbon monoxide CO at 2,143 cm-1 and the electronic transition A2P-X2R? of

the CN radical around 4,750 cm-1 (Figs. 2 and 3) were also found. The addition of water

vapor to discharge led to the formation of HCN (v1 band at 3,311 cm-1). All these species

are toxic, and their origin is in secondary reactions of reactive decomposition products in

the discharge with air traces and/or water vapor, which are the main contaminants of

industrial samples of fire extinguishing agents CF3Br and CF3CHFCF3.

Kinetics and Chemical Processes in the Discharge

The use of time-resolved FTIR data (Figs. 3 and 4) permits a detailed description of the

kinetics of the formation and decay of unstable species. The individual processes were

studied in the wide spectral range of 600–6,000 cm-1. These results provide information

about the time profiles of the unstable species concentrations in excited states. The time

Fig. 4 Assignments of CF (a), CF2 (c) and CF4 (e) lines in high resolution FTIR spectra in He/CF3CHFCF3
discharge and their comparison with literature data (dotted lines). Corresponding time profiles of integrated
intensities of CF 2P1/2 band (b), CF2 v3 band (d) and CF4 v3 band (f) are shown in the right side of this figure
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profiles show the difference between the deactivation of atoms (Fig. 5) and molecular

species (Fig. 4b, d, f). Whereas atomic species deactivate spontaneously immediately after

pulsed discharge with lifetime of several ls (Fig. 5), excited molecular species of CF

(Fig. 4b), CF2 (Fig. 4d) and CF4 (Fig. 4f) achieve their maximal concentration in the

afterglow. This observation could be connected to their formation from atoms and lower

molecular fragments and/or deactivation from higher energy levels.

The emission profiles do not reflect the absolute total concentration of species, which

are predominantly quenched to the ground state. Knowledge of the Einstein coefficients for

spontaneous emission and bimolecular quenching rate constants is, therefore, essential for

their quantification. The total concentrations of the species may be different from the

concentration of excited species as forbidden transitions for the metastable levels, and

radiation trapping for the resonant levels can change energy distribution inside individual

species significantly.

Unstable species (ions, excited states) in helium discharge plasma are formed by

Penning ionization (Eq. 1) and/or by molecular dissociation due to collisions with He*

(Eq. 2) and electrons (Eq. 3): [27, 28]

AB þ He� ! ABþ þ He þ e� ð1Þ
AB þ He� ! A þ B þ He ð2Þ
AB þ e� ! A þ B þ e� ð3Þ

He* represents a helium atom (metastable states 21S with energy of 20.6 eV and 23S

with energy of 19.8 eV), and AB denotes a molecule with fragments A and B. In com-

parison with the lowest lying He (23S), the energies required for the ionization of CF3Br

(ionization potential of 11.4 eV) and CF3CHFCF3 (12.4 eV) are significantly lower [24].

The dissociation energy for the C-X bond decreases in the following order: C–F[C–

H[C–C[C–Br [29]. The energies of excited He* atoms are significantly higher than the

literature data for C–F bonds with the highest dissociation energy (Ediss\5.7 eV), and they

allow simultaneous splitting of a few bonds during one collision with excited He* atoms

and the formation of the observed CF and CF2 fragments (Eq. 2). In reactions where

multiple bonds are broken, the bond dissociation energy of a particular bond can be

changed by the cleavage of ancillary bonds within the molecule. That is, once the first bond

is broken, the remaining bond dissociation energies are often altered, e.g., the experimental

values for C–F bonds are 5.31 eV (CF4) [30], 4.00 eV (CF3) [30], 4.59 eV (CF2) [31], and

5.67 eV (CF) [32].

Electron impact data for both precursors (Eq. 3) are not available; however, similar

studies with CF3H and CF4 were carried out. The minimal energy for hydrogen (Eq. 4) and

Fig. 5 Time resolved
concentration profiles of atomic
lines of Br (a), He (b), H (c), and
C (d) observed for He/CF3Br
mixture in a pulse discharge
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fluorine release (Eq. 6) was calculated to be 11 and 13 eV, respectively. The threshold

energy for the direct formation of CH was found to be 19.5 eV. For comparison, the

threshold energy of CF4 dissociation to CF3 and CF2 fragments by electron impact was

experimentally measured to be 12.5 eV with an optimum of 125 eV [33]. The highest

effective cross-sections r for an energy of 20 eV were observed for reactions (Eqs. 4–6)

leading to the formation of CF and CF3 radicals:[34]

CF3H ! CF3 þ H r ¼ 2� 10�22m2 ð4Þ
CF3H ! CFþ other fragments r ¼ 1� 10�22m2 ð5Þ

CF3H ! CHF2 þ F r ¼ 1� 10�23m2 ð6Þ
In summary, the energetics of all processes described by Eqs. 4–6 show that both

collisions with excited helium atoms and/or with fast electrons can be responsible for the

deep fragmentation of CF3Br and CF3CHFCF3.

Kinetic Model of CF3Br Chemistry

A kinetic model of CF3Br discharge and afterglow was designed on the basis of the

reactions listed in Table 1. This model was presented in a previous paper [35] in detail, and

it focuses on the radical chemistry because no ions were directly observed.

Briefly, the numerical model was implemented in the Python 2.6.4 programming lan-

guage using the modules Numpy [36] and Scipy [37] as a zero-dimensional model

describing only the time evolution of the concentrations. This type of model is appropriate

for data originating from the homogeneous region of the positive column of a glow

discharge. The activity of the discharge was simulated by a rectangular pulse with an

electron number density of 22 ls in duration in accordance with the experiment. The

typical values of electron densities in a glow discharge are between 109 and 1011 particles

per cm3 (ref [38, 39].). A value of 6 9 1011 particles per cm3 obtained by a Langmuir

probe measurement in the actual experimental discharge was used. The electron temper-

ature not obtained by measurement was set as a free parameter in the range of 0.5–4 eV.

The number densities of the precursor molecules were fixed at 6.58 9 1015 cm-3, as

calculated from their partial pressures of 50 Pa and the temperature of the glow discharge

of 550 K. The temperature was obtained from a Boltzmann plot of the CF lines. The

possible accumulation of reaction products from the previous discharge pulses was taken

into account by modeling a sequence of 3,000 pulses in each run (12 h of CPU time) while

accounting for the loss of the products by convection in a flow of the buffer gas into the

pump. The rates of reactions were adopted from the NIST database [21] and original

literature (citations listed in Table 1).

The main mechanism of the dissociation of the molecules in the glow discharge is the

collisions with free electrons generated by electron ionization and by Penning ionization.

The rate constant of electron dissociation was calculated according to Morrison et al.: [40]

kðTeÞ ¼ p
e

4pe0EA

� �2

� 8eTe
pme

� �1=2

� 1þ 2Te
EA

� �
expð�EA=TeÞ ð7Þ

Here, e and me are the electronic charge and mass, e0 is the permittivity of the vacuum (all

in SI units), EA is the activation energy for dissociation in eV and Te is the electron

temperature expressed in eV.
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Table 1 Reactions in the CF3Br discharge and afterglow

No. Dissociation reaction Threshold energy (eV) Ref.

D0 CF3Br ? e- ? CF3 ? e- ? Br 2.60 [42, 43]

D1 CF2Br ? e- ? CF2 ? e- ? Br 2.79 Estimated

D2 CF4 ? e- ? CF3 ? e- ? F 5.31 [30]

D3 CF3 ? e- ? CF2 ? e- ? F 3.94 [44]

D4 CF2 ? e- ? CF ? e- ? F 4.59 [30]

D5 CF ? e- ? C ? e- ? F 5.60 Estimated

D6 C2F ? e- ? C ? e- ? CF 6.16 Estimated

D7 C2F2 ? e- ? CF ? e- ? CF 5.76 [30]

D8 C2F2 ? e- ? C2F ? e- ? F 5.24 Estimated

D9 C2F4 ? e- ? C2F3 ? e- ? F 5.11 Estimated

D10 C2F6 ? e- ? C2F5 ? e- ? F 5.04 Estimated

D11 C2F5 ? e- ? C2F4 ? e- ? F 4.95 Estimated

D12 C2F3 ? e- ? C2F2 ? e- ? F 4.95 Estimated

D14 C2F3 ? e- ? CF2 ? e- ? CF 0.44 [45]

D15 C2F4 ? e- ? 2 CF2 ? e- 3.70 Estimated

D16 C2F6 ? e- ? 2 CF3 ? e- 3.32 Estimated

D17 C2F5 ? e- ? CF3 ? e- ? CF2 0.44 [45]

No. Radical–radical reaction Rate constant (cm3s-1) Ref.

R0 CF3 ? CF3 ? C2F6 5.25 9 10-12 [46]

R1 CF3 ? F ? CF4 4.40 9 10-11 [47]

R2 CF3 ? Br ? CF3Br 4.40 9 10-11 Estimated using[47]

R3 CF2 ? F ? CF3 4.30 9 10-14 [48]

R4 CF3 ? CF2 ? C2F5 8.80 9 10-13 [48]

R5 CF2 ? CF2 ? C2F4 4.01 9 10-14 [49]

R6 CF ? F ? CF2 1.00 9 10-13 [50]

R7 CF4 ? F ? CF3 ? F2 4.15 9 10-15 Estimated using[51]

R8 CF3 ? F ? CF2 ? F2 4.15 9 10-15

R9 CF2 ? F ? CF ? F2 4.15 9 10-15

R10 CF3 ? F2 ? CF4 ? F 7.00 9 10-14 Estimated using[48]

R11 CF2 ? F2 ? CF3 ? F 8.32 9 10-14 [52]

R12 CF ? F2 ? CF2 ? F 8.32 9 10-14 Estimated using[52]

R13 C ? F2 ? CF ? F 8.32 9 10-14

R14 CF3 ? CF3 ? CF4 ? CF2 1.00 9 10-15

R15 CF3 ? CF2 ? CF4 ? CF 1.00 9 10-15

R16 CF2 ? CF2 ? CF3 ? CF 1.00 9 10-15

R17 CF ? CF3 ? 2CF2 3.90 9 10-12 [53]

R18 CF2 ? CF ? C2F3 1.00 9 10-12 [47]

R19 C2F3 ? F ? C2F4 5.00 9 10-14

R20 C2F4 ? F ? CF3 ? CF2 4.00 9 10-11

R21 C2F5 ? F ? 2 CF3 1.00 9 10-11

R22 C2F6 ? F ? CF3 ? CF4 1.00 9 10-11
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The results of this model applied to the CF3Br discharge are summarized in Fig. 6. The

system achieved the equilibrium between dissociation and recombination reactions after

several thousand discharge/afterglow periods. The calculated concentration of CF4 was

higher than that of CF and CF2, which is in agreement with the experimental data (see

above). The concentrations of CF3 and CxFyBrz species not observed by FTIR measure-

ments were about two orders of magnitude lower than those of CF and CF2. Both

experimental and calculated data that predict a high concentration of CF are in agreement

with the literature data of Kim et al. [41] for a CF4 discharge. A similar model can be

applied to the CF3CFHCF3 discharge.

Conclusion

The time-resolved emission spectra of CF3Br and CF3CFHCF3 in helium discharge plasma

were measured in the 600–6,000 cm-1 region using a high resolution Fourier transform

spectrometer. The reaction mechanism that was suggested on the basis of time resolved

data starts by Penning ionization and the reaction of precursors with excited helium atoms

and/or fast electrons up to atoms and low molecular fragments. The major unstable

products were CF4, CF and CF2, which is in agreement with a kinetic model. The for-

mation of stable molecules and vibrational cooling to the ground state were observed in the

range of tens of microseconds. All measurements show the formation of toxic and/or

reactive stable products, e.g., HF, HBr, CO and HCN.
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a b s t r a c t

A large-scale plasma was created in CO–N2–H2O gas mixtures by high-power laser-induced dielectric
breakdown. The composition of the mixtures used corresponded to a cometary and/or meteoritic impact
into the Earth’s early atmosphere. A multiple-centimeter-sized fireball was created by focusing near-
infrared laser pulse into the centre of cell. The laser–plasma formation in the mixtures mainly leads to
a production of CO2. The competition of the CO + CO? CO2 + C and CO + OH? CO2 + H reactions in the
CO2 production was investigated using 18O labeled water. An analysis of the isotopomers was carried
out by means of high-resolution FTIR spectroscopy.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The majority of current models of the atmosphere during the
period of life’s origin on our planet prefer an atmosphere composed
mostly of carbon dioxide, emphasizing its volcanic origin. The fun-
damental hypothesis is that the gases were the same as those pro-
duced in present volcanic eruptions. Most models are inclined to
downplay the existence of strongly reducing atmospheres, which
were previously considered to have played the main role in prebi-
otic syntheses [1].

In this Letter, as well as in those previously published [2,3], it
has been shown that a CO–CO2–N2–H2O mixture can be used for
the creation of a series of organic molecules, as in the case of
strongly reducing atmospheres. An atmosphere containing CO
could therefore be an environment for prebiotic syntheses leading
to the formation of biologically relevant organic compounds [4]. An
atmosphere dominated by carbon monoxide could have existed
only under the precondition that the production rate of CO was
high. However, a CO dominated atmosphere could not have existed
for a long period of time, because the CO was depleted from it.
There are several ways of explaining the sink of CO in the early
Earth‘s system.

One possibility is the chemical reaction of CO with the other
molecules present, resulting in more complex organic compounds
[5]. Groth [6] studied the reaction:

2COþH2O ! H2COþ CO2: ð1Þ
This leads to a shortened half-life of carbon monoxide in the atmo-
sphere due to the formation of formaldehyde. The reaction is ther-

modynamically unfavorable, but occurs when an high-energy event
takes place in its initiation. For example, absorption of 129.5 nm or
147 nm radiation, such as produced from Xe lines, in the gas pro-
duces H2CO with quantum yields of 1.0.

Maksimov et al. [7] carried out detailed studies of reactions
leading to the formation and decomposition of CO2 taking place
in an electric glow discharge in CO. Amongst other things, they
found out that the reaction rate constant of

COþ O ! CO2: ð2Þ
could, under certain conditions, be considerably lower than the
reaction rate constant of

COþ CO ! CO2 þ C: ð3Þ
Essenhigh et al. [8] studied the CO disproportionation reaction

(3) (Boudouard reaction) between two highly vibrationally excited
CO molecules in the ground electronic state. The inferred reaction
activation energy, 11.6 eV (close to the CO dissociation energy of
11.09 eV) was evaluated using the statistical transition state theory,
by comparing the dependence of the measured CO2 concentration
and the calculated reaction rate constant on heliumpartial pressure.
This suggests that the gas phase Boudouard reaction occurs in colli-
sions of two highly vibrationally excited CO molecules by pooling
their vibrational energies. The gas phase disproportionation reac-
tion which does not involve electronically excited species may only
occur if the activation barrier is overcome at the expense of transla-
tional or vibrational energy of the reactants. The former channel
would require extremely high gas temperatures available in a shock
tube experiment. The disproportionation reaction rate constant
measured at that conditions was kf = 9 � 10�18 cm3 s�1 (3).

Another CO sink in the primitive atmosphere is due to its reac-
tion with hydroxyl radicals [9].
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COþ OH ! CO2 þH: ð4Þ
The reaction (4) has been generally accepted to be a major sink

of both the OH radical and CO in the atmosphere [10]. In the prim-
itive atmosphere, OH would come from water photolysis and from
the reaction of excited oxygen atoms with water vapor [11].

The reaction of OH with CO in the presence of a large quantity of
N2 was studied by Biermann et al. [12] at 300 K using pulsed dis-
charge UV photolysis of H2O. The rate constant of this reaction
(1.95 � 10�13 cm3 mol�1 s�1 at 750 Torr N2) was found to be inde-
pendent of pressure. However, trace impurities may cause the rate
constant to increase at high pressure.

If we use Brinkmann‘s estimate [13] for simultaneous produc-
tion of the OH radical by the photolysis of water (1.6 � 109

mol cm�2 s�1), we come to the conclusion that the CO in the atmo-
sphere at the pressure of 1 bar would have been converted to CO2

within 430my (million years) even by this reaction alone. However,
it needs to be taken into account that OH in the atmosphere can also
react with CH4 and numerous other species [14].

A detailed study of the mechanism of CO conversion in a mix-
ture with nitrogen and water, representing the CO-dominant tran-
sient atmosphere model, was carried out using large laser sparks
generated on the high-power laser facility PALS (Prague Asterix La-
ser System) [15]. The main aim of the present experiment, carried
out with stable isotope labelling, is to compare the rates of the
reactions (3) and (4) in a 1:1 mixture of CO and N2 under the pres-
ence of water in both, the liquid and the gas phase. The concentra-
tion of water in the gas phase corresponded to a partial pressure of
water in the atmosphere at 50 �C. The reactions (3) and (4) can be
distinguished by using H2

18O. C16O and H2
18O were used as the key

laser–plasma chemical reactants and high-resolution Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used for the analysis
of isotopomeric products of the reaction:

C16OðgÞ þH2
18OðgÞ þ N2ðgÞ ½LIDB� ! products: ð5Þ

C16O, C18O, C16O18O, C18O2, and H2
16O represent the main prod-

ucts formed in this reaction system.
In this Letter, we present experimental results allowing us to

evaluate the particular role of the reactions (3) and (4) in laser–
plasmas produced in carbon monoxide rich systems. The produc-
tion rates (i.e., yields, formation efficiencies) of the isotopomeric
products from these reactions are compared as a function of the
amount of the laser radiation energy deposited in the reactor, i.e.,
of the number of laser shots fired into the cell.

2. Experimental

Laser-induced dielectric breakdown was achieved in the molec-
ular gas mixture using the high-power iodine photo-dissociation
laser system PALS [15]. A single pulse of radiation at a wavelength
of 1.3152 lm (pulse duration of 400 ps and energy of 100 J) was
extracted behind the 4th amplifier of the laser system. The diame-
ter of the laser beam behind the 4th amplifier was 15 cm. One
pulse was delivered every 30 min.

The laser beam was focused into a gas cell using a plano-convex
lens with a diameter of 15 cm and a focal length of 25 cm. The
pulse energy lost at the focusing lens and the cell window did
not exceed 15%.

For the static LIDB experiments, a 15 L glass cell was used. The
shape of the cell body was a cross with length and width of 40 cm
each, with four windows. The main laser beam entrance windows
were made of 4 cm thick glass, with a diameter of 20 cm. 1.5 cm
thick inspection windows with a diameter of 10 cm served for col-
lection of the OES signals. The windows were mounted onto the
glass body with stainless-steel flanges and sealed with viton rings.
The cell was mounted on a 1 cm thick aluminum platform for eas-

ier manipulation and positioning. The cell body was equipped with
two vacuum valves (ACE glass, USA) for gas handling.

The clean glass cell (the main body of cell was oven-annealed at
450 �C) was evacuated to a pressure of 3 � 10�5 Torr and then
filled with high-purity N2 and CO gases up to atmospheric pressure
(1:1, CO - Linde 99.99%, N2 - Messer 99.996%). 2 mL of liquid water
containing 97% of 18O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, USA) was
added to the gas mixture. After filling, the cell was closed and
transported to the laser facility. Another cell was used as a control,
filled with the same gaseous mixture and 2 mL of distilled water
H2

16O.
After each laser spark was created in the gas mixture, an

approximately 5 mL sample of the gaseous mixture was taken
and transferred into a previously evacuated glass IR absorption
spectroscopy cell with a length of 30 cm, equipped with KBr win-
dows. The optimal pressure for the high-resolution spectra mea-
surement was chosen with regard to minimal spectral
broadening of individual rotation–vibration lines (usually
3.25 Torr). The absorption spectra were measured in the spectral
range of 1860–5500 cm�1 with a Bruker IFS 120 Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) using an InSb detector
and 0.01 cm�1 spectral resolution. It was usually necessary to accu-
mulate 100 scans to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.

All spectra were compared with a blank sample taken from the
cell before the first laser spark.

3. Results and discussion

In each sample taken from the 1:1 mixture of CO and N2 with H2
18O water present in the gas phase, we determined the increase of
C18O, C16O18O, and C18O2 concentrations in relation to the number
of laser pulses (a pulse energy of 100 J is shot into the cell every
30 min). The reaction scheme proposed including reactions (3)
and (4) is shown in the Fig. 1. The quantity of carbon dioxide in
the original sample and in the samples after the irradiation was
measured by gas chromatography (GC) with FID detection. How-
ever, this technique does not allow the determination of the iso-
tope composition in the gas. The abundance of particular
isotopomers was determined by high-resolution Fourier transform
infrared absorption spectroscopy of samples of the gaseous mix-
ture. Absolute concentrations were determined combining these
results with total concentrations of the compound obtained by
the gas chromatography. The isotope composition of the original
mixture corresponded to the natural abundance of 18O and, after
the irradiation, the abundance rose in CO and in CO2. To compare
the efficiencies of reactions (3) and (4), in accordance with the
database HITRAN, the rotation–vibration lines of both isotopomers
were selected in such a way that their absorption coefficients were
very close each other (Table 1). In the case of the isotopomer C18O2,
the strongest spectral line was found, its absorption coefficient was
extracted from the HITRAN database, and a spectral line of C16O2

with a similar absorption coefficient was selected. When the for-
mation of C18O as a function of the number of laser shots was stud-
ied, the strongest line of this isotopomer was selected, it was
quantified on the basis of data on the natural abundance of 18O
in CO, and finally the result was compared with the formation effi-
ciency of other isotopomers. The integration of the areas of the
individual rotation–vibration lines and the plotting of their depen-
dence on supplied energy provided us with gradients of the reac-
tions (3) and (4) leading to isotopomers C16O2 and C16O18O and
reactions providing the isotopomer C18O. The dependence of inte-
gral absorbance, or rather concentration on total deposited energy
(i.e., number of laser pulses) in the studied range is linear. The
slopes of these lines provide information about the rates of partic-
ular reactions under the given conditions.
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Other species are formed in the CO–N2–H2Omixture in very low
concentrations and their contribution to the chemical reactions
studied in this Letter is neglected. For example N2O was detected
by GC method (0.81 ppm). It was necessary to use a liquid nitrogen
trap to detect such a small concentration by FTIR spectroscopy [3].

3.1. C16O18O formation

A comparison of the slopes of product integral absorbance
dependencies on the number of laser shots shows which is the pre-
ferred reaction path. The ratio of slopes of the formation curves of
carbon dioxide isotopomer C16O2 (a product of the disproportion-
ation reaction (3)) and the isotopomer C16O18O (a product of the
oxidation of C16O by radical 18OH (4)) is 1.53. Therefore, according
to the scheme in Figs. 1 and 2, we can conclude k1/k2 = 1.53. Dis-
proportionation of carbon monoxide is therefore dominating the
formation of carbon dioxide in CO–N2–H2O gas mixtures irradiated
by a large laser spark.

3.2. C18O2 formation

Isotopomer C18O2 is likely a product of isotope reactions where
18O is transferred from other species to the C16O18O molecule. A
comparison of the slopes of linear fits to the measured curves of
the isotopomer formation showed (Fig. 3) that during the irradia-
tion, the concentration of C18O2 isotopomer increases 13.3 times
less efficiently than C16O2 produced in the reaction Fig. 1a. This
demonstrates, that the isotope exchange reactions forming C18O2

play a minor role in the reaction system. (see Fig. 3).

3.3. C18O formation

We assume that the isotopomer C18O is a product of isotope ex-
change between the 18OH radical and the carbon monoxide C16O

molecule, and at the same time a product of the reverse decay of
C16O18O to C18O. The dissociation of CO2 into CO and oxygen is a
competitive reaction to the disproportionation (3) and the oxida-
tion by OH (4). It can also be assumed that both isotopomers
(C16O18O a C16O2) decay in the same way. The reverse decay of
CO2 to CO cannot be measured by any of the methods of CO chem-
ical analysis because of the great excess of CO in the reaction mix-
ture. However, the described decay can be observed following the
concentration of C18O as a function of increasing number of laser
shots (see Fig. 4).

It was found that the ratio of the slopes of the C16O2 formation
and the C18O formation is 0.98, which, in the context of the scheme
in Fig. 1c and d, means k1/(k3 + k4) = 0.98. Therefore, the abundance
of C18O in the mixture increases at the same rate as the product of
the disproportionation reaction of C16O2 is formed. According to
the scheme presented in Fig. 1, we can assume that the dynamic
equilibrium of the formation of CO2 from CO and the reverse decay
of CO2 to CO takes place. If we consider the isotope exchange c)
being less probable, the slope k4 of the C18O formation line gives
the rate of C16O18O decay:

2C18O16O ! C18Oþ C16Oþ 16O18O: ð6Þ
(see Fig. 1) and assuming the equal rate of C16O2 decay, also the half
rate of the C16O2 isotopomer decay:

2C16O2 ! 2C16Oþ 16O2: ð7Þ
It can therefore be assumed that the disproportionation rate is

actually almost three fold greater

kdis ¼ k1 þ 2k4: ð8Þ

Fig. 1. The proposed isotopic reaction scheme.

Table 1
Rotation–vibration lines used for the analysis of isotopomers.

Isotopomer Line wavenumber
(cm�1)

Line Absorption coefficient
(cm2 mol�1)

C16O18O 2308.416 P (29) e = 1.03 � 10�18

compared with
C16O2 2317.195 P (36) e = 1.01 � 10�18

C16O18O 2342.461 R (14) e = 1.71 � 10�18

compared with
C16O2 2352.953 R (4) e = 1.70 � 10�18

C18O2 2302.298 P (16) e = 3.08 � 10�18

compared with
C16O2 2365.388 R (22) e = 3.11 � 10�18

C18O2 2327.351 R (20) e = 3.19 � 10�18

compared with
C16O2 2332.369 P (20) e = 3.18 � 10�18

C18O 2113.406 R (5) e = 3.96 � 10�21

Fig. 2. Comparison of slopes of linear fits of dependences of the P(36) C16O2

(2317.195 cm�1) and P(29) C16O18O (2308.416 cm�1) absorption lines on the
increasing number of laser shots, i.e., on the growing amount of laser energy
accumulated in the system.
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Let us assume that the dissociation rate constant is k5 = 2k4 (see
Eqs. (6) and (7)). Therefore the rate constant of oxidation is ex-
pressed as:

kox ¼ k2 þ 2k4: ð9Þ
The constant k5 cannot be determined from our experiment, be-

cause of the high pressure of C16O. Intensities of the C16O lines are
too strong to detect their small changes by FTIR spectroscopy. The
oxidation rate (kox) is in reality more than four times greater than
predicted above (Eq. (9)).

The reaction of CO2 decay into CO has been studied in detail
[16]. In our laboratory, it was observed, for example, in a glow dis-
charge where CO2 is the source of CO emission bands.

3.4. Chemical and isotopic analysis of the gaseous mixture

As has been mentioned, the abundance of CO and CO2 isotopo-
mers in the initial, i.e., unirradiated, gas mixture is given by the ra-
tios of the 16O and 18O natural abundances (quotation HITRAN).
Gas chromatography revealed that the unirradiated mixture con-
tained 93 ppmv of CO2. The isotope composition of the mixture is
shown in Table 2. After the irradiation, the isotopomeric composi-
tion changed and the concentration of CO2 determined by GC in-
creased. If we use rotation–vibration lines with equal absorption
coefficient, the abundances of the individual isotopomers will be
approximately equal to the ratio of the integral absorbances of
the individual isotopomer lines. The total abundance of CO2 can
be divided in this ratio to obtain the quantitative data given in
Fig. 5.

Finally, we are able to compare ratios of reaction constants ob-
tained from spectral data (the constant is expressed in A J�1, where
A is the absorbance in arbitrary units) with the ratios of the same
constants obtained from spectral data combined with data from
gas chromatography (rate constant in ppm J�1).

The ratios of gradients in Fig. 5 refer to data obtained exclu-
sively on the basis of spectra and GC: the ratio between reactions
(3) and (4) being k1/k2 = 1.6, and in the case of C18O2 formation,

Table 2
Concentrations of particular isotopomers in the gas mixture before and after laser
exposure.

Isotopomer

C16O2 C16O18O C18O2 C18O

Initial concentration (ppm) 93 0.4 3.6 � 10�4 990
Final concentration (ppm) 363.9 175.9 19.2 1264

Fig. 3. Comparison of the slopes of dependences of C16O2 (2365.3878,
2332.3691 cm�1) and C18O2 (2302.2975, 2327.351 cm�1) absorbance on increasing
amount of laser energy deposited in the cell.

Fig. 4. An increase of C18O (2113.4055 cm�1 line R5) concentration during the laser
exposure.

Fig. 5. Isotopomeric concentrations, determined by a combination of GC and FTIR
analysis, as a function of increasing number of laser shots. C16O2–P20, C16O18O–P29,
C18O2–R20, C18O–R5 absorption lines were utilized in the analysis.

Fig. 6. Spontaneous isotope exchange in a mixture (CO, N2, H2
18O containing

93 ppmv C16O2) (C–E) is compared with the LIDB experiment carried out in the
same mixture (A,B). No spontaneous isotope exchange was indicated during the
first 12 h (D).
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13.6. The resulting isotope composition of the mixture is seen in
Table 2.

3.5. Control experiment without laser–plasma exposure

In this Letter, the oxygen isotope 16O/18O fractionation between
CO2, CO and H2O is studied in gas mixtures exposed to a large laser
spark. For comparison, we carried out an experiment using the
same analytical procedures to investigate evolution of an identical
gas mixture which was not irradiated by laser pulses. A long-term
study of the reaction mixture using the high-resolution FTIR tech-
nique indicated that a spontaneous isotope exchange (Fig. 6) oc-
curs between H2

18O(g) and C16O2(g). In Fig. 6D, we do not see
any sign of C16O18O and C18O2 formation in a period of time com-
parable to the duration of the whole irradiation series at the PALS
facility, which provides one laser pulse per half an hour. This gives
a proof that their production is caused by laser–plasma initiated
processes.

4. Conclusion

Our experiments show that carbon monoxide can be efficiently
converted into carbon dioxide by high-energy density events in a
CO-rich transient atmosphere, both in the presence of water vapor
and in its absence. This is given by the fact that both, CO dispropor-
tionation and CO oxidation by OH radicals significantly contribute
to the conversion of CO into CO2. Although these reactions take
place simultaneously, the disproportionation rate seems to be
slightly higher than the rate of that OH reaction under the given
conditions. This was found by using the isotopically labeled water.
Analysis of the isotopomeric products was carried out by a combi-
nation of gas chromatography and high-resolution Fourier trans-
form infrared absorption spectroscopy.

The ratio of slopes of linear fits of the particular isotopomeric
product formation curves depicts the ratio of the rates of corre-
sponding reactions occurring in the gas mixture exposed to LIDB
plasmas. The calculation of the ratio was carried out for two inde-
pendent sets of absorption lines of isotopomeric products. It gives a
value of 1.5 for the disproportionation and oxidation reactions.

Thus, the disproportionation should be 1.5 times more efficient
in CO2 production than oxidation of CO by OH radicals. However,
a part of the CO2 formed by the laser spark is decomposed back
to CO. Taking this into account, while assuming the low probability
of the isotope exchange between the C16O and the 18OH radical, the
increase of C16O2 (the disproportionation product) concentration
with increasing number of laser shots can actually be considered
to be three times higher and the C16O18O (the OH oxidation prod-
uct) formation rate 4.2 times higher than values calculated from a
reaction scheme not considering the CO2 decomposition by the la-
ser-produced plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the hypothesis of a “primitive soup”, suggested by Opar-
in, one-carbon fragments have been proposed as the starting
material for the synthesis of nucleic acid components, amino
acids, and sugars. Simple molecules, such as methane, carbon
oxides, nitrogen, water, and hydrogen cyanide, are transformed
to fragments with a potential significance for the formation of
prebiotic molecules:1 cyanogen, (CN)2; acetonitrile, CH3CN;
formaldehyde, HCHO; glycolaldehyde, HOCH2CHO; formic
acid, HCOOH; ammonium cyanide, NH4CN; urea, NH2CO-
NH2; and formamide, NH2CHO in, for example, an electric
discharge,2 shock wave,3 or laser spark.4,5

Formamide is, from this point of view, an interestingmolecule,
because it contains all the main constituents of biomolecules:
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen. The formamide mole-
cule is also the simplest model of a peptide or nucleic base
linkage. According to Yamada et al.6 purine has been produced
from pure liquid formamide with a yield of up to 55% when it is
heated to 170�200 �C. Yamada et al.7 have found that, with the
use of carbon 13C, adenine (a nucleic base derived from purine) is
formed in the reaction mixture of HCN and formamide from two
molecules of formamide and three molecules of HCN. Saladino
et al.8�10 and Constanzo et al.11 have studied the formation of
nucleic acid bases from formamide diluted in pure water under a
reducing atmosphere and subjected to UV radiation or heated at
110�160 �C in the presence of metal oxides and minerals. It
should be noted that Saladino et al.8 have stated that the yield
of the purine synthesis without a catalyst is only 1.7%. The
formation of amino acids from formamide is the subject of a
study published by Sedaghat et al.12 Experimental works focused
on the irradiation of formamide with UV light show that the
molecule is photoactive.13,35

According to the theory published by Saladino et al., form-
amide chemistry was one of the paths leading to the formation of

nucleic bases for the following reasons14 (the described processes
are shown schematically in Figure 1):
• It is supposed that seawater was abundant with HCN, salts,
and other chemical compounds.15 Formamide is formed by
the hydrolysis of HCN (a) in such an environment.14 We
would like to note that formamide has been found in
interstellar space,16 young stellar objects,17 and comets.18

When a comet entered the Earth’s atmosphere, formamide
could therefore have been directly released from the melting
cometary ice (b).

• It is a stable liquid over a wide range of temperatures
(2.5�210 �C). In periodically drying lagoons, it could
have been concentrated (c) from the theoretical values of
10�6 M predicted by Miller et al.19 and then entered the
subsequent reactions (d). It should be noted that Miller
et al.19 express a negative opinion in their work, as concerns
a formamide contribution to the formation of nucleic bases,
and they suggest that the bases were formed directly by the
increase in the concentration of the HCN solution, for
example, via eutectic freezing (e).

However, to deepen the understanding of the formation of
these biomolecules, formamide dissociation chemistry must be
studied thoroughly because it lies at the beginning of these
reaction channels. The study of this dissociation using a high-
energy laser Asterix20�22 is important because processes with a
high energy density played a significant role during the period of
late heavy bombardment,23,24 during lightning discharges (f),
and also when comets entered the Earth’s atmosphere at the time
of the formation of our solar system.
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ABSTRACT: High-resolution FT-IR spectroscopy was used
for the analysis of the products of formamide dissociation using
a high-energy Asterix laser. In the experiment, the detected
products of the formamide LIDB dissociation were hydrogen
cyanide, ammonia, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide, hydroxylamine, and methanol. The molecular dynamics
of the process was simulated with the use of a chemical model.
The chemistry shared by formamide and the products of its
dissociation is discussed with the respect to the formation of
biomolecules.
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The aim of our experiment was to study the plasma chemistry
of pure formamide in the gas phase without other added
substances.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Bruker IFS 125 HR Spectrometer. FT-IR spectroscopy is a
suitable absolute method for enabling the direct and sensitive
detection of the absorption bands of small molecules in a gaseous
mixture of unknown composition. The spectrum allows the
identification and direct quantification of the detected molecules.
Themeasurement of the absorption spectra was performed using
a Bruker IFS 125 HR apparatus with MCT (HgCdTe) and InSb
nitrogen-cooled semiconductor detectors in the 680�3500 and
1800�5500 cm�1 ranges, with a resolution of 0.02 cm�1. To ob-
tain an optimal signal-to-noise ratio, 100�300 scans were accu-
mulated. A multipass cell of our own design, with an optical path
of 30 m, was used for the measurements.
To obtain the product concentrations, calibration measure-

ments were performed at different pressures with various stan-
dards of pure gases: HCN (Messer Technogas, 186 ppm/He),
CO (Linde Gas, 5.3), N2O (Linde Gas, 2.7), CO2 (Linde Gas,
5.3), NH3 (Linde Gas, 3.8), and CH3OH (Lach-Ner, UV-
spectroscopy grade).
B. Laser-Induced Dielectric Breakdown (LIDB) Plasma and

the Asterix Laser System. The high-energy laser PALS25 is an
iodine chemical laser with a wavelength of 1315 nm. Amplifiers
that generate laser radiation by flash photolysis of isopropylio-
dide (C3F7I) are located along its 160 m optical path. The peak
energy of the laser reaches 1 kJ and, because of the pulse width of
≈350 ps, power up to 3 TW is obtained. For the purpose of
formamide decomposition, the experiment used a cell filled with
10mL of pure formamide and 760 Torr of inert buffer gas (Ar). A
scheme of the cell is shown in Figure 2. A lens was used to focus a
29 cm wide laser beam with an energy of 150 J into the cell to
create LIDB plasma. The irradiation was repeated 10 times at
25 min intervals. These intervals are necessary for the charging of
the laser.
The contents of the cell were subsequently frozen in a glass

vessel that was cooled with liquid nitrogen. The contents were
then heated to laboratory temperature and evaporated into a
multipass cell. The pressure of the products prepared for
measurement inside the cell was 0.056 Torr.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrogen cyanide, ammonia, carbon dioxide, carbon mon-
oxide, nitrous oxide, hydroxylamine, andmethanol were detected
as the products of formamide decomposition. Figure 3 shows the
spectrum of the blank (a) together with the sample of products of
formamide dissociation (b). A summary of all the detected com-
pounds and their percentage ratios estimated using calibration
and their infrared intensities is given in Table 1.

To concentrate the volatile organic compounds, a �196 �C
nitrogen bath was used. It should be noted that with regard to
carbon monoxide, which exhibits a melting temperature of
�205 �C, the freezing method does not trap this gas effectively
and, therefore, the CO was not quantified. Methanol was present
as the impurity in the gas phase sample of the formamide itself.
However, its concentration increased 20� after the formamide
irradiation, and it was, therefore, considered to be a reaction pro-
duct. Although hydroxylamine is also found among the products,
it is not quantified in the gas phase because at laboratory
temperature it is a volatile solid substance (vapor pressure26

0.27�5.3 Torr at 0�33 �C).
A. Model of Formamide Decomposition. The model of

formamide decomposition was designed in the Chemical Ki-
netics Simulator program.27 From a general point of view, the
processes in the LIDB plasma are very complex. The LIDB laser
spark is generated by photon ionization of the molecules,
followed by a chain ionization of the gas. Around the expanding
plasma, processes of mixing with the surrounding gas, thermal
dissociation, dissociation by radiation generated by excited
molecules, and shock-wave dissociation take place.
The laser spark is generated on the first harmonic frequency of

the Asterix system (λ1 = 1315 nm), and a direct photolysis of
formamide by laser radiation can therefore be neglected. Because
of this fact, a simplification of the formamide vapor decomposi-
tion to the process of shock-wave thermolysis at the experimen-
tally found plasma temperature28 of 4500 K was used in the
model. This thermolysis was followed by the subsequent forma-
tion of stable molecules after the mixture was cooled to labora-
tory temperature (293 K). The temperature dependence of the
rate constant k was found using the Arrhenius plot:

k ¼ 10A þ 1000B=T ð1Þ
where k is the reaction rate constant in units of cm, mol, and s, A
and B are parameters obtained from the fit of the Arrhenius plot,
and T is temperature in K. A summary of the reactions used
and their parameters is given in Table 2. The activation energy

Figure 2. LIDB experiment setup.

Figure 1. Scheme of the formamide transformation under early Earth
conditions.
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in kJ 3mol
�1 can be calculated from this dependence from the

equation:

EA ¼ 2:303BRT ð2Þ
where 2.303 is the conversion factor between the natural and
decadic logarithms, B is the slope of the Arrhenius plot and RT is
the universal gas constant (RT = 8.3145 J 3mol�1

3K
�1).

No rate constant was fitted and the results of the model are
based on the current knowledge of rate constants, the values are
discussed further in the text. The rate constants were taken from
the references and from theNIST database. The concentration of
formamide for the purpose of the model was set for the gas phase
on the basis that the formamide vapor pressure at laboratory
temperature (295 K) is 0.08 Torr. Because of the excess liquid
phase in the cell, the formamide pressure remains constant
during the irradiation period.

B. Reaction Channels of the Formamide Decomposition.
Formation of HCN. The most abundant product of the LIDB
formamide dissociation (77.3%) is, according to our measurement,
HCN.The formationof thismolecule fromformamidewas studied inan
electric discharge for the first time by Jamiesson29 and during photolysis
by Boden and Back,30 who have mainly described reactions that form
other species:NH3andCO.BodenandBackhavementioned thatwhen
an unfiltered mercury arc is used as a light source, a trace amount of
hydrogen cyanide is a further product of the photochemical decomposi-
tion of heated formamide. The pure thermal decomposition of for-
mamide has been studied by Cataldo et al.31 This author has detected
HCN as a product at temperatures above 220 �C. According to his
results, HCN polymerizes after the formamide decomposition.
The most recent study has been carried out by Nguyen et al.,32

who have, among other things, theoretically studied formamide
thermal decomposition via an intramolecular dehydration process

Figure 3. Absorption spectrum of formamide blank (a) together with the spectrum of the LIDB dissociation products after evaporation from the
liquid-nitrogen trap (b).

Table 1. Concentrations and Percentages of Abundance of Gaseous Products IdentifiedUsing FTIR Spectrometry and Compared
with the Results of Chemical Models

LIDB plasma

molecule band center (cm�1) assig. band intensity (km/mol) pressure (mTorr) ratio (%) model ratio (%)

HCN 712 v2 62.862 43.3 77.3 73.4

CH3OH 1033 v8 7 12.4 14.5

NH3 950 v2 51.163 1.4 2.6 3

CO2 2349 v3 538.964 3.9 6.9 8.4

CO 2143 v1 64.665 not quantified

N2O 2224 v3 312.066 0.4 0.8 1

total pressure: 56 mTorr
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Table 2. Reactions Used in the LIDB Modela

Arrhenius parameters

No. dissociation reaction Ea (eV) B A

rate constant

s�1, cm3 mol�1 s�1 (4500 K) note and ref.

D0 HCONH2 f H2O þ HCN 3.18 (HCN)† 3.59 (HNC)† �16.5677 16.2033 3.32 � 1012 32

D1 HCONH2 f HCO þ NH2 3.16 �15.9338 �7.6520 6.41 � 10�12 37

D2 HCONH2 f NH3 þ CO 3.25*, 3.12,‡ 3.39† �11.2006 �5.7340 5.98 � 10�9 37

�17.6577 16.4002 2.99 � 1012 32

D3 HCONH2 f HCON•ðHÞ þ H 5.95*, 3.9‡ �14.0330 �8.1170 1.94 � 10�12 37

D4 HCONH2 f •CONH2 þ H 5.03,* 3.86‡ �14.0330 �8.1170 5.82 � 10�12 37

D5 HCONH2 f H2 þ þHNCO 3.42 �17.2553 14.6212 6.12 � 1010 32

D6 HCONH f HCO• þ :HN 3.16 5.90 � 1012 67

D7 HCONH 3 ðHÞ f HCN f •OH 3.16 5.90 � 1012 67

D8 •CONH2 f •NH2 þ CO 3.16 5.90 � 1012 67

D9 HCO• f H þ CO 0.67 �3.3536 �10.2215 1.08 � 10�11 68

D10 NH3 f •NH2 þ H 4.07 �20.4986 �7.3798 1.16 � 10�12 69

D11 NH2 f :NH þ H 3.29 �16.5892 �8.7010 4.10 � 10�13 70

D12 :NH2 f :NH þ H 3.24 �16.3284 �9.5247 7.03 � 10�14 70

D13 H2O f •OH þ H 4.63 �23.3176 �9.1830 4.32 � 10�15 71

D14 CO f C þ O 9.24 �46.5840 �9.4296 1.65 � 10�20 72

D15 •OH f H þ O 4.31 �21.7146 �8.3976 5.98 � 10�14 73

D16 NO f N þ O 6.43 �32.4005 �8.6178 1.52 � 10�16 74

D17 N2O f N2 þ O 2.5 �12.5944 �9.0217 1.51 � 10�12 75

D18 HCN f H þ •CN 4.79 �24.1502 �7.2533 2.40 � 10�13 73

D19 N2 f 2N 8.415 �42.4063 �9.4425 1.36 � 10�19 76

D20 CH3OH f •CH2OH þ H 2.35 �11.8270 �8.7430 4.25 � 10�12 77

D21 CH3OH f CH3O
• þ H 4.48 �22.5700 9.3350 2.09 � 104 78

D22 CH2O
• f CH2O 0.59 �2.9490 �10.043 2.00 � 10�11 79

D23 CH2O f •CHO þ •H 3.18 �16.0280 �8.388 1.12 � 10�12 80

D24 CH3OH f •CH3 þ •OH 2.66 �13.4040 �8.028 9.85 � 10�12 81

D25 H2 f 2H 4.17 �21.0176 �8.8242 3.20 � 10�14 82

D26 CO2 f CO þ O 4.21 �21.2363 �9.7424 3.46 � 10�15 83

D27 NH2OH f NH2 þ •OH 3.00 1.00 � 10�12 estim.
D28 •CN f C þ N 6.12 �30.83495 �9.37631 5.90 � 10�17 84

D29 NHCO f COþ :HN 4.43 �20.866 �6.325 1.09 � 10�11 83

Arrhenius parameters

rate constant

s�1, cm3 mol�1 s�1

no. recombination reaction B A 293 K 4500 K note and ref.

R0 •CH3 þ •OH þ M f CH3OH þ M 4.9550 �32.7830 1.03 � 10�16 2.08 � 10�32 85

R1 HCO• þH2O f CH2O þ •OH �6.1418 �10.7922 2.44 � 10�32 6.97 � 10�13 73

R2 HCO• þNH2 f CO þ NH3 1.00 � 10�10 1.00 � 10�10 estim.
R3 HCO• þ H f CO þ H2 1.83 � 10�10 1.83 � 10�10 86

R4 HCO• þ •OH f H2O þ CO 1.83 � 10�10 1.83 � 10�10 87

R5 CO þ H þ M f HCO• þ M �0.1608 �33.2761 1.51 � 10�34 4.88 � 10�34 73

R6 CO þ •OH f CO2 þ H �0.4811 �12.0315 1.45 � 10�13 7.27 � 10�13 88

R7 HCO• þ H þ M f CH2O þ M 2.0040 �32.6726 1.32 � 10�26 5.93 � 10�33 89

R8 CH2O þ H þ M f •CH2OH �0.2593 �13.6804 2.76 � 10�15 1.83 � 10�14 90

R9 CH2O þ H f CH3O
• �0.8904 �10.3999 3.82 � 10�14 2.52 � 10�11 91

R10 CH2O þ H f H2 þ HCO• �0.7571 �10.8409 3.91 � 10�14 9.79 � 10�12 92

R11 CH3O
• þ H f CH3OH

• �0.2120 �9.4880 1.74 � 10�10 2.92 � 10�10 93

R12 CH3O
• þ H f CH2O þ H2 �0.2613 �8.4283 4.85 � 10�10 3.26 � 10�9 94

R13 •CH2OH þ H f CH3OH �0.0070 �9.5160 2.89 � 10�10 3.04 � 10�10 92

R14 •CH2OH þ H f CH2 þ H2 1.66 � 10�11 1.66 � 10�11 95

R15 H þ •NH2 þ M f NH3 þ M 6.07 � 10�30 6.07 � 10�30 96

R16 H þ •OH2 þ M f H2O þ M 0.3290 �30.4550 1.78 � 10�31 4.15 � 10�31 97

R17 N2 þ O þ M f N2O þ M 5.00 � 10�38 5.00 � 10�38 98

R18 Nþ :NH f N2 þ H �0.3126 �10.0400 7.95 � 10�12 7.75 � 10�11 99
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that producesHCN andHNC and they have found that the process
has several transition states, schematically described by eq 3:

HCONH2 f ½severaltransitionstates� f HCN þ H2O ð3Þ
has an activation barrier of 306.7 and 346.0 kJ/mol (when the
products are HCN and HNC, respectively). This activation energy
is comparable to the activation barrier of the formation of NH3 and
CO that, according to Nguyen et al.,32 is 322.2 kJ/mol.
The key to understanding HCN formation via this intramo-

lecular rearrangement is the structure of the planar33 formamide
molecule itself, because the bond between nitrogen and oxygen
has a partially double character;34 therefore, the molecule can be
described by a resonance structure:

According to the study by Barks et al.,35 who have dealt with
the photochemically induced formation of nucleic bases in a
formamide solution, hydrogen cyanide is produced by the
rearrangement of the hydrogen atom in its enol form (formidic
acid) according to the following equation:

The enol form subsequently decomposes, producing HCN and
water.

These chemical reactions have been observed by Duvernay36

in various matrices under UV light irradiation with λ = 240 nm.
According to this author, the enol form decomposes in the
matrix, producingHCN andHNCunder VUV light irradiation at
λ =160 nm.Thiswavelength corresponds to the dissociation energy
of the C�H and O�H bonds in HCN and water, respectively.
A second mechanism has been suggested in an experimental

paper by Jamiesson et al.,29 who studied the reaction of for-
mamide vapors with H radicals generated in a hydrogen dis-
charge. Jamiesson has presumed a direct fast reaction of
hydrogen atoms with the parent formamide molecule:

HCONH2 þ H f HCONðHÞ þ H2 ð7Þ

HCON•ðHÞ f HCN þ •OH ð8Þ
To summarize the possible HCN formation pathways, we can

state that HCN is directly formed from the formamide molecule
via two known channels: (a) dehydrogenation rearrangement

Table 2. Continued

Arrhenius parameters

rate constant

s�1, cm3 mol�1 s�1

no. recombination reaction B A 293 K 4500 K note and ref.

R19 CO þ N f •CN þ O �15.6370 �8.4160 3.78 � 10�62 1.29 � 10�12 100

R20 •CN þ NH3 f HCN þ NH2 0.0780 �10.8180 2.80 � 10�11 1.58 � 10�11 101

R21 •CN þ NH3 f HCN þ •NH2 0.0780 �10.8180 2.80 � 10�11 1.58 � 10�11 estim.

R22 CH þ N f •CN þ H 0.0130 �9.8260 1.65 � 10�10 1.50 � 10�10 102

R23 CH þ N f :NH þ C �0.8800 �9.8230 1.56 � 10�13 9.58 � 10�11 103

R24 :NH þ NCO f HNCO þ N �1.6649 �16.9414 2.60 � 10�23 4.88 � 10�18 104

R25 :NH þ O f NO þ H 1.16 � 10�10 1.16 � 10�10 105

R26 NO þ NH f •OH þ N2 0.2640 �11.8670 1.07 � 10�11 1.55 � 10�12 106

R27 :NH þ O f •OH þ N 1.16 � 10�11 1.16 � 10�11 105

R28 :NHþ :NH f •NH2 þ N �2.8290 �9.8020 4.06 � 10�20 3.71 � 10�11 107

R29 •NH2 þ •OH f NH2OH �0.0240 �9.9490 9.32 � 10�11 1.11 � 10�10 108

R30 •NH2 þ •OH f H2Oþ :NH �1.5980 �10.0770 3.21 � 10�16 3.70 � 10�11 109

R31 •NH2 þ •OH f NH3 þ O �0.2930 �12.0590 8.87 � 10�14 7.51 � 10�13 105

R32 NH3 þ NH f 2•NH2 �5.8680 �9.2770 6.78 � 10�30 2.62 � 10�11 110

R33 •CN þ N f N2 þ C 0.7690 �12.4900 1.31 � 10�10 4.80 � 10�13 111

R34 •CN þ O f C þ NO �3.2340 �11.2770 5.76 � 10�23 1.01 � 10�12 112

R35 •CN þ O f CO þ N 0.0003 �9.9490 1.13 � 10�10 1.12 � 10�10 113

R36 •CN þ H þ M f HCN þ M 0.7560 �31.3400 1.67 � 10�29 6.73 � 10�32 113

R37 •CN þ HCO f HCN þ CO 1.00 � 10�10 1.00 � 10�10 113

R38 CO þ O þ M f CO2 þ M �0.6558 �32.7692 1.02 � 10�35 1.22 � 10�33 114

R39 :NH þ H þ M f •NH2 þ M 6.07 � 10�30 6.07 � 10�30 estim.

R40 NO þ N f N2 þ O 1.00 � 10�31 1.00 � 10�31 estim.
R41 N2 þ •OH f N2O þ H �17.5882 �11.2754 1.27 � 10�71 6.55 � 10�16 115

R42 NO þ NO f N2O þ O �14.2879 �11.2224 2.21 � 10�60 4.00 � 10�15 116

R43 NOþ :NH f N2O þ H 0.0657 �11.0270 1.54 � 10�11 9.71 � 10�12 115

R44 NOþ :NH f N2O þ H 0.1833 �11.0683 2.78 � 10�11 7.27 � 10�12 117

R45 N2 þ O f NO þ N �16.5025 �9.7800 1.90 � 10�66 3.57 � 10�14 118

aDissociation reaction channels are marked D0�D27, radical�radical recombination channels are marked R0�R45. Activation energies are taken from
the literature: †indicates the value estimated for the first-order constant by Nguyen et al.32; *indicates the value estimated by Kang et al.46; ‡indicates the
value estimated for the second-order constant by Kakumoto et al.37
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according to reactions 3, or (b) the reactions of H radicals
described by eqs 7 and 8.
The rate coefficient for reaction 7 is not known, and this

mechanism is, therefore, not included in our kinetic model.
Formation of CO and NH3. According to the studies of

Kakumoto et al.,37 Liu et al.,38 and, more recently, Nguyen
et al.,32 the formamide molecule is also dissociated, forming NH3

and CO. Liu et al.38 and Nguyen et al.32 have proposed the
mechanism of the direct decarbonylation of the formamide
molecule in the ground state, which produces NH3 and CO:

As detected in the experiment, apart from CO and significant
concentrations of CO2 among the products, it can be assumed
that the CO produced via reaction 9 is oxidized by an •OH
radical88 or atomic oxygen114

CO þ •OH f CO2 þ H ð10Þ

CO þ O f CO2 ð11Þ
OH radical originates from the thermolysis of water.71

H2O f •OH þ H ð12Þ
Kakumoto et al.37 have experimentally and theoretically

studied, in addition to channel (9), the direct dissociation of
formamide into HCO• and •NH2 radicals:

HCONH2 f HCO þ •NH2 ð13Þ
Formamide is a photoactive molecule and decomposition

according (13) is considered the most effective photodissocia-
tion channel. The characteristic of the formamide excitation in
the VUV region of its absorption bands39 is of the n�π* type,40

where the excitation of an electron from a bonding orbital of
oxygen to an antibonding π* orbital of carbon takes place. The
excited formamide subsequently decomposes according to eq 13.

The productsNH3 andCOare formed by the following reaction:

HCO• þ •NH2 f NH3 þ CO ð14Þ
Reactions 9, 13, and 14 have been studied by Lundell et al.41 in

an Ar matrix (UV laser, 193 nm) by Petersen et al.42 in the liquid
phase, where a •NH2 radical was detected (UV femtosecond
laser, 200 nm), and by Boden and Back43 in the gas phase at
high temperatures (UV iodine resonance lamp, 206.2 nm,
115�400 �C). Boden and Back have also designed a reaction
model that predicts that the formation of •NH2, NH3, and CO
constitues 80% of the photochemical reaction channels.
Direct Splitting of the CH and NH Bond. The dissociation

channels leading to a direct splitting of hydrogen from the carbon
and nitrogen atoms of the formamide molecule have also been
referenced.44,45,37 The splitting forms the respective radicals
according to the following equations:

HCONH2 f HCON•ðHÞ þ H ð15Þ

HCONH2 f
•CONH2 þ H ð16Þ

Although the strengths of the C�H and N�H bonds should
theoretically be the same, the photochemical decomposition of
the isotopically labeled formamide, DCONH2, suggests that the
ratio46 of the rate constants of the reactions is k(15)/k(16) ≈ 1/3
and activation energies are 5.95 and 5.03 eV, respectively. This
conclusion also corresponds with the results of Boden and Back43

and shows that the CH bond is weaker than the NH bond.
Boden and Back,30,43 in their photochemical studies, have sug-

gested that the •CONH2 radical decomposes into :NH2 and CO:

NH2CO f •NH2 þ CO ð17Þ
The final products of such a pathway are NH3 and CO. For the

decomposition of the radical HCON•(H), Jamiesson et al.29 have
suggested reaction 8, and therefore this reaction channel can be
associated with the formation of HCN. For the simplification
of our model, the values of the rate constants of the radicals
HCON•(H) and •CONH2 decomposition have been estimated

Figure 4. Diagram showing formamide dissociation in a laser spark. The dissociation channels are marked with a red arrow, and the recombination
channels are marked with a blue arrow. The compounds detected by the FTIR spectrometer are in the green frame.
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to be the same according to the results of Yokota and Back67 for
reaction 17.
Formation of CH3OH, NH2OH, and N2O.Methanol (CH3OH)

is formed in further reactions of the HCO• radical from reaction
13, in which formaldehyde is an intermediary andmethanol is the
final product. However, the formamide molecule in the plasma is
primarily dissociated into CO, HCN, and NH3. The formed
HCO• radical is broken down to CO as a product immediately
after the laser pulse. The HCO• radical is, therefore, being
produced by the following sequence of reactions:73,89�93

H þ CO f HCO• ð18Þ

HCO• þ H f H2CO ð19Þ

H2CO þ H f CH3O
• or •CH2OH ð20Þ

CH3O
• or •CH2OH þ H f CH3OH ð21Þ

In contrast to this complicated reaction chain, we suppose that
hydroxylamine (NH2OH) is formed by the direct reaction of
the108 •OH radical with •NH2

•NH2 þ •OH f NH2OH ð22Þ

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a typical product of plasma chemistry; it
was detected for example in the electric discharge plasma (results to
be published).We assume that this molecule is formed by sequence
of reactions involving atomic oxygen, NO, or :NH radical:105,115,118

:NH þ O f NO þ H ð23Þ

:NH þ NO f N2O þ H ð24Þ

N2 þ O f NO þ N ð25Þ

Formation of HNCO. According to the studies by Liu et al.38

and Nguyen et al.,32 another reaction channel of the dissociation
of the formamide molecule is the formation of isocyanic acid,
HNCO, by the dehydrogenation of formamide:

HCONH2 f HNCO þ H2 ð26Þ

HNCO has a strong v2 band
47 at approximately 2269 cm�1,

which was not identified in our spectrum of the gaseous LIDB

products. This observation could indicate that isocyanic acid is
further dissociated into the :NH radical and carbon monoxide:83

HNCO f :NH þ CO ð27Þ
Although the rate constant of the reverse reaction was not

obtained experimentally, it can be assumed that, because of the
low reactivity and high stability of CO, its value is very low
(≈10�15 cm3 mol�1 s�1 at 295 K).
In summary, the formamide molecule is fully broken down

into radicals and atomic fragments by the laser spark, and the
fragments are subsequently combined into stable molecules.
Therefore, under such drastic conditions in the laser spark, it is
not important which molecule containing the basic elements H,
C, N, and O is decomposed, but it is the nature and ratio of the
fragments which are significant.
C. Reaction Dynamics. On the basis of the rate constants

calculated according to the study by Kakumoto et al.37 and
Nguyen et al.,32 the half-life of formamide decomposition at
a temperature of 4500 K could be determined in the order of
10�12 s (in our experiment, the concentration of formamide,
2.83 � 1015 cm�3, is set by vapor pressure at laboratory
temperature, and the concentration of inert gas Ar at atmospheric
pressure 2.5� 1019 cm�3). This means that, during a laser pulse
with a duration of 350 � 10�12 s, the precursor vapors are fully
decomposed.
A simplified reaction scheme of formamide dissociation in

a laser spark was proposed on the basis of the results of the kinetic
LIDB model (see Figure 4). For details, see the list of reactions
summarized in Table 2. The concentrations of the products
that resulted from our model are compared with the spectra of
liquid-nitrogen-trapped molecules from the irradiated mixture
(see Table 1). The best agreement of our model with experi-
mental results was achieved in the case of the shock-wave tem-
perature of 4500 K for a time interval of 1.86 � 10�6 s. These
results correspond with previous time-resolved OES measurements
of the LIDB plasma20 during the afterglow laser spark period.
The main products of formamide decomposition immedi-

ately after the laser pulse are H2O, HCN, CO, HNCO, NH3

and radicals HCO•, HCON•(H), •NH2, and
•CONH2. These

molecules subsequently break down, producing significant con-
centrations of reactive radicals •CN, :NH, and •OH and atoms H,
C, O, and N. Other species like NO, NH2OH, N2, and H2 are
formed by subsequent reactions during laser spark and plasma
cooling. During this period at laboratory temperature, reactive

Figure 5. Time development of the NH3, HCN, and relevant radical concentrations together with CO, CO2, and CH3OH, according to the model of
the LIDB plasma.
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species recombine and subsequent products are formed (N2O,
CO2, NH2OH, and CH3OH), whereas the radicals

•OH, •NH2,
:NH,H, and •CN recombine back into NH3, H2O, andHCN.NO
and CO are converted via reactions 23�25, 18�21, 10, and 11 to
N2O, CH3OH, and CO2. Themodel demonstrates that the longer
the chosen time interval of thermal dissociation, the higher the
HCN concentration and the lower the NH3 concentration after
the recombination. This result was obtained because ammonia is
thermally less stable. Figure 5 shows the concentration profiles of
the selectedmost abundant radical species together with the stable
products detected using FT-IR during the period of the laser spark
(a), immediately after the laser spark (b), and during the 1 s after
the laser spark (c). The concentrations are predicted by themodel.
D. Formamide Dissociation Products and the Origin of

Biomolecules. HCN is the main product of formamide decom-
position by high-energy laser radiation. Saladino et al.48 suggest
that HCN is formed from the formamide molecule due to the
presence of catalysts. However, according to our results, HCN
together with NH3 are formed without any need of a catalyst,
directly in the gas phase during the shock wave thermal decom-
position of the parent molecule.
The HCN molecule in the presence of NH3 is able to con-

dense gradually and to produce a series of organic compounds
that react to form nucleic bases49�51 (see Figure 6). The reaction
chain is terminated by the formation of polymers,52�54 so-called
cyanopolyynes (sometimes also called alzulmins55,44). Cyanopo-
lyynes are not formed only in solutions, but also in ice56 or in

discharges.57 Nucleic acids and amino acids can be produced
from these polymers by repeated hydrolysis.58,59 The reaction
leading to the formation of nucleic bases and polymers from the
HCN molecule arranged according to refs 10, 35, 51, 54 and 31,
is shown in Figure 6: reaction channels marked A.
However, in the systems containing formamide, HCN reacts

with its parent molecule. Saladino et al.11 have stated that, from
the point of view of the conversion between formamide and
HCN, the chemistry of these molecules cannot be strictly divi-
ded. The important fact is that the reverse reactions producing
formamide from HCN are also possible, for example, formamide
is a product of the hydrolysis or radiolysis60 of HCN solutions.
The formation of nucleic bases within the common chemistry of
formamide, HCN, and NH3, according to the results published
by Springsteen et al.,61 is shown in Figure 6: reaction channels
marked B.
It has been found that the formation of nucleic bases from

HCN is a strongly exothermic process, which cannot take place
in an isolated state (gas phase), but rather it takes place in a
solution.51 Formamide therefore cannot be dissociated within
the studied event of high energy density into HCN and NH3, but
to form the nucleic bases, it is necessary for the products to react
retroactively with formamide in the liquid phase.
From the point of view of the abundance of individual pro-

ducts after the laser spark, low concentrations of NH3 have to be
apparent. As we have mentioned earlier, ammonia is thermally
less stable than HCN and it decomposes further. The longer the

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the formation of adenine, purine, and hypoxanthine by a common chemistry of HCN, NH3, and formamide. Atoms
originating from this molecule are marked in red.
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shock wave (thermolysis) lasts, the lower the representation of
NH3 found among the resulting products. It is, however, pre-
sumed that NH3, together with HCN, is an important reactant
contributing to the formation of nucleic bases (see Figure 6).
From this point of view, it therefore cannot be said that the
environment in which formamide was dissociated due to an event
with high energy density is plausible for the formation of nucleic
bases via reactions of formamide with its decomposition pro-
ducts. On the other hand, it can be presumed that suitable
conditions are established either where formamide is dissociated
into both NH3 and HCN or where NH3 and HCN are generated
by other sources in the presence of formamide. For this reason,
our next study will be focused on the detection of nucleic bases
formed (or not formed) by formamide dissociation in a laser
spark (in a solution or ice).

IV. CONCLUSION

The analysis of the gaseous products of formamide dissocia-
tion by the laser LIDB plasma showed that the products of the
decomposition are HCN, NH3, CO, CO2, CH3OH, and
NH2OH. With the help of the chemical model, it was demon-
strated that dissociation, atomization, and subsequent reactions
take place in the LIDB plasma, which change the ratio of the final
products; NH3 and HNCO are dissociated and their ratio among
the products is therefore diminished: CO is converted to
CH3OH and CO2, and NO is converted to N2O and N2.
Additionally, no catalyst for the HCN formation is needed and
HCN is the main product of the plasmochemistry. With the
formamide dissociation, the whole path leading to the formation
of nucleic bases returns to its origin, to theHCNorHNCmolecule.119

The chemical model was based on the rate constants of
formamide dissociation, which have been determined theoreti-
cally by Nguyen et al.32 and Liu et al.38 and experimentally by
Kakumoto et al.37 With regard to the agreement between the
model and experimental results, their theoretical calculations are
confirmed. Further study of formamide chemistry is planned
with the use of isotopically labeled compounds.
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18O-isotope labelled titania (anatase, rutile) was synthesized.

The products were characterized by Raman spectra together

with their quantum chemical modelling. The interaction with

carbon dioxide was investigated using high-resolution FTIR

spectroscopy, and the oxygen isotope exchange at the

Ti
18
O2/C

16
O2 interface was elucidated.

Titanium dioxide is an attractive material for (photo)catalysis,

solar cells, electrochromics and batteries,1 and various

fundamental studies would benefit from the availability of
18O-exchanged material, Ti18O2. For instance, O-isotope

labeling of titania would allow deeper understanding of

Raman spectra. Second motivation for the synthesis of Ti18O2

is the possibility to study isotope exchange reactions at the titania

surface.3

Isotopically pure Ti18O2 can be prepared from suitable

Ti-precursors via hydrolysis by heavy-oxygen water, H2
18O.

The reaction must be carried out in a hermetically closed

apparatus to avoid contact with 16O-containing species,

including air. Such a strategy obviously rules out the application

of Ti(IV) alkoxides, which are the usual reagents for titania

synthesis, and selects Ti(IV) halides as possible starting

compounds. Titanium tetrafluoride, TiF4, is converted hydro-

thermally in HF medium into TiO2 (anatase) with unusual

morphology of truncated bipyramid.12 On the other hand,

hydrothermal conversion of TiCl4 provides usually TiO2

rutile, but other phases (anatase, brookite) can be grown from

solutions containing 0.53 to 1.40 mol L�1 titanium tetrachloride.2

In our case (see S1, ESIw), a stoichiometric reaction mixture

was used (TiCl4 + H2
18O; molar ratio 0.5, in vacuum)

formally representing 25 mol L�1 of TiCl4 in aqueous solution.

The hydrolysis proceeds according to the equation:

TiCl4 + 2H2
18O - Ti18O2 + 4HCl (1)

The reaction mixture precipitated spontaneously towards a

yellowish solid, containing, presumably, intermediates such as

Ti18OCl2. The raw product was heated to 200 1C in the still

closed apparatus, while the evolved HCl was collected in a side

trap cooled by liquid N2. The final white powder material is

further labeled as A200. It contained some adsorbed HCl (see

below), which can be removed at 450 1C in vacuum. This

material is further labeled as A450. Both A200 and A450

exhibited the X-ray diffraction pattern of pure anatase. The

surface area, determined from nitrogen adsorption isotherms

by the BET method, was 31 m2 g�1 independent of the

synthetic history (A200, A450). Eventually, the A450 was

calcined at 1000 1C in vacuum producing phase-pure rutile,

further labeled as R1000. Its BET surface area was 5 m2 g�1.

To prepare reference materials, the reaction (1) was reproduced

with water of natural isotopic composition, and the obtained

products passed the same heat treatment history as A200,

A450 and R1000. X-Ray diffraction on powder samples

indicated negligible differences caused by isotope labeling

(see S1, ESIw).
Raman spectroscopy can easily distinguish crystallographic

phases of titania, but detailed understanding of the spectra is

still lacking, and various controversies persist in the literature,

even for the most common phases, viz. rutile11 and anatase.4

Some of these problems can be addressed by isotope labeling.

Fig. 1 compares the Raman spectra of our 18O-labeled titania

samples (A450 and R1000) with those of unlabeled reference

materials. Anatase TiO2 (space group D19
4h-I41/amd) has six

Raman active vibrations: A1g + 2B1g + 3Eg. Rutile TiO2

(space group D14
4h-P42/mnm) has four Raman active vibrations:

A1g + B1g + B2g + Eg, and there is also a combination band

Fig. 1 Raman spectra of the prepared materials excited by 514.5 nm

laser. Full curves are for 18O labeled titania samples and dashed curves

are for reference unlabeled samples. Spectra are offset for clarity,

but the intensity scale is identical in each chart.
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around 240 cm�1. Table 1 summarizes the observed Raman

frequencies and their assignment. The frequencies of 18O-labeled

isotopologues are intact or red-shifted. The largest shifts

(36 and 38 cm�1) are detected for the anatase Eg(3) mode

and the rutile B2g modes (Table 1). They are sufficient to prove

the isotope purity of our Ti18O2 (anatase, rutile).

Table 1 further summarizes the theoretically calculated

Raman frequencies (see S2, ESIw). For all four peaks of rutile,
the relative isotope shifts, (u16–u18)/u16, are 5.7% and the

experimental values are between 5 to 6%. As the Ti atoms in

rutile are located in inversion centers, they cannot take part in

vibrations with gerade symmetry, and for all the Raman active

modes only the oxygen atoms are moving (see Table 1-S2 in

ESIw). Hence, the Raman frequencies should scale exactly with

the mass of oxygen isotope. The downshift for 16O - 18O

substitution is:

1 � (16/18)1/2 (2)

Remarkable agreement of this value with both experiment and

theory (Table 1) further confirms the isotope purity of

our R1000.

In contrast to rutile, the Ti atoms in anatase do not occupy

inversion centers. Hence, most of the modes involve both Ti

and O atoms movement. There is only one Raman active

mode, the A1g, where the symmetry does not allow the movement

of Ti atoms. This mode exhibits the expected shift of 5.7%

(eqn (2) and Table 1), although in this case, the experimental

analysis is complicated by the overlap of the A1g and B1g(2)

bands (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). On the other hand, both

experiment and theory show in unison that there are two

modes with no oxygen isotope shift: Eg(1) and B1g(1). Symmetry

analysis shows that it is possible to construct a displacement

pattern with Eg(1) and B1g(1) symmetry, so that the oxygen

atoms do not vibrate at all.

The Raman spectra of our Ti18O2 materials (A450, R1000)

did not change markedly even after months of storage of the

samples in air at room temperature. Both samples still showed

the Raman spectra like pure 18O-isotopologues (Fig. 1) in spite

of their long-time contact with air oxygen and humidity

(with dominating 16O-content; 99.8% natural abundance).

However, Raman scattering mostly comes from the bulk

sample and surface reactions may thus be unnoticed.

To settle this question, the isotope exchange on the 18O

labeled titania was studied. In general, the 18O/16O-exchange

between gaseous molecules and oxidic surfaces was studied

carefully since the middle of the last century, due to its impact

on catalysis and photocatalysis.8,9 The classical studies employed

common (unlabeled) solid oxides exposed to 18O-labeled

molecules and mass spectroscopy was the usual analytical

technique.

We upgraded this traditional approach by two inputs. First,

we explored the behavior of a ‘reverse system’, i.e. 18O-labeled

titania plus unlabeled model gaseous molecules. Secondly, we

developed a new analytical technique based on a high-resolution

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (HR-FTIR) of the

gas phase contacting the titania surface. This technique is ideal

for characterization of molecules having many IR-active

rotation–vibration transitions. A generic case is carbon dioxide,

CO2, exhibiting rich and well-known IR spectrum. Secondly,

CO2 is attractive as the final product of photocatalytic

mineralization of organic molecules on titania,1 and CO2 can

be also photoreduced on titania to fuels.5 The application of

Ti18O2 as a photocatalyst and analysis of products by

HR-FTIR would be a powerful strategy for mechanistic

studies of photocatalytic reactions. However, understanding

of the CO2/Ti
18O2 interaction in dark is a logical prerequisite

for correct interpretation of photocatalytic processes based on

isotope tracing.

To address this problem, we contacted gaseous CO2 (with

natural isotope composition) with solid Ti18O2 and measured

the HR-FTIR spectra of the gas phase (see S1, ESIw). Fig. 2
(top curve) shows the reference spectrum of CO2 in the

absence of titania. Our starting carbon dioxide was mostly

C16O2 (partial pressure 2.06 Torr; abbreviated 16–16). It

contained some natural C16O18O (0.008 Torr; abbreviated

16–18) but negligible amount of C18O2 (8.25.10�6 Torr,

abbreviated 18–18). When CO2 was exposed to our sample

A200, no marked oxygen isotope exchange took place, but we

detected the diagnostic rotation–vibration band of HCl in the

region of 2600–3100 cm�1 and also small amount of water in

the 3600–3800 cm�1 region. Hydrogen chloride is the obvious

impurity in the A200 sample (cf. reaction (1)) and it is not

completely removed by heat treatment at 200 1C during the

synthesis in a closed apparatus (see S1, ESIw). Hence HCl is

desorbed from A200 into the studied gas phase.

Table 1 Experimental and calculated Raman frequencies of Ti16O2 (u16) and Ti18O2 (u18) in anatase and rutile. Experimental data were acquired
using 514.5 nm excitation. Calculations were carried out by first-principles density functional theory

Sample u16 (cm
�1) Ti16O2 u18 (cm

�1) Ti18O2 u16 (cm
�1) Ti16O2 u18 (cm

�1) Ti18O2 Assignment u16–u18 exp. u16–u18 calc.

Experimental Calculated
Anatase (A450) 146 146 146.5 145.5 Eg(1) 0 1

197 187 154.5 146.5 Eg(2) 10 8
397 397 381.8 381.8 B1g(1) 0 0
516a 492a 503.7 474.9 B1g(2) 24 28.8
516a 492a 526.9 496.8 A1g 24 30.1
640 604 653.6 616.6 Eg(3) 36 37

Rutile (R1000) 145 138 141.2 133.1 B1g 7 8.1
238 238 — — Comb. 0 —
448 426 466.3 439.6 Eg 22 26.7
613 579 614.5 579.4 A1g 34 35.1
826 788 819.1 772.3 B2g 38 46.8

a Overlapping bands in the experimental spectrum.
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The sample A450 exhibited strikingly different behavior

from that of A200. If a freshly vacuum-calcined sample,

A450, contacted CO2, the isotope exchange started immediately

(Fig. 2, third curve from top) producing mostly C16O18O. No

HCl was found in the gas phase even after 50 hours of contact

(Fig 2), indicating its complete removal from the titania

surface by calcination at 450 1C in vacuum (see S1, ESIw).
The isotope exchange progressed in this time scale as shown in

Fig. 2 (bottom curve). To highlight the isotope-specific effects

for the A450 + CO2 interaction, only small part of the

spectrum was zoomed in Fig. 3.

The concentrations of isotopologues were determined from

the intensities of these diagnostic rotation–vibration lines.

During the initial ca. 20 min of interaction, there was a marked

decrease of the 16–16 isotopologue, with the corresponding

increase of the 18–18 isotopologue. The 16–18 isotopologue

acted as an intermediate: its concentration increased abruptly

when the reaction started, but then remained almost constant

(see Fig. 1-S3, ESIw).
The oxygen-exchange activity of vacuum-annealed Ti18O2

(sample A450) towards C16O2 stems obviously from lattice-

oxygen vacancy and the corresponding Ti4+/Ti3+ exchange.6

The surface vacancies in titania lattice act as traps for C16O2

molecules, and are thus filled by 16O. The anchored carbon

dioxide molecules may behave like ‘truly’ adsorbed CO2, that

is the Ti–O–C–O structure, but the majority of surface

complexes mimic a carbonate anion, (Ti–O–CO–O–), in four

different configurations: bridging, bidentate, monodentate or

free.6 This can be schematically depicted as follows:

C16O2 + –&–Ti–18O– - Ti� � �CO3, & is vacancy (3)

Apart from its complicated structure, the surface complex may

decompose towards C16O18O which is evolved into the gas

phase. This molecule can further react on the Ti18O2 surface to

give C18O2 in the next step. No CO was detected in the

products of reaction (3) in dark. (Carbon monoxide, solely

the C16O isotopologue, was, however, generated upon

UV-excitation of the A200 sample.)7 The crucial role of surface

activation (cf. eqn (3)) is confirmed if we compare the behavior

of A450 and A200. The latter sample shows no oxygen isotope

scrambling because the surface of A200 is blocked by the

adsorbed HCl and water molecules. Surface hydroxyls, –18OH

(which obviously occur on A200 but not on in-situ calcined

A450; see S1, ESIw), have negligible effect for the C16O2/

Ti18O2 isotope exchange, compared to the effect of heat-

treatment activation (cf. eqn (3)). This conclusion is reminiscent

of the report by Sato et al.10 who found highly enhanced

activity of calcined Ti16O2 for the photocatalytic exchange

with 18O2.

In summary, we synthesized pure Ti18O2 both in anatase

and rutile forms. Raman spectra together with quantum

chemical modeling indicated different isotope shifts (18O/16O)

for the known vibration modes of anatase and rutile. The

interaction with carbon dioxide was investigated with the aim

to explore oxygen isotope exchange at the Ti18O2/C
16O2 interface.

To this purpose, high-resolution Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy of the gas phase turned to be a powerful analytical

technique.
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Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of the gas-phase. [CO2 (blank)]: reference

spectrum of the starting C16O2; [A200 + CO2]: spectrum of this gas

phase after ca. 30 min contact with Ti18O2, sample A200; [A450 +

CO2]: spectrum of this gas phase immediately after contact with

Ti18O2, sample A450; [A450 + CO2 after 50 hours]: spectrum of this

gas phase after 50 hours of contact with Ti18O2 at 30 1C, sample A450.

Spectra are offset for clarity, but the transmittance scale is identical.

The assignment of characteristic bands is marked by arrows.

Fig. 3 Details of FTIR spectra of the gas-phase showing several

rotation–vibration lines of the n3 band of carbon dioxide. (a) Reference

spectrum of the starting C16O2; (b) spectrum of this gas phase

immediately after contact with Ti18O2 powder (A450); (c) spectrum

of this gas phase after 15 hours of contact with Ti18O2 powder at

30 1C; (d) spectrum of this gas phase after 50 hours of contact with

Ti18O2 powder at 30 1C. Spectra are offset for clarity, but the

transmittance scale is identical. The assignment of characteristic

spectral lines is marked by arrows.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide has attracted considerable interest due to its
numerous applications in photocatalysis, solar cells, gas sensors,
Li-ion batteries, electrochromics, and catalysis.1,2 These applica-
tions require a detailed understanding of the surface science of
solid titania (for a review, see ref 3). Chemical processes on the
titania surface, both thermally and photochemically activated,
can be conveniently followed by oxygen isotope labeling. These
reactions have been carefully studied since the middle of the last
century.4�6 The traditional approach is based on the use of
“ordinary” Ti16O2 exposed to gaseous reactants, which comprise
various 18O-isotope-labeled molecules, such as H2

18O or 18O2,
and their corresponding 16O-isotope counterparts. The isotope
exchange (e.g., between 18O2(g) and

16O2(g)) may or may not
involve the replacement of the lattice oxygen (16O) in titania by
18O. In particular, the reactions of H2

18O on photoexcited titania
led to the fundamental questions that are relevant to photocatalysis.7

This approach is smoothly extendable to photoassisted isotopic
exchange reactions involving other molecules, such as gaseous
oxygen,6 formic acid,8,9 alcohols,10 carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide,9,11�13 and carbonates.9

A variant of the strategy of employing “ordinary” Ti16O2 for
the isotope exchange is the use of titania with a deliberately 18

O-enriched surface. This material can be prepared by simply
exposing Ti16O2 to

18O2 at 750 K14 or to H2
18O with simulta-

neous UV irradiation10 or by electrochemical oxidation in an
18O-containing electrolyte solution.8 In all these cases, the

isotope exchange Ti16O2/Ti
18O2 is restricted to the surface

layers only and is hardly perfect in these products. For instance,
the thermal reaction with oxygen gas provides an 18O-enriched
surface of titania with an 18O/16O ratio of 2.5 (ref 14). Reports
on the isotopically pure solid Ti18O2 are surprisingly scarce in the
literature. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one paper
that discusses the transformation of titanium nitride TiN to TiO2

in oxygen (18O2) plasma.
15 Although this reaction, in principle,

could lead to a pure solid Ti18O2, the product was not char-
acterized in the report.15 It is obvious that this material would
lead to the reconsideration of classical studies on the isotopic
exchange of 18O on the gas/solid oxide interface.5 In particular,
the release of lattice oxygen and its transfer to the surrounding
molecules can be studied on a clean system, in which solely the
solid oxide is isotopically labeled. The investigation of adsorp-
tion, catalytic, and photocatalytic processes in the “reverse
direction”, that is, from the 18O-labeled oxide toward the gaseous
molecules at the interface, could lead to novel input in this old,4,5

yet enduring,6,7,10 story.
In this study, the oxygen isotope 16O/18O exchange between

gaseous C16O2 and solid Ti18O2 was explored. Although there
have been several earlier studies focused on isotope exchange
reactions involving carbon dioxide, the reactions have been
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ABSTRACT: The light�induced oxygen-isotope exchange be-
tween gaseous CO2 and solid Ti18O2 (anatase) and the sponta-
neous thermal isotope exchange that takes place between the
vacuum-calcined solid Ti18O2 and CO2 were studied by gas-
phase high-resolution Fourier transform infrared absorption
spectroscopy over a period of several days. The absorption ro-
vibrational spectra of all the measured carbon dioxide isotopolo-
gues were assigned and served as the quantification of the time-
dependent isotope exchange between the oxygen atoms from the
Ti18O2 solid and the oxygen related to the gaseous CO2. The
C18O2 was formed as the dominating final product with a minor
content of C16O18O. The rate of oxygen-isotope exchange is
highly sensitive to the conditions of the titania pretreatment;
vacuum-annealed Ti18O2 at 450 �C exhibited a very high spontaneous oxygen exchange activity with gaseous C16O2. A mechanism
for the 18O/16O exchange process is discussed at the molecular level. The photocatalytic formation of methane, acetylene, and C16O
released from the Ti18O2 surface was observed after irradiation by an excimer laser.
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studied either on the C18O2/Ti
16O2 system

13 or on a compli-
cated gaseous mixture containing C16O2,

18O2 or H2
18O, and

ordinary Ti16O2.
9,11 Recently, stoichiometrically pure Ti18O2

was synthesized. The samples showed Raman spectra of the pure
Ti18O2 isotopologue,

16 and its interaction with CO2 in the dark
was explored.However, to the best of our knowledge, the reaction of
CO2 with photoexcited Ti

18O2 is presented here for the first time.
Carbon dioxide offers several advantages as the target molecule
for these studies: (i) the isotope exchange can be readily followed
by high-resolution FTIR; (ii) it is the final product of the
photocatalytic oxidation of organic molecules; (iii) the adsorp-
tion mechanism and surface chemistry of CO2 are known in
detail;17 and (iv) photoinduced reactions on the TiO2 surface are
of prospective environmental impact for CO2 removal from the
atmosphere and its conversion to fuels.18

This study has as its primary goal the determination of the
time scale of the spontaneous and light-induced isotope ex-
change between carbon dioxide and solid TiO2. In addition to
affirming that the spontaneous reaction cannot compete with the
UV laser-induced rapid processes, the spontaneous process is
quantified by evaluating its absorption ro-vibrational spectra, and
the corresponding reaction mechanism is described.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials. Methane, acetylene, and CO2 (all Linde
Technogas, Czech Republic) were used as received. The synthesis
of Ti18O2 was described in a previous paper.

16 Briefly, Ti18O2 was
prepared in a closed all-glass vacuum apparatus from titanium
tetrachloride (99.98%, Aldrich) and H2

18O (Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, 97% of 18O). The HCl produced was collected in a
side ampule cooled by liquid nitrogen. Subsequently, the solid
product was heated at 200 �C overnight in the still-closed vacuum
apparatus, while the HCl trap remained in the liquid nitrogen
cooling bath. Finally, the apparatus was opened in a glovebox
under Ar, and the solid white powder was collected. This product
is subsequently abbreviated as A200. The material was stored
under Ar at room temperature. In the next synthetic step, part of
the A200 powder was heated at 450 �C in a vacuum (10�5 Pa) for
30 h. This material is subsequently abbreviated as A450.
Both samples were characterized by Raman spectroscopy on a

LabRam HR spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon) interfaced to an
Olympus BX41 microscope and by X-ray diffraction (Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer, Cu KR radiation). It exhibited the
pattern of pure anatase (data not shown).16 BET (Brunauer�
Emmett�Teller measurement of the specific surface area of a
material) surface areas were calculated from the N2 adsorption
isotherms (Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument). The samples
were degassed at 400 �C in the vacuum prior to measurement.
The BET surface area was found to be 31 m2/g, independent of
the synthetic history (A200/A450).
2.2. Methods. FTIR spectra were measured in a 20 cm long

(2.5 cm diameter) glass optical cell equipped with CaF2 win-
dows. The cell was interfaced to a sealable glass-tube joint for the
transference of the powder material under vacuum from a side
ampule, in which the calcination of TiO2 also took place.19 The
optical cell was further equipped with a second vacuum valve (ACE
glass, USA) for the gas handling and connection to the vacuum line.
The optical cell containing 0.8 g of Ti18O2 in the powder form
spread over the walls was filled with CO2. The pressure in the
measuring cell was approximately 2 Torr, but it was precisely
measured with a MKS Baratron pressure gauge (0�10 Torr).

The spectral measurement was performed using the Bruker IFS
120 HR spectrometer (CaF2 beam splitter, InSb detector) in a
spectral range of 1800�6000 cm�1. The spectra were measured
in the gas phase with a resolution of 0.01 cm�1 with 30 scans
using the Blackmann�Harris apodization function. The optical
cell was left in the dark inside a thermostat at a temperature of 30
( 0.1 �C for several days, after which the high-resolution infrared
spectra were acquired.
For photochemical experiments, a XeCl excimer laser (308 nm,

COMPEX 200, Lambda Physik, Germany) and UV light source
lamp (340 nm, Omnilux) were used for the irradiation of the
powdered TiO2 material. In the case of the pulse XeCl laser, the
nonfocused beam (180 mJ/pulse, 28 ns pulse length) was colli-
mated through the CaF2 inlet window directly onto the TiO2

surface. The 160 W UV lamp source was set vertically (20 cm) to
the sample cell, and the TiO2 surface was irradiated through the
glass body of the cell (transparency of approximately 70%).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Chemistry of CO2 at the Ti
18O2 Surface (SampleA200).

The dark and photoinduced oxygen isotope exchange between
Ti18O2 calcined in a vacuum at 200 �C (sample A200) and CO2

was complicated by other processes.
The obtained spectrum of the gas phase over A200 containing

2 Torr of CO2 is shown in Figure 1, curve b, in addition to the
reference spectrum of carbon dioxide in a TiO2-free optical cell
(Figure 1, curve a). A ro-vibrational band of HCl was detected in
the 2800�3000 cm�1 spectral region, and a small quantity of water
(mostly H2

16O) is apparent by the band at 3600�3800 cm�1

(Figure 1, curve b).16

Hydrogen chloride is an obvious impurity in the A200 sample
resulting from its synthesis by the reaction of TiCl4 with H2

18O
(see the Experimental Section). The calcination at 200 �C in a
closed apparatus does not quantitatively remove it from the final
product. The adsorbed HCl is released from A200 into the gas
phase in the optical cell (Figure 1, curve b).
For stimulation of physical/chemical processes on the TiO2

surface (e.g., isotope exchange), high-energy UV irradiation for

Figure 1. Comparison of the CO2 FTIR spectrum (a) with the
spectrum of the gas phase in the mixture of Ti18O2 (sample A200)
and CO2 before irradiation (b), after the irradiation with 4500 pulses of
the XeCl laser (308 nm; pulse width, 28 ns; energy, 180 mJ) (c), and
after irradiation and 75 h in the dark at 30 �C (d). Spectra are offset.
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TiO2 band-gap excitation was used. Upon UV photoexcitation,
the desorption of HCl progressed (Figure 1, curve c), and the
formation of additional products was observed. In the actual
experiment, the surface of A200 was irradiated with 4500 pulses
of the XeCl laser (308 nm, energy of 180 mJ), which were
focused by a quartz lens directly onto the A200 surface through
the calcium fluoride window of the optical cell. After the irradiation
of the A200 surface, ro-vibrational bands of methane and
acetylene were found (Figures 1 and 2, curve d), together with
bands of CO in the region of 2050�2200 cm�1 (Figure 1, curves
c and d). The assignment of ro-vibrational lines of methane and
acetylene was supported by the measurement of the reference
pure molecules (Figure 2, spectra a and b). The concentration of
H2O increased during the UV-laser treatment (Figure 1, curve c).
All themain ro-vibrational lines belong to theH2

16O isotopologue.

The lines of H2
18O appeared only in their natural isotopic abun-

dance; that is, no exchange of oxygen atoms 18O from the solid
phase Ti18O2 took place.
Both hydrocarbons CH4 and C2H2 were formed by photo-

catalytic conversion of CO2 and water or HCl on the surface of
Ti18O2 irradiated by the XeCl excimer laser. After UV irradia-
tion, the still closed optical cell was stored at a temperature
of 30 �C in the dark, and the spectra were measured after 50
and 75 h of storage. The concentration of CO (Figure 1, curve d
and Figure 3) and hydrocarbons remained constant after 75 h
in the dark; that is, the formation of these products did not
proceed.
Similar to H2O, absorption lines of the C16O isotopologue

only were found; that is, the labeled carbon monoxide, C18O,
was not generated. Obviously, 16O can originate only from CO2

because there was no other source of this isotope in this closed
system.
Because CO2 does not absorb UV radiation of wavelengths

larger than 200 nm, another mechanism of C16O formation
includes two-photon photolysis of C16O2 by the XeCl excimer
laser. This mechanism is supported by experiments where the
irradiation by a low-intensity UV lamp (340 nm, 160 W) did not
lead to the formation of CO (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).
CO adsorption on anatase and rutile TiO2 has been studied

previously.20 The observed infrared bands (2192 and 2209 cm�1)
were assigned to the adsorbed CO bound to the Ti4þ ions with a
binding energy of 17 kcal/mol.21 The direct binding of CO to the
metal atom explains that the isotope exchange does not take

Figure 2. Reference FTIR spectra of methane (a) and acetylene
(b) compared with the spectra of the gas phase in the mixture of
Ti18O2 (sample A200) and CO2 before irradiation (c) and the sample
after irradiation with 4500 pulses from the XeCl laser (308 nm; pulse
width, 28 ns; energy, 180 mJ) (d).

Figure 3. Two selected ro-vibrational lines of C16O in the spectrum
before the Ti18O2 (A200) irradiation (black line), after the irradiation
with 4500 pulses from the XeCl laser, and after irradiation and 75 h in the
dark (red line). Spectra are offset.

Figure 4. Diagram of the oxygen isotope exchange between the surface
of crystalline Ti18O2 and carbon monoxide. CO binds directly with the
titanium atom. After laser irradiation or thermal exposure at low
pressure, this complex breaks down into C16O.
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place between the oxygen in the carbon monoxide molecule and
the oxygen in the structure of Ti18O2 (Figure 4).
3.2. Oxygen-Isotope Exchange between CO2 and Ti18O2

(Sample A200). Oxygen-isotope exchange was observed in the
ν3 region of the spectral band, where the absorption lines of all
three isotopologues (16O�C�16O, 18O�C�16O, 18O�C�18O)
can be found.22 Figure 5 shows a selected part of the relevant
spectra. The reference spectrum of 16O�C�16O (black) con-
firms the presence of the ro-vibrational transitions of individual
isotopologues of CO2 in natural abundance. In the CO2-contain-
ing gas phase over the nonirradiated titania sample A200, no
additional lines corresponding to the individual transitions of the
18O�C�16O and 18O�C�18Omolecules were found (Figure 5,
blue curve), and the resulting spectrum fully corresponds to the
spectrum of the pure C16O2 with a natural abundance of C

18O2.

After irradiation with 4500 pulses of the excimer laser
(Figure 5, red curve), the 18O�C�16O line grew in intensity,
and a new line assigned to the 18O�C�18O isotopologue
appeared in the spectrum of the gaseous phase over the A200
sample. The concentration of both isotopologues increased with
time when the sample was stored in the dark (Figure 5, green
curve; Table 1). The individual lines in the spectra were fitted and
quantified. The quantification of the spectra was based on the
calibration measurements of the absorption spectra of individual
isotopologues (reference gases) of CO2 at different pressures.
Thus, the calculated concentrations of individual isotopologues
(Table 1) determined from the intensity profiles of the individual
ro-vibrational lines (Table 2) showed an incremental jump of the
16O�C�18O and 18O�C�8O concentrations after the laser
irradiation. An increase of the 16O�C�16O isotopologue can
correspond to its adsorption on the Ti18O2 surface before
irradiation. Irradiation of the A200 induced release of the
adsorbed 16O�C�16O that led to an increase of its concentra-
tion in the gas phase.
The oxygen atoms of CO2 each have a lone pair of electrons

and can donate these electrons to Lewis acid centers in the
surface. The carbon atom could also gain electrons from Lewis
base centers, such as oxide ions, forming stable carbonate-like
species that could prevent desorption of CO2 from the titania
surface. Formation of this complex can be the reason that the
slow desorption process progressing several hours after irradia-
tion in the dark (Table 1). Additionally, the π electrons of C�O
bonds can also participate in reactions with Lewis base centers.
To a large extent, the processes of isotope exchange and the
adsorption of CO2 are influenced by the presence of water and
OH groups on the surface of TiO2.

23 The release of water can be
explained either by simple desorption or by the breakdown of the
carbonic acid bonded to the surface of TiO2 (eq 1):

H2CO3 f CO2 þH2O ð1Þ

Similar to the beginning of the experiment, H2
18O is adsorbed on

the surface of Ti18O2, and the carbonic acid is composed of a
mixture of 16O and 18O. The increased concentration of H2

16O
in the gas phase above the TiO2 surface after 75 h is traceable by
comparing curves c and d in Figure 1. It can be explained by the
breakdown of the carbonate complex and the spontaneous
isotope exchange reaction taking place in the dark (eq 2):23,24

H2
18O þ 16O �C� 16O f 16O � C� 18O þH2

16O ð2Þ

This isotope exchange reaction can influence the enrichment of
CO2 with the oxygen isotope 18O.

Figure 5. Several ro-vibrational lines of the ν3 band of CO2 (2 Torr) over
the Ti18O2 surface in the spectral range of 2300�2302 cm�1 measured
immediately after filling the cell (blue line), after irradiation by the XeCl laser
(red line), and after irradiation and 75 h in the dark (green line) togetherwith
the reference spectrum of C16O2 (black line). Spectra are offset.

Table 1. Oxygen-Isotope Exchange in CO2 on Ti18O2 In-
duced by the XeCl Laser and Followed by the Spontaneous
Processb

partial pressures (Torr)

sample time (h)

CO2

(16-16)

CO2

(16-18)

CO2

(18-18) note

A200 0 2.26a 0.009a 8.25 � 10�6a before irradiation

1 3.07 0.027 0.148 4500 pulses

50 3.80 0.031 0.168 spontaneous

75 3.90 0.032 0.169 spontaneous

A450 0 2.250 0.031 0.097 before irradiation

1 2.100 0.044 0.240 4500 pulses

15 1.990 0.052 0.330 spontaneous

72 1.980 0.053 0.340 spontaneous
aNatural abundance. bConcentrations of 16O�C�16O, 18O�C�16O,
and 18O�C�18O isotopologues determined from the calibration curves
for selected ro-vibrational lines (Table 2).

Table 2. Wavenumbers of the Ro-Vibrational Transitions of
ν3 Bands of

16O�C�16O, 18O�C�16O, and 18O�C�18O
Isotopologues Used for Spectroscopic Quantification

wavenumber (cm�1) isotopologue CO2 assignment

2321.134 16-16 P(32)

2337.658 16-16 P(14)

2332.369 16-16 P(20)

2315.436 16-18 P(21)

2311.972 16-18 P(25)

2327.351 18-18 R(20)

2326.188 18-18 R(18)
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The spontaneous exchange of the oxygen isotopes in the CO2

and H2O mixtures has been studied in aqueous solutions in a
series of earlier publications. In 1940, Mills and Urey21 per-
formed measurements for several pH values from acidic through
mildly alkaline media (leading to the prevalence of bicarbonate
ions), up to very alkaline environments. They proved that the
oxygen exchange in acidic and mildly alkaline solutions occurs
through the formation of carbonic acid by the simple hydration of
CO2. The mechanism of the oxygen exchange between carbon
dioxide and water following atmospheric sampling using glass
flasks was explained in refs 25 and 26. The oxygen-isotope
exchange between CO2 and water adsorbed on Al2O3 or Fe2O3

was studied by Baltrusaitis et al.23 The rate constants of the
spontaneous exchange in the solution were strongly temperature-
dependent.
In summary, the sample A200 showed low oxygen exchange

activity between CO2 and Ti18O2. The mechanism of possible
processes taking place on the surface of TiO2 is shown in
Figure 6.
3.3. Oxygen-Isotope Exchange between CO2 with Ti18O2

(Sample A450). The sample A200 was heated to 450 �C in
vacuum (sample A450) to remove HCl and water from Ti18O2.
The isotopic exchange between CO2 and Ti

18O2 was monitored
by observation of the fundamental ν3 band of CO2 at approxi-
mately 2300 cm�1. For the sake of easy comparison, Figure 7
(black curve) depicts a part of the reference spectrum of CO2 (as

in Figure 5). The FTIR spectrum measured immediately after
mixing both components (Figure 7, blue line) shows that the
oxygen exchange between the surface of Ti18O2 (sample A450)
and CO2 molecules is a very fast process. The obtained spectrum
presents the ro-vibrational lines of 16O�C�18O with the lines of
18O�C�18O. The profiles of the individual lines of selected
isotopologues (isolated lines in the spectrum) were fitted and
quantified similarly to the A200 sample. The concentrations of
individual isotopologues are characterized by the decrease in the
16O�C�16O isotopologue and the increase in the 18O�C�18O
isotopologue (Figure 8). The 18O�C�16O acts as an inter-
mediate in the mixture, and its concentration remains quite low
and almost constant.
Liao et al.9 studied the infrared spectra of TiO2 after the

interaction of the TiO2 surface with 0.1 Torr of CO2. Several
absorption bands appeared in the spectrum at 1319 and 1579 cm�1,

Figure 6. Diagram of the isotope exchange on the surface of crystalline
Ti18O2. The surface layer is composed of Ti4þ onto which the 18OH
groups and H2

18O are bonded. The gaseous CO2 reacts with the water
and OH groups, creating a hydrogen and dihydrogen complex bonded
onto the Ti atoms. This complex breaks down after the laser irradiation,
or thermally at low pressure, into molecules of H2

16O, 16O�C�16O,
and partially into 16O�C�18O.

Figure 7. Several ro-vibrational lines of the ν3 band of CO2 (2 Torr) over
the Ti18O2 surface (A450) in the spectral range of 2300�2302 cm�1

measured immediately after filling the cell (blue line), after 15 h (red line),
and after 50 h (green line) together with the reference spectrum of C16O2

(black line). Spectra are offset.

Figure 8. Conversion curves: oxygen isotope exchange between CO2

and vacuum-annealed Ti18O2 (A450). Concentrations of
16O�C�16O

(black line), 18O�C�16O (green line), and 18O�C�18O (red line)
isotopologues were estimated from the calibration curves for selected ro-
vibrational lines (Table 2).
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which were attributed to bidentate-bonded carbonate. On the
basis of the spectral intensity and the isotopic exchange measure-
ments, the data were in good agreement with the proposal of the
formation of the bidentate-bonded carbonate as the major species
for CO3 on TiO2. Figure 9 schematically shows the formation of
bidentate CO3 from CO2 adsorption on the Ti

18O2 surface sites
involved and the consecutive thermal isotopic exchange of the
surface-oxygen atoms 18O of Ti18O2 and molecules of C16O2.
The surface layer of our vacuum outgased sample (A450) is

composed of a nonstoichiometric mixture of Ti4þ and Ti3þ, on
which the 18O oxygen atoms are bound. The calcination under
vacuum creates vacancies (white squares). During the isotope
exchange, (a) the 16O oxygen from the gaseous 16O�C�16O
bonds to the vacancy on the surface of the TiO2 crystal, (b)
bidentate CO3 from the CO2 adsorption is formed, and (c) the
18O oxygen from the surface layer bonds to the carbon dioxide
molecule, subsequently releasing gaseous 16O�C�18O.
3.4. Oxygen-Isotope Exchange between CO2 with Ti18O2

Treated with H2
16O (Sample A450/H2

16O). Because CO2

molecules could compete for adsorption sites with water,27 the
A450 material was treated with H2

16O (11 Torr) for approxi-
mately 15 min at laboratory temperature to suppress fast sponta-
neous isotope exchange between CO2 and Ti

18O2. The cell was
evacuated and then filled with 2 Torr of CO2. However, the rate
of oxygen isotope exchange in this material and the major
production of C18O2 (Figure 10A) was similar in comparison
with the behavior of material that was not treated with water
(Figure 8). These results show that adsorbed water does not
block CO2 adsorption sites. The A450 material retained the
oxygen isotope exchange activity even after 80 h (Figure 10B)
and 160 h (Figure 10C) of passivation by 2 Torr of CO2. The rate

of oxygen isotope exchange was decreased by the time of
passivation (Figure 10, compare panels B and C).
Irradiation of A450/H2

16O by the XeCl laser enhanced the
oxygen isotope exchange between Ti18O2 and CO2 similar to
A200. Similar to sample A200, methane and C16Owere observed
as products of the photocatalytic reaction (Figure 11). It is interesting
to note that no acetylene is formed on HCl-free titania. The usual
product of photocatalytic reduction of CO2 is methane, which is also
reproduced here; the formation of acetylene is favored only on
specific photocatalysts, such as Cu, Fe-doped TiO2 (see ref 18).

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the spontaneous isotope exchange on
the surface of crystalline Ti18O2. The white square means a vacancy in
the solid A450 Ti18O2.

Figure 10. Conversion curves: isotopic exchange on the surface of
A450 Ti18O2 (passivated 15 min with 11 Torr of H2

16O water vapor).
Panel A: fresh sample. Panel B: sample refilled with fresh CO2 after 80 h.
Panel C: sample refilled with fresh CO2 after 160 h. The black, green,
and red lines and symbols correspond to 16O�C�16O, 18O�C�16O,
and 18O�C�18O isotopologues, respectively.

Figure 11. Spectra of the A450/H2
16O sample before (blue line) and

after (red line) excimer laser irradiation together with CO and CH4

reference spectra (black lines).
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4. CONCLUSION

The completely 18O-isotope-exchanged titanium dioxide,
Ti18O2 (anatase), was prepared from TiCl4 and H2

18O. The as-
receivedmaterial (A200), heat-treated at 200 �C, still contained a
considerable amount of adsorbed water and HCl from the
synthesis. This HCl was released into an environment composed
of 2 Torr of CO2.When the samematerial was calcined at 450 �C
in a high vacuum, pure, HCl-free Ti18O2 (A450) was obtained.

Both the Ti18O2 materials exhibited spontaneous
18O-isotope

exchange with the surrounding C16O2, which was monitored by
high-resolution FTIR spectroscopy of the gas phase over the
Ti18O2 surface. The formation of C18O2 with both exchanged
oxygen atoms was dominant with a minor content of C16O18O.
The oxygen-isotope exchange activity of A450 was not sup-
pressed by the addition of H2

16O. After the irradiation of the
Ti18O2 surface with the excimer laser, ro-vibrational bands of
methane, acetylene, and water were identified in the gaseous
phase. The isotope exchange does not take place between the
oxygen in the carbon monoxide and water molecules and the
oxygen atom from the Ti18O2 structure.

The possible processes taking place on the surface of Ti18O2

can be summarized as follows: 18OH groups and H2
18O are

bound to the surface layer of Ti4þ. The gaseous carbon dioxide
reacts with the water and OH groups, creating a carbonate
complex bound to the Ti atoms. This complex breaks down
after laser irradiation or following thermal exposure at low pres-
sures, both completely into molecules of H2

16O, 16O�C�16O,
and partially into 16O�C�18O. On the basis of the spectral
intensity and the isotopic exchangemeasurements, the data are in
good agreement with the proposal of the formation of bidentate-
bonded carbonate as the major species for CO3 on TiO2. The
surface layer of vacuum-annealed Ti18O2 is composed of a
nonstoichiometric mixture of Ti4þ and Ti3þ, on which the 18O
oxygen atoms are bound. The calcination under vacuum creates
vacancies. During the isotope exchange, the 16O oxygen from the
gaseous 16O�C�16O bonds to the vacancy on the surface of the
TiO2 crystal, and bidentate CO3 from the CO2 adsorption is
formed. The 18O oxygen from the surface layer is bound to the
carbon dioxidemolecule, and, subsequently, gaseous 16O�C�18O
and 18O�C�18O are released.
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ABSTRACT: The photoinduced isotope exchange between
18O atoms in the lattice of vacuum-calcinated solid Ti18O2 and
16O atoms of formic acid and its photoproducts was studied
with gas-phase high-resolution Fourier transform infrared
absorption spectroscopy. The rotation−vibration absorption
spectra of all products from the photochemical reactions of
formic acid were measured over a broad infrared spectral range
and used to quantify the time-dependent isotope exchange
between the oxygen atoms on solid Ti18O2 and the oxygen
atoms in gaseous HC16O16OH and the isotopologues of CO2,
CO, and H2O. It was found that formic acid did not exchange
oxygen with titania during adsorption and decomposition
processes; strongly bonded formate species blocked active sites and thereby inhibited the exchange between CO2 and Ti18O2.
Similar blocking was observed by adsorbed water. The isotopologues C16O18O and C18O2 are the products of the spontaneous
exchange of oxygen atoms in C16O2 and the active sites on Ti18O2 that are unblocked during the irradiation of the surface by UV
photons. The C18O molecules are a product of the UV decomposition of C16O18O or C18O2 that is formed during the
spontaneous exchange process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Formic acid is a model molecule for the investigation of
photocatalytic reactions on illuminated titania.1−3 Furthermore,
HCOOH is formed as an intermediate in the photocatalytic
oxidation of other molecules such as ethanol, acetic acid,
acetaldehyde, and formaldehyde,4,5 the last of which is one of
the most widespread indoor pollutants. Formic acid sponta-
neously dissociates on TiO2 (rutile) to form a surface proton
and adsorbed formate, HCOO(ads), which can further
decompose thermally to CO and H2O. This reaction occurs
at 450 K even without photoexcitation, but these dark thermal
reactions produce little or no CO2.

6 However, the photo-
catalytic oxidation of formic acid easily leads to CO2 because
the redox potential for the reaction

→ + ++ −HCOOH CO 2H 2e2 (1)

is only 0.19 V vs the standard hydrogen electrode (at pH 0.3),
which is near the flat-band potential of TiO2.

2 Hence, the
driving force for reaction 1 is large because the valence-band
holes are approximately 3 V more positive on the electro-
chemical scale.
Isotope labeling (18/16O, H/D) is a useful strategy in

mechanistic studies of TiO2 surfaces under both dark and
photoexcited conditions.7,8 Mass spectroscopy2,6 or vibration
spectroscopy of the titania surface1,7 can be used to observe the
labeled species in the reactions under study. In this work, one
of the fundamental questions concerns the participation of
lattice oxygen atoms from dark-excited or photoexcited TiO2

surfaces in the catalytic reactions of model molecules. The O
isotope transfer between titania and the model molecule(s) can
be studied in two ways: (i) using “ordinary” Ti16O2 and labeled
reactant(s) such as H2

18O (refs 8 and 9) and 18O2 (ref 1) or (ii)
using a labeled catalyst, Ti18O2, and unlabeled molecules.

1,6 The
first approach was used by Liao et al.1 to follow the
photocatalytic conversion of HC16O16O(ads) + 18O2 to
HC16O18O(ads) or HC

18O18O(ads).
The second approach was demonstrated by Henderson,6

who investigated the reactions of formic acid on TiO2 (rutile)
with 18O-enriched surfaces (18O/16O ratio of 2.5) under dark
conditions. This work demonstrated that lattice 18O takes part
in the evolution of gaseous products (H2

18O, H2C
18O, and

HC18O+), including the formation of HC16O18OH. Bogdanoff
and Alonso-Vante2 pioneered the application of isotope tracing
to the photoelectrochemical oxidation of formic acid in the
presence of 18O-enriched TiO2 (with an unknown 18O/16O
ratio), but no transfer of 18O from the photocatalyst to CO2 (cf.
reaction 1) was detected.
It is obvious that convincing data about the reactions of the

second type can only be obtained with an isotopically pure
photocatalyst such as Ti18O2. We recently prepared this
material in both anatase and rutile forms via hydrolysis of
TiCl4 by H2

18O (97% purity).10,11 High-quality titania was
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obtained in an evacuated system, and Raman spectroscopy
detected no measurable contamination from 16O.10 Livraghi et
al.12 subsequently used a similar reaction to grow Ti17O2 from
TiCl4 and H2

17O (40% 17O enrichment). Our pure Ti18O2 is a
benchmark system for isotope tracing at solid/gas interfaces.
High-resolution Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy (HR-
FTIR) can be used to analyze the gas phase over dark or
illuminated titania. Our initial study focused on the Ti18O2/
C16O2 interface, where we detected the products C16O18O,
C18O18O, C16O, methane, and acetylene through their rich
rotational−vibrational spectra.10,11 In this work, we extended
that study to analyze formic acid.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. The chemicals used in this work included

formic acid (HCOOH; Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent grade,
≤98% purity), carbon dioxide (CO2; Linde Gas, 99.9993%
purity), water (H2

18O; Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 97%
purity).
The measurements were based on the calibration of the

absorption intensities of isotopologues of CO2, H2O, and CO
at different pressures. The partial pressures of the individual
isotopologues were calculated using the natural abundances of
0.003947 (C16O18O), 0.984204 (C16O2), 0.001978 (C18O),
0.986544 (C16O), 0.997317 (H2

16O) and 0.00199983 (H2
18O).

The isotopologue C18O2 was produced by isotopic exchange
between H2

18O and C16O2 and measured separately. In
addition, all of the data were confirmed using wavenumbers
and intensities of individual lines from the HITRAN database.13

The list of lines selected for the calibration is shown in Table 1.

The completely 18O isotope exchanged titanium dioxide
(Ti18O2) was prepared from TiCl4 and H2

18O.10 The
preparation of Ti18O2 was carried out in a closed all-glass
vacuum apparatus. TiCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.98%) was distilled
twice under vacuum before use. Then 1 g of H2

18O (Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories, 97%) was frozen under high vacuum with
liquid nitrogen, and ice was brought into contact with 2.8 mL of
TiCl4 through a breakable glass valve. After the reactants were
mixed, the cooling bath was removed, and the reaction mixture
was stored at room temperature overnight. The reaction
byproduct HCl was collected in a side ampule that was cooled
by liquid nitrogen. Then the solid product was heated at 450
°C under vacuum (10−5 Torr) for 30 h in the closed vacuum
apparatus to remove traces of HCl.10 Afterward, the apparatus
was opened in a glovebox under an Ar atmosphere, and the
solid white powder was collected. This powder form of Ti18O2
was placed in a 20 cm long absorption cell and stored under an
argon atmosphere at room temperature. The Ti18O2 was
characterized by Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction,10

and it exhibited the pattern of pure anatase. The BET

(Brunnauer−Emmett−Teller) surface area calculated from the
N2 adsorption isotherms was 31 m2/g. The samples were
degassed at 450 °C under vacuum prior to these measurements.

2.2. Methods. FTIR spectra were measured in a 20 cm long
(2.5 cm diameter) glass optical cell with CaF2 windows and a
25 cm long glass tube finger in which additional calcination of
TiO2 took place. (In certain experiments, in situ calcination was
performed and the vacuum transfer of TiO2 was avoided.) The
optical cell containing 0.8 g of TiO2 was further equipped with
two vacuum valves (ACE Glass, Vineland, NJ) for gas handling
and connection to the vacuum line that was used to fill the cell
with gases while it was inside the evacuated sample compart-
ment of the spectrometer. The pressure of CO2 and formic acid
in the cell was approximately 2 Torr, and it was measured
precisely during the acquisition process with an MKS Baratron
pressure gauge (0−10 Torr). The spectral measurements were
performed using a Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrometer (KBr beam
splitter, Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector) in a
spectral range from 1000 to 4000 cm−1. The spectra were
measured with a resolution of 0.01−0.02 cm−1 with 30−50
scans using the Blackmann−Harris apodization function.
In the photochemical studies, a XeCl excimer laser (308 nm)

and a UV light source (340 nm, 160 W, E27 Omnilux Lamp)
were used to irradiate the powder TiO2 sample. In the case of
the XeCl pulse laser, the nonfocused beam (energy of 150 mJ/
pulse, 28 ns pulse length) was collimated through the SiO2
window directly onto the TiO2 surface. The 160 W UV lamp
source was positioned vertically through a quartz window (3 cm
diameter) to the sample cell, and the TiO2 surface was
irradiated through this window.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Photocatalytic Decomposition of Formic Acid on

Ti18O2 Using a XeCl Laser. Previous studies reported that
formic acid decomposes photocatalytically by first forming the
formate anion (eq 2)4,14 and then CO2 and H2O.

15 The

majority of the mechanism for the decomposition of formate is
still not well understood. The decomposition is assumed to
proceed by means of electron transfer to photogenerated
valence-band holes (h+, eq 3) and/or reaction with OH•

radicals (eq 4) produced from water and the formation of
CO2 (eq 5).16

+ → +− + •− +HCOO h COO H(ads) (3)

+ → +− • •−HCOO OH COO H O(ads) 2 (4)

→ +•− −COO CO e2 (5)

The reaction mechanisms become more complicated when the
side reactions of different species and their adsorption on the
TiO2 surface obscure the basic processes. The following FTIR
experiments with 18O-labeled TiO2 are intended to clarify the
involvement of the lattice oxygen atoms and defects in the
overall mechanism of the photocatalytic process.
The clean surface of Ti18O2 was placed in an evacuated cell

and then exposed to gaseous formic acid (10 Torr) for 24 h.
After this treatment, the partial pressure of formic acid was
reduced to 2 Torr. Figure 1 shows the FTIR absorption
spectrum of the gas phase over the Ti18O2 sample in the range

Table 1. List of Individual Isotopologue Lines Selected for
the Calibration

isotopologue wavenumber (cm−1) assignment (ν, J, KA, KC)

C16O2 2367.8776 ν3, R(26)e
C16O18O 2343.1041 ν3, R(15)e
C18O2 2300.71252 ν3, P(18)e
C16O 2172.7588 ν1, R(7)
C18O 2113.4055 ν1, R(5)
H2

16O 3606.9935 ν3, 514−615
H2

18O 3738.0241 ν3, 220−221

+ → ++ − +h HCOOH HCOO H(ads) (ads) (2)
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from 1000 to 4000 cm−1 before (a) and after irradiation (b) of
the Ti18O2 surface with the XeCl laser (8500 pulses). The
characteristic features of the rotational−vibrational bands for
the simple gaseous species were used to assign the IR
transitions according to the HITRAN database,13 where the
Lambert−Beer law was used to calculate partial pressures of the
individual components. The concentration of formic acid was
evaluated using the ν3 rotational−vibrational band of carbonyl
at approximately 1750 cm−1. High-resolution spectra between
1760.00 and 1762.25 cm−1 for nonirradiated (Figure 1C,
spectrum a) and irradiated (Figure 1C, spectrum b) samples
were nearly identical; only their intensities differed. There was
no evidence of the formation of formic acid isotopologues with
one or two 18O atoms in the gas phase, which shift the ν3 band.
These results mean that there was no desorption of any 18O-
labeled isotopologues of formic acid/formate from the Ti18O2
surface. Note that formic acid can migrate between different
surface-active sites of titania,17 and its desorption was observed
elsewhere at relatively low temperatures (below 250 K).14

Our gas-phase measurements are in good agreement with in
situ FTIR spectra of adsorbed formic acid/formate on different
TiO2 surfaces. According to literature data,4,18−21 formic acid/
formate molecules can adsorb in different ways. All three
proposed geometries (Figure 2) are based on interactions of
titanium atoms with formate oxygen atoms and no direct
interactions of lattice 18O with carbon atoms (and isotope
exchange).
Isotope exchange between oxygen atoms of formic acid

adsorbed on TiO2 surfaces and gaseous molecular oxygen 18O2
was observed by Liao et al.1 They recorded a shift of the
spectral band of adsorbed formic acid/formate from 1555 to

1548 cm−1 after the TiO2 surface was exposed to UV radiation
for 180 min in 10 Torr of 18O2; they interpreted this shift to
indicate the formation of formic acid/formate isotopologue(s)
with 18O atoms. Thermal desorption data from the
decomposition of HC16O16OH on the 18O-enriched
TiO2(110) surface also indicated that oxygen exchange
between the surface and the formic acid adlayer resulted in
significant amounts of 18O-containing products (carbon
monoxide, water, and formaldehyde).14

In this work, the TiO2 photocatalyst was surrounded by gas-
phase formic acid molecules and irradiated with the XeCl laser
(8500 pulses, 308 nm, fluence approximately 160 J cm−2). Note
that formic acid has no absorption band above 250 nm, and
only weak absorption of formate is expected.13 The
decomposition of formic acid occurred preferentially via
photoactivation of the TiO2. A detailed analysis of the observed
vibrational−rotational bands in the FTIR spectrum after
irradiation (Figure 1, spectra b) revealed the presence of
C16O2, C

16O18O, C18O2 (ν2 band at 2350 cm−1, Figure 3),
H2

16O, H2
18O (ν3 band at 3600 cm−1, Figure 4), and C16O,

C18O (ν1 band at 2150 cm−1, Figure 5) that were formed as
products of photocatalytic decomposition.

3.2. Photocatalytic Decomposition of Formic Acid on
Ti18O2 Using a 160 W UV Lamp. A continuous UV lamp was
used to irradiate TiO2 to measure the kinetics of the formation
of the individual isotopologues and eliminate the effects of the
high energy of the pulsed XeCl laser. Figure 6 shows the
decrease of the concentration of formic acid in the gas phase
during 70 min after irradiation (panel A) and the kinetics of the
decomposition products (panels B−D) that were monitored on
the basis of their absorption bands (Figures 1 and 3−5). The
kinetics of all reactions were measured in the gas phase. The
reaction rate was strongly influenced by the adsorption/
desorption processes and diffusion behavior because these
measurements were carried out in an unstirred cell.
Carbon dioxide C16O2 was the main impurity in the FTIR

spectrum of formic acid (Figure 2a). We did not find any
absorption lines from the C16O18O and C18O2 isotopologues
even when the TiO2 surface was exposed to a gaseous sample
for 140 h prior to irradiation. We assume that formic acid and/
or formate adsorbed on the surface of Ti18O2 partially blocked
the active sites and prevented spontaneous isotope exchange
between CO2 and lattice oxygens. During the irradiation of the
Ti18O2 surface with a UV lamp, all isotopologues of C16O18O
and C18O2 were formed (Figure 6). The formic acid/formate
decomposed and allowed the active sites to become available
for the adsorption of decomposition products such as CO2. It is
well-known that adsorbed CO2 readily exchanges oxygen atoms
with Ti18O2.

11 The isotope exchange and reactivity of adsorbed
CO2 during irradiation of Ti18O2 may be facilitated also by

Figure 1. High-resolution FTIR absorption spectra of formic acid in
the gas phase over the Ti18O2 surface in the range of 1000−4000 cm−1

(A) and details of the ν3 band of formic acid (B, C): nonirradiated
sample of formic acid (a) and sample with Ti18O2 irradiated by the
XeCl laser (308 nm, 8500 pulses, energy of 150 mJ/pulse) (b).

Figure 2. Formate adsorption on TiO2: monodentate species (a),
bidentate bridging species (b), and bidentate chelating species (c).
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formation of CO2
− with lower reduction potential in the

adsorbed state.22

Water is another product of the photocatalytic decom-
position of formic acid; its concentration increased slightly
during irradiation (Figure 6D). The abundances of the
individual isotopologues (96% for H2

16O and 4% for H2
18O)

were nearly constant (Figure 7), which suggests that the oxygen
atoms in the lattice were not involved in the formation of water.
Carbon monoxide C16O was a minor product formed during

the irradiation of TiO2 with a UV lamp (Figure 6C), but no
C18O was detected. In our previous study,11 we discovered that
CO does not react with oxygen in the lattice; instead, it bonds
directly with Ti atoms. In other words, there is no oxygen
exchange between CO and Ti18O2.
However, the C18O isotopologue was observed in experi-

ments with the XeCl laser (Figure 5b). The abundance of C18O
in the reaction mixture after the irradiation of TiO2 with 4500

laser pulses was 0.6%, which is significantly higher than the
usual abundance (0.2%) according to the HITRAN database.13

Trace concentrations of C18O can be formed by the two-
photon photolysis of C18O2 or C

16O18O (eq 6).23 In this case,
the oxygen atoms of the titania are not involved in the process,
and there is no interfacial isotope exchange.

3.3. Passivation with Water and Isotopic Exchange
between C16O2 and Ti18O2. Because most applications of
TiO2 involve a water-containing environment, there is
considerable interest in the effects of water on the chemistry
of simple organic molecules such as formic acid at TiO2
surfaces. Water has been observed to significantly affect the
photocatalytic decomposition of several compounds on TiO2.
In some cases, water can reduce catalytic activity through

Figure 3. (A) Rotation−vibration lines of the ν3 band of CO2 in the
spectral range 2270−2380 cm−1: CO2 standard with natural
abundances of oxygen isotopes (a), CO2 formed from formic acid
over the irradiated Ti18O2 surface (XeCl laser, 8500 pulses) (b), and
individual isotopologues from the HITRAN database13 simulated with
the Winproof program (c−e). (B) High-resolution FTIR spectrum
(2298−2302 cm−1) of the CO2 standard (a) and the CO2 formed from
formic acid over the irradiated Ti18O2 surface (XeCl laser, 8500
pulses) (b). Lines were assigned for all isotopologues.

Figure 4. Rotation−vibration lines of H2O isotopologues in the
spectral range 3380−3381 cm−1: H2O formed from formic acid over
the irradiated Ti18O2 surface (XeCl laser, 8500 pulses) (a), H2

16O (b)
and H2

18O (c) from the HITRAN database13 and simulated with the
Winproof program, and the pure water standard with natural
abundances of oxygen atoms (d). Transitions were assigned to the
fundamental ν3 band with rotational assignments in the J, KA, and KC
quantum numbers according to convention.

Figure 5. Rotation−vibration lines of the ν1 band of CO in the
spectral range 2000−2250 cm−1: CO standard with natural
abundances of oxygen isotopes (a), CO formed by irradiation of
HCOOH over the irradiated Ti18O2 surface (XeCl laser, 8500 pulses)
(b), and C18O isotopologue from the HITRAN database13 simulated
with the Winproof program (c).

→ + +2C O O C O C O O O16 18 18 16 16 18 (6)
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competitive adsorption with the reactant; in other cases, water
can accelerate a reaction through mechanisms that are not fully
understood yet.24,25

Our previous study11 showed that Ti18O2 can spontaneously
exchange oxygen atoms with the CO2, which is the major
product of the photocatalytic decomposition of formic acid.
Therefore, we studied the influence of water on isotope
exchange of CO2 in this work. The Ti18O2 powder was placed
in a cell and exposed to water (15.2 Torr) for 24 h. Then the
pressure was reduced to 0.1 Torr, and the cell was filled with
CO2 (1.8 Torr). Figure 8 shows the abundances of the
individual isotopologues of CO2 and H2O in the gas over the
nonirradiated Ti18O2. The spontaneous isotope exchange

between CO2 and the titania surface was limited; the relative
abundance of the C16O18O isotopologue (1−2%) was similar to
the natural values published in the HITRAN database.13 These
results demonstrate that water blocks the active sites on Ti18O2.
That is, water prevents CO2 adsorption and spontaneous
isotope exchange between CO2 and the titania surface. Finally,
the Ti18O2 surface was kept in the dark for 23.5 h, and then it
was irradiated with the XeCl laser. The laser irradiation (2000
pulses, energy of 150 mJ/pulse) accelerated the desorption of
water from TiO2, and the H2

18O/H2
16O isotopologue ratio

remained constant. This experiment was repeated with a higher
number of laser pulses (Figure 8b). The data show that the
CO2 in the gas phase was enriched with the C18O2
isotopologue. The laser radiation likely induced photo-
desorption or thermal desorption of water into the gas phase.
As a result, the binding sites on the TiO2 surface were available.
Then CO2 molecules adsorbed onto the titania, and light-
driven isotope exchange took place followed by spontaneous
exchange.
After Ti18O2 passivation by water in the previous experiment,

the cell was evacuated to 2 × 10−3 Torr for 120 min. Then the
cell was filled with CO2 (1.7 Torr), and the gas phase was
monitored using FTIR spectroscopy. Each FTIR spectrum was
accumulated from an average of five scans with a resolution of
0.02 cm−1. The intervals between the collection of consecutive
individual spectra were between 20 s and 1 h. The abundances
of the CO2 isotopologues in the first spectrum (immediately
after the addition of gaseous CO2) were consistent with the
natural abundances listed in the HITRAN database.13 The fast
spontaneous exchange of 18O atoms with the Ti18O2 surface
was observed subsequently (Figure 9). The abundance of the
C18O2 isotopologue with both exchanged oxygen atoms
significantly increased to ∼15% in the first 10 min and
remained nearly constant for 24 h (Figure 9 b). Similar
behavior was observed when freshly prepared TiO2, which was
heated at 450 °C in a vacuum (10−5 Torr) for 30 h in the
absence of water.

4. CONCLUSION
High-resolution FTIR spectroscopic measurements showed
that formic acid underwent photocatalytic decomposition over
Ti18O2, and CO2, CO, and H2O isotopologues containing 18O

Figure 6. Photocatalytic decomposition of formic acid on a Ti18O2
surface that was irradiated with a UV lamp (A) and the formation of
CO2 (B), CO (C), and H2O (D) isotopologues: partial pressures of
individual species in the gas phase.

Figure 7. Photocatalytic decomposition of formic acid on a Ti18O2
surface that was irradiated with a UV lamp: abundances of individual
isotopologues during irradiation.

Figure 8. Influence of water passivation (24 h by 15.2 Torr of water)
on the relative abundances of individual H2O and CO2 isotopologues
observed during spontaneous isotopic exchange of oxygen atoms
between the surface of Ti18O2 and H2O and CO2 followed by laser
irradiation of the titania surface (2000 pulses) (a) and during laser-
induced isotope exchange (b): sample 0, before irradiation; sample 1,
after irradiation with the XeCl laser (5000 pulses); sample 2, after
irradiation and spontaneous isotope exchange (2 h).
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atoms were formed. Formic acid does not exchange oxygen
atoms with the lattice oxygen atoms of Ti18O2 spontaneously
and/or during photocatalytic decomposition; moreover, it
blocks the active sites on the lattice. This blocking behavior
was demonstrated in an experiment where HCOOH was
adsorbed on a titania surface and no spontaneous exchange
occurred between C16O2 and Ti18O2. Adsorbed water also
inhibits the activity of the calcinated Ti18O2. When the surface
of the Ti18O2 with adsorbed HCOOH was irradiated with the
XeCl laser and the UV lamp, the main decomposition products
were C16O2, H2

16O, and C16O. The isotopologues C16O18O and
C18O2 are the products of the spontaneous exchange of oxygen
atoms between the C16O2 and the active sites on the Ti18O2
that became available during the irradiation of the surface by
UV photons. The C18O is a product of the UV decomposition
of the C16O18O or C18O2 that formed during the spontaneous
exchange process.
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Fourier-transform time-resolved spectroscopy of laser-induced breakdown of Cs vapor in a vacuum has been used
for the measurement of atomic Cs emission spectra in the 800–8000 cm−1 range with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1. The
6h and 7h levels of Cs are observed. The dipole transition matrix elements (transition probabilities, oscillator, and
line strengths) between the observed levels are calculated using quantum defect theory. © 2012 Optical Society
of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The spectrum of neutral Cs atom has become one of the most
important and well studied [1] due to a number of modern
atomic physics experiments involving atomic cesium, such
as the cooling and trapping of atoms, ultracold atom collisions
and the formation of cold molecules, and evidence for effects
of quantum electrodynamics and parity nonconservation, not
to mention the atomic Cs frequency standard.

The most complete compilation of Cs levels available in the
literature [1] includes the states with orbital angular momen-
tum l ≤ 4, but it lacks the levels with higher angular momenta.
Such high-l states are of interest for various problems of atomic
and molecular physics [2], such as the excitation and decay of
autoionizing states [3,4] or the extractionofmultipolemoments
and/or polarizabilities of ions from the high-l Rydberg electron
spectra of corresponding neutral atoms [5] obtained using pre-
cisemicrowave [6] or optical [7]measurements of high-l states.

Unlike the high-excited Rydberg levels, the low-excited
high-l states (for example, the nh series begins with the prin-
cipal quantum number n � 6) can be observed only in the in-
frared (IR) spectral range. Indeed, nh states are linked by
dipole transitions to n0g states, and the transition energy for
the minimal n0 � 5 is about 1330 cm−1 (n � 6) and 810 cm−1

(n � 7). This estimate is given according to the Rydberg for-
mula with zero quantum defects (the outer electron’s interac-
tion with the atomic core is weak in high-l states, so these
states have small quantum defects decreasing with l [5]).
The transitions between higher n; n0 lie below 600 cm−1.

The transitions in the spectral ranges mentioned above can
be observed by analyzing the light spectrum emitted from a
plasma created on the sample surface by laser radiation. The
corresponding technique, laser-induced breakdown spectro-
scopy (LIBS), is a versatile and sensitive probe for the detec-
tion and identification of trace substances. LIBS has many
practical advantages over the conventional methods of chemi-

cal analysis of elements and is consequently being considered
for a growing number of applications [8–12.

In this work LIBS is used together with time-resolved Four-
ier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy for recording Cs
emission spectra in the 800–8000 cm−1 range. From these spec-
tra one can extract the energies of some Cs levels involved in
the observed transitions. Although most of these energies are
available in literature with very good accuracy, our energy
values for 7p3

2
and 8p3

2
levels have smaller uncertainties.

A part of the above mentioned spectral region (the
1200–1600 cm−1 range) has beenmeasured for Cs in our recent
work [13] reporting the 6h Cs level energy that was previously
unknown. In this paper we have extended the measured range
to cover the 800–1200 cm−1 spectral region and determine the
7h Cs level energy. No experimental measurement of Cs IR
lines the 800–2500 cm−1 range is reported in literature or NIST
database [14]. To our knowledge, no alkali atom lines have
been experimentally measured in the 800–1600 cm−1 range
previously due to several problems. First, the HgCdTe (MCT)
detectors used in this range are not always characterized by
sensitivity and/or sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Second, the background blackbody radiation inside the spec-
trometer chamber (at laboratory temperature) decreases read-
ability of the spectra recorded in this domain. Third, as
mentioned above, the spectral lines in this spectral region
are due to transition from high-excited states and their com-
plex population dynamics requires using the time-resolution
technique for reliable recording of the emission spectra (see
our earlier works [15–17]). This work attempts to fill this
gap. In addition to our recent work [13] (where we have ob-
served seven Cs lines not reported previously), we report here
15 new Cs lines in the 800–1200 and 1600–2500 cm−1 ranges.
We also present the dipole transition matrix elements (transi-
tion probabilities, oscillator and line strengths) between the
observed levels calculatedusing quantumdefect theory (QDT).

1
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2. METHODS
A. Experimental
The sketch of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1.
Time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy was applied for observation
of the emission arising after the irradiation of a CsI target with
a pulsed nanosecond ArF (λ � 193 nm) laser. A high repeti-
tion rate ArF laser ExciStar S-Industrial V2.0 1000 (193 nm,
laser pulse width 12 ns, frequency 1 kHz) with 15 mJ pulse
energy was focused on a rotating and linearly traversing target
(CsI tablet) inside a vacuum chamber (average pressure
10−1 Torr). The IR emission of the laser plume was measured
in the probed area at axial distance L ranging from 1 to 9 mm
from the target. The emission from this area was focused into
the spectrometer by CaF2 (100 mm) or ZnSe (127 mm) lenses
(for 1600–7700 cm−1 or 800–1600 cm−1 spectral range, respec-
tively). Two different detectors (MCT and InSb) and two
beamsplitters (KBr and CaF2) were used to cover the whole
measured spectral range. The measurements were carried out
with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 for five values of the distance L:
1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm. The emission was observed in seven spec-
tral ranges: 800–1000, 1000–1300, 1200–1600, 1600–2000,
2000–3500, 4100–5000, and 5000–7700 cm−1.

The continuous scanning method was used for the mea-
surement of the time-resolved FTIR spectra. After each ArF
laser trigger point, several data points were sampled during
the continual movement of the interferometer mirror. The syn-
chronization of the laser ablation, which is the source of the
emission, with the signal acquisition requires a special tech-
nique. In the case of the common time-resolved FT measure-
ment, the time shifted signals from a detector are sampled at
each zero-crossing point of HeNe laser fringes. A complication
comes from the fact that the repetition rate of the lasers sui-
table for ablation experiments is lower then the frequency of
the HeNe laser fringes produced by the interferometer. There-
fore the laser pulse is triggered only in the chosen (every sec-
ond, third, or fourth, etc.) zero-cross point of the HeNe laser
fringes. As a result 1∕n of each time-resolved interferogram is
obtained after each scan [18]. The timing diagram is shown in
Fig. 2, where the time sequence corresponds to the case of
n � 3; several measurements were carried out with the divi-
der n � 4. An assembly of the n parts of the interferogram
sampled at the same time after the laser pulse provides the
complete interferogram. The output of this process is a set
of time-resolved interferograms (30–64).

Our system was designed using a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) processor. The main role of the FPGA processor
in our experiment was to initiate a laser pulse and AD trigger
signals (the signal for data collection from the detector)
synchronously with the HeNe laser fringe signals from the
spectrometer. The FPGA processor also controls the data
transmission from the digital input board to the PC. The width
of the ablation laser pulse can be preset, as well as the offset
value between the beginning of the laser pulse and the data
acquisition.

In the present experiments we used a 60 μs offset followed
by the 30 AD trigger acquisition signals covering a 30 μs
interval. The matrix of data signals corresponding to the
AD triggers is stored and Fourier-transformed. The acquired
interferograms were postzero filled using the OPUS Bruker
program [19] and subsequently corrected by subtracting the
blackbody background spectrum. The wavenumbers, line
widths, and their intensities were then obtained using the
OPUS peak picking procedure.

B. Line Identification and Dipole Transition Matrix
Elements
To record Cs spectra we studied the plasma formed by a laser
ablation of the cesium iodide CsI. To ensure that our plasma
spectra contained only Cs lines, we made a control measure-
mentwith a cesiumbromide (CsBr) target, which did not result
in appearing or disappearing of the spectral lines as compared
to the case of CsI. However, the SNRachieved for theCsI target
was better, so we report only the results of CsI ablation. We do
not expect any emissions from the halogen atoms for the fol-
lowing reason. The Cs levels from which the emission was re-
gistered have excitation energies not higher than∼30000 cm−1,
while the lowest excited levels (those fromwhich dipole radia-
tive transitions are possible) of the halogen atoms have much
higher energies [14]:∼64000 cm−1 (4s24p4�3P2�5s �2P� levels of
Br) and ∼56000 cm−1 (5s25p4�3P2�6s �2�2�� levels of I). So these
halogen atoms’ levels should be much less populated as com-
pared to the Cs levels so that no emission lines of I or Br are
expected in our ablation plasma spectra.

All the lines observed are classified as belonging to transi-
tions between the neutral Cs �5p6�nlj atom states. The transi-
tion between the states with the orbital angular momentum
l < 5 is easily identified using the available Cs level list [1,14].
However, since the �5p6�6h (l � 5) level has not been ob-
served previously, at first approximation we assumed it to
have very small quantum defect μ≃ 0.01 and used the
Rydberg formula:

E�nlj� � V ion −
Z2RCs

n�2 � V ion −
Z2RCs

�n − μlj�2
; (1)

where V ion � 31406.46766 cm−1 [1] stands for the ionization
potential of the Cs atom whose (5p6) core’s charge is Z � 1;
RCs � 109736.86254 cm−1 [1] is the mass-corrected Rydberg
constant for Cs.

However, this first approximation can have an error of or-
der of tens of cm−1. The only transition possible from the 6h
level can be to the 5g level, and the only line appearing in the
corresponding spectral region is the 1348.359 cm−1 line. To
ensure this line is indeed due to the 5g − 6h transition, we
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estimate its relative intensity. The same considerations apply
to the 6g–7h transition.

For an optically thin plasma at local thermal equilibrium
(LTE), the emission transition from an upper state k to a lower
state i has the intensity Iki proportional to the transition prob-
ability Aki and to the transition wavenumber νki:

Iki ∼ gkAkiνki exp
�
−

Ek

kBT

�
; (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the excitation tem-
perature, and Ek and gk are the energy and the degeneracy
factor of the upper state, respectively.

Since at the low pressures used in our experiment, the atom
concentration is low, we can consider our plasma to be opti-
cally thin. However, in the same conditions, some deviations
from LTE conditions can occur [20], but the Boltzmann distri-
bution of the atomic populations remains valid [21], although
with different temperatures of electrons and atoms [20]. This
means that even if the observed line intensities display some
deviations from the proportionality to the A-values, they
should describe the qualitative picture of the relative line in-
tensities well enough to assign the lines.

The Boltzmann plot made according to Eq. (2) is presented
in Fig. 3, displaying a typical example of calculating the
excitation temperature from tour data (e.g., for the
2000–3500 cm−1 range). The linear fitting gives the plasma

temperature T � 2250� 560 K. The uncertainty of T is small
enough to consider the Boltzmann population distribution
[Eq. (2)] to be valid for our experiment. The moderate distor-
tion of the Boltzmann plot from the straight line can be con-
sidered as an evidence that Aik values are be calculated with
enough accuracy (at least to confirm our line identifications).

The investigation of atomic emission in our LIBS experi-
ment is complicated by nonequilibrium and nonstationary
conditions of the plasma for the excited states [12]. In parti-
cular, the emission intensities of the spectral lines show a
complex dependence on the time delay τ after the ArF laser
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Timing diagram for the interleaved sampling. During the scan, the laser pulse and the AD trigger sampling are induced with a
rate of 1∕n times of the HeNe laser fringe frequency. The complete interferograms are obtained after n scans (n � 3 here).
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pulse shot (see Fig. 5 below). So the use of the time-resolved
scheme is essential in our experiment. For analyzing the ex-
citation temperature, there is no good substitute for calculat-
ing T separately for each distance L between the probed area
and the target surface and delay time τ after the laser shot. We
cannot identify any dependence that could simplify such an
analysis. There are hints in the data at some rich dynamics
in the plasma that cause T to evolve in some complex way
as a function of time and location, but the uncertainties in
T as measured (300…600 K) are too great to explore those
dynamics in detail.

The dipole matrix elements required for knowledge of Aki

were calculated using single-channel QDT [22–24]. This tech-
nique is quite similar to the FMP method used in our previous
papers (see, e.g., [16]) with the radial wavefunction of nlj state
given in terms of Whittaker functions by

Rnlj�r� �
Z1∕2

r n�

�Ξl�E�nlj��
Πl�n��

�
1∕2

Wn�;l	1∕2

�
2Zr
n�

�

×
�
Γ�l	 1	 n��Γ�n� − l�

�
1	 ∂μlj�n��

∂n�

��
−1∕2

; (3)

where the effective principal quantum number n� is con-
nected to the energy level E�nlj� and quantum defect μlj via
the Rydberg formula [Eq. (1)]. The functions Ξl�E�nlj�� and
Πl�n�� in Eq. (3) are connected with an interpolation of the
quantum defect function μlj�n�� [24]. The core polarization ef-
fects were taken into account according to [25].

The adequacy of the QDT approximation was tested by
comparison the dipole matrix elements for 6s–np transitions
with the values from the NIST database [14] and with ab initio

Dirac–Hartree–Fock calculations [26]. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1, where the line strengths (S-values) are
listed; these S-values are the squared reduced dipole matrix
elements given in [26]. The maximal discrepancy between
our and NIST values was about 25% for 6s–6p transitions; for
transitions involving higher principal quantum numbers, the
discrepancy is considerably lower. This comparison shows
the QDT technique to be adequate for the calculation of matrix
elements of the transition between the levels observed in the
present experiment

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A part of the recorded Cs emission spectrum is shown in Fig. 4
without subtraction of the background blackbody radiation
signal component. The list of the observed lines with their
parameters and identification is presented in Table 2. Since
the measurements were done in seven spectral ranges,
800–1000, 1000–1300, 1200–1600, 1600–2000, 2000–3500,
4100–5000, and 5000–7700 cm−1, intensity values have the
same scale only for lines within the same range of wave-
numbers. All the uncertainties in the tables below are given
in round brackets after the corresponding values and should
be treated as their rightmost significant digits; e.g., 123.4(56)
means 123.4� 5.6.

As mentioned above, the intensities of the emission lines
display a complex nonmonotonic behavior as functions of
the time delay τ after the ArF laser pulse shot. These depen-
dencies, or the time profiles of the emission lines, have max-
ima at different delay times τ ranging from about 10 to 20 μs.
Some examples of time profiles of the observed lines are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The dependence of the time profiles on the

Table 1. Comparison Of QDT-Calculated S-Values of Cs (this work) With The Experimental And ab initio
Dirac–Hartree–Fock (DHF) Calculation Results Listed In [26] And The NIST Database [14] (for the 6s − np

and 6p − 5d transitions)

npj level 6s1
2
− npj 8s1

2
− npj

This work DHF [26] NIST [14] This work DHF [26]

6p1
2

1.655 × 101 2.015 × 101 2.023 × 101 9.711 × 10−1 1.055 × 100

6p3
2

3.301 × 101 3.999 × 101 4.009 × 101 1.963 × 100 2.137 × 100

7p1
2

6.829 × 10−2 7.618 × 10−2 7.59 × 10−2 8.375 × 101 8.558 × 101

7p3
2

2.981 × 10−1 3.434 × 10−1 3.44 × 10−1 1.911 × 102 1.96 × 102

8p1
2

5.467 × 10−3 6.561 × 10−3 5.22 × 10−3 3.098 × 102 3.136 × 102

8p3
2

4.271 × 10−2 4.752 × 10−2 4.44 × 10−2 5.915 × 102 5.983 × 102

9p1
2

9.662 × 10−4 1.849 × 10−3 1.04 × 10−3 3.002 × 100 3.038 × 100

9p3
2

1.284 × 10−2 1.613 × 10−2 1.33 × 10−2 8.693 × 100 8.815 × 100

10p1
2

2.522 × 10−4 2.209 × 10−3 2.64 × 10−4 4.465 × 10−1 4.02 × 10−1

10p3
2

5.455 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−2 5.21 × 10−3 1.513 × 100 1.341 × 100

11p1
2

8.352 × 10−5 1.156 × 10−3 9.16 × 10−5 1.388 × 10−1 1.211 × 10−1

11p3
2

2.825 × 10−3 7.225 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 5.166 × 10−1 4.449 × 10−1

12p1
2

3.254 × 10−5 6.76 × 10−4 3.93 × 10−5 6.065 × 10−2 5.198 × 10−2

12p3
2

1.66 × 10−3 4.489 × 10−3 1.59 × 10−3 2.404 × 10−1 2.034 × 10−1

13p1
2

1.429 × 10−5 4.41 × 10−4 1.79 × 10−5 3.212 × 10−2 2.723 × 10−2

13p3
2

1.063 × 10−3 3.025 × 10−3 1.04 × 10−3 1.331 × 10−1 1.116 × 10−1

14p1
2

6.881 × 10−6 2.89 × 10−4 8.86 × 10−6 1.923 × 10−2 1.613 × 10−2

14p3
2

7.256 × 10−4 2.116 × 10−3 6.28 × 10−4 8.239 × 10−2 6.864 × 10−2

15p1
2

3.564 × 10−6 2.25 × 10−4 3.4 × 10−6 1.252 × 10−2 1.04 × 10−2

15p3
2

5.185 × 10−4 1.521 × 10−3 3.9 × 10−4 5.498 × 10−2 4.537 × 10−2

6pj level 6pj − 5d3
2

6pj − 5d5
2

This work NIST [14] This work NIST [14]
6p1

2
4.88 × 101 4.92 × 101

6p3
2

1.00 × 101 9.97 9.21 × 101 9.84 × 101

7

8

9
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distance L between the probed area at the target surface is
shown in Fig. 6. Note that for the closest distance L � 1 mm,
we observed quite high noise in the measured spectra. This is
probably due to thermal radiation from the target heated by
the laser pulses.

A nonmonotonic decay of the emission intensity shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 could be due to the complex population kinetics
of the atomic Cs states in the ablation plasma and the transfer
processes in ablation products [27,28]. While complete under-
standing of the time profiles is not necessary for the main re-
sults of this work, it seems possible that the profiles may vary
with τ and L in a way that might be useful if one wished to
investigate in detail the dynamics of the plasma [29].

The energies Ek of the levels involved in the corresponding
transitions can be extracted from the measured νki values. The
procedure for extracting the energy values for the levels in-
volved in the observed transitions is briefly described in

Fig. 4. A part of the recorded Cs emission spectrum (without sub-
traction of the background blackbody radiation signal component).

Table 2. Cs IR Line Wavenumbers νki, Intensities Iki, SNRs, FWHMs, And Oscillator Strengths f ik For The

Observed Lines. Each of the seven spectral ranges, 800–1000, 1000–1300, 1200–1600, 1600–2000, 2000–3500,

4100–5000, and 5000–7700 cm−1, has its own scale of arbitrary units for the emission intensity Iki. Only the

fractional parts are given for the NIST wavenumber values. The oscillator strengths f ki are calculated using the

QDT technique [Eq. (3)]

νki�cm−1�, this work νki�cm−1�, NIST [1] Iki (arb. u.) SNR FWHM (cm−1) Identification f ki

642.439(10) 2.29 × 104 2.88 0.099(37) 7p3
2
− 6d3

2
3.13 × 10−2

685.289(8) 2.31 × 104 5.26 0.056(21) 7p3
2
− 6d5

2
3.03 × 10−1

810.050(16) 2.99 × 104 4.24 0.105(43) 6g − 7h 2.91
823.478(5) 9.23 × 104 6.95 0.072(16) 7p1

2
− 6d3

2
3.98 × 10−1

839.938(10) 2.14 × 104 6.47 0.066(25) 5f 5
2
− 8d3

2
2.87 × 10−1

851.739(10) 8.82 × 103 3.81 0.051(17) 5f 7
2
− 8d5

2
3.02 × 10−1

902.367(16) 1.41 × 105 1.42 0.014(7) 7d5
2
− 5f 7

2
1.25

923.437(11) 9.51 × 104 1.55 0.030(16) 7d3
2
− 5f 5

2
1.33

1119.152(2) 1.12 × 104 3.52 0.081(18) 8p3
2
− 9s1

2
4.87 × 10−1

1201.816(8) 6.84 × 103 5.35 0.083(20) 8p1
2
− 9s1

2
4.63 × 10−1

1348.359(2) 6.21 × 103 8.85 0.043(7) 5g − 6h 3.04
1381.126(3) 5.12 × 102 3.35 0.041(12) 5f 5

2
− 6g7

2
1.13

1381.277(8) 1.52 × 103 2.38 0.038(32) 5f 7
2
− 6g9

2
1.30

1391.662(8) 4.80 × 103 4.29 0.089(26) 8s1
2
− 8p1

2
6.55 × 10−1

1474.332(6) 9.68 × 103 6.91 0.105(19) 8s1
2
− 8p3

2
1.32

1575.605(8) 3.28 × 103 5.58 0.067(25) 4f 5
2
− 7d3

2
1.34 × 10−1

1596.726(7) 4.29 × 103 5.90 0.062(15) 4f 7
2
− 7d5

2
1.40 × 10−1

1840.348(5) 1.26 × 106 4.60 0.110(18) 6d5
2
− 4f 7

2
8.23 × 10−1

1883.397(3) 6.63 × 106 24.6 0.114(8) 6d3
2
− 4f 5

2
8.79 × 10−1

2031.380(14) 7.08 × 104 3.71 0.105(47) 8p3
2
− 8d5

2
2.82 × 10−1

2102.423(12) 6.15 × 104 6.12 0.099(37) 8p1
2
− 8d3

2
2.63 × 10−1

2370.750(5) 6.58 × 103 10.5 0.037(19) 7p3
2
− 8s1

2
3.44 × 10−1

2535.825(5) .8272(160) 5.99 × 103 3.71 0.046(8) 4f 5
2
− 5g7

2
1.32

2536.011(2) .0113(160) 8.05 × 103 5.06 0.051(5) 4f 7
2
− 5g9

2
1.29

2551.800(6) .8036(30) 3.35 × 103 8.75 0.066(33) 7p1
2
− 8s1

2
3.25 × 10−1

2766.948(4) .9518(240) 1.00 × 105 12.9 0.063(2) 6p3
2
− 5d3

2
2.11 × 10−2

2864.529(1) .5377(300) 3.52 × 105 4.29 0.092(3) 6p3
2
− 5d5

2
2.00 × 10−1

3229.818(7) .818(30) 2.77 × 104 5.12 0.064(10) 7s1
2
− 7p1

2
4.97 × 10−1

3320.984(1) .992(30) 2.96 × 105 9.71 0.107(4) 6p1
2
− 5d3

2
2.46 × 10−1

3410.862(4) .868(30) 5.27 × 104 5.62 0.059(5) 7s1
2
− 7p3

2
1.01

4122.382(5) .3801(60) 7.56 × 104 9.68 0.055(28) 7p3
2
− 7d5

2
2.80 × 10−1

4282.499(4) .5017(90) 3.02 × 105 4.29 0.084(8) 7p1
2
− 7d3

2
2.68 × 10−1

4339.464(10) .4733(50) 5.07 × 104 3.93 0.038(23) 6d5
2
− 5f 7

2
5.12 × 10−2

4382.478(12) .4894(50) 1.71 × 104 3.70 0.097(40) 6d3
2
− 5f 5

2
4.73 × 10−2

4964.280(12) .2659(50) 1.48 × 104 5.26 0.082(36) 7p3
2
− 9s1

2
2.76 × 10−2

6803.221(5) .2186(21) 1.52 × 106 5.37 0.081(4) 6p3
2
− 7s1

2
1.93 × 10−1

7173.343(14) .3044(22) 2.93 × 104 4.01 0.068(42) 7s1
2
− 8p1

2
9.11 × 10−3

7266.091(14) .0848(30) 4.58 × 104 3.65 0.123(54) 5d3
2
− 7p1

2
2.15 × 10−2

7349.552(6) .5497(30) 4.56 × 104 2.80 0.056(25) 5d5
2
− 7p3

2
2.12 × 10−2

7357.260(6) .2644(30) 6.77 × 105 3.15 0.085(12) 6p1
2
− 7s1

2
1.79 × 10−1
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our previous paper [16]. The extracted Ek values coincide
within the calculated uncertainties with the level values taken
from NIST [1,14]. The latter have far higher precision apart
from the 7p3

2
and 8p3

2
levels, for which we report values with

a slightly lower uncertainty. These values, together with the
newly reported h-level energies, are presented in Table 3.
Our spectral resolution does not allow us to resolve the fine
structure of the 6h level. Indeed, the fine-structure separation
of h levels should be less than that of g levels. The latter is
quite low, while the 5f level has fine separation of about
0.15 cm−1 [1], and it is clearly seen from the our measured wa-
venumbers (see Table 2).

Some of the measured lines (for instance, 6803.221 and
7357.26 cm−1) display a hyperfine structure like that shown
in the Fig. 7. Note that no hyperfine structure has been men-
tioned previously in the Cs IR line list [1] where these lines’
wavenumbers are reported with a comparatively high preci-
sion (of about 0.002–0.01 cm−1).

Since, to the authors’ knowledge, the dipole transition ma-
trix elements are available only for the transitions listed in
Table 1, in this work we make QDT-calculations of these ma-
trix elements (oscillator strengths f ik) for the observed transi-
tions in Table 2.

4. CONCLUSION
Using FTIR spectroscopy of a plasma formed by ablation of a
CsI target by a pulsed nanosecond ArF laser in a vacuum, we
report the IR spectrum of atomic cesium in the 800–8000 cm−1

region. We have substantially extended the spectral range (as
compared to the 1200–1600 cm range measured in our recent
work [13]). No spectra of alkali metals were measured pre-
viously in the 800–1200 cm−1 domain. The recorded spectra
allowed us to extract the excitation energy of 5p6 7h state
of Cs (in addition to the 5p6 6h level reported in our recent
paper [13]), which has not been measured before. The other
Cs levels extracted from the observed lines are in good agree-
ment with NIST Atomic Spectra Database. We also calculate
the probabilities of transitions for the observed lines. We show
an asymmetric and multiple-peak behavior of the emission in-
tensity as a function of the time delay after the ablating laser
shot and of the distance between the probed area and the tar-
get surface. While complete understanding of the time profiles
is not necessary for the main results of this work, it seems
possible that the profiles may vary with time and location in
a way that might be useful if one wished to investigate in detail
the dynamics of the plasma.
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Table 3. Energy Values Ek Of The Cs I Levels

Involved In The Observed Transitions

Term Ek�cm−1� NIST values

7h 29162.472(43)
6h 28356.426(45)
8p3

2
25791.480(12) .508(30)

7p3
2

21946.395(14) .397(26)
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Fig. 7. The 6p3
2
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2
doublet lines of Cs. The hyperfine components

are fitted to Gaussian shape (normal curve), and the parameters of
the averaged line (bold curves) are calculated according to the
authors’ previous work [30].
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ABSTRACT

Context. The infrared (IR) range is becoming increasingly important to astronomical studies of cool or dust-obscured objects, such as
dwarfs, disks, or planets, and in the extended atmospheres of evolved stars. A general drawback of the IR spectral region is the much
lower number of atomic lines available (relative to the visible and ultraviolet ranges).
Aims. We attempt to obtain new laboratory spectra to help us identify spectral lines in the IR. This may result in the discovery of new
excited atomic levels that are difficult to compute theoretically with high accuracy, hence can be determined solely from IR lines.
Methods. The K vapor was formed through the ablation of the KI (potassium iodide) target by a high-repetition-rate (1.0 kHz) pulsed
nanosecond ArF laser (λ = 193 nm, output energy of 15 mJ) in a vacuum (10−2 Torr). The time-resolved emission spectrum of the
neutral atomic potassium (K i) was recorded in the 700–7000 cm−1 region using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy technique
with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1. The f -values calculated in the quantum-defect theory approximation are presented for the transitions
involving the reported K i levels.
Results. Precision laboratory measurements are presented for 38 K i lines in the infrared (including 25 lines not measured previously
in the laboratory) range using time-resolved Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The 6g, 6h, and 7h levels of K i are observed for
the first time, in addition to updated energy values of the other 23 K i levels and the f -values for the transitions involving these levels.
Conclusions. The recorded wave numbers are in good agreement with the data from the available solar spectrum atlases. Nevertheless,
we correct their identification for three lines (1343.699, 1548.559, and 1556.986 cm−1).

Key words. atomic data – line: identification – methods: laboratory – infrared: general – techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

Understanding the chemical evolution of our Galaxy requires
the determination of the element abundances in stars of different
metallicities. Potassium is an odd-Z element that is mainly pro-
duced in massive stars by explosive oxygen burning (see Zhang
et al. 2006b, and references therein).

An analysis of K abundances of 58 metal-poor stars (Zhang
et al. 2006b) found that the dependence of [K/Fe] versus [Fe/H]
agrees with the theoretical predictions of the chemical evolution
models of the Galaxy. The spectroscopic determination of potas-
sium abundances in metal-poor stars is difficult to obtain only
because the resonance doublet (K i at 7665 Å and 7699 Å) lines
are available in this analysis; moreover, these K i lines are often
blended with very strong telluric O2 lines.

Since it is one of the most important references in astronomy,
the solar spectrum forms the basis of the description of the chem-
ical evolution of our Galaxy. An analysis of the absorption lines
found in the solar spectrum provides detailed information about
the isotopic and elemental abundance distribution of a very large
number of elements found in the solar system (Lodders 2003).

One of the most important problems of atmospheric line
formation, is the assumption of local thermodynamic equi-
librium (LTE), which is usually applied to the computation
of atomic populations and radiative transfer (Gehren et al.
2001). Non-local thermal equilibrium (NLTE) occurs under high

temperatures and low pressures, when the photon absorption rate
exceeds the atom-electron collision rate. These conditions occur,
for example, in metal-poor stars where electron collisions have
lower rates because the free electron density is correlated with
metal abundance (Gehren et al. 2001).

The level populations of the atoms with low ionization po-
tentials are particularly sensitive to deviations from LTE. As
for other atoms with one electron in the outermost shell, K i
has one of the lowest ionization energies (4.34 eV) in the pe-
riodic system. Neutral sodium constitutes approximately 0.7%
of the sodium atoms under the conditions of the solar photo-
sphere, whereas neutral potassium represents only 0.1%. The
photospheric solar potassium abundance based on the theoreti-
cal NLTE model atmospheres is log ε�(K) = 5.12± 0.03 (Zhang
et al. 2006a); the Fe abundance is also calculated by account-
ing for NLTE (Gehren et al. 2001). There are several stellar
atmosphere models that predict different photospheric/coronal
abundance ratios as a function of ionization potential. Hence,
K i abundance can be used to test these models for differ-
ent stars. For instance, CORONAS-F solar spacecraft measure-
ments (Sylwester et al. 2010) yielded possible values of the
coronal abundance of K with a peak at log ε�(K) = 5.86 and
a half-peak range of 5.63–6.09. The latter measurements were
based on the resonant line of the He-like K (K xviii) ion in the
X-ray range.
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In addition to the optical, UV, and X-ray ranges, the infrared
(IR) range is becoming increasingly important to astronomical
research, for instance in studies of dust-obscured objects and in-
terstellar clouds, cool objects such as dwarfs, disks, or planets
and the extended atmospheres of evolved stars, including objects
at cosmological distances from the Earth (Kerber et al. 2009).

The IR spectrum of the most studied object, the Sun, has
been recorded from the ground (Wallace et al. 1996) and the
stratosphere (Goldman et al. 1996), but, even in the atmospheric
window regions, the recorded spectra contain many telluric at-
mosphere absorption lines. Pure solar IR spectra were recorded
by the ATMOS (Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy)
Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) during four Space Shuttle
missions (Farmer et al. 1989) in the 600–4800 cm−1 range at a
resolution of 0.01 cm−1 (R = λ/Δλ ∼ 6 × 104–5 × 105). A more
recent program, the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment with a
space-borne FTS (ACE-FTS), has been performed on board a
SCISAT-1 satellite (Hase et al. 2010). The ACE solar atlas covers
the 700–4430 cm−1 frequency range at a resolution of 0.02 cm−1
(R ∼ 2 × 104–2 × 105).

The current space-born spectrographs performing IR studies
of objects other than the Sun, have lower spectral resolutions.
The Spitzer Space Telescope has a resolution of R ∼ 600 in
the λ = 10–37 micron range (Houck et al. 2004); the AKARI
satellite (Murakami et al. 2007) is equipped with a Far-Infrared
Surveyor (FTS with resolution Δν = 0.19 cm−1) and a near-
and mid-IR camera with a resolution of up to Δλ = 0.0097 mi-
crons (R ∼ 100–1000). Nevertheless, the forthcoming spatial
and airborne telescopes are expected to have a much higher res-
olution. For instance, the airborne Stratospheric Observatory For
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) (Gehrz et al. 2009) is planned to
be complemented with the Echelon-cross-Echelle Spectrograph
(EXES) with a resolution of R ∼ 105 in the wavelength region
of 4.5 to 28.3 microns (Richter et al. 2010). The future SPace
Infrared telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA)
(Goicoechea et al. 2011) will carry a mid-IR, high resolution
spectrometer (MIRHES) operating in the 4–18 micron range
with a spectral resolution of R ∼ 3 × 104.

The great advantages of Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), such as its constant high resolution and
energy throughput, have made the IR spectral region more ac-
cessible for laboratory spectral measurements (Nilsson 2009).
Nevertheless, the powerful capacities of IR astronomy, in-
cluding the existing VLT with CRyogenic Infra-Red Echelle
Spectrograph, (CRIRES) and the future ground-based (e.g., E-
ELT) or satellite-borne (e.g., Gaia, 0.33–1.05 micron range)
IR telescopes, cannot be fully utilized without detailed spec-
troscopic information on atomic line features (in particular,
wavelengths and oscillator strengths) in the IR region (Biémont
1994; Grevesse & Noels 1994; Pickering 1999; Jorissen 2004;
Johansson 2005; Pickering et al. 2011).

A general drawback of the IR spectral region is the much
lower number of atomic and ionic lines available (relative to the
visible and ultraviolet ranges) (Ryde 2010). Modern laboratory
spectral features are lacking for most elements with wavelengths
longer than 1 micron (Wahlgren 2011). On the other hand, at-
lases of stellar spectra often provide only a short list of identi-
fied lines (Lobel 2011). Even in the solar IR atlas (Hase et al.
2010), there are a number of lines with doubtful or missing
identifications.

New laboratory spectra may help us to identify spectral
lines in IR and potentially discover new excited atomic levels.
These levels are difficult to compute with high accuracy the-
oretically, hence they can be determined solely from IR lines

(Wahlgren 2011). The inclusion of additional atomic lines and
higher energy levels will increase the reliability of astrophysi-
cal calculations such as stellar atmosphere models. For instance,
modern analyses of solar chemical compositions (Asplund et al.
2009) measure substantially lower metallicities than determined
two decades ago. The use of high-resolution solar spectra (Hase
et al. 2010) for the computation of the Sun’s irradiance spectrum
is still in its initial stage of development (Kurucz 2011).

The above-mentioned development of IR astronomy, to-
gether with the lack of high-resolution laboratory data for
atomic spectral features, illustrates the importance of report-
ing new IR atomic lines, highly-excited levels, and oscilla-
tor strengths. For instance, the identification of IR atomic
lines may be used for reliable temperature, gravity, and abun-
dance analyses for a wide range of ultra-cool dwarfs, from
M dwarf stars to brown dwarfs as well as extra-solar giant plan-
ets (Lyubchik et al. 2004). A comparison of these atomic lines
with computed profiles can be used as key diagnostics of ultra-
cool dwarf atmospheres (Lyubchik et al. 2007). Laboratory-
measured manganese IR line features were used to determine
the Mn abundance in the atmospheres of the Sun, Arcturus, and
a dwarf (Blackwell-Whitehead et al. 2011). Together with the
molecular IR bands, atomic (includingK i) IR lines provide good
diagnostics for a self-consistent pure-infrared spectral classifi-
cation scheme in most cases for both L and T dwarfs (McLean
et al. 2003). The investigation of the gravity-sensitive features
of atomic (including K i) IR line features was used as a way to
distinguish between young and old brown dwarfs (McGovern
et al. 2004). Even without a direct application to the stellar at-
mosphere and abundance models, information on atomic spec-
tral features is in constant demand from the astrophysical com-
munity (Raassen et al. 1998; Blackwell-Whitehead et al. 2005;
Wallace & Hinkle 2007; Brown et al. 2009; Wallace & Hinkle
2009; Deb & Hibbert 2010; Thorne et al. 2011).

Parts of the spectra in the 800–1800 cm−1 (12.5–5.6microns)
range are difficult to observe from the ground owing to the heavy
contamination of the spectrum by telluric absorption lines. This
infrared spectrum represents a great challenge for laboratory ob-
servations of new, unknown infrared atomic transitions involving
atomic levels with a high orbital momentum (Civiš et al. 2011b)
and their comparison with the available stellar (e.g., solar) spec-
tra. An attempt to fill this gap for K i is made in the present paper.

After K i spectrum measurements were made by Risberg
(1956) in the 0.3101–1.1772 μm range a half of century ago,
potassium IR lines were reported by Johansson & Svendenius
(1972) who extended the measurements up to 3.735 μm and
by Litzen (1970) who reported the 5g-levels of K i from his mea-
surement of 4.0169 μm line. In these hollow-cathode measure-
ments, no lines with longer wavelengths were recorded, nor was
emission from ng (with n > 5) or nh-levels observed. Here, we
report the results of a FTIR spectroscopy study of K i transi-
tions in the following IR ranges: 1.4–2.5, 2.7–5.0, 5.9–9.1 and
11.1–14.3 microns.

2. Method

Time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy was applied to observing the
emission arising after the irradiation of a potassium iodine (KI)
target with a pulsed nanosecond ArF (λ = 193 nm) laser. A
high-repetition-rate ArF laser ExciStar S-Industrial V2.0 1000
(193 nm, laser pulse width 12 ns, frequency 1 kHz) with 15 mJ
pulse energy was focused on a rotating and linearly traversing
target (CsI tablet) with a vacuum chamber (average pressure
10−1 Torr). The IR emission of the laser plume was measured
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram for the interleaved sampling. During the scan,
the laser pulse and the AD trigger sampling are induced with a rate of
1/n times of the He–Ne laser fringe frequency. The complete interfero-
grams are obtained after n scans (n = 3 here).

in the probed area at an axial distance of L = 9 mm from the tar-
get. The emission from this area was focused into the spectrom-
eter by CaF2 (100 mm) or ZnSe (127 mm) lenses (for the 1600–
7700 cm−1 or 800–1600 cm−1 spectral ranges, respectively). Two
different detectors (MCT and InSb) and two beamsplitters (KBr
and CaF2) were used to cover the measured spectral range. The
measurements were performed with a resolution of 0.017 cm−1.

The continuous scanning method was used to measure the
time-resolved FTIR spectra. After each ArF laser trigger point,
several data points were sampled during the continual movement
of the interferometer mirror. The synchronization of the laser
ablation, which is the source of the emission, with the signal ac-
quisition requires a special technique. In the case of the common
time-resolved FT measurement, the time-shifted signals from a
detector are sampled at each zero-crossing point of the HeNe
laser fringes. A complication is that the repetition rate lasers suit-
able for ablation experiments is lower then the frequency of the
HeNe laser fringes produced by the interferometer. Therefore,
the laser pulse is triggered only in the chosen (every second,
third, or fourth etc.) zero-cross point of the HeNe laser fringes.
As a result, 1/n of each time-resolved interferogram is obtained
after each scan Kawaguchi et al. (2005). The timing diagram is
shown in Fig. 1, where the time sequence corresponds to the case
of n = 3; several measurements were performed with the divider
n = 4. An assembly of the n parts of the interferogram sampled
at the same time after the laser pulse provides the complete in-
terferogram. The output of this process is a set of time-resolved
interferograms (30–64).

Our system was designed using a field programable gate
array (FPGA) processor. The main role of the FPGA proces-
sor in our experiment was to initiate a laser pulse and AD
trigger signals (the signal for data collection from the detec-
tor) synchronously with the He–Ne laser fringe signals from
the spectrometer. The FPGA processor also controls the data

transmission from the digital input board to the PC. The width
of the ablation laser pulse, as well as the offset value between
the beginning of the laser pulse and the data acquisition, can be
preset.

In the present experiments, we used a 60 μs offset followed
by the 30 AD trigger acquisition signals covering a 30 μs in-
terval. The matrix of data signals corresponding to the AD
triggers was stored and Fourier-transformed. The acquired in-
terferograms were post-zerofilled using the OPUS Bruker pro-
gram OPUS (2010) and subsequently corrected by subtracting
the blackbody background spectrum. The wavenumbers, line
widths, and their intensities were then obtained using the OPUS
peak picking procedure. For more details of the experimen-
tal setup, we refer to our previous papers (Civiš et al. 2010a;
Kawaguchi et al. 2008).

The use of the time-resolved scheme is essential because the
emission intensities of the spectral lines depend on the time de-
lay after the ArF laser pulse shot. The maxima of time profiles
of the emission lines arise at different delay times τ � 3–10 μs,
hence one should examine a wide time-domain range (0–30 μs)
to avoid missing a line in the resulting spectra. The intensities re-
ported in Table 1 below were obtained as the emission values at
the time profile maxima. This non-monotonic decay of the emis-
sion intensity could be due to the complex population kinetics of
the atomic K i states in the ablation plasma.

Such a complex system was not solely used to excite the
spectrum of a neutral atom. Although inexpensive potassium
hollow cathode lamps are commercially available, they are appa-
ratuses of quite moderate power used mostly with visible range
optics. Their usage in the IR requires substantial modifications
(e.g., IR optics and windows). We note that previous hollow-
cathode studies of the K i spectrum did not report many of the
IR lines that are listed in this work. In addition, our scheme was
designed to perform measurements of the IR spectra of several
targets, not solely potassium (see our previous results, Civiš et al.
2010a; Civiš et al. 2010b, 2011b).

In this paper we record FTIR spectra in the five spectral
ranges of 700–900, 1100–1700, 2000–3700, 4100–5000 and
5000–7000 cm−1 (11–14, 5.9–9.1, 2.7–5.0, 2.0–2.4 and 1.4–
2.0 μm, respectively). An InSb detector was used for all spec-
tral domains except the 700–900 and 1100–1700 cm−1 domain,
where an MCT detector was used. All of the observed emission
lines were classified as to transitions between 3p6 nl j K i levels
with n = 3...7 and l = 0...4. No halogen (Cl, Br, F or I) lines were
observed in the recorded emission spectra. The spectral resolu-
tion was either 0.1 cm−1 (four scans, higher signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N)) or 0.017 cm−1 (one scan, lower S/N). The acquired inter-
ferogramswere post-zerofilled (zero filling 2, trapezoid apodiza-
tion function, for details see, e.g., the book by Stuart 2004) using
Bruker OPUS software and subsequently corrected by subtract-
ing the blackbody background spectrum.

The results of the line measurement and assignment are pre-
sented in Table 1. The wavenumbers, line widths, and their in-
tensities (as well as the uncertainties in these quantities) were
obtained by fitting a Lorentzian line shape.

To identify the observed lines, we assumed that, under LTE
conditions and negligible self-absorption (optically thin plasma),
the intensity of a spectral line due to radiative transition from
the upper state |k〉 to the lower state |i〉 is proportional to the
line strength S ik, which is related to the oscillator strength fik

according to S ik =
3�e2gi

2meωik
fik (Larsson 1983), where ωik is 2π

multiplied by the transition frequency, gi is the degeneracy fac-
tor of the lower level, and me and e are the electron mass and
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Table 1. K i lines and their identification.

Present work Other measurementsa

Wavenumber Wavelength Intensity S/N HWHM Identification Laborat. ACE [3]b

(cm−1) (μm) (arb. units) (cm−1)
729.694(8) 13.7006 1.41 × 104 5.32 0.057(26) 4d 3

2
–4f 5

2

730.755(6) 13.6807 1.10 × 104 5.04 0.048(37) 4d 5
2
–4f 7

2

795.575(16) 12.5661 5.98 × 103 3.34 0.049(60) 7s 1
2
–7p 1

2

800.081(12) 12.4953 1.15 × 104 5.38 0.047(32) 7s 1
2
–7p 3

2

809.189(12) 12.3547 2.15 × 104 4.33 0.107(39) 6g –7h
884.125(11) 11.3075 1.63 × 104 4.62 0.073(38) 5d 3

2
–7p 1

2

889.117(8) 11.2441 2.55 × 104 7.70 0.075(22) 5d 5
2
–7p 3

2

1177.545(3) 8.489930 1.86 × 105 35.5 0.083(9) 6p 3
2
–5d 5

2
NA / NA /.55

1178.041(13) 8.486355 1.66 × 104 2.97 0.066(57) 6p 3
2
–5d 3

2

1186.478(2) 8.426009 1.00 × 105 34.9 0.071(9) 6p 1
2
–5d 3

2

1266.577(4) 7.893144 6.16 × 104 17.6 0.073(11) 6p 3
2
–7s 1

2

1275.007(3) 7.840956 3.30 × 104 14.2 0.061(15) 6p 1
2
–7s 1

2

1343.699(4) 7.440114 1.61 × 105 16.1 0.136(13) 5g –6h .702/.698/.703 (Mg I 6g 3G–8h 3H)
1352.873(5) 7.389662 5.34 × 104 8.72 0.106(17) 5f –6g
1548.559(5) 6.455856 1.17 × 105 5.10 0.097(17) 6s 1

2
–6p 1

2
.566/.561/.564 (CO 12–11)

1556.986(4) 6.420915 2.10 × 105 15.0 0.096(11) 6s 1
2
–6p 3

2
.99/.986/ NA (unassigned)

1601.103(3) 6.243992 9.40 × 104 16.6 0.091(11) 4d 3
2
–6p 1

2

1609.533(12) 6.211289 1.60 × 104 2.60 0.083(54) 4d 3
2
–6p 3

2

1610.601(3) 6.207170 1.72 × 105 30.5 0.093(10) 4d 5
2
–6p 3

2

2057.382(8) 4.859221 8.97 × 102 3.79 0.078(24) 4f 7
2
–5d 5

2

2057.898(15) 4.858003 7.69 × 102 2.68 0.086(54) 4f 5
2
–5d 3

2

2489.439(3) 4.015874 5.40 × 104 7.92 0.111(8) 4f –5g .462 [1] .446/.438/.46
2676.927(4) 3.734608 1.11 × 105 4.16 0.126(12) 5p 3

2
–4d 5

2
.938 [2] .936/.928/.938

2678.012(10) 3.733095 8.23 × 103 2.88 0.105(34) 5p 3
2
–4d 3

2
.008 [2] .011/.003/.008

2696.757(3) 3.707147 6.08 × 104 4.23 0.123(11) 5p 1
2
–4d 3

2
.765 [2] .767/.759/.765

2730.542(3) 3.661278 2.87 × 104 5.09 0.118(10) 5p 3
2
–6s 1

2
.554 [2] .556/.548/.571

2749.299(3) 3.636299 1.43 × 104 6.01 0.115(11) 5p 1
2
–6s 1

2
.309 [2] .283/.274/.328

3164.389(4) 3.159306 3.38 × 104 5.07 0.118(11) 3d 3
2
–5p 1

2
.396 [2] .401/.392/.394

3183.135(4) 3.140700 6.32 × 103 4.11 0.112(14) 3d 3
2
–5p 3

2
.153 [2] .154/.144/.151

3185.455(3) 3.138413 6.34 × 104 5.00 0.118(10) 3d 5
2
–5p 3

2
.461 [2] .467/.458/.459

3208.542(7) 3.115831 5.11 × 103 3.36 0.104(21) 4d 3
2
–5f 5

2
NA / NA /.583

3209.628(4) 3.114776 9.90 × 103 5.68 0.120(14) 4d 5
2
–5f 7

2
NA / NA /.653

3674.823(7) 2.720477 1.03 × 103 6.10 0.088(20) 5s 1
2
–5p 1

2
.827 [2] .825/.814/.831

3693.570(4) 2.706669 5.37 × 103 5.20 0.107(12) 5s 1
2
–5p 3

2
.585 [2] .58 /.569/.586

4555.000(8) 2.194791 2.94 × 104 2.99 0.058(36) 4d 3
2
–6f 5

2

4556.057(11) 2.194281 5.55 × 104 3.83 0.095(38) 4d 5
2
–6f 7

2

6590.857(10) 1.516839 1.87 × 105 6.51 0.069(16) 3d 3
2
–4f 5

2

6593.169(3) 1.516307 2.39 × 105 8.89 0.069(9) 3d 5
2
–4f 7

2

Notes. Each of the five spectral ranges (700–900, 1100–1700, 2000–3700, 4100–5000, and 5000–7000 cm−1) has its own scale of arbitrary units
for the emission intensity. (a) Only the fractional part of the wavenumbers in cm−1. (b) Data format: line list 1 (corrected)/line list 1 (observed)/line
list 2 (see Hase et al. 2010, Sect. 4). NA means that the line is not listed in the corresponding line list.

References. [1] Johansson & Svendenius (1972); [2] Litzen (1970); [3] Hase et al. (2010).

charge, respectively.When LTE is fulfilled and self-absorption is
negligible (or properly taken into account), the f -values can be
determined from the laser-ablation plasma spectra if the temper-
ature of the atom energy distribution is known (Manrique et al.
2011).

Since the atom concentration is low at the low pressures used
in our experiment, we can consider our plasma to be optically
thin. However, under the same conditions, some deviations from
LTE conditions can occur, but the Boltzmann distribution of the
atomic populations remains valid (Giacomo et al. 2001), though

with different temperatures for electrons and atoms. This means
that even if the observed line intensities display some deviations
from the proportionality to the S -values, they should describe
the qualitative picture of the relative line intensities adequately
enough to assign the lines. A typical example of a Boltzmann
plot for the ablation plasma can be found in Civiš et al. (2011a).
The uncertainty in the excitation temperature is small enough
to consider the Boltzmann population distribution to be a satis-
factory approximation for our experiment. The moderate devia-
tion of the Boltzmann plot’s points away from the straight line
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Table 2. Comparison of the QDT-calculated (this work) K i oscillator strengths with other works.

Transition ν (cm−1) λ (μ)m log(gi fik) fik

4s 1
2
–10p 3

2
33 411.3986 0.299211788 −10.8 1.00 × 10−5 8.46 × 10−6 [1]

4s 1
2
–10p 1

2
33 410.2306 0.299222249 −12. 3.22 × 10−6 2.91 × 10−6 [1]

4s 1
2
–9p 3

2
32 941.9262 0.303476190 −10.1 1.99 × 10−5 1.86 × 10−5 [1]

4s 1
2
–9p 1

2
32 940.203 0.30349207 −11.2 6.78 × 10−6 6.6 × 10−6 [1]

4s 1
2
–8p 3

2
32 230.11 0.3101789 −9.29 4.62 × 10−5 4.68 × 10−5 [1]

4s 1
2
–8p 1

2
32 227.44 0.3102046 −10.3 1.69 × 10−5 1.76 × 10−5 [1]

4s 1
2
–7p 3

2
31 074.4 0.321715 −8.21 1.36 × 10−4 1.54 × 10−4 [1]

4s 1
2
–7p 1

2
31 069.9 0.321762 −9.14 5.37 × 10−5 6.18 × 10−5 [1]

4s 1
2
–6p 3

2
29 007.71 0.3446372 −6.74 5.91 × 10−4 5.92 × 10−4 [1]

4s 1
2
–6p 1

2
28 999.27 0.3447375 −7.6 2.51 × 10−4 2.58 × 10−4 [1]

4s 1
2
–5p 3

2
24 720.139 0.40441422 −4.53 5.40 × 10−3 5.69 × 10−3 [1]

4s 1
2
–5p 1

2
24 701.382 0.40472132 −5.31 2.48 × 10−3 2.63 × 10−3 [1]

4p 1
2
–9d 3

2
20 586.9392 0.485609209 −5.92 1.34 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–9d 3

2
20 529.2289 0.486974338 −7.49 1.39 × 10−4 1.2 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–9d 5

2
20 529.1632 0.486975896 −5.29 1.26 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–10s 1

2
20 229.041 0.49420087 −6.26 9.52 × 10−4 7.8 × 10−4 [2]

4p 1
2
–8d 3

2
20 193.0467 0.495081800 −5.63 1.79 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–10s 1

2
20 171.3307 0.495614801 −5.58 9.47 × 10−4 7.83 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–8d 3

2
20 135.3364 0.496500783 −7.2 1.86 × 10−4 1.7 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–8d 5

2
20 135.2379 0.496503212 −5. 1.68 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–9s 1

2
19 663.1654 0.508423398 −5.79 1.53 × 10−3 1.36 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–7d 3

2
19 613.258 0.50971714 −5.35 2.38 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–9s 1

2
19 605.4551 0.509920004 −5.1 1.52 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–7d 3

2
19 555.5477 0.511221379 −6.92 2.48 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–7d 5

2
19 555.3921 0.511225447 −4.71 2.24 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–8s 1

2
18 780.191 0.53232786 −5.22 2.71 × 10−3 2.7 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–8s 1

2
18 722.4807 0.533968732 −4.53 2.70 × 10−3 2.69 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–6d 3

2
18 710.9804 0.534296928 −5.13 2.96 × 10−3 3.4 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–6d 3

2
18 653.2701 0.535949978 −6.69 3.10 × 10−4 3.3 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–6d 5

2
18 653.0045 0.535957610 −4.49 2.81 × 10−3 3.0 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–7s 1

2
17 289.063 0.57823999 −4.47 5.71 × 10−3 6.17 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–7s 1

2
17 231.3527 0.580176621 −3.78 5.68 × 10−3 6.21 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–5d 3

2
17 200.5619 0.581215207 −5.29 2.52 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 [2]

4p 3
2
–5d 3

2
17 142.8516 0.583171849 −6.82 2.72 × 10−4 2.8 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–5d 5

2
17 142.3479 0.583188985 −4.62 2.47 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−3 [2]

4p 1
2
–6s 1

2
14 465.5247 0.691108150 −3.38 1.71 × 10−2 1.95 × 10−2 [2]

4p 1
2
–4d 3

2
14 412.961 0.69362862 −7.08 4.19 × 10−4 3.8 × 10−4 [2]

4p 3
2
–4d 3

2
14 355.251 0.69641712 −9.04 2.96 × 10−5 3.7 × 10−5 [2]

4p 3
2
–4d 5

2
14 354.181 0.69646903 −6.88 2.56 × 10−4 3.4 × 10−4 [2]

4s 1
2
–4p 3

2
13 042.896027 0.76648991044 +0.162 5.88 × 10−1 6.7 × 10−1 [3]

4s 1
2
–4p 1

2
12 985.185724 0.76989645407 −0.534 2.93 × 10−1 3.33 × 10−1 [3]

4p 1
2
–3d 3

2
8551.802 1.169024 +0.536 8.55 × 10−1 9.02 × 10−1 [2]

4p 3
2
–3d 3

2
8494.092 1.176967 −1.07 8.54 × 10−2 9.02 × 10−2 [2]

4p 3
2
–3d 5

2
8491.784 1.177287 +1.12 7.69 × 10−1 8.08 × 10−1 [2]

4p 1
2
–5s 1

2
8041.365 1.243230 −1.07 1.71 × 10−1 1.8 × 10−1 [2]

4p 3
2
–5s 1

2
7983.655 1.252217 −0.374 1.72 × 10−1 1.83 × 10−1 [2]

References. [1]: Shabanova & Khlyustalov (1985a,b); [2]: Villars (1952); [3]: Wang et al. (1997).

can be considered as evidence that S ik values are calculated with
enough accuracy (at least to confirm our line identifications).

Using K i atomic-level energy data (Ralchenko et al. 2011,
and references therein), we checked all of the transitions in
the 700–7000 cm−1 range allowed by the electric dipole rules.
In the cases of transitions with close wavenumbers, we chose
those with greater line strength. For the calculation of the

oscillator strengths, we used single-channel quantum defect the-
ory (QDT), which has proved its efficiency for the calculation of
first- (Alcheev et al. 2002) and second- (Chernov et al. 2005;
Akindinova et al. 2009) order matrix elements in atoms and
molecules.We tested our QDT technique by comparing the QDT
calculations with the experimental oscillator strengths available
at NIST (Ralchenko et al. 2011). The results of this comparison
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α

Fig. 2. K I emission spectra from the ablation plasma and the Solar spectra recorded from space-born spectrometers.

are presented in Table 2 with references to the original pa-
pers. For the majority of K i transitions, the QDT calculations
indicate that there is closer agreement with the experimental data
of Ralchenko et al. (2011) than the Fues model potential used
in our previous works (Civiš et al. 2010a; Civiš et al. 2010b,
2011c). There are a number of other (not listed in Table 2) tran-
sitions for which only theoretical f -values are available at NIST.
These values were calculated (Anderson & Zilitis 1964) using
the Coulomb approximation (CA), which is somewhat similar
to the QDT and FMP techniques. Some of these CA f -values
are closer to our FMP values than QDT calculations. We do not
present these large data lists here, and give these CA values only
for the transitions between the K i levels observed in the present
work, which are listed in Table 3. This table was used to classify
the observed lines.

After classification, we refined the energy values for some
levels involved in the assigned transitions. To this end, we ap-
plied a procedure similar to that used in our previous stud-
ies (Civiš et al. 2010b, 2011c,b). Table 4 presents some K i re-
vised energy values, Ei, and their uncertainties.

3. Results

The FTIR spectra of K i were recorded in five spectral regions
(700–900, 1100–1700, 2000–3700, 4100–5000, and 5000–
7000 cm−1). The measured emission lines are presented in
Table 1 (with different intensity unit scales for different spec-
tral regions). This table also contains the wavenumbers of some
K i lines in the above spectral regions measured both in the labo-
ratories (Litzen 1970; Johansson & Svendenius 1972) and space
(the ACE-FTS solar atlas described by Hase et al. 2010). The

ACE-FTS spectral data actually represented as three data lists.
The second data list (according to Hase et al. 2010) contains the
set of wavenumbers and transitions specified in the graphic ACE
atlas pages. A simple analysis shows that the K i line wavenum-
bers encountered in the data list 2 are simply the Ritz wavenum-
bers obtained from the K i level energies stored in the NIST
database (Ralchenko et al. 2011). The first data list is presented
in two variants: (a) the list of observed lines and (b) the corrected
(by an empirical calibration factor of 1.00000294) version of the
observed data; the correction was made to achieve closer agree-
ment with the line positions specified in the second data list. All
three variants (list 1 corrected, list 1 observed and list 2) are
compared in Table 1 with the K i lines observed in the present
work.

We consider the ACE data list 1 (uncorrected) to be the most
relevant to compare with our results since the above correction
(by a calibration factor of 1.00000294) was performed in the
ACE atlas (Hase et al. 2010) to aid the assignment of the spec-
tral signatures in the ACE solar spectrum with the line posi-
tions given in current spectroscopic line-lists. The uncertainty
in ACE peak picking is 0.001 cm−1, which is better than those
of our lines. At the same time, for a number of lines our un-
certainties are better than those of the previous laboratory mea-
surements, including the values of 0.005 cm−1 in Johansson &
Svendenius (1972) and 0.01 cm−1 in Litzen (1970). Both of these
previous laboratory measurements and our results coincide with
ACE data within the corresponding uncertainties. However, our
wavenumbers are generally closer to those of ACE compared to
the wavenumbers from the previous measurements (Johansson
& Svendenius 1972; Litzen 1970).
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Some parts of the measured emission spectra in the vicin-
ity of the most prominent lines are shown in Fig. 2 (upper red
curve), together with the ACE-FTS or ATMOS solar transmis-
sion spectra (upper black curve) in the corresponding ranges.
The majority of our emission peaks are lined up with the clos-
est ACE features. As shown in Table 1, the majority of the
line wavenumbers measured in the present work in the 2000–
3700 cm−1 range are in good agreement (within 0.01 cm−1) with
the values from the non-corrected list 1 of ACE. The spectral re-
gions (4100–5000 and 5000–7000 cm−1) are not covered by the
ACE atlas. In the 1100–1700 cm−1 range, the most prominent
line observed in the present work is the 1343.699 cm−1 line.
According to Table 3, this line should be the most prominent
for all of the spectral ranges considered. The ACE data list 2
attributes its identification to the Mg I 6g3G–8h3H transition.
This is probably incorrect since the ACE data list 2 identifica-
tion is based only on a Ritz wavenumber obtained from the NIST
database (Hase et al. 2010, Table 3). However, to our knowl-
edge, there has been no report of a measured Mg I line near
1343.7 cm−1. Moreover, our preliminary FTIR measurements in
the laser ablation of magnesium salts do not show an Mg line
at this position. Thus, we consider that the solar 1343.699 cm−1
line belongs to K i according to Table 1.

The revised energy values of the K i levels obtained from the
present measurement are presented in Table 4. The majority of
the energies coincide with the previously reported values within
the uncertainty limits. Given the smaller (as compared to the pre-
vious measurements) uncertainty in our values for f-, g-, and 7p-
level energies, the revised energy values can be considered as the
recommended ones.

Table 3 presents the oscillator strengths for the transitions be-
tween the 3p6 states of K i observed in the present work. When
possible, we also included in Table 3 the f -values from the NIST
database (Ralchenko et al. 2011). All of these NIST f -values
were calculated using a Coulomb approximation (Anderson &
Zilitis 1964); thus, as one would expect, the majority of these
f -values are in good (within 10% accuracy) agreement with
our QDT calculations, which also use the wave functions with
Coulomb asymptotics.

Some transitions listed in this table were not observed in
our experiment, and we present them for completeness only. We
note that the intensities that are measured are not strictly pro-
portional to the line strengths because the coefficient of this pro-
portionality depends on the upper state population, even for the
equilibrium population distribution. For example, in the 1100–
1700 cm−1 range, the largest line strength corresponds to the
1343.699 cm−1 line, while, in our laser-ablated plasma, the
1548.559, 1556.986, and 1610.601 cm−1 lines appear to be much
more prominent. However, in the solar ACE spectra (Hase et al.
2010), the 1548.559 and 1556.986 cm−1 lines are very weak
compared to the 1343.699 cm−1 line (and the 1610.601 cm−1 line
does not appear at all in the ACE spectra). Obviously the
f -values are insufficient for an accurate determination of the in-
tensities of solar lines, which are also determined by the popu-
lations of the atomic and ionic states in the line-forming regions
of the solar photosphere.

4. Conclusion

While current and future satellite-based spectrometers are and
will be capable of recording the IR spectra of various objects
in almost the full IR range, there are great difficulties in ana-
lyzing laboratory IR spectroscopy for wavelengths longer than
5 microns. To our knowledge, there are no laboratory measured

Table 4. Revised energy values (cm−1) of some levels of K i.

Level Present work Other sources
7h 32768.775(27)
6h 31961.001(10)
6g 31959.583(20)
6f 7

2
31953.141(11) 31953.17(6) (Risberg 1956)

6f 5
2

31953.154(9) 31953.17(6) (Risberg 1956)

8s 1
2

31765.377(3) 31765.3767(30) (Thompson et al. 1983)
7p 3

2
31074.378(14) 31074.40(6) (Risberg 1956)

7p 1
2

31069.865(19) 31069.90(6) (Risberg 1956)
5g 30617.306(8) 30617.31(1) (Litzen 1970)
5f 7

2
30606.710(8) 30606.73(6) (Risberg 1956)

5f 5
2

30606.700(9) 30606.73(6) (Risberg 1956)
7s 1

2
30274.252(3) 30274.2487(30) (Thompson et al. 1983)

5d 3
2

30185.748(3) 30185.7476(30) (Thompson et al. 1983)
5d 5

2
30185.244(3) 30185.244(3) (Thompson et al. 1983)

6p 3
2

29007.685(3) 29007.71(5) (Risberg 1956)
6p 1

2
28999.262(4) 28999.27(5) (Risberg 1956)

4f 7
2

28127.855(4) 28127.85(5) (Risberg 1956)
4f 5

2
28127.865(4) 28127.85(5) (Risberg 1956)

6s 1
2

27450.701(2) 27450.7104(30) (Thompson et al. 1983)

4d 3
2

27398.152(4) 27398.147(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)
4d 5

2
27397.079(3) 27397.077(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)

5p 3
2

24720.142(3) 24720.139(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)
5p 1

2
24701.390(3) 24701.382(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)

3d 3
2

21536.997(4) 21536.988(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)
3d 5

2
21534.683(4) 21534.680(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)

5s 1
2

21026.560(4) 21026.551(5) (Johansson & Svendenius 1972)

spectra of metals above 5.5 microns. In the present work, we
have reported the results of an FTIR spectroscopy study of K i
transitions in the IR wavelength ranges, 1.4–2.5, 2.7–5.0, 5.9–
9.1, and 11.1–14.3 microns. We list 38 IR lines of K i (at a res-
olution of 0.017 cm−1), 25 of which had not been previously ex-
perimentally observed in a laboratory. The recorded wave num-
bers are in good agreement with the data from the ACE solar
spectrum. We corrected the ACE identification of three lines
(1343.699, 1548.559, and 1556.986 cm−1). From the 809.189,
1352.873, and 1343.698 cm−1 lines, we report the energy values
of the 7h, 6g, and 6h levels, which had not been observed for
K i. We also update the energies of another 23 K i levels, most
of which had been reported some decades ago. The f -values
calculated assuming the quantum-defect theory approximation
are presented for the transitions involving the reported K i lev-
els. Some of these f -values have not been previously calculated,
while the others are in good agreement with the f -values avail-
able from the NIST database.
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Table 3. Calculated oscillator strengths, fik, for the transitions between the 3p6 states of K i observed in the present work.

Transition ν (cm−1) λ (μ)m log(gi fik) fik

(QDT) QDT NIST
3d 5

2
–6f 5

2
10 418.47 959.571 −3.86 3.52 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−3

3d 5
2
–6f 7

2
10 418.456 959.572 −0.863 7.03 × 10−2 6.4 × 10−2

3d 3
2
–6f 5

2
10 416.157 959.784 −1.22 7.38 × 10−2 6.8 × 10−2

5s 1
2
–7p 3

2
10 047.818 994.968 −4.94 3.57 × 10−3 4.2 × 10−3

5s 1
2
–7p 1

2
10 043.305 995.415 −5.71 1.66 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−3

3d 5
2
–7p 3

2
9539.695 1047.96 −4.26 2.35 × 10−3 1.9 × 10−3

3d 3
2
–7p 3

2
9537.381 1048.22 −6.46 3.92 × 10−4 3.1 × 10−4

3d 3
2
–7p 1

2
9532.868 1048.71 −4.86 1.93 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−3

3d 5
2
–5f 7

2
9072.024 1101.99 +0.0545 1.76 × 10−1 1.6 × 10−1

3d 5
2
–5f 5

2
9072.013 1101.99 −2.94 8.78 × 10−3 8.0 × 10−3

3d 3
2
–5f 5

2
9069.7 1102.27 −0.307 1.84 × 10−1 1.7 × 10−1

5s 1
2
–6p 3

2
7981.119 1252.61 −3.23 1.98 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2

5s 1
2
–6p 1

2
7972.695 1253.94 −3.97 9.42 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−2

3d 5
2
–6p 3

2
7473.001 1337.78 −3.05 7.88 × 10−3 6.6 × 10−3

3d 3
2
–6p 3

2
7470.688 1338.2 −5.25 1.31 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−3

3d 3
2
–6p 1

2
7462.264 1339.71 −3.65 6.48 × 10−3 5.5 × 10−3

5p 1
2
–8s 1

2
7063.987 1415.24 −4.04 8.84 × 10−3 8.7 × 10−3

5p 3
2
–8s 1

2
7045.235 1419.01 −3.35 8.77 × 10−3 8.8 × 10−3

3d 5
2
–4f 5

2
6593.18 1516.3 −1.45 3.92 × 10−2 3.4 × 10−2

3d 5
2
–4f 7

2
6593.17 1516.31 +1.55 7.85 × 10−1 6.9 × 10−1

3d 3
2
–4f 5

2
6590.867 1516.84 +1.19 8.24 × 10−1 7.8 × 10−1

5p 1
2
–7s 1

2
5572.862 1793.92 −2.92 2.71 × 10−2 2.7 × 10−2

5p 3
2
–7s 1

2
5554.11 1799.98 −2.23 2.70 × 10−2 2.7 × 10−2

5p 1
2
–5d 3

2
5484.357 1822.87 −4.2 7.49 × 10−3 7.8 × 10−3

5p 3
2
–5d 3

2
5465.605 1829.12 −5.9 6.83 × 10−4 8.0 × 10−4

5p 3
2
–5d 5

2
5465.101 1829.29 −3.71 6.10 × 10−3 7.1 × 10−3

4d 5
2
–6f 5

2
4556.075 2194.27 −3.22 6.65 × 10−3 6.7 × 10−3

4d 5
2
–6f 7

2
4556.061 2194.28 −0.226 1.33 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−1

4d 3
2
–6f 5

2
4555.001 2194.79 −0.58 1.40 × 10−1 1.4 × 10−1

4f 7
2
–6g 9

2
3831.728 2609.08 +0.365 1.80 × 10−1

4f 7
2
–6g 7

2
3831.728 2609.08 −3.19 5.15 × 10−3

4f 5
2
–6g 7

2
3831.718 2609.08 +0.104 1.85 × 10−1

5s 1
2
–5p 3

2
3693.577 2706.66 +0.669 9.76 × 10−1 1.0

4d 5
2
–7p 3

2
3677.299 2718.65 −2.09 2.06 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−2

4d 3
2
–7p 3

2
3676.226 2719.44 −4.29 3.44 × 10−3 3.1 × 10−3

5s 1
2
–5p 1

2
3674.825 2720.48 −0.0263 4.87 × 10−1 5.0 × 10−1

4d 3
2
–7p 1

2
3671.713 2722.78 −2.69 1.70 × 10−2 1.6 × 10−2

6s 1
2
–7p 3

2
3623.677 2758.88 −2.72 3.31 × 10−2

6s 1
2
–7p 1

2
3619.164 2762.32 −3.45 1.59 × 10−2

4d 5
2
–5f 7

2
3209.629 3114.78 +0.858 3.93 × 10−1 3.9 × 10−1

4d 5
2
–5f 5

2
3209.618 3114.79 −2.14 1.97 × 10−2 1.9 × 10−2

4d 3
2
–5f 5

2
3208.544 3115.83 +0.502 4.13 × 10−1 4.2 × 10−1

3d 5
2
–5p 3

2
3185.459 3138.41 −0.0661 1.56 × 10−1 1.4 × 10−1

3d 3
2
–5p 3

2
3183.146 3140.69 −2.26 2.61 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−2

3d 3
2
–5p 1

2
3164.394 3159.3 −0.646 1.31 × 10−1 1.1 × 10−1

6p 1
2
–8s 1

2
2766.115 3614.19 −2.62 3.65 × 10−2

6p 3
2
–8s 1

2
2757.692 3625.23 −1.93 3.62 × 10−2

5p 1
2
–6s 1

2
2749.309 3636.29 −0.462 3.15 × 10−1 3.2 × 10−1

5p 3
2
–6s 1

2
2730.557 3661.26 +0.237 3.17 × 10−1 3.2 × 10−1

5p 1
2
–4d 3

2
2696.762 3707.14 +0.892 1.22 1.2

5p 3
2
–4d 3

2
2678.01 3733.1 −0.717 1.22 × 10−1 1.2 × 10−1

5p 3
2
–4d 5

2
2676.936 3734.6 +1.47 1.09 1.1

4f 7
2
–5g 7

2
2489.451 4015.85 −1.21 3.73 × 10−2

4f 7
2
–5g 9

2
2489.451 4015.85 +2.34 1.30
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Table 3. continued.

Transition ν (cm−1) λ (μm) log(gi fik) fik

(QDT) QDT NIST

4f 5
2
–5g 7

2
2489.441 4015.87 +2.08 1.34

5g 9
2
–7h 9

2
2151.469 4646.72 −3.3 3.69 × 10−3

5g 9
2
–7h 11

2
2151.469 4646.72 +0.688 1.99 × 10−1

5g 7
2
–7h 9

2
2151.469 4646.72 +0.485 2.03 × 10−1

4f 5
2
–5d 3

2
2057.884 4858.04 −1.07 5.69 × 10−2

4f 7
2
–5d 5

2
2057.39 4859.2 −0.717 6.10 × 10−2

4f 5
2
–5d 5

2
2057.38 4859.23 −3.71 4.07 × 10−3

5d 5
2
–6f 5

2
1767.91 5654.85 −2.66 1.16 × 10−2

5d 5
2
–6f 7

2
1767.896 5654.9 +0.331 2.32 × 10−1

5d 3
2
–6f 5

2
1767.406 5656.47 −0.0243 2.44 × 10−1

4d 5
2
–6p 3

2
1610.606 6207.15 +0.627 3.12 × 10−1 3.0 × 10−1

4d 3
2
–6p 3

2
1609.532 6211.29 −1.57 5.21 × 10−2 5.0 × 10−2

4d 3
2
–6p 1

2
1601.108 6243.97 +0.0431 2.61 × 10−1 2.4 × 10−1

6s 1
2
–6p 3

2
1556.985 6420.92 +0.94 1.28

6s 1
2
–6p 1

2
1548.561 6455.85 +0.248 6.41 × 10−1

5f 5
2
–6g 7

2
1352.883 7389.61 +1.95 1.17

5f 7
2
–6g 9

2
1352.873 7389.66 +2.21 1.14

5f 7
2
–6g 7

2
1352.873 7389.66 −1.35 3.25 × 10−2

5g 7
2
–6h 9

2
1343.698 7440.12 +2.6 1.68

5g 9
2
–6h 11

2
1343.698 7440.12 +2.8 1.65

5g 9
2
–6h 9

2
1343.698 7440.12 −1.19 3.05 × 10−2

5g 7
2
–6f 5

2
1335.849 7483.84 −2.77 7.85 × 10−3

5g 7
2
–6f 7

2
1335.835 7483.91 −6.06 2.91 × 10−4

5g 9
2
–6f 7

2
1335.835 7483.91 −2.51 8.14 × 10−3

6p 1
2
–7s 1

2
1274.99 7841.06 −0.0965 4.54 × 10−1

6p 3
2
–7s 1

2
1266.567 7893.21 +0.601 4.56 × 10−1

6p 1
2
–5d 3

2
1186.487 8425.95 +1.12 1.53

6p 3
2
–5d 3

2
1178.063 8486.2 −0.491 1.53 × 10−1

6p 3
2
–5d 5

2
1177.559 8489.83 +1.71 1.38

5d 5
2
–7p 3

2
889.134 11 243.8 +1.02 4.64 × 10−1

5d 3
2
–7p 3

2
888.63 11 250.2 −1.17 7.74 × 10−2

5d 3
2
–7p 1

2
884.117 11 307.6 +0.44 3.88 × 10−1

6g 9
2
–7h 9

2
809.192 12 354.6 −1.3 2.72 × 10−2

6g 9
2
–7h 11

2
809.192 12 354.6 +2.69 1.47

6g 7
2
–7h 9

2
809.192 12 354.6 +2.48 1.50

7s 1
2
–7p 3

2
800.126 12 494.6 +1.14 1.57

7s 1
2
–7p 1

2
795.613 12 565.5 +0.454 7.87 × 10−1

4d 5
2
–4f 5

2
730.785 13 680.2 −2.25 1.76 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−2

4d 5
2
–4f 7

2
730.775 13 680.4 +0.75 3.53 × 10−1 3.3 × 10−1

4d 3
2
–4f 5

2
729.711 13 700.3 +0.392 3.70 × 10−1 3.5 × 10−1

7p 1
2
–8s 1

2
695.512 14 374.0 +0.167 5.91 × 10−1

7p 3
2
–8s 1

2
690.999 14 467.9 +0.864 5.93 × 10−1

5d 5
2
–5f 7

2
421.464 23 720.4 +1.42 6.87 × 10−1

5d 5
2
–5f 5

2
421.453 23 721. −1.58 3.43 × 10−2

5d 3
2
–5f 5

2
420.949 23 749.4 +1.06 7.20 × 10−1

Notes. The Ritz wavenumbers, ν, and air wavelengths, λ, are calculated using the energy values taken from the present measurement (see Table 4).
The NIST f -values (last column) were calculated using a Coulomb approximation (Anderson & Zilitis 1964).
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The industrial production of poly (ethylene terephthalate), PET, continues to increase and thus it is important to
understand the composition of fumes resulting from its disposal as a part of incinerated waste. In this study
samples of PET material were combusted in a furnace corresponding to the German standard DIN 53 436 at
temperatures of 500�C, 800�C (in an air flow) and also uncontrolled combustion in air. The gaseous products
were then analysed using three different analytical methods: high resolution Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) and gas chromatography mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). Carbon dioxide, methane, ethylene, acetylene, formaldehyde (methanal) and
acetaldehyde (ethanal) were detected by FTIR. Water, methane, acetaldehyde, ethylene, formaldehyde,
methanol, acetone, benzene, terephthalic acid, styrene (ethenylbenzene), ethanol, toluene (methylbenzene),
xylene (dimethylbenzene), ethylbenzene, naphthalene, biphenyl and phenol concentrations were all quantified by
both SIFT-MS and GC-MS. Additionally, the fumes resulting from uncontrolled combustion in air were
analysed by FTIR which resolves the rotation–vibration structure of the absorption bands of formaldehyde
(2779.90 and 2778.48 cm�1) and propane, which was identified from characteristic vibrations of CH3 groups at
2977.00 and 2962.00 cm�1. The spectra were compared with reference standards.

Keywords: polyethylene terephthalate (PET); combustion; high resolution FTIR spectroscopy; GC-MS,
SIFT MS

1. Introduction

The production of waste is a fundamental problem

from environmental and economic points of view.

Approximately 15 million tonnes of used plastic waste

are generated every year across Europe. Of this

volume, a mere 7% [1–3] is recycled and the remainder

is deposited or incinerated [4]. Polyethylene terephtha-

late (PET, systematic name poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl-

oxycarbonyl-1,4-phenylenecarbonyl)) is a highly

thermally stable polymer with many uses, most

frequently as packaging material for beverages [5] in

the form of the well known PET bottles. The ideal way

of dealing with PET waste is recycling. One of the

possible recycling methods for PET is a controlled

thermal degradation of PET into oligomers with olefin

and carboxylic end-groups [6] including terephthalic

acid whilst yielding minimal amounts of carbonaceous

residue [3,7]. The terephthalic acid thus obtained

together with other oligomers can subsequently be

used in polymerization for the production of recycled

materials. Alternatively, there are two commercially

available depolymerization methods (methanolysis and

glycolysis) available for PET recycling. Both of these

methods reduce PET to either a monomer or the

original raw materials which can be purified and

subsequently re-reacted into ‘new’ PET for use in a

food-contact application, packing for detergents,

cosmetics, high-quality carpets, foils, car spare parts

or pillow filling for allergic persons [8].
It is worth noting that some polymers are not

suitable for recycling, one example being polyethylene,

PE, and sometimes for logistic and other reasons PET

is not separated from the mixed communal waste. Thus

the incineration of carbon-rich wastes is becoming an

increasingly attractive alternative to the deposition in

landfills, because as much as 90% reduction in volume
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[3,9] is achieved. There is a German standard DIN

53,436 [10] in place concerning the combustion of PET

and any other plastic materials, which sets the

maximum permitted amounts of waste products in

the fumes and also gives methods for the testing of

their toxicity.
Thermal stability and possible further applications

of the degradation products of PET material have been

widely studied. Kinetic studies of PET combustion

in the presence of various amounts of oxygen and with

the temperatures ranging between 25 and 800�C using

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) have recently been

conducted [4,11,12]. Other studies have been carried

out to identify the products of the thermal decomposi-

tion in the temperature range 270–370�C in a N2 inert

atmosphere using the MALDI, 1H and 13C NMR

methods [13]. Infrared spectroscopy has previously

been used to study the products of PET thermal

degradation [14] and also to study hydro-thermal

degradation under higher pressure [7,15]. Recently,

PET degradation by laser ablation was studied using

AAS spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy, gel permea-

tion chromatography (GPC) and electron microscopy

methods [16]. In one interesting experiment, PET

material was also irradiated with Arþ ions and studied

using the Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and elastic

recoil detection (ERD) techniques [17].
High resolution Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy has not so far been exploited

to study the products of PET thermal decomposition

and combustion. Therefore, this paper presents the

results of high resolution FTIR characterization of

these products, paving the way for wider research into

the degradation of other polymers. The same samples

were also studied using selected ion flow tube mass

spectrometry, SIFT-MS. This mass spectrometry

method is based on chemical ionization in a flow

tube and is chiefly suitable for absolute quantifications

of trace amounts of volatile organic compounds in air

in the presence of water vapour. SIFT-MS has been

used in various fields of research [18] but this is the first

time it has been utilized to study products of polymer

combustion. The main objective of this study was to

compare the products of thermal decomposition of

PET at 500�C, controlled combustion at 800�C and

fumes from uncontrolled flame in air as a simulation of

imperfect PET incineration.

2. Experimental

2.1. Thermally uncontrolled combustion of PET

The material from a transparent PET bottle with a

volume of 1.5L was used for a combustion experiment

mimicking burning of PET in stoves or home central

heating boilers. The exact temperature of the combus-

tion cannot be defined in this situation but it is worth

noting that the self-ignition of PET is 600�C. A PET

bottle was cut into strips 1� 2 cm in size and weight

about 2 g. The gaseous products generated were

pumped directly into a vacuum line and trapped in a

liquid nitrogen trap and later released into the FTIR

absorption cell.

2.2. Thermally controlled thermal decomposition

and combustion

For the controlled thermal decomposition and

combustion experiments a sample of polyethylene

terephthalate film (‘TENOLAN’), from which PET

bottles are made, was used. This time, the material was

thermally decomposed and combusted at two tem-

peratures (500�C and 800�C) in the presence of air in

an apparatus corresponding to the German standard

DIN 53 436. The testing apparatus was set up

according to DIN 53 436 (see diagram shown in

Figure 1) and consisted of a quartz-glass combustion

tube 1m length and 40mm diameter, terminated with

ball-and-socket ground joints, a quartz-glass boat of

400mm length (15þ 1)mm diameter wall thickness

1.7mm holding the sample and a circular furnace of

100mm width encircling the tube. A motor with a

helix gear moved the furnace along the tube at the

speed 1 cm/min. The temperature of the furnace was

maintained by a regulation module which also controls

the furnace motor. The glazed front wall enabled direct

observation of the flow of fumes during the process.

The compressed air from the laboratory mains passed

through a pre-drying cartridge with crystalline CaCl2
and a general-purpose flow meter, calibrated over the

desired range of flows. The air flow was regulated

using a needle valve to a flow of 150L/h. Note that this

flow entered the tube in the opposite direction to the

furnace movement and thus the sample was always

exposed to a supply of clean air. The PET samples were

supported inside the quartz glass combustion tube by

a quartz glass boat, and heated to the preset

temperatures 500�C and 800�C. Resulting fumes

containing the thermal decomposition and combustion

products were introduced via a connecting adapter into

a 5L mixing vessel (placed inside a box thermostat

with forced circulation) in which they were kept

at 130�C.
Two samples of PET foil of 0.15mm thickness were

cut into 400� 20mm strips and placed inside the

combustion furnace boat always in five layers. The first

sample of mass 6.41 g was subjected to flameless

1206 K. Sovová et al.
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thermal decomposition at 500�C and the second

sample of mass 6.28 g was combusted in flame at

800�C. As part of the routine protocol elementary

composition of the samples was determined as:

C 62.86% w/w; H 4.36% w/w; N 0.12% w/w and

the stoichiometric ratio of weight of spent oxygen to

the weight of fuel calculated according to ISO TR 9122

was �¼ 2.0928. Samples of fumes containing combus-

tion products were taken directly from the mixing

vessel into glass volumes with PTF stoppers. The

contents of the glass volumes were analysed using

FTIR, GC-MS and SIFT-MS.

2.3. FTIR spectroscopy

The gaseous products of the uncontrolled and

controlled combustion of PET samples (at 500�C and

800�C) were released into a vacuum line and trapped in

a liquid nitrogen trap. An absorption cell was filled to

a pressure of 5.5Torr by slow re-heating of this trap.

The length of the absorption cell was 36.5 cm and

the diameter was 5 cm. The spectra were obtained at

ambient temperature using the Bruker IFS 120HR

spectrometer in the spectral range 500–7000 cm�1.

In order to cover the near-infrared (NIR) range a

halogen lamp, a CaF2 beam splitter and InSb detector

were used, and to cover the middle-IR (MIR) spectral

region a glow bar source, KBr beam splitter and

HgCdTe detector were applied. Fifty scans of the

spectra were acquired at the resolution of

0.02 cm�1and 0.014 cm�1 using the Blackmann–

Harris apodization function.

2.4. GC-MS

The gas chromatograph with mass spectrometer

detector (GC-MS) used for this study was a ‘Trace

GC Ultra-DSQ II’ (Thermo Electron Corporation).

The parameters of the RxiTM 5ms (manufactured by

Restek) chromatographic column were: 30m�

0.25mm� 0.25 mm. The temperature of the SL/S

injector was 235�C, the liner diameter was 5mm and

the temperature range achieved was 37–300�C.
Samples of gases originating from the controlled

thermal decomposition and combustion in the quartz

combustion furnace were taken directly from its

exhaust at the end of the combustion tube.

The sampling method used a 500 mL gas-tight syringe

preheated to 60�C. The standard method of the direct

Head Space analysis was applied. The samples were

dosed at 60�C. The volume of the sample dose was

always 500 mL for both temperatures (500�C and

800�C). The individual peak assignments seen in the

chromatographs were based on the measurements of

standards and their comparison with NIST 05 Mass

Spectral Libraries for Xcalibur [18].

Figure 1. Tube furnace decomposition and sampling apparatus in accordance with DIN 53 436 [10,25]: 1-furnace tube;
2-connecting adapter; 3-heating thermostat; 4-fume outlet; 5-mixing and measurement vessel; 6-dilutent secondary air inlet
(not used in the present study); 7-sampling line; 8-particle filters; 9-metering gas pump; 10-refrigerator; 11-CO, CO2 and O2

analyzers; 12-NO2/NO converter; 13-SO2, NOX and moisture analyzer; 14-exhaust outlet.

Molecular Physics 1207
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2.5. SIFT-MS

Selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) is

a technique used for simultaneous real-time quantifica-

tion of several trace gases in air and exhaled breath.

It relies on the chemical ionization of the trace gas

molecules in air/breath samples introduced into helium

carrier gas, using H3O
þ, NOþ and O2

þ reagent

(precursor). Reactions between the precursor ions

and the trace gas molecules proceed for an accurately

defined time, the precursor and product ions being

detected and counted by a downstream mass spectro-

meter. The absolute concentrations of trace gases

in single breath exhalation can be determined by

SIFT-MS down to parts-per-billion (ppb) levels,

obviating sample collection into bags or onto traps

[19]. The calibration using chemical standards is not

routinely required, as the concentrations are calculated

using the known reaction rate constants and the

measured flow rates and pressures [20]. For this

study samples of the gaseous products of controlled

decomposition and combustion were collected in 6L

glass vessels at atmospheric pressure, kept at an

ambient temperature of 20�C and introduced into the

Profile 3 SIFT-MS instrument (manufactured by

Instrument Science Limited, Crewe, UK) via a heated

calibrated capillary and full scan mass spectra were

obtained by repeated full scans for all three precursor

ions. The concentrations of main compounds identified

on the mass spectra were calculated from the precursor

and product ion count rates, the known carrier gas and

sample flow rates and flow tube pressure, according to

the general method for the calculation of absolute trace

gas concentrations in air from selected ion flow tube

mass spectrometry data [20]. The rate coefficients

were taken from the kinetic library supplied with the

SIFT-MS instrument where available or estimated

theoretically [19]. The accuracy of quantification in

this complex mixture is estimated to be a factor

of about two, þ100% �50% of estimated absolute

error. The relative precision of the measurement,

however, is better estimated at about �30%.

Thus the results provide an order of magnitude of

information about the concentrations of the main

components of the thermal decomposition and com-

bustion products in the sampled fumes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. FTIR spectroscopy

In the NIR and MIR spectra of fumes from the

uncontrolled combustion (Figure 2), we successfully

identified a homologous series of saturated hydro-

carbons, which were assigned on the basis of stretching

vibrational and rotational modes of C–H groups of

methane (3019 cm�1), ethane (2985, 2969 and

2954 cm�1) and propane (2977 and 2962 cm�1); the

unsaturated hydrocarbon ethene, which was verified

by the existence of vibrational and rotational bands of

the rocking modes of the C–H group at 949 cm�1, and

acetylene, whose stretching vibrational and rotational

modes of the C–H group were observed at 3374 and

3289 cm�1 and deformation vibrational and rotational

bands of the same group at 730 cm�1. The group

of aldehydes was represented by acetaldehyde

and formaldehyde, whose stretching vibrational and

rotational modes of C–H groups lay in the FTIR

spectrum at 2715 cm�1 (acetaldehyde) and 2780 and

2778 cm�1 (formaldehyde). The above-listed analysis

of the IR spectra was performed using the individual

vibrational and rotational lines listed in the HITRAN

database [21] and using our database in a Bruker

OPUS computer program.
Spectra and the analyses of the products

of thermal decomposition of PET in a quartz

furnace corresponding to the DIN standard, at the

temperature of 500�C (Figure 3(a)) accuracy of were

Figure 2. MIR and NIR spectra of the fumes from uncontrolled combustion of PET.
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similar to uncontrolled combustion. Thus in the FTIR

spectra of products of PET decomposed at 500�C, we

have identified methane, ethane, ethyne, formalde-

hyde, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and water.

Figure 3(b) shows that the PET combustion at 800�C

(i.e. above the inflammation point) is a process of more

efficient burning and the main combustion products

are carbon oxides and water. Carbohydrates and

aldehydes appear only in concentrations that are

lower than the detection limit of our FTIR method.

The main advantage of using the high-resolution FTIR

method in comparison with the more commonly used

low resolution FTIR spectroscopy (resolution

1–5 cm�1) is that it allows one to resolve the detailed

structure of the vibrational bands, which often overlap

in the spectra of complicated gaseous mixtures. With

our high resolution method, we can, for example,

differentiate the stretching rotation–vibration lines

of C–H bonds in propane from the stretching

rotation–vibration lines of C–H in methane (Figure 4).

3.2. GC-MS

Table 1 contains the analytical comparison of gaseous

components obtained from thermal decomposition at a

temperature of 500�C with the combustion products

obtained at 800�C. Twenty-three organic molecules
were identified at 500�C, and at 800�C, there were 21
different compounds. The characteristic groups of
GC-MS analysis were aromatic compounds, derivates
of benzoic acid, group of phthalates, biphenyles and
others. Common products such as styrene, toluene and
naphthalene were found in both samples. From the
relative abundance of each identified compound in the

Figure 3. Comparison of the MIR and NIR spectra of fumes from controlled decomposition and combustion of PET at 500�C
and 800�C.

Figure 4. Rotational–vibrational structure in methane and
propane (stretching bands of C–H bonds).
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chromatograms (Figures 5 and 6) it is evident that their

abundance at 800�C is lower than that at 500�C.

This trend was confirmed also by SIFT-MS analysis

(see the next section and Table 2). Exceptions were

biphenyle (peak number 17) and naphthalene

(peak number 13); their relative abundance was

higher in the 800�C sample.

3.3. SIFT-MS

An analysis of the gaseous products originating from

the controlled decomposition and combustion at

500�C and 800�C was carried out using three precursor

reagent ions H3O
þ, NOþ and Oþ

2 . Several compounds

were identified from the characteristic ions present in

the H3O
þ spectra (Figure 7). Additionally, the spectra

obtained with NOþ and Oþ
2 precursors were used to

quantify those compounds which do not react with the

H3O
þ precursors. The Oþ

2 spectra were only of

a limited value because of the complexity of the

mixture and overlap of multiple fragmentation

patterns. This has prevented unambiguous identifica-

tion of more complex organic compounds, however

quantification of several hydrocarbons was possible.

The compounds identified on the SIFT-MS spectra are

listed in Table 2 together with the characteristic

product ions and their concentrations calculated for

the two temperatures. SIFT-MS can be also used to

quantify the concentration of water vapour in the

fumes [22] and the results are given in Table 2.
To illustrate how the ions observed on the spectra

are related to the compounds present in the analysed

gaseous mixture, we will outline the main features of

ion chemistry which are involved. The H3O
þ precursor

ions are known to react with unsaturated hydrocarbon

alkenes (CnH2n) and alkynes (CnH2n-2) [22] and with

Table 1. The assignment of peaks from the gas chromatography.

PET film – composition of fumes 500�C 800�C

Assign Name Area Ratio Area Ratio

1 Phenyl ethyne 32.9 2.59
2 Xylene 76.5 0.50
3 Styrene 157 1.03 21.6 1.70
4 Benzaldehyde 103 0.67 18.2 1.43
5 Phenol 44 0.29 19 1.50
6 Indene 22 1.73
7 Indane 16 0.10
8 Phenylacetaldehyde 20.3 0.13
9 Acetophenone 44 0.29 29.8 2.35
10 Methylbenzoate 24 0.16 6.5 0.51
11 Vinylbenzoate 962 6.29 169 13.32
12 Benzoic acid 4789 31.30 192 15.14
13 Naphthalene 12,4 0.08 63.8 5.03
14 4-methyl-benzoic acid 343 2.24
15 4-ethyl-benzoic acid, phenyl ester 53.2 0.35
16 4-ethyl-benzoic acid 323 2.11
17 Biphenyl 334 2.18 268 21.13
18 3,4-dimethyl acetophenone 350 2.29
19 Diphenylmethane 14.9 1.17
20 Biphenylene 23 1.81
21 Dibenzofurane 7.1 0.56
22 6-methoxyquinoline-N-oxide 553 3.61 18.4 1.45
23 Phthalates (group of esters of

phthalic and terephthalic acids)
5864 38.33 259 20.42

24 Terephthalic acids 353 2.31
25 9-fluorenone 83 0.54
26 Anthracene 40.2 3.17
27 4-bifenyl carboxylic acid 540 3.53 42.1 3.32
28 Pyrene 3.8 0.30
29 Ethylene dibenzoate 199 1.30 13.2 1.04
30 1,4-triphenyl 55 0.36 4 0.32

Footing: 15298.4 100.00 1268.5 100.00
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aromatic hydrocarbons by proton transfer leading to

the formation of the MHþ product ions.

H3O
þ þM ! MHþ þH2O: ð1Þ

Such proton transfer also occurs with aldehydes,
ketones, small alcohols and many other compounds,
as is known from many previous studies [22].
However, for styrene and biphenyl (identified by

Figure 6. Chromatogram of fumes from controlled combustion of PET at 800�C.

Figure 5. Chromatogram of fumes from controlled decomposition of PET at 500�C.
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Table 2. Main compounds identified in the SIFT-MS spectra of fumes of PET thermal decomposition
and combustion at 500�C and 800�C. For each compound, the stoichiometric formula is given together
with its approximate molecular weight in g/mol, the precursor ions used for chemical ionization, the
corresponding mass to charge ratio of the characteristic product ions and their concentrations in fumes
analysed at atmospheric pressure in units of parts per million (ppm).

Name Formula
Molecular

weight g/mol
Precursor

Ions
m/z of

productions
Ppm
500�C

Ppm
800�C

Water H2O 18 H3O
þ 19–37–55 700 9000

Methane CH4 16 Oþ
2 47 600 15

Acetaldehyde C2H4O 44 H3O
þ 45 90 8

Ethylene C2H4 28 Oþ
2 28 11 3

Formaldehyde CH2O 30 H3O
þ 31 7 4

Methanol CH4O 32 H3O
þ 33–51 4 0.3

Acetone C3H6O 58 H3O
þ 59–77 5 0.03

NOþ 88
Oþ

2 43–58
Benzene C6H6 78 H3O

þ 79 4 2
NOþ 78
Oþ

2 78
Phthalates and terephthalic acid C8H6O4 166 H3O

þ 149 1.4 0.7
NOþ 149
Oþ

2 149
Styrene C8H8 104 H3O

þ 105 0.8 0.5
NOþ 104
Oþ

2 104
Ethanol C2H6O 46 H3O

þ 47 0.6 0.3
Toluene C7H8 92 H3O

þ 93 0.5 0.1
NOþ 92
Oþ

2 92
Xylene, ethylbenzene C8H10 106 H3O

þ 107 0.5 0.2
NOþ 106
Oþ

2 106
Naphthalene C10H8 128 H3O

þ 129 0.2 0.4
NOþ 128
Oþ

2 128
Biphenyl C12H10 154 H3O

þ 155 0.05 0.08
NOþ 154
Oþ

2 154
Phenol C6H6O 94 H3O

þ 95 0 0.7

Figure 7. SIFT-MS spectrum obtained for fumes from controlled decomposition of PET at 500�C using the H3O
þ reagent ion.

The ion signal intensities are shown on a logarithmic scale in counts per second (c/s) as a function of the mass-to-charge ratios
(m/z) of the ions.
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GC-MS, see Section 3.2) there was so far no knowledge

of the SIFT-MS product ions. Thus, we have carried

out a quick study of the ion chemistry of these two

compounds and found that proton transfer is indeed

the only process occurring for both styrene and

biphenyl and no fragmentation occurs. In fact all

products of H3O
þ reactions identified in Table 2

are protonated molecules MHþ. The aromatic hydro-

carbons were responsible for the following ions in the

H3O
þ mass spectra: m/z 79 (benzene), 93 (toluene) and

107 (xylene, ethylbenzene) and for the ions at m/z 78,

92 and 106 in the NOþ spectra. The ions in the H3O
þ

mass spectra at m/z 31 and 49 (MHþ �H2O) are due to

the presence of formaldehyde and the ions at m/z 45 a

89 are characteristic of acetaldehyde. The ions at m/z

89 are proton bound acetaldehyde dimers (MHþ �M).

The ions at m/z 33 and 47 are protonated methanol

and ethanol, the ions at m/z 59 and 77 correspond to

acetone as is confirmed by the presence of ions at m/z

88 (NOþ �M) in the NOþ spectrum.
However, it must be noted that H3O

þ ions do

not transfer protons to saturated alkanes and Oþ
2

precursors may be used for their identification. This is

exemplified in the case of methane:

Oþ
2 þ CH4 ! CH3O

þ
2 þH: ð2Þ

This reaction is unusually slow, the rate coefficient

being only 5.2� 10�12 cm3 s�1 [23]. Thus the product

ions of the reaction (2) are seen in Oþ
2 spectra at m/z 47

as characteristic product ions of methane. Ethylene

reacts with Oþ
2 by the charge transfer, thus forming

product ion at m/z 28.
Aromatic hydrocarbons undergo charge transfer

with both NOþ and Oþ
2 precursors, thus forming

molecular ions Mþ. Using a combination of H3O
þ and

NOþ ions was thus appropriate for the reliable

quantification of aromatic hydrocarbons in the fume

gas samples.
Inspection of Table 2 reveals that in general

concentrations of organic products are lower at the

higher combustion temperature 800�C than at a

decomposition temperature of 500�C. This conforms

to the results of previous studies [4,9]. The exception to

this trend is the behaviour of naphthalene and

biphenyl, which are seen to be more concentrated

in the products of higher temperature combustion.

Also there is significantly more water vapour present in

the mixture obtained at 800�C. In the present study it

was not possible to quantify CO2 using SIFT-MS

because the characteristic ion CO2.H3O
þ overlaps

hydrated protonated acetaldehyde at m/z 63, thus

exclusion of CO2 from Table 2 does not imply its

absence.

4. Conclusions

In this study, high resolution FTIR spectroscopy was

used for the first time to analyse products of PET

thermal decomposition and combustion. The spectra

of a series of the products obtained were measured,

even under conditions in which their spectral rotation–

vibration bands overlap. The results show that high

resolution FTIR spectroscopy cannot compete with

methods based on mass detection in cases where trace

amounts of heavier organic molecules are to be

identified. This is because the rotation–vibration

spectra of heavy molecules in their gas phase at room

temperature are unresolved and their measurement

requires the use of sub-Doppler techniques. On the

other hand, the advantage of FTIR spectroscopy is

that it allows observation of a very broad spectral

range and that the intensities of the vibrational bands,

mainly the light molecules (water, carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide, methane, formaldehyde etc.), provide

a broad view of the thermal decomposition and

combustion of PET and its degree of conversion into

the final combustion products (CO2 and H2O).

Although only a single-pass absorption arrangement

(36.5 cm) was used, we were able to detect small

concentrations of some organic substances, such as

formaldehyde and propane, in the fumes.
The main aim of this work was to compare the

products resulting from uncontrolled combustion of

PET (burning in stoves and home boilers) with

processes in which the physical conditions of the

thermal decomposition (500�C) or combustion (800�C)

are exactly defined and controlled. The results of this

study show that uncontrolled burning in air leads to

products that are similar to those from thermal

decomposition in a quartz furnace at the temperature

of 500�C, i.e. below the PET inflammation point

of 600�C. In comparison, the products of PET

combustion at 800�C contain mainly carbon oxides,

water and the heavier hydrocarbons in significantly

lower concentrations. The only two cases where

concentration increased at the higher temperature

were biphenyle and naphthalene. This was indepen-

dently indicated by both GC-MS and SIFT-MS

results.
From the point of view of the analysis of volatile

substances, the gas chromatography method remains

the best. The combination of gas chromatography with

the mass detection represents a very effective combina-

tion of separation and a highly sensitive detection

technique. A wide range of aromatic and polyaromatic

substances such as the group of phthalates [23] was

identified using gas chromatography. Concentrations

of these compounds were quantified also using
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SIFT-MS and the precision of this technique was

sufficiently high to observe significant differences in

the composition of the fumes originating from different

temperatures of decomposition and combustion.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that FTIR was

found to complement mass spectrometry based tech-

niques in identification of methane and C2 hydro-

carbons that were not accessible to the GC-MS and

SIFT-MS methods used in this study.
This study confirms the utility of the above

mentioned combined analysis in providing important

information both for incineration purposes and for

assessment of fire effluent dangers to persons and the

environment.
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The distribution of pollutants in two urban scale models (point emission

source and street canyon with extensive transport) was investigated by

means of CO2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy in the region of the

atmospheric window (9–10 lm). The experimental results of physical

modeling are in a good agreement with the numerical calculations

performed in the frame of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling.

Methanol, ethanol, and ozone (examples of light pollutants), as well as

sulfur hexafluoride and 1,2 dichlorethane (examples of heavy pollutants),

were selected on the basis of their high resolution spectra acquired by

Fourier transform and laser diode spectroscopy.

Index Headings: Air pollution; CO2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy; PAS;

Laser diode spectroscopy; Fourier transform spectroscopy; Wind tunnel;

Physical modeling; Computational fluid dynamics; CFD modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Laser spectroscopic techniques are powerful tools for the
investigation of air pollution.1 Selective, sensitive, and
nondestructive laser-based analytical methods have been
steadily more employed to monitor trace amounts of gases
present in the atmosphere.2–5 Elevated concentration levels of
both primary and secondary atmospheric pollutants mainly
occur in the lower parts of the troposphere, the region where
relevant physical-chemical processes are also directly influ-
enced by the presence of earth’s surface. This part of the
troposphere is known as the atmospheric boundary layer.6

Currently, information on phenomena related to the dispersion
of air pollution7,8 within the atmospheric boundary layer can be
assessed only by two basic approaches.

Monitoring the motion of pollutants in a realistic atmosphere
is mostly complicated and expensive, often providing incom-
plete results limited only to particular places. Mathematical
models employing numerical calculations or methods based on
physical modeling9–11 are usually applied to overcome such
lack of measurements in the realistic atmosphere. To validate
the numerical models,12–15 wind tunnel experiments are also
strongly recommended. Due to their selectivity, sensitivity, and
ability for on-line detection, infrared laser spectroscopic
techniques are good candidates for analytical tools for physical
modeling of processes taking place in the atmospheric
boundary layer. One of the useful tasks supporting physical
modeling is to investigate the dispersion of inert atmospheric

tracers. Such tracers can be used to establish flow fields in the
simulated boundary layer. The tracers to select must follow
physical properties appropriate for the measurements in the
wind tunnel (e.g., density of pollutants), and they should be
detected by a suitable fast detection technique.16 Simulating
pollutant behavior differing by masses17 and the chemical
behavior of these pollutants18–21 represent crucial tasks in the
field of the physical modeling of air pollution dispersion.22 In
this paper, we focus mainly on studying the behavior of
pollutants of different masses. In addition, we also marginally
deal with the chemical behavior of the model atmospheric
pollutants, with ozone serving as a model of a reactive
pollutant. In view of the current approaches applied in the field
of physical simulations of the atmospheric boundary layer
processes, our contribution represents the first modeling study
of simultaneous dispersion of light and heavy pollutants.

Monitoring trace concentration levels of atmospheric
pollutants is readily carried out by absorption spectroscopy
within the atmospheric window where the absorption of both
H2O and CO2 molecules is negligible.23 Pollutants such as
ethanol, methanol, sulfur hexafluoride, 1,2-dichloroethane, and
ozone that have their absorption bands within the atmospheric
window (round 9–10 lm) can be monitored at their rotation-
vibration bands. The molecular masses of these model
pollutants span the range of two and a half orders of magnitude.
To determine the reactivity of the selected model pollutants is
not easy; however, ozone is a well known oxidant the reactivity
of which is at least one order of magnitude higher compared to
that of other model pollutants. Their absorption lines overlap
fairly well with the emission spectrum of the CO2 laser.
Employing the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer
and a laser diode system, we have recorded the infrared
absorption spectra of the above-mentioned model pollutants to
find the most convenient absorption lines (analytically) before
applying them to physical modeling using the CO2 laser
photoacoustic spectrometry (PAS) method. The concept of
PAS detection was demonstrated to be a sensitive and suitable
method for measurement of concentration profiles of pollutants
in wind tunnels4,24 (CO2 laser as a single radiation source, time
resolution 1 s). When combined with the CO2 laser it allows
measurements to be performed within a linear dynamic range
up to six orders of magnitude wide.25

In this paper we present results of spectroscopic measure-
ments of light (ethanol, methanol, and ozone) and heavy (sulfur
hexafluoride and 1,2-dichlorethane) pollutants. This study was
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aimed at the development of a step-by-step methodology
employing spectroscopic techniques in physical modeling. The
methodology is well-demonstrated on the two urban scale
systems—a point emission source and a street canyon.
Furthermore, the comprehensive study is extended by compar-
ing the data with the results of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modeling in the case of the point emission source.

EXPERIMENTAL

The following model pollutants were used: methanol
(company: Lach-Ner s.r.o, Czech Republic; purity: p.a.
99.5%), ethanol (company: Lach-Ner, s.r.o.; purity: 99.8%),
SF6 (company: Messer; purity: 99.9%), 1,2-dichlorethane
(company: LACHEMA Czech Republic; purity: p.a.), and
ozone (home-made production based on the use of Hg lamp
ozonolyzer; concentration of ozone was calculated from
absorption coefficient26).
The high-resolution Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

Bruker IFS 120FT-IR makes use of a cell with a 20 cm path
length and the resolution is 0.0035 cm�1. The spectrometer is
equipped with a Globar light source and a HgCdTe detector
provided with the KBr beam splitter. Experimental details of
the FT spectrometer used are shown in Ref. 27. An extensive
description of the diode laser spectrometer employed was
presented previously.28,29 The diode laser (Laser Components
GmbH) was placed in a laser head cooled by the He cryostat.
The laser was temperature and current controlled using Laser
Photonics units, model L5731, at a temperature of 30–70 K and
a current of 30–500 mA. A lens focuses the laser beam into a
(Czerny–Turner) monochromator to separate single laser
modes from the spectrum. The radiation leaving the mono-
chromator was directed either into a reference cell, a Ge etalon
(0.04 cm�1), or into an absorption cell loaded with the gas
being studied. The absorption spectrum was recorded with a
photoconductor HgCdTe detector operated at liquid nitrogen
temperature. The signal from the detector was fed into a digital
oscilloscope (Le Croy 9361). The spectra were measured using
the current (saw-tooth) modulation of the laser.
Spectroscopic experiments aimed at the application of CO2

laser photoacoustic spectrometry to physical modeling were
performed within a low speed, straight open wind tunnel
(constant 1.5 m 3 1.5 m cross-section, length of 20.5 m, a
working section 2 m long). The 30 kW ventilator with a
thyristor speed regulator was used to simulate the atmospheric
boundary layer with a reference speed ranging from 1 to 12
m�s�1. Details of the whole experiment are described in our
previous works.24,30,31 The boundary layer quantities on the
inlet of the working section corresponded to those of the
neutrally stratified rural atmospheric boundary layer. Atmo-
spheric samples contaminated with the model pollutant were
continuously taken at individual, precisely defined places
(either the urban scale street canyon model or the model of a
point emission source). A movable teflon tube connected
through the photoacoustic cell with a pump was used for
continuous sampling of the atmosphere at defined places.
Samples of the atmosphere were taken with the probe with a
rate ranging from 3 to 4 cm3 s�1, which are negligible volumes
considering the dynamics of the given wind tunnel. The
photoacoustic cell was a thermally stabilized brass tube with a
length of 38 cm and diameter of 8 mm. Detection was
performed on longitudinal acoustical resonance (modulation

frequency 1.2 kHz, the phase is set on the maximum of the
photoacoustic signal).

A set of silicone and/or polyethylene tubes sealed on both
ends with steel balls and filled with the investigated model
pollutant served as well-defined permeation standards to
calibrate the equipment as well as for the analysis itself.32

We also extended our dispersion studies using an auxiliary
model pollutant, ethane, to allow better comparison, interpre-
tation, and understanding of processes. In physical modeling
ethane is often used as a reference gaseous pollutant due to its
density (similar to that of air). Concentration levels of ethane
were measured by a customary flame ionization detector
(Rosemount Analytical NGA 2000-TFID). The emission of the
model pollutants was assured by the permeation method33,34 or
by the method of gas mixing and gas flow controlling with a
mass flow controller and/or by the combination of both these
methods.

NUMERICAL METHODS

Numerical models have begun to play an important and
often dominant role in environmental assessment. When
studying the dispersion of atmospheric pollutants emitted into
the atmospheric boundary layer by the ground emission
sources (located especially in urban, rural, or industrial areas),
a turbulent model,6,35,36 based on the solution of three-
dimensional, time-dependent conservation equations (ideal
gas law, continuity equation, Navier–Stokes equation, convec-
tion-diffusion equation, energy equation written for static
enthalpy), is usually preferred over a model representing an
application of the statistical theory of turbulent diffusion
(commonly used Gaussian plume model). In particular the
micro- and small-scale dynamical modeling employs the so-
called Reynolds Average Method (RAM models) based on
time-averaged quantities of turbulent flow and on Reynolds
averaging the Navier–Stokes equations.36,37 The standard k-e
(kinetic turbulent energy� dissipation) model, a member of the
RAM model family, currently represents the most promising
tool when investigating turbulent effects on the pollutant
dispersion within the atmospheric boundary layer. Employing
the k-e model,37 besides the above-mentioned conservation
equations it is necessary to introduce transport equations for the
turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate. The transport
equation for the kinetic turbulent energy is
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P and G occurring in Eqs. 1 and 2 written for k and e denote the
shear and buoyancy production of turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE), and C1e, C2e, and C3e are empirical constants. The ratio
G/P is closely related to the stability of the atmospheric
boundary layer. In the convective boundary layer, the positive
buoyancy contributes to the production of TKE. On the
contrary, TKE is consumed under statically stable conditions.
If the buoyancy term is around zero, then the boundary layer is
said to be neutral. While the constants C1e and C2e are defined
(e.g., by Launder and Spalding38), the value of C3e depends on
the buoyancy term G, which can be either positive or negative,
and thus has to be adapted following the modeled atmospheric
stratification. rk, and re in the equations denote the turbulent
Prandtl number [-] for k and e.

The standard k-e model was developed and integrated in the
customary FLUENTTM 6.2 computational fluid dynamics
environment.37 The investigated model of the point source
was studied by mathematical modeling, by applying the finite-
volume method. For the FLUENTTM 6.2 k-e dynamic turbulent
model used, the physical conditions (i.e., the definition of
emission source and meteorological conditions) corresponded
to those of the experiment performed within the simulated
atmospheric boundary layer in the wind tunnel. The measuring
section of the aerodynamic tunnel has a cubic shape with
dimensions of 2 m (length), 1.5 m (height), and 1.5 (width).
The GambitTM 2.1.6. preprocessor was employed to prepare a
three-dimensional (3D) computational grid consisting of
337 500 cells. The geometry of the aerodynamic tunnel was
meshed in three basic steps. In the first step, all edges were
meshed constantly. Considering the investigated problem, the
mesh on edges were compressed into the middle section of the
geometry moderately (with respect to the position of the
pollutant source). In the second step all surfaces were meshed.
Two-dimensional cells were created using the predefined
scheme QUAD (elements: Quad; type: Map). Finally the
volume was meshed as well. Three-dimensional cells were
created using the predefined scheme HEX (elements: Hex; type:

Map). The final mesh was tested using the internal GambitTM

2.1.6. procedure and was shown to be of the best quality.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spectroscopic Measurements. Absorption spectra of model
pollutants were studied by FT-IR and diode laser infrared
spectroscopy covering a spectral region round 10 lm that
accommodates the emission bands of the CO2 laser. High
resolution absorption spectra of molecules measured by the
Bruker IFS 120 FT-IR spectrometer (maximum resolution 0.0035
cm�1), with emission lines of the CO2 laser, are depicted in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1 it is evident that all mentioned molecules are likely
candidates for monitoring in the region of the CO2 laser. High
resolution absorption spectra of gaseous ethanol, ozone (models
of ‘‘small’’ pollutant), sulfur hexafluoride (example of a heavy
pollutant), and their mixtures with air at different pressures are
shown in Fig. 2. The widths of individual spectral lines of pure
pollutants (Figs. 2a, 2c, and 2e) are influenced by pressure
broadening so that the Doppler width of the lines becomes
distinguishable only at pressures below 0.5 kPa. The pressure
broadening caused by cumulative increments of air in the mixture
leads to a large distortion of the line shapes resulting in decreased
absorption coefficients (Figs. 2b, 2d, and 2f).

Several emission lines belonging to the 9P branch emission
band of the CO2 laser could interfere with the absorption lines
of model pollutants. The information about line shapes is
available from quantitative databases containing the vapor-
phase infrared spectra39 and from molecular absorption
databases.40 For instance, the 9P(14) emission CO2 laser line
coincides with the absorption lines of ozone (Fig. 2e) and
hence seems to be an optimal candidate for ozone monitor-
ing.26,41,42,43 The frequency of this laser emission line,
however, does not match those of absorption lines of sulfur
hexafluoride44,45 and ethanol at low pressure (Figs. 2a and 2c).
Although the CO2 laser line sometimes overlaps only with the
wings of absorption bands broadened under higher pressure

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra in the 850 to 1150 cm�1 range of (a) dichlorethane,
10 Torr, 0.1 cm�1, 50 scans; (b) sulfur hexafluoride, 0.4 Torr, 0.01 cm�1, 100
scans; (c) ozone, 20 Torr, 0.01 cm�1, 100 scans; (d) methanol, 8.9 Torr, 0.01
cm�1, 50 scans; and (e) ethanol 5 Torr, 0.01 cm�1, 50 scans measured by the
FT-IR spectrometer. The emission lines of the CO2 laser are also shown.

FIG. 2. High resolution absorption spectra of gaseous pollutants recorded by
the diode laser spectrometer at different pressures: (a) ethanol (231 kPa), (b)
mixture of ethanol (231 kPa) and air (total pressure 1760 kPa), (c) SF6 (24.9
kPa), (d) mixture of SF6 (24.9 kPa) and air (total pressure 403.8 kPa), (e) ozone
(5.7 kPa), and (f) mixture of ozone (5.7 kPa) and air (total pressure 412 kPa).
The spectra are offset; the dashed line denotes the 9P(14) emission line of the
CO2 laser (1052.1956 cm�1).
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(Figs. 2b and 2d), the results obtained demonstrate clearly that
the sensitivity and the broad linear dynamic range of the CO2

laser photoacoustic technique used here is sufficient for
applying this method for monitoring low concentration levels
of the model gaseous pollutants in question.
Monitoring the atmosphere surrounding the models placed in

the wind tunnel was ensured by using the CO2 laser
photoacoustic gas analyzer tuned to the CO2 laser emission
lines that were preselected on the basis of the Fourier transform
infrared and diode laser infrared spectroscopic study described.
Point Emission Source. The model chimney used as a point

emission source was 20 mm high and its inner diameter was 6

mm. The model was placed within the working section of the
wind tunnel (Fig. 3a). A spatially adjustable sampling probe
introduced into the wind tunnel was employed to continuously
sample the atmosphere at precisely defined places. Each point
was measured five times by 200 s scans. We estimate the level
of reproducibility to be 10–15% for the whole experiment.

Figure 4a compares the experimental data of measurements
carried out at individual sampling points with the numerical
calculations for a light pollutant (methanol). The highest
concentration was found near the point emission source;
furthermore, the concentration depends strongly on the vertical
position of the sampling sites. There is a balance between the

FIG. 3. (a) Model of the chimney (1) and the moveable sampling probe (2); (b) Urban scale model of the Podbielski street (a part of the Hannover agglomeration at
a scale of 1:200), the investigated section is circled.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the measured (�) and calculated (*) concentrations in a 3D view for (a) methanol (light pollutant) and (b) 1,2-dichlorethane (heavy
pollutant). Sampling sites are in the direction of the wind (along the axis of the wind tunnel); the vertical position is measured relative to the bottom of the wind
tunnel; the position (0, 0) denotes the location of the emission source E.
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observed and the calculated concentrations: the concentration
level tends to zero as the vertical position increases.

The sampling sites were chosen to follow the main stream of
a plume generated by the point emission source. For the heavy
pollutant (1,2-dichlorethane) the scheme of sampling points
was changed due to entirely different physical behavior of the
latter gas. The results of experimental measurements and
numerical modeling corresponding to those sampling points are
depicted in the Fig. 4b. Studies on the pollutant dispersion46

show a similar outcome in the case of a heavy pollutant. Heavy

pollutants in particular are expected to disperse in the
atmosphere similar to the larger-sized particles; however, they
are greatly affected by gravity and thus have a shorter residence
time in the atmosphere.47

In both cases the agreement between experiment and
calculation is very good. Two main differences between the
light and the heavy pollutant were observed: (1) for the heavy
pollutant the zero concentration level was achieved at a shorter
distance in the wind direction (approximately half of the
magnitude) as compared to the light pollutant, and (2) the
higher concentration levels were also found at sampling sites at
small vertical positions up to a relatively higher position in the
wind direction.

Urban Street Canyon. The other, much more complex,
urban scale model was that of a street canyon: a model of the
Podbielski street, a part of Hannover agglomeration, at a scale
of 1:200 (Fig. 3b).

Vehicles slowly moving in the street in both directions were
simulated by two line sources emitting continuously studied
pollutant. The mentioned line source is a line consisting of
3750 parallel needle nozzles (2 cm long, inner diameter of 0.1
mm). The small diameter of the needle nozzles causes large
hydrodynamic resistance.

To allow an inter-comparison of all results collected for light
and heavy model pollutants, absolute concentration values
(depending on emission fluxes) were converted into dimen-
sionless ones, also reflecting the geometry of the model used.
Measured concentration, C [g�cm�3] was converted into
dimensionless concentration, K, using the height H [cm] of
buildings, the transverse length L [cm] of the street, the
reference wind speed U [cm�s�1] outside the street canyon, and
the concentration flux of the pollutant line source Q [g�s�1],

FIG. 5. Urban scale model: the dependencies of the dimensionless mean
concentration K* (calculated from Eq. 3) on the reference wind speed in the
wind tunnel for (a) ethanol, (b) ethane, (c) ozone, and (d) sulfur hexafluoride.

FIG. 6. Methodology combining spectroscopic methods and modeling facilities allows investigation of the dispersion of air pollutant within the atmospheric
boundary layer.
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according to the formula

K ¼ CHUL

Q
ð3Þ

The difference between the light (ethanol, ethane, and
ozone) and heavy (sulfur hexafluoride) pollutants can be
observed in Fig. 5. As seen in Eq. 3 the dimensionless
concentration K is proportional to the reference wind speed.
However, the slope of this dependence is apparently larger for
the heavy pollutants than it is for light and reactive pollutants.
Therefore, one prefers mass dependence rather than reactivity
dependence. Data of independent dispersion studies16,17 agree
with our results in the case of heavy pollutants.
The results for ozone (which are of importance for

atmospheric processes) are similar to those obtained for other
light pollutants (see Fig. 5). Ozone itself is not of such
reactivity in the absence of reactant; it belongs to a group of
moderately long living species with temporal scale ranging
from a few days to one year.48 Such similarity for all relatively
stable chemical species is important for epidemiological
studies, in particular when assessing exposure of population
to the air pollution.49 Differences in ozone behavior for urban
air pollution within the formation of photochemical pollutants
are discussed elsewhere.18,19

CONCLUSION

The selected molecular models of gaseous atmospheric
pollutants were studied by methods based on absorption
spectroscopy. These methods were used to extend the
techniques employed so far to model processes taking place
in the atmospheric boundary layer. They enable the investiga-
tion of simultaneous dispersion of model atmospheric pollut-
ants differing by their masses, as was well demonstrated in our
study dealing with model light (methanol, ethanol), heavy
(sulfur hexafluoride, 1,2-dichlorethane), and reactive (ozone)
pollutants.
Consequently, CO2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy was

applied as the main analytical tool in physical modeling the
dispersion of pollutants within urban scale models. The main
difference was found between the light and heavy pollutants.
The drawbacks of the present system are its relatively large
complexity.
Combining the spectroscopic approaches and modeling

facilities (Fig. 6) for investigation of pollutant dispersion offers
great possibilities for further development. On one hand it
makes physical modeling easier, while being more compre-
hensive on the other hand (as it enables investigation of
chemical reactions in a simulated atmospheric boundary layer).
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